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There is a value ascribed to personal networks, referred to as social capital, that is 
widely accepted as intuitive, if not obvious. Its conceptualization and measurement, 
however, poses considerable challenges for researchers. In fact, the value of social 
capital often seems most notable in its absence. Within organizations, the bene�ts 
to be derived from a web of connections – providing actors with information and 
support, sources of motivation, inspiration, or creativity, and shortcuts for ‘getting 
things done’– tend to be felt the most clearly by those who still lack access. This PhD 
thesis studies such organizational newcomers to reconstruct how they develop and 
mobilize a personal network upon starting out on a job. Its objective is to increase 
our understanding of the emergence of intra-organizational social capital, asking 
whether it indeed provides a ‘capital’ value or rather a ‘crutch’ for newcomers during 
socialization. To do so, the �ve studies comprised in this thesis investigate node and 
tie-level qualities as well as network-level developments to show how newcomer 
experiences depend on the resources that they can(not) derive from their personal 
networks.
Sabine R. Bakker completed this study on social capital in personal networks as 

external PhD candidate at the Institute for Management Research at Radboud 
University Nijmegen (the Netherlands), supervised by Prof. Dr. Paul Hendriks and Dr. 
Hubert Korzilius. Parts of this doctoral thesis have been published as peer-reviewed 
journal articles in the �eld of Social Network Analysis and presented at EUSN as well 
as Sunbelt conferences.
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Nodes 
The connected elements 

in a network. They can 
represent individuals (like 

in this study) or groups 
of actors (such as teams 

or organizations).

Ego 
The focal actor in a personal 

network. In this study, all egos 
were individual newcomers.

Alter 
Actors considered contacts 

in a (personal) network. 
In this study, all alters 

were individual actors that 
ego met at the workplace.

Weak tie 
A relation between actors characterized by 
less frequent and/or intense contact. 
Weak ties often connect nodes that are less 
close and can span across more distant 
parts of an organization or network.

Latent tie 
A relation between actors that is either 
recently initiated or barely active in contact. 

Strong tie 
A relation between actors 
characterized by closeness 
(that is, their contact is usually 
intense, frequent, long-lasting, 
multiplex, and/or reciprocal).

Mobilized network
All organizational actors that 
newcomers reported to have 

provided them with resources.

Activated network 
All organizational actors that 

newcomers reported as network 
contacts, recalled in response to  

interview prompts.

Potential network 
All organizational actors 

that newcomers are aware 
of at the organization.

Ties
The connecting elements 
through which actors are 

embedded in a network and 
the structural patterns 

resulting from their 
interactions.
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Chapter 1
“I don’t know how to ride a dragon.”
Jon Snow

“Nobody does, until they ride a dragon.”
Daenerys Targaryen
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What distinguishes new employees just joining an organization from those who 

have already worked there for a while? This question may be answered with a single 

word: uncertainty (Cable et al., 2013; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). Yet, there are various 

sources to the uncertainty that characterizes ‘the newcomer experience’ (Bauer & 

Erdogan, 2014; D. Wang et al., 2017): Compared to established insiders, those joining 

as still-outsiders are confronted not only with their comparative lack of organization-

specific know how (regarding internal practices, shared language, culture, or values) 

and know what (with regard to products, customers, or strategies), but also with their 

initial lack of know who (D. G. Allen, 2006; Ashforth et al., 1998; Inkson & Arthur, 

2001; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). That is, as newcomers go through the transition 

process called organizational socialization, they need to develop a cognitive map of 

who is who, who does what, who knows whom as well as who is important for what 

at the organization – and they need to find their own place within its structure (D. G. 

Allen, 2006; Batistič, 2014; Fang et al., 2011; Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000).

It is this latter aspect, in particular, which sparked the research interest that resulted 

in my PhD project. Given that newcomers first need to become embedded in 

their organizations, I want to understand how they derive what kinds of resources 

and from whom, to find the support they need to overcome uncertainty and attain 

insider status. To do so, my study investigates the socialization of newcomers from 

a social network perspective, combining a review and integration of extant research 

literatures with an empirical, three-wave panel study on their personal network 

development.

Since personal networks – in organizations as in life overall – offer us access to 

information, support, shortcuts for ‘getting things done’, sources of motivation, 

inspiration, creativity, commitment, and engagement, there is a value ascribed to 

our relationships referred to as social capital (Burt, 1997; Cohen & Prusak, 2001; 

Cross & Prusak, 2002; Iseke, 2007; Maurer et al., 2011). This value is generally 

accepted and intuitively understood (Riemer, 2005; Small & Sukhu, 2016), while at 

times controversial and heavily debated (Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 2013; Robison 

et al., 2002; Storberg, 2002), yet not usually reflected on a conscious level (Bilhuber 

Galli & Müller-Stewens, 2012; Molina et al., 2014; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998) and – 

ironically – often felt the most clearly, where it is (still) missing (Ibarra, 1993; Portes, 

1998; Riemer, 2005). Newcomers represent a case in point, illustrating that social 

capital, like the personal networks from which it is derived, cannot simply be willed 

into existence or conjured on demand (Cross et al., 2001; Tempest, 2004; Tymon & 

Stumpf, 2003).

As such, our intuitions of what makes personal networks valuable do not replace the 

methodical study and data-founded analysis of social capital (Parise, 2007; Strack, 

2016; Wald, 2014). In fact, empirical research has found it to be utterly elusive 
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(Prusak & Cohen, 2001; Storberg, 2002) and resisting a single, established approach 

to its investigation (Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; Korte & Lin, 2013; Van der Gaag & 

Snijders, 2005). My PhD project aims to contribute to our theoretical understanding, 

methodological toolbox, and empirical underpinning of how new organizational 

members develop social capital. I strive to capture the value derived from their 

emerging personal networks, to see whether there is indeed ‘capital’ created on the 

interpersonal level, enriching it overall, or rather a ‘crutch’ provided for newcomers 

to lean on until they have found their footing. Exploring how newcomers build up 

their personal networks and social capital is to provide part of the answer to the 

question of how they overcome uncertainty and pass the ‘inclusionary boundary’ as 

organization members (D. G. Allen, 2006; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012).

A single-word answer says very little about a whole lot. With close to 100.000 words 

in total, this thesis aims to say a whole lot about one particular aspect of a multi-

faceted question, instead. Thus, this first chapter is to clarify the broader context 

of my study, demarcate its specific topic of interest, and delineate the overall 

approach. My research project is first briefly situated in the scholarly fields to which 

it pertains, providing definitions of central concepts and identifying gaps in our 

extant knowledge on which to focus (Section 1.1). This leads to the formulation 

of the overall research objective, broken down into research questions to guide 

the steps required to attain it (Section 1.2). Based on an introduction of the panel 

group under investigation, I explicate my choices regarding methods and data 

management (Section 1.3) and indicate the academic and societal relevance of my 

research (Section 1.4). Since the thesis comprises five studies (Chapters 2 - 6) that 

have been developed as stand-alone publications and are accumulated here under 

their overarching theme, the introduction concludes by clarifying the respective 

focus of each with regard to the overall research objective (Section 1.5).

1.1 | Theoretical context and focus

Situated at the interface of several fields of research, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, the 

theoretical context of this PhD project builds on three major cornerstones: Social 

Capital Theory, Organizational Socialization, and Social Network Analysis. The first 

indicates the value inherent to the exchange of resources through interpersonal 

relationships. The second designates a transition into new social contexts when 

that value is both of crucial importance and a particular challenge to attain. The 

third focuses on the social structures that determine as well as result from resource 

exchanges, with equal potential to enable and constrain them.
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Figure 1.1 | Theoretical cornerstones of the PhD project

Each of these scholarly fields strives for an interdisciplinary and multi-level 

approach, so that my study is prone to a certain degree of complexity. To delineate its 

scope, it is therefore crucial to differentiate what has and has not been investigated, 

here. This introduction provides a respective holistic view on the research project, 

while the Chapters 2 to 6 will each elaborate on their concrete theoretical context 

and approach more specifically.

1.1.1 | Social Capital Theory

Research on social capital represents the first cornerstone in the theoretical 

foundation of this thesis. Specifically, I investigate individual-level and intra-

organizational social capital at the workplace, concentrating on mobilized 

resources (or realized value potentials) for newcomers (Small & Sukhu, 2016; E. B. 

Smith et al., 2012). A respectively context-specific working definition is applied, in 

which social capital denotes the aggregate value of resources residing in the intra-

organizational network of interpersonal relationships (or ‘ties’) of a newcomer as 

focal actor (also referred to as ‘ego’) to other organizational actors (referred to as 

‘alter’) that is realized when these resources are mobilized to supplement or enhance 

an individual’s resources by accessing those provided through network ties (Adler & 

Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 2005).
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Social capital is widely used as a conceptual lens to investigate how such aggregate 

value is also created on the macro-level of societies or nations (Adler & Kwon, 

2002; Glaeser et al., 2002; Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007). Researchers in fields as 

diverse as healthcare or crime prevention use it as an explanatory construct when 

comparing differences between various social systems, at different locations, and 

across time (Borgatti et al., 2013; Krackhardt, 1987; Schmid, 2000). While research 

has focused predominantly on the positive effects and added value derived from 

network ties (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; Bankston III & Zhou, 2002; Wald, 2011), 

they have also been found to entail a flipside of costs, obligations, constraints, 

and liabilities for (focal) actors (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Tymon & Stumpf, 2003; 

Willem & Scarbrough, 2006). Even with regard to individual-level social capital, as it 

is investigated here, the scope of approaches varies considerably (Ferri et al., 2009; 

Korte & Lin, 2013; McCarty et al., 2019). Other studies have, for instance, defined 

focal actor social capital as a matter of (potential) access to certain types of alters, 

inquiring about contacts in particular roles that egos consider part of their personal 

networks (Bozionelos, 2008; Flap & Völker, 2001; Lin, 2001).

Given the wide range of approaches, maybe the lowest common denominator they 

share is that they all refer to the value derived from networks as a metaphorical form 

of capital, implying that the term serves to import economic concepts into sociology 

and social concepts into economics (Baron & Hannan, 1994; Riemer, 2005). Social 

capital as a scholarly field has profited from, but also struggled with labelling its 

research interest in metaphorical terms as ‘a social kind of capital’ (Bankston III 

& Zhou, 2002; Devadason, 2011; Robison et al., 2002). For, in contrast to financial 

or even human capital, social capital poses enhanced challenges for researchers 

striving to standardize an approach to conceptually define and empirically 

grasp its value (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; McClain, 2016; Storberg, 2002). As 

a consequence, the concept itself has been rather divisive and met with partly 

substantial criticism (Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 2013; Dean & Kretschmer, 2007).

While the merits or detriments of the social ‘capital’ metaphor have been the subject 

of a wide and varied discussion (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; Robison et al., 2002), 

the research literature lacks a clear indication of how this debate can be productively 

engaged to support, rather than impede, empirical studies (Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 

2013; Storberg, 2002; Strack, 2016). One particular knowledge gap at the conceptual 

level that I focus on in my PhD are the implications of this unresolved debate in the 

field. An integrative conceptual review (Carter et al., 2015) is to help identify and 

systematize the arguments brought forward in the discussion. Figuratively speaking: 

There is a need for taking stock, so my PhD includes a metaphorical inventory of the 

debate around the concept of social capital based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory 

(Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; G. Morgan, 2006).
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Emerging from this exploration of social capital as conceptual metaphor are 

the reasons underlying a central pain point for extant research regarding its 

operationalization for measurement. They represent a further knowledge gap on 

which I focus the design and contribution of my PhD project at the empirical level. 

Since social capital doggedly eludes inter-subjective quantification and across-

context comparisons (Batistič, 2014; Stea & Pedersen, 2017; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 

2008), it is usually approached by proxy, rather than measured per se (Payne et al., 

2011; Storberg, 2002; Van der Gaag & Snijders, 2005). For my research design, I have 

developed and validated an approach to translate insights regarding the conceptual 

metaphor into an operationalization of social capital that enables us to capture, 

understand, and track its value from a focal actor perspective.

1.1.2 | Organizational Socialization

Research on organizational socialization represents the second cornerstone 

in the theoretical foundation of this PhD project. Specifically, I investigate 

institutionalized socialization processes aiming to integrate young professionals 

as they enter their first employments. The working definition that is applied defines 

socialization as comprising the efforts towards integration, made both on the 

sides of organizational actors and newcomers themselves, during the intertwined 

phases of initial onboarding and extended orientation on the job (Cable et al., 

2013; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). Their joint objective is to support newcomers in 

their transition from outsider to organizational insider status, helping them to 

“understand and master their new environment” (Morrison, 1993, p. 173) through 

measures, policies, or processes providing clarity about expectations regarding 

their behavior, performance, and evaluation (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Mitchell et al., 

2001; Morrison, 2002). This is to help reduce the inevitable uncertainty – for some 

bordering on “newcomer anxiety” – upon organizational entry (Cable et al., 2013; 

Harris et al., 2014).

Usually defined by its objectives, socialization has been found to determine desired 

outcomes such as organizational commitment (D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; 

Bozionelos, 2008), the applicability and further development of human capital 

(Bauer et al., 2007; Morrison, 2002; Van der Werff & Buckley, 2017), and employee 

retention (D. G. Allen, 2006; Korte & Lin, 2013) if successful. Vice versa, ineffective 

socialization has been shown to entail a range of direct, indirect, and opportunity 

costs for newcomers and organizations (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Fang et al., 

2011). To better understand what makes socialization effective, researchers have 

predominantly focused on individual characteristics, the psychological contract 

between newcomers and organizations, and the impact of policy measures or 

leadership styles as explaining variables (Bauer et al., 2007; Bauer & Erdogan, 

2014; Rink et al., 2013). Yet, there is also a growing body of literature approaching 
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socialization from a relational perspective, focusing on how newcomers become 

embedded at the organization and gain access to internal relationship structures 

and resource exchanges (Fang et al., 2011; Holtom et al., 2006; Korte & Lin, 2013).

Those striving to further develop this social capital approach to newcomer 

socialization have highlighted the need to move beyond an understanding of 

newcomers as being either embedded or not – or even as embedded to a higher 

or lower degree (Korte & Lin, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). They point out that extant 

research “has not given adequate attention to the quality – rather than the quantity 

– of links” through which newcomers are tied in (Zhang et al., 2012, p. 225). This call 

is reinforced by empirical studies that have indeed found evidence that “the quality 

of the relationships newcomers developed with their coworkers played a significant 

role in their integration into the social structure of the work group” (Korte & Lin, 

2013, p. 417), even representing “the primary driver of socialization outcomes” 

(Korte & Lin, 2013, p. 407). Others have added that we do not know enough about 

“how the characteristics of the newcomers’ social networks might contribute to their 

socialization over time” (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012, p. 1), also inviting longitudinal 

research to shift its focus to the quality of ties.

It is in answer to these calls that my PhD project aims to increase our knowledge of 

how social capital as a conceptual lens can help to describe, explain, and predict 

differences in socialization experiences. While there is a striking alignment of 

central concepts between social capital and organizational socialization, they are 

rarely brought into explicit relation to each other (Batistič, 2014; Korte & Lin, 2013). 

Thus, my study devised an integrative framework comprising different forms of 

social capital and the socialization objectives they help to achieve as well as the 

underlying configuration of newcomer networks from which they are derived. This 

provides the means to investigate which processes are involved when newcomers 

need to simultaneously build up their personal networks at an organization and 

mobilize resources from nascent ties, moving from an understanding of newcomer 

socialization as a matter of level or degree to a matter of the quality of their 

embedding networks.

1.1.3 | Social Network Analysis

Research on social network analysis (SNA) represents the third cornerstone in the 

theoretical foundation of this thesis. To be specific, I focus on the characteristics, 

composition, and development of first-order relationships in bounded personal 

networks within organizations (McCarty et al., 2019). That is, individual actors 

(newcomers, their peers, and insiders) represent the nodes analyzed. The personal 

networks being studied fall under the broader category of egocentric networks in the 

sense of being ego-centered, that is, ego as the focal actor was the (only) informant 
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from whom data about a personal network was inquired (Hollstein, 2014; McCarty 

et al., 2019). Respectively, their responses qualify as self-reported data on intra-

organizational contact networks as perceived by ego and documented in retrospect 

(Small, 2011; E. B. Smith et al., 2012) and are therefore not analyzed as ‘objective’ or 

‘verified’ network structures.

In terms of ties, the personal networks I investigate comprise strong, weaker, 

and even latent relations connecting newcomers as focal actors to alters at their 

workplace, not limited to a specific network function such as friendship or advice 

networks (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Lerner et al., 2014; E. B. Smith et al., 2012). 

Rather, ego’s extended personal network at the organization is operationalized as 

the opportunity structure from which resources can be derived in terms of social 

capital (Gulati et al., 2011; E. B. Smith et al., 2012). Consequently, the total number 

of alters to be listed in my study “is not defined a priori but it is the respondent who 

actively sets the boundaries” (Wald, 2014, p. 69).

Such choices regarding delineation and unit of analysis are critical for social network 

researchers. Besides ego-centered or personal networks, another mainstream of social 

network analysis is focused on sociocentric (‘whole’) networks (Borgatti et al., 2014; 

Brass et al., 2004; Carrington, 2014). For this approach, alter-alter ties play a crucial role 

during data collection and analysis, since they allow for the overall network structure 

to be mapped in terms of (un)directed graphs or sociograms (Borgatti et al., 2013; Burt 

et al., 2013). Actors are then mostly considered with regard to their positions, roles, 

or power within the network (Brass & Krackhardt, 1999; Burt, 1992; Burt et al., 2013; 

Granovetter, 1983; Stea & Pedersen, 2017) and compared in terms of such measures as 

centrality, brokerage, or structural equivalence (Borgatti et al., 2013; Carrington, 2014).

Due to this mainstream focus on structural measures, social network analysis is 

often (mis)conceived a ‘mere’ method, while social capital is suggested to provide 

the theory (Borgatti et al., 2014; Riemer, 2005; Seibert et al., 2001). This notion 

is easily reinforced by the fact that social networks as a term has become largely 

synonymous with social media platforms such as Twitter or Facebook. Given 

their inbuilt potential for big data collection, it is not surprising that the digital 

representations of nodes (in the form of user and organizational profiles) and ties 

(either connections between ‘friends’ and ‘followers’ or actions such as retweets or 

‘likes’) on social media have become a popular subject of research interest for social 

network analysts (Brooks et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2018; L. Wu, 2013). Since these 

studies are often data and/or method-driven, they do face particular challenges in 

connecting them back to sociological and economic theory (Lazer & Radford, 2017).

Overall, social network analysis goes far beyond a sheer method, though. In fact, 

the ‘network paradigm’ has found widespread application, informing research 
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on the most diverse topics and dynamics in social groups and institutions ranging 

across all sizes (Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Koput, 2010). Social network analysis 

features prominently in studies on migration and social mobility, urban and 

rural communities, the organization and behavior of markets, systems of power 

or influence (both beneficial or harmful) as well as social contagion and the 

transmission of anything from innovation to infectious diseases (Carrington, 2014; 

McCarty et al., 2019).

In case of my PhD project, the social network perspective allows me to investigate 

organizational socialization through the relational embeddedness of newcomers. 

That is, social network analysis provides me with the means to extract, describe, and 

compare characteristics on the structural dimension, seeing how the newcomers’ 

personal networks are configured and develop over time. This enables a more 

thorough reconstruction of the impact on their relational and cognitive dimensions, 

such as the mobilization and exchange of resources in terms of social capital 

(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).

Given the interest in organizational socialization as newcomers enter their first 

employments as young professionals, the focus of my PhD project lies on the 

initial development and initiated change of personal networks around life course 

transitions (Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Kalmijn, 2012; Small 

et al., 2015). This specific field has received the dedicated attention of a smaller, 

but highly visible group of scholars in social network analysis. Their contributions 

address an aspect often “controlled away” as a “statistical nuisance” in sociocentric 

network studies (Small, 2009, p. 9), namely the question of how differences in 

personal network embeddedness come about in the first place. To do so, they call 

for social network analysis to move beyond its “preoccupation with structure” 

(Hollstein, 2014, p. 7) and complement research efforts with more mixed methods 

approaches and longitudinal studies (Hollstein, 2014; Molina et al., 2014; Small, 

2011; Wald, 2014).

Indeed, scholarly reviews have repeatedly pointed to “the formative conditions, 

dynamic process, and change of networks” as the “major trouble spots of network 

research” (Hollstein, 2014, p. 20). Interpersonal ties can, for instance, either result 

from or represent the prerequisite for an exchange of resources in the sense of social 

capital (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015; Wrzus et al., 2013), 

so that cross-sectional research designs, in particular, have to deliberately address 

the risks of inverse causality in their models and testing (Fang et al., 2011; Morrison, 

2002; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015). Regardless of the chosen mode or level of analysis, 

“the dynamics of networks have not received much attention, since most theory and 

research has focused on the consequences” of the resulting structures (Jokisaari 

& Nurmi, 2012, p. 16). As summarized by McCarty et al. (2019, p. 29): “We still have 
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relatively little knowledge about how and why personal networks change over time 

[…]. Also, relatively little is known about the larger acquaintanceship networks, with 

its many weak ties.” These aspects are at the very center of my research interest.

The objective behind the primarily qualitative approach and panel design of my 

PhD project is to join those researchers aiming to increase our understanding of 

the processes of tie formation and network development (Andriessen & Gubbins, 

2009; Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Nakamura & Yorks, 2011; Small & Sukhu, 

2016), striving for insights on “how networks matter and [which] mechanisms and 

conditions figure in when producing certain network outcomes” (Hollstein, 2014, p. 

19). With my study, I further add to a comparably underrepresented body of research 

tracking changes in the composition of personal networks over time, still limited by 

the inherent challenges of collecting longitudinal data on social networks (Bidart & 

Lavenu, 2005; Lubbers et al., 2010).

1.1.4 | Focus and knowledge gaps at the interface

To summarize, my PhD project is situated at the overlap between particular 

research interests in the fields of social capital, organizational socialization, 

and social network analysis. I specifically focus on how young professionals 

experience the onboarding and extended integration at their first employments 

from a social network perspective, drawing on social capital as a theoretical lens 

to investigate differences in quality, rather than degree. For this particular group 

of organizational newcomers, socialization represents one of the major life course 

transitions into adulthood, providing an informative opportunity to study the 

formation and development of network ties at the organizations they join. Primarily, 

I am interested in how newcomers manage to simultaneously build up a personal 

network and mobilize their nascent ties for the resources they require and/or value 

as social capital during socialization. Then, as their socialization progresses, I want 

to understand how the ongoing development of the newcomers’ personal networks 

affects the mobilization of resources in terms of social capital over time. This entails 

addressing the following knowledge gaps, in particular.

Further conceptual development is needed if the ‘capital’ metaphor is to facilitate 

empirical research on focal actor social capital, rather than divert it into detours and 

unresolved debates (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; Ashforth et al., 1998; Devadason, 

2011). Given the inherently figurative way in which we conceptualize networks 

as well their value for individuals and organizations, it is worth exploring how the 

metaphors in use can also be better put to use.

We need to advance conceptual integration in order to better translate what we know 

about network configurations and the resources that they are most apt to channel 
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into application for organizational research and practice (Felin et al., 2009; Parise, 

2007). The underlying assumptions require explication and critical reflection 

when considered within a specific context and its objectives (Small, 2009), such as 

newcomer socialization in this case.

Further insights regarding tie formation are required if we are to better understand 

the emergence of personal networks and social capital. Nascent ties, as they are 

studied here, are characterized by a lack of tie history and, in the case of newcomer-

insider ties, by a heightened asymmetry regarding actor status and reciprocity. 

As of now, we know little about how these characteristics affect their initiation, 

development, and mobilization for resources (Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Pena-López & 

Sánchez-Santos, 2017; Van der Werff & Buckley, 2017).

Further insights on network development are widely called for in the research 

literature (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Fischer & Offer, 2020; Levin & Walter, 2018; 

Walsh et al., 2018), posing their particular challenges on methods and analysis. 

There is much to learn about how the size and composition of personal networks 

change over time, given the evolving needs and objectives of focal actors and their 

context (Payne et al., 2011; Small & Sukhu, 2016). In addition, this allows us to explore 

how such changes affect the mobilization of social capital.

1.2 | Objective and research questions

This PhD project aims to contribute to a more differentiated understanding of the 

personal network and social capital development of organizational newcomers 

during socialization. Attaining this objective entails answering research questions 

with a primarily conceptual approach, so as to capture the values that personal 

networks can offer newcomers. It further requires answering research questions 

that are primarily explanatory: First, it invites a cross-sectional approach, to 

understand how newcomers mobilize resources from their emerging networks early 

upon organizational entry. Second, it needs a longitudinal approach to track how 

they develop their personal networks and social capital as socialization progresses.

Figure 1.2 provides a visual summary condensing the overall structure of the PhD 

project to guide the following discussion. The identified knowledge gaps regarding 

conceptual development and integration as well as tie formation and network 

development indicated above are now translated into research questions guiding 

what it is that my study investigates, before the ensuing sections elaborate on how 

my research is designed and why this is taken to represent a valid theoretical and 

practical contribution.
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Figure 1.2 | Overall thesis structure
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1.2.1 |  Research questions focused on conceptual 
development

To begin with, the ongoing debate among scholars is reviewed about whether the 

concept of social capital should indeed be considered and approached as a metaphorical 

form of ‘capital’. The arguments brought forward in the debate around the social 

‘capital’ metaphor are identified and structured for analysis, to conduct an integrative 

conceptual review of extant literature (Carter et al., 2015). It is guided by the questions:

Research Question 1

What has been the explicatory and generative impact of the social ‘capital’ metaphor 

on theory building?

Research Question 2

What are the metaphor’s specific limitations when it comes to the operationalization 

of social ‘capital’ for empirical research?

Assessing the conceptual metaphor’s (lack of) impact on theory building allows us to 

pinpoint the specific challenges it poses to empirical research and derive indications 

on how to productively engage the metaphorical character of social capital for its 

operationalization, in general, and the purpose of my panel study, in particular.

1.2.2 |  Research questions focused on conceptual 
integration

From its initial focus on social capital, the review of research literatures is then 

extended to also include concepts from organizational socialization and connecting 

them to social network analysis, so as to merge the three fields of research that inform 

the theoretical framework of my PhD project. Striving for a perspective that explains 

socialization as a matter of quality, rather than level or degree (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 

2012; Korte & Lin, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012), this integration is stimulated by asking:

Research Question 3

How are the socialization experiences of organizational newcomers affected by 

qualitative differences in social capital?

Research Question 4

 Which kinds of ties to which kinds of insiders make which kinds of network 

resources available to newcomers during socialization?
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Answering these questions leads to a typology that integrates and differentiates the 

central concepts involved, explicating the underlying assumptions and probing 

them against high-intensity cases from my panel study for inductive refinement. 

The typology connects personal network configurations considered particularly apt 

to provide newcomers with different forms of social capital and central outcome 

objectives of organizational socialization. Combined, the integrative review of 

the social capital metaphor and this network configuration typology provide the 

conceptual scaffold for the further exploration of my study.

1.2.3 | Research questions focused on tie formation

Entering a new social context, newcomers face a lack of tie history with alters 

as well as particular asymmetries regarding organizational actor status and the 

reciprocity of resource exchanges. A cross-sectional approach allows me to focus 

on these specific qualities characterizing nascent ties that newcomers form upon 

organizational entry, so as to inquire:

Research Question 5

How does the lack of a tie history between actors affect the mobilization of social 

capital for newcomers?

Research Question 6

 What helps newcomers to simultaneously develop and mobilize their emerging 

personal networks given the initial asymmetries characterizing nascent ties?

Research Question 6.1
 How do newcomers perceive the asymmetry of actor status characterizing nascent 

ties to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

Research Question 6.2
How do newcomers perceive the initial lack of reciprocity characterizing nascent 

ties to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

Answering these questions allows me to fill in the conceptual model of how 

newcomers manage to build up and mobilize their personal networks during early 

socialization, helping to explain qualitative differences in their experiences.

1.2.4 |  Research questions focused on network 
development

Extending its inquiry to a longitudinal approach, the thesis concludes by zooming 

out to developments on the network level and across the newcomers’ extended 

transition towards insider status. This allows us to investigate two hypotheses 

regarding the question:
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Research Question 7

 Is an increase in social capital mobilization over time predicted by changes in a 

newcomer’s personal network composition or changes in network size?

H1
An increase in social capital mobilization is predicted by changes in network 

composition.

H2
An increase in social capital mobilization is predicted by changes in network  

size.

Based on the answer(s) derived from the panel data, we offer explanations for the 

theoretical predictions that are supported as well as those which need to be revised 

in light of our findings and indicate a concrete agenda for follow-up research.

Figure 1.2 indicates how the formulated research questions are addressed by the 

individual chapters of this thesis. The research questions focused on conceptual 

development and integration are mainly answered through the insights derived 

from Chapters 2 and 3. The research questions on tie formation are at the center of 

Chapters 4 and 5. The research questions on network development receive dedicated 

attention in Chapter 6. It is also shown how the thesis progresses in terms of its level 

of analysis, as elaborated in the following: First, the conceptual foundations are 

explored (Chapter 2) and perceptions reconstructed on the node level (Chapter 3),  

before my study explores qualities on the tie level (Chapters 4 and 5), and then 

abstracts to changes on the network level (Chapter 6).

1.3 | Methodology

Personal network analysis is, by definition, interested in the study of social structure, 

“which is neither a quantity nor a quality” (Carrington, 2014, p. 35). While social 

network analysis is based on graph theory and hence fundamentally mathematical 

in its nature (Carrington, 2014), most methods of inferential statistics do not serve 

it well, since cases are observations depending on the given focal actor and cannot 

be assumed to be independent units of analysis (Everett & Borgatti, 2014; Hollstein 

& Wagemann, 2014; Kass, 2011). Most qualitative methods, on the other hand, are 

imported to social network analysis and only few have been deliberately designed 

with the aim of analyzing the relational and structural dimensions of network data 

in mind (Herz et al., 2015).

It is hence the questions and concepts to be investigated that determine the 

choice of methods in a research design. Here, the overall objective and specific 

questions to be answered entail the study of focal actor experiences regarding the 
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qualities of personal network ties, their mobilization for resources, and the value 

ascribed to social capital during socialization. This invites a qualitative research 

design providing access to the focal actors’ “individual perceptions, subjective 

meanings, and frameworks of reference” (Wald, 2014, p. 76) so as to reconstruct 

their newcomer experience (Burt et al., 2013; Hollstein, 2014). Meanwhile, a certain 

degree of standardization is required to allow for developments to be tracked over 

time and compared between newcomers, both recommending more quantifiable 

measures (Kalmijn, 2012; Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). Standardized methods 

have also been found to make the collection of personal network data less prone to 

social desirability bias (Molina et al., 2014).

Triangulation between more qualitative and more quantitative methods is hence 

expressly recommended for personal network analysis, when “a narrow focus on 

either a qualitative or a quantitative research strategy does not capitalize on [its] full 

explanatory potential” (Wald, 2014, p. 65). Respectively, the multistrand, parallel 

design chosen for my PhD project mixes methods with the aim to corroborate and 

validate each other as it “looks for complementarity rather than convergence” 

(Hollstein, 2014, p. 14). While the broader elements of my choices are explicated in 

this part of the introduction, a detailed documentation is provided in Appendix 1 

and each chapter will highlight its specific methodology.

1.3.1 | Field access

In terms of collecting empirical data on the personal networks of organizational 

newcomers, my PhD project benefitted from a unique field access to a sample of 

relevant focal actors through an International Business program at a German ‘dual 

studies’ university. Students in this program actively apply to and are recruited 

by partner organizations cooperating with the university. They are selected and 

hired for an institutionalized training of young professionals which includes an 

academic Bachelor’s degree. That is, over the course of three years, these students 

go through alternating phases of following lectures at university and working 

on the job, absolving assignments in different departments of their training 

organizations.

A course of 28 students joined together for this ‘dual degree’ program was invited 

to participate in my study. Approaching an existing group, as such, was considered 

conducive for the intents of a panel design. It helps to reduce the self-selection 

bias to which panel studies are often prone (Flap & Boxman, 2000; Wald, 2014), 

ensuring that not only newcomers with a preexisting interest in the research topic 

or an innate tendency to self-reflection join (and stick with) a panel’s repeated 

measurements (Mehra et al., 2001). Both, the students’ regular returns to university 

and the direct contact that I had with them on these occasions in a double role 
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as researcher and lecturer were also most helpful in decreasing the risk of panel 

attrition.

As opposed to other newcomer cohorts, this group was further largely comparable in 

terms of their human capital. Admission to their study program required for them 

to have completed the highest secondary degree to be attained in Germany (‘Abitur’) 

with above average grades, showing an aptitude for math and foreign languages. In 

addition, their contractual situation upon organizational entry was comparable, 

given that all newcomers in the group had signed for an initial three years of 

employment, with the prospect of a more permanent position after the program 

had been successfully completed. The employing organizations’ investment in the 

newcomers’ academic training also signaled the intent of a longer-term commitment.

1.3.2 | Panel study sample

Through the described field access, it was possible to collect complete sets of panel 

data for 26 newcomers. Two of the original 28 left their organizations during the 

program and thus had to be excluded from the panel, representing 7% attrition. Two 

more were excluded from the analysis, because their socialization trajectories or 

employment situations did not allow for sufficient comparability with the rest of the 

group (Firestone, 1993). That is, one newcomer switched employers between waves 

of data collection and another was self-employed, while all others were socialized in 

the organizational context of corporations or enterprises. Consequently, my panel 

study could follow the socialization of a group of 24 newcomers as they entered 

their first employments, accompanied by an institutionalized study program. They 

were socialized in nine different organizations, operating in a range of industries 

comprising the production of medical- and heavy equipment, IT-solutions, 

engineering, and consulting as well as pharmaceuticals. Appendix 1.5 provides 

more information on the panel group and elaborates on the organization and 

implementation of my study.

As a purposeful sample, the panel matches the research objective of this thesis, 

focusing on depth of understanding for variations in newcomer experiences, rather 

than a randomization of the sample or the statistical generalization of results. Both, 

its size and idiosyncrasies are also considered fit for a triangulation of methods in 

data collection and analysis (Hollstein, 2014; Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017; 

Small, 2011; Wald, 2014), as described in the following.

1.3.3 | Data collection

Given their regular returns to university to follow academic lectures, it was possible to 

approach the panel study participants for repeated waves of data collection at three 
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points of measurement. The first wave took place after the newcomers had spent  

3 months at their respective organizations (T1). The second wave was conducted 

after 12 months (T2) and the third wave after about 18 months of accumulated time 

on the job (T3).

As the central source of data for my panel study, I conducted extensive, semi-

structured interviews with the newcomers. The interview design combined two 

parts, so as to incorporate the indicated mix of methods: There was a frame of open 

questions at the beginning and at the end of each interview and a standardized part 

in the middle, to collect structured data about the newcomers’ personal networks 

and mobilized social capital. The former provided the flexibility of a reconstructive 

approach to gather narrative texts from respondents, providing contextual 

information on ego-alter relationships, organizational onboarding measures, and 

the support that newcomers experienced (or missed) during of their socialization. 

The latter was designed as a three-step “formalized inventory” (Wald, 2014), 

engaging the newcomers in a guided documentation of their network contacts, tie 

characteristics, and mobilized resources.

Appendix 1 explicates the design principles underlying the panel study, with 

Appendix 1.3 reporting specifically on the efforts taken to pretest the data collection 

instruments. Appendix 1.4 explains and critically reflects the choices made on 

probes and Appendix 3 documents the complete interview guides as used, in the 

German original and with English translations for all narrative impulses, generator 

questions, and prompts.

Combined, the semi-structured and standardized parts of my interviews gathered 

three consecutive sets of data on the newcomers’ perceptions of their socialization 

experiences, emerging personal networks, and mobilized social capital. They 

provide the basis to analyze behavioral and relational dimensions, the composition 

and development of their personal networks, as well as processes of tie formation, 

development, and mobilization (Lerner et al., 2014; McCarty et al., 2019; Small et 

al., 2015). To leverage this potential of the panel study, my PhD project draws on a 

range of different approaches, to question the qualitative and quantifiable data, 

both separately and in combination, as well as treating waves distinctly and as one 

overarching, longitudinal data set, as described in Section 1.3.5.

1.3.4 | Data processing

Both qualitative (narrative) and quantifiable (structured) data provide informative 

perspectives on personal networks and social capital mobilization (Herz et al., 

2015). Yet, they result from different forms of inquiry and warrant diverging forms 

of analysis and interpretation, so that their combination (and publication, for 
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that matter) is a particular challenge (Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017; Wald, 

2014). Besides transcribing the interviews and transferring standardized data into 

analytical software, applying various forms of data visualization provided a central 

means to match the mix of methods during data collection in their analysis.

For social network studies, in general, and the triangulation of narrative and 

structured network data, in particular, “the power of visualization lies in the fact that 

it allows the conversion of quantitative information to qualitative, and vice versa” 

(Molina et al., 2014, p. 306). By first (re)presenting the network data collected from 

my panel in the form of VennMaker diagrams (Schönhuth et al., 2014), clustered 

graphs (Brandes et al., 2008; Lubbers et al., 2010), network development profiles 

(Small et al., 2015), or aggregated displays (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005), they could 

both be better related to the underlying theoretical frameworks of my study and 

brought to inform new insights (Molina et al., 2014).

Processing data into visualizations allowed me to “simultaneously assess a great 

amount of information about the substantive topic” being investigated (Molina 

et al., 2014, p. 307), since the visual representations “serve to reduce complexity 

and thereby contribute to a better understanding of the patterns under analysis” 

(Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 248). As a visual summary, they helped with 

comparing individual cases regarding concepts of interest (Lubbers et al., 2010) and 

to delineate variance across the panel (Brandes et al., 2008). As such, they represented 

a helpful means for purposeful sampling strategies (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; 

Patton, 2000) and a structure-focused qualitative analysis of my data in the cross-

sectional studies (Herz et al., 2015; Hollstein, 2014) as well as for the categorization 

of data for their longitudinal analysis (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Small et al., 2015).

1.3.5 | Data analysis

Different analytical approaches are drawn upon, both across and within the 

individual parts of this PhD project, to attain its research objective. Befitting the 

specific calls, knowledge gaps, and research questions to be addressed, my study 

places a greater focus on the qualitative data and methods of analysis. They are, 

however, enriched with insights better or only derived through triangulation in 

a parallel design (Hollstein, 2014; Small, 2011). While the sample size preempts 

the use of sheer statistical power, quantified measures and approaches are widely 

incorporated in order to do justice to the structural dimension so central to personal 

network analysis and its relational approach (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014). That is, 

the mix of methods aims to gather and combine insights from “thick descriptions, a 

common feature of qualitative methods, with data reduction, which is characteristic 

of quantitative methods” (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 237).
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Figure 1.2 indicates some of the methods of analysis employed. Their initial focus 

lies on qualitative content analysis. Chapter 2 draws on a theoretical sample of 

research literatures, following the principles of an integrative conceptual review to 

derive implications for theory development (Carter et al., 2015; Webster & Watson, 

2002). Chapter 3 draws on the data of purposefully sampled high-intensity cases 

from the panel (Patton, 2000), so as to “allow for a theory-guided and case-oriented 

mode of calibration” of the developed typology (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, 

p. 248). In this and the following parts of my study, the Gioia method is applied to 

gather and present insights from the interview narratives (Gioia et al., 2013). For the 

cross-sectional study reported in Chapters 4 and 5, an adapted form of Qualitative 

Structural Analysis (Herz et al., 2015) is conducted, enabling the triangulation of 

narrative with structured data. Finally, Chapter 6 centers around the categorization 

of quantified panel measures (Firestone, 1993; Small et al., 2015), leveraging 

descriptive and inferential methods to inform their longitudinal analysis and binary 

logistic regressions.

1.3.6 | Data management

The handling and storage of all data collected, processed, and analyzed for my study is 

guided by a data management plan. Appendix 1.6 describes the respective measures 

and the resulting data repository. Appendix 2 includes the informed consent 

agreement that each participant signed prior to the beginning of my data collection.

Throughout my data management and analysis as well as in the following discussion 

of my study, I strive to protect the anonymity of both individual panel participants as 

well as their employing organizations with utmost care. If necessary, trade-offs are 

made with regard to providing rich descriptions of context that would otherwise be 

expected for the grounding of in-depth case studies. Prioritizing anonymity as such 

is considered particularly sensitive with regard to social network research. While all 

panel participants have given informed consent to the collection and use of their 

data for my study, they were asked to report extensively on their personal network 

contacts. Those alters could not be approached for consent, themselves. By design, 

this imparts an enhanced need for data protection and confidentiality on my study.

1.4 | Theoretical and practical relevance

The delineated research design is considered a relevant step towards opening up 

some of the remaining black boxes of social capital and social network research 

to address the knowledge gaps identified above (Pena-López & Sánchez-Santos, 

2017; Storberg-Walker, 2007). Social capital theory as a scholarly field is prone 

to “definitional headaches” (Ferri et al., 2009, p. 139), in part due to framing its 
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intangible subject of research interest in terms of the capital metaphor. It has 

been shown that Conceptual Metaphor Theory has the potential to alleviate the 

strain caused by the range of overlapping or conflicting social capital definitions 

(Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009). This makes it worth exploring whether this approach 

also offers a remedy when it comes to the empirical operationalization of social 

capital, so as to expand our toolbox for grasping and tracking the value of personal 

network resources for focal actors.

Newcomers represent one of the marginal groups of organizational actors who stand 

to profit profoundly from intra-organizational network resources, thus inviting more 

attention of social capital and network research scholars (Batistič & Tymon, 2017; 

Fang et al., 2011). Young professionals, at the very outset of their working careers, 

can be considered as even more ‘at risk’ of suffering from an initial lack of social 

capital, since they will likely enter organizational structures from the fringes and in 

junior roles, depending entirely on their human capital going in (Cable et al., 2013; 

Iseke, 2007; Mehra et al., 1998). For them, the first experience with organizational 

socialization and ‘newcomer anxiety’ on the job may thus have an even more 

profound impact (Ashforth et al., 1998; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006; Walsh et al., 2018).

Many organizations invest considerably in onboarding processes, acclimatization 

measures, mentoring, or buddy programs in order to foster newcomer socialization 

(Batistič, 2014; Fang et al., 2011). Knowing which impulses to provide or which 

barriers to remove, will allow for a better return on those investments, making sure 

they actually address what facilitates the desired outcomes (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; 

Prusak & Cohen, 2001). This can guide measures to foster newcomer embeddedness 

and retention (D. G. Allen, 2006; D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Prusak & Cohen, 2001), 

benefitting both the organizations and newcomers.

Presuming that both newcomers and organizations have a vested interest in 

fostering individual-level social capital, we need to first understand what drives 

the emergence and mobilization of resources from personal networks on the job. 

Advancing research on tie formation prevents us from taking the development 

of personal networks in a new social context for granted (Dahlander & McFarland, 

2013; Small, 2009). It allows us to not stop at controlling for differences when 

comparing outcomes, but to investigate how and why the mobilization of ties is 

perceived to come about by focal actors, instead. A social network perspective then 

provides the means to understand the social dimension of socialization, focusing on 

how relational embeddedness is (to be) attained (D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013). This 

perspective further allows us to explore how the personal network development and 

social capital mobilization of newcomers affect each other over time.
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By extension, increasing our understanding of the quality of relations that tie 

newcomers in will tell us which principles require nurturing or adaptation as 

actors, organizations, and conceptions of cooperation or careers evolve. Changes 

may be gradual, such as differences between the proverbial generations X, Y, and 

millennials. Or they may be disruptive, such as an entire generation of newcomers 

going through organizational socialization while their employers need to comply 

with lockdown measures to decelerate a pandemic. In either case, adapting a system 

requires an understanding of what makes it work. Adjusting newcomer socialization 

incrementally or drastically requires a grasp on the qualities characterizing ties that 

are valued by newcomers as they develop intra-organizational social capital. Thus, 

both newcomers and organizations stand to benefit if they can be better advised on 

onboarding and socialization measures based on a refined understanding of the 

role of intra-organizational networks and social capital development.

1.5 | Overall thesis structure

The indicated objective of my PhD thesis is to capture the development of intra-

organizational social capital on a conceptual level, understand its value for 

newcomers upon starting out through a cross-sectional deep dive, and track its 

impact over time from a longitudinal perspective. Its chapters reproduce the 

different studies conducted as steps towards completing this objective. Each has 

been developed in form of a paper that can also represent a stand-alone publication. 

They have all been presented at academic conferences and three of them are in 

various states of submission to or publication in peer-reviewed journals. Table 1.1 

provides a first overview of the central concepts, data, and methods per chapter.

Table 1.1 | Overview of the five studies accumulated as chapters
 

Focus Concepts Approach Data

Ch.2 Conceptual 
Level

• Social Capital
• Economic Capital

•  Integrative Conceptual 
Review

•  Conceptual Metaphor 
Theory

Literature review of  
60 peer-reviewed 
 publications

Ch.3 Node 
Level

• Socialization
•  Personal Network 

Configurations

• Multiple Case Study
•  Qualitative Content 

Analysis

Qualitative and quan-
tified network data on 
cases (n = 9)

Ch.4
Ch.5

Tie 
Level

• Tie Formation
•  Network Resource 

Mobilization

• Cross-sectional Study
•  Qualitative Structural 

Analysis

Qualitative and quanti-
fied data on complete 
panel at T1 (N = 24)

Ch.6 Network 
Level

• Tie Development 
•  Life-course 

 Transitions

• Longitudinal Study
• Descriptive Statistics
•  Binary Logistic 

 Regression

Quantified data reduc-
tion on complete panel 
across T1-T3 (N = 24)
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Chapter 2 is focused on the (potential) contributions of the social ‘capital’ metaphor for 

conceptual development. Within the overall structure of the thesis, it serves to identify 

the source of central challenges for empirical social capital research. This informs the 

design principles for the data collection instruments developed for my panel study (see 

Appendix 1). Further, the conclusions drawn from the integrative conceptual review 

guide the overall approach and strategies for data analysis throughout the ensuing 

chapters, for example by providing a-priori codes applied to interview data.

Chapter 3 draws the connection between the conceptual approach and the 

operationalization of central concepts in social capital theory, organizational 

socialization, and social network analysis for empirical research. Within the overall 

structure of the thesis, it serves to identify and explicate underlying assumptions 

in the three fields of literature so as to integrate them into a combined typological 

framework. Through the qualitative analysis of purposefully sampled cases from 

the panel study, the typology is validated and further refined inductively. In its 

augmented form, the typology informs the operationalization, sampling, and 

analytical strategies applied in the ensuing chapters.

Chapters 4 and 5 report on the cross-sectional study conducted on the first wave 

of panel data by means of a Qualitative Structural Analysis (Herz et al., 2015) 

which enables the triangulation of its qualitative and standardized data. Within 

the overall thesis structure, this provides in-depth insights on the factors that 

influence the formation and mobilization of network ties for newcomers shortly 

after organizational entry. Due to the scope of data and research questions to be 

discussed, this study has been split into two parts, with Chapter 4 focusing on the lack 

of a tie history between egos and alters and Chapter 5 focusing on the (a)symmetry 

regarding actor status and reciprocity characterizing nascent ties, respectively.

Chapter 6 reports on the longitudinal analysis of the panel study across all three 

waves of the collected data. It probes for connections between different forms of 

personal network development and changes in the newcomers’ mobilization of 

social capital over time by means of binominal logistic regression. Within the overall 

structure of the thesis, this study demonstrates how the research design allows for 

insights to be derived with regard to development dynamics on the network level and 

results in a differentiated agenda for ensuing research to follow up on its findings.

Chapter 7 draws the gathered insights together so as to distill answers regarding 

individual research questions and to discuss overarching connections between 

them. It expounds the implications of findings from each study and how they 

complement each other. Returning to a holistic perspective on the PhD project, the 

concluding chapter critically reflects on the boundary conditions and limitations 

of my study so as to discuss the transferability of results and the indications they 

provide for future research and organizations.
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Social capital offers a powerful explanatory construct for understanding how 

value is created on the interpersonal level in organizations. However, there is an 

ongoing discussion amongst researchers as to whether or not social capital 

should indeed be thought of as a metaphorical form of ‘capital’. We investigate 

the concrete sources of divisiveness in this debate through the lens of 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory. An integrative conceptual review of extant 

literature is conducted to analyze the explicatory as well as the generative 

impact that the metaphor has had on our understanding of the antecedents, 

entity, and outcome value of social capital. Based on the results of this 

metaphorical inventory, the chapter discusses possibilities for the metaphor to 

be productively engaged in future organizational research.
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2.1 | There is value to a network, but is it capital?

Conceptual metaphors are of significant interest for researchers striving to increase 

our understanding of abstract subjects in the social sciences (G. Morgan, 2006; 

Örtenblad et al., 2016; Reid & Katz, 2018). Framing such intangible concepts in 

metaphorical terms allows the human mind to get a better grasp on otherwise elusive 

phenomena, so that “metaphors [do] not only express our thinking, they help us to 

structure it” (Inkson, 2004, p. 98). Social capital represents a case in point, denoting 

the value which resides in interpersonal relationships that is realized when actors 

can supplement or enhance their individual resources by accessing those of others 

through the network ties between them (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 

1998; Riemer, 2005). Implicitly, the term compares the value of network resources 

to economic assets. It draws on the palpable source domain of financial capital to 

express the abstract value generated from social relations as its figurative target 

domain (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009).

Researchers investigating this value derived from personal network ties in an 

organizational context have embraced the concept of social capital as a strong 

predictor of group-level outcomes such as collaboration, knowledge creation 

and sharing, or organizational learning (Fagerlind et al., 2013; Fugate et al., 2004; 

S. Wang & Noe, 2010). However, despite its descriptive and explanatory merits, 

the construct of social capital has also evoked profound criticism regarding its 

conceptual rigor and theoretical grounding (Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 2013; 

Dean & Kretschmer, 2007). The term itself has been called into question and even 

admonished for imposing limitations on how scholars think about the subject of 

their research interest (Baron & Hannan, 1994; Leana & Van Buren, 1999; Robison 

et al., 2002).

A key debate underlying this critical discussion concerns the question as to whether 

or not social capital should indeed be considered as a metaphorical form of capital, 

as the term implies (Bankston III & Zhou, 2002; Devadason, 2011; McClain, 2016; 

Tymon & Stumpf, 2003; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). While prior research has 

allotted a potpourri of strengths and weaknesses of the social ‘capital’ metaphor, 

it lacks an integrative overview. Such an ongoing debate can stir “unnecessary 

theoretical confusion” (Strack, 2016, p. 1), if attention is diverted away from, rather 

than towards the investigated phenomena. It also makes the disputed concept 

“an easy target for skeptics” and may even “hinder further theoretical progress”, 

if unresolved questions leave researchers in doubt about framing their inquiries 

“within a factually inaccurate metaphorical model” (Strack, 2016, p. 4).

On a conceptual level, Andriessen and Gubbins (2009) have shown how a systematic 

analysis of social capital’s metaphorical framing can help researchers clarify 
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ambiguities regarding its theoretical definition(s). Still, the capital metaphor has 

remained in doubt, as researchers continue to struggle with the operationalization 

of social capital for empirical studies (Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; McClain, 

2016). In stark opposition to financial capital, social capital has for instance been 

found to doggedly elude inter-subjective quantification and rigorous controlling 

(Stea & Pedersen, 2017; Storberg, 2002). This has left researchers faced with the 

dilemma of investigating a subject bearing the economic label of capital, but not 

matching some of its most central characteristics (Riemer, 2005).

We argue that in order to assess its potential and limitations for organizational 

research, it is important that the metaphorical character of social capital is taken 

seriously, as well, rather than treating it as an umbrella or placeholder concept 

(Kwon & Adler, 2014; Robison et al., 2002). Thus, our objective here is to aggregate 

the discussion in which social capital is recognized as metaphor in order to evaluate 

its impact on theory building (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008) and identify specific 

limitations regarding its operationalization for empirical research in organizations. 

In an effort to take inventory, an integrative conceptual review has been conducted 

(Carter et al., 2015), to systematically organize and analyze arguments put forward in 

a corpus of 60 peer reviewed publications discussing the social ‘capital’ metaphor.

The organization of the chapter reflects the necessary steps. First, the terminology 

and advocated approach towards social capital as a conceptual metaphor are 

clarified. This is followed by a description of the reviewed body of research literature 

and the categorization matrix devised for our analysis (Daniels, 2019; Webster & 

Watson, 2002). Central insights from the review are presented regarding first the 

explicatory impact and then the generative impact derived from the metaphorical 

character of social capital (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008). Both are brought together 

in conclusion, delineating how the metaphor may be productively engaged in future 

research.

2.2 | Theoretical perspective

As linguistic devices expressing one thing in terms of another, metaphors offer 

“implicit or explicit assertions that A is (or is like) B” (G. Morgan, 2006, p. 4), while 

keeping the comparison unspoken. That is, a metaphor omits the comparative 

markers ‘like’ or ‘as’ (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; McGlone, 2007), instead using one 

concept to construct the semiotic meaning of the other through “a mapping of 

entities, structures and relations from one domain (called the ‘source’) onto a 

different domain (referred to as the ‘target’)” (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008, p. 366). 

This semiotic mapping allows for a transfer of understanding from the source to 

the target domain, as parallels are drawn between them (Reid & Katz, 2018; Strack, 
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2016). In the process, metaphors can endow abstract and intangible concepts with 

“a physical or visual texture” (Inkson, 2006, p. 48), when a clear denotative meaning 

is mapped onto an elusive connotative meaning (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; G. Morgan, 

2006).

By extension, metaphors can have what Cornelissen and Kafouros (2008) call an 

explicatory impact on theory building, if a coherent mapping between source and 

target domains serves “to organize and clarify our theoretical understanding” of 

abstract constructs (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008, p. 366). They can further have a 

so-called generative impact, if remote or unexpected aspects of a source domain are 

drawn upon for the implicit comparison and new insights on the target domain are 

sparked as the resulting tensions need to be addressed or resolved (Cornelissen & 

Kafouros, 2008; Inkson, 2006). It is through the dialectic of both, their explicatory 

and generative impact, that conceptual metaphors can have an informative value for 

research in the social sciences that extends well beyond the linguistic level (Lakoff & 

Johnson, 1980; McGlone, 2007; G. Morgan, 2006).

Social capital provides an illustrative example for how metaphors can be such 

cognitive as well as linguistic representations of concepts that are complex, tacit, 

and not easily grasped (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008). It draws on financial capital 

as a source domain “pertaining to the concrete world of objects and organisms” 

(Inkson, 2006, p. 49), such as coins, money, or goods exchange, with which we are 

familiar through direct, even physical contact, and that we are therefore confident to 

understand (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). It is then applied to the abstract target domain 

of value derived from social relations, which is far less accessible to us, but with 

which it at least partially overlaps (Robison et al., 2002).

While social capital is discussed in a variety of contexts (Kwon & Adler, 2014; McClain, 

2016; Wald, 2011), we focus specifically on the value of resources derived from 

personal networks at the workplace, here. Social capital is respectively defined as 

the aggregate value of resources derived through the contact network of a focal actor 

(also referred to as ego) to other actors (referred to as alter) within an organization 

(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 2005). These resources are considered valuable 

because their exchange allows actors to apply their human capital, to acquire skills 

valued at the organization, and to secure or create other (im)material benefits on the 

interpersonal level (Bilhuber Galli & Müller-Stewens, 2012; Burt, 1997).

Arguably, ascribing the label of ‘capital’ to such intangible values evokes fitting 

associations from the realm of economics. In its narrow, economic sense, the term 

capital refers to “a stock of accumulated assets, representing past output, which 

could be used in the economic system to facilitate current output and further 

increase that accumulated stock” (Dean & Kretschmer, 2007, p. 576). In its extended, 

more colloquial use, capital is a concept that covers a wide array of resources that are 
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considered valuable and can be deployed to create or enhance other values (Robison 

et al., 2002; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). In its metaphorical use regarding social 

capital, the term stresses the benefits derived through network relations (Lin, 2001; 

Riemer, 2005) and further suggests that the exchange of network resources can be 

subsumed under a broader notion of economic action (Nugent & Abolafia, 2006).

Indeed, the role which social capital plays as a lever for individual skills and 

competencies, a driver of knowledge-intensive value creation processes, and an 

enabler of organizational productivity has been empirically tested and confirmed 

(Adler & Kwon, 2002; Parise, 2007). As Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) have shown, 

social capital allows for organizational objectives to become attainable that otherwise 

would not be achieved at all, or only at high costs. Such capital-like values derived 

from network resource exchanges are aptly captured by the metaphor, explaining 

why social capital has joined the growing list of hybrid forms of capital that have 

emerged to accompany changes in the economic system towards intangible and 

collective concepts such as human, symbolic, intellectual, or cultural capital (Dean & 

Kretschmer, 2007; Schuller & Field, 1998; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008).

Yet, social capital will not accumulate ‘like money in the bank’ or allow for trading 

on a public stock market. These and other associations evoked when it is referred to 

as a metaphorical form of capital fail to represent how social relations are built up, 

maintained, and activated for network resources (Robison et al., 2002; Small, 2009). 

To return to the image of mapping a source onto a target domain: There are aspects 

in which the two domains of the social ‘capital’ metaphor are imperfectly matched or 

fall short of parallels. As a consequence, the term has been divisive. Researchers find 

it highly informative to highly problematic how the metaphor imports ‘capitalist’ 

concepts into sociology (Bonanno, 2018) and social concepts into economics 

(Riemer, 2005), as our aggregation of the resulting debate is to show.

2.3 | Materials & method

The starting point for compiling a corpus of relevant publications for our review 

was to run advanced queries in research databases using different combinations 

of search terms (Daniels, 2019; Webster & Watson, 2002). Over several rounds, 

title, keyword, and content searches were conducted in Web of Science, with 

keywords regarding social capital (further extended to related terms such as 

‘social networks’, ‘networking’, ‘social support’, etc.) and variants of search terms 

regarding conceptual metaphor (including ‘metaphorical’, ‘figurative’, etc.). While 

either alone would produce comprehensive lists of search results, matches for their 

combination were comparatively sparse.
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Initial readings soon made it clear that a snowball-sampling approach was the more 

fruitful strategy for identifying relevant publications (Patton, 2000), since authors 

have often - but by far not always - made the metaphor an explicit focus (Roberts, 

2004) to be captured in titles or indexing tags. Thus, citations from reviewed articles 

were followed up, in which (implicit) reference was made to the debate around the 

social capital metaphor. They were consecutively subjected to the review, until the 

lists of references identified no additional material and the arguments put forward 

no longer added aspects to be included in the analysis, which was taken to signal 

preliminary saturation for our review (Daniels, 2019; Webster & Watson, 2002).

2.3.1 | Body of reviewed literature

As presented here, the review reports on a body of 60 academic publications, 

comprising 53 articles from 36 peer-reviewed journals, chapters from two edited 

volumes, and five monographs. They include conceptual and empirical studies, 

published in English or German over a time span of 45 years, in various research 

fields concerned with social relations on the individual, group, organizational, 

community or (inter)national level, as shown in the overview sorted by publication 

in Table 2.1.

Appendix 4 provides a separate list of references with author names and complete 

titles of the reviewed publications. Six of the authors discussed have been counted 

among the most seminal researchers in social network analysis (Bourdieu, Burt, 

Coleman, Cross, Granovetter, Lin), based on the curation by Holzer and Stegbauer 

(2019). Equally seminal status in the field of social capital research can be, at the 

least, ascribed to Adler and Kwon (2002; 2014), Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) as 

well as Portes (1998), especially with regard to the resource-centric perspective and 

focus on intra-organizational networks applied here. As the range of the reviewed 

publications indicates, the scholarly debate has been wide-spread, diverse, and 

ongoing, so that the scope of literature covered by our review cannot be considered 

exhaustive or complete. Still, the principles of selection, analysis, and saturation as 

followed provide confidence regarding the informative quality of the outcomes.
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Table 2.1 | Reviewed body of literature by journal and year of publication

Published in # Year(s)

1 Academy of Management Journal 1 2004

2 Academy of Management Review 5 1993, 1998, 1999, 2002, 2007

3 Administrative Science Quarterly 1 1997

4 Advances in Developing Human Resources 2 2007

5 American Journal of Sociology 2 1973, 1988

6 Annual Review of Sociology 1 1998

7 British Journal of Politics & Int. Relations 1 2004

8 Career Development International 1 2003

9 Gender, Work and Organization 1 2010

10 Group & Organization Management 4 2001, 2006, 2007, 2014

11 Human Relations 5 2004, 2006, 2010, 2016, 2017

12 Human Resource Development Review 1 2002

13 Human Resource Management Review 1 2010

14 International Journal of Lifelong Education 1 1998

15 Journal of Business Ethics 1 2007

16 Journal of Economic Literature 1 1994

17 Journal of Enterprising Communities 1 2009

18 Journal of Management 1 2011

19 Journal of Vocational Behavior 2 2004, 2013

20 Organization Science 1 2000

21 Organization Studies 1 2009

22 Organizational Dynamics 1 2001

23 Personnel Review 1 2008

24 Public Relations Review 1 2018

25 Research in Organizational Behavior 1 2011

26 Review of Social Economy 3 2002, 2007, 2016

27 Social Forces 1 1988

28 Social Indicators Research 1 2013

29 Social Networks 2 2011, 2016

30 Sociological Inquiry 1 2002

31 Sociological Review 1 2011

32 Sociological Theory 1 1983

33 The Economic Journal 1 2002

34 The Journal of Socio-Economics 1 2008

35 The Leadership Quarterly 1 2012

36 Zeitschrift für Betriebswirtschaft 1 2011

Monographs 5 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009

Edited volumes 2 1983, 2000
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2.3.2 | Integrative conceptual review

For our inventory of the discussion around the social ‘capital’ metaphor in the 

identified research literature, we developed and applied a categorization matrix to 

organize our review (Carter et al., 2015), “identify critical knowledge gaps” (Webster 

& Watson, 2002, p. xix), and indicate how future research may address them (Daniels, 

2019). It plots the arguments put forward in the debate along two axes to differentiate 

how the metaphor has had an impact on theory building and which areas of research 

interest it primarily relates to.

For the former, categories were defined a priori, drawing on the terminology of 

Cornelissen and Kafouros (2008) as well as Inkson (2006) and their respective studies 

on the generative and explicatory impact of conceptual metaphors in organizational 

research (briefly explicated below). For the second, we used central research areas 

emerging from our analysis (explained in the following), as advised by Carter et 

al. (2015, p. 598) for integrative conceptual reviews so as to make them “facilitate 

understanding and integration across subdomains” specific to the field under study.

Based on the theoretical perspective of conceptual metaphor, our coding process 

was broadly guided by the question whether the reviewed publications made explicit 

reference to aspects regarding either the source or target domains of social capital. 

Explicit parallels or comparisons drawn served as sensitizing concepts to also note 

any implicit mapping between facets of social and financial (or other types of) 

capital. Through iterative rounds of close readings, passages were extracted that 

described social capital as a concept, in general, or the social ‘capital’ metaphor, in 

particular, as well as sections addressing their merits and/or limitations.

The identified aspects were systematized in several iterations of conceptual 

analysis, since the snowball-sampling approach lead to references being added to 

the review over time. In the process, three beacons of research interests emerged 

from the analyzed literature, namely the antecedents, entity, and outcome value of 

social capital. With these pillars identified, the resulting categorization matrix was 

re-applied to classify all extracts from the reviewed publications according to the 

categories as defined in the following.

Impact on theory building
Along its first axis, the matrix classifies arguments based on two categories to 

evaluate the impact of the social ‘capital’ metaphor on developing theory, namely 

within-domain similarity and between-domain distance (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 

2008; Inkson, 2006).
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As the first category informing our review, within-domain similarity captures 

parallels between the source and target domains of social capital. Such parallels 

represent the driving mechanism for a metaphor’s explicatory impact. That is, 

a metaphor needs to be accurate in terms of referring to aspects which both of its 

domains actually possess (Inkson, 2006), if it is to “serve as an explicatory tool 

to organize and clarify our theoretical understanding” of an abstract construct 

(Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008, p. 366). Thus, the higher the degree of a metaphor’s 

within-domain similarity, the greater its capacity of making the unfamiliar familiar 

(Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008).

As the second category informing our review, between-domain distance captures 

aspects in which the social and the capital domains diverge. When a metaphor 

draws on remote or unexpected facets of a source domain, this can be surprising, 

spurring interaction, and sparking new insights as tensions or contrasts with the 

target domain need to be considered and resolved (Kemp, 2016; Prandi, 2012). 

Besides being accurate, a metaphor will then be constructive, as it “contributes to 

comprehension and novel thinking” about an abstract concept (Inkson, 2006, p. 51). 

Thus, our analysis probes for aspects in which the metaphor contrasts the familiar 

with something unfamiliar (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008), representing the driving 

mechanism for its potential to have generative impact.

Primary research interests
Along its second axis, the matrix differentiates between three categories of central 

research interest for social capital scholars grounded in our review (Carter et al., 

2015). Arguments around the capital metaphor were categorized to concern the 

antecedents of social capital, if they focused primarily on questions regarding 

how and when an added value emerges on the interpersonal level. This category 

was assigned when the preconditions, requirements, or underlying principles of 

network resource exchanges were addressed, or when the creation and mobilization 

of social capital was discussed. For arguments focused on the theoretical nature 

of social capital, entity served as a category to capture aspects of research interest 

that address primarily its existence, persistence, transformation, and transfer logic. 

Typologies of capital and their comparisons were also included in this category. 

Arguments were categorized under outcome value, if their primary focus was on the 

effects, consequences, or impact derived from network resources, including the 

variance and contingencies involved. Besides the utilization and benefits of social 

capital, this also comprised the discussion regarding its operationalization and 

measurement.
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2.4 | Results

The resulting two-by-three categorization matrix provided a viable structure and 

concept-centric framework for our review (Webster & Watson, 2002), as summarized 

in Table 2.2, which also serves to structure the presentation of our findings in the 

following. First, we will provide an overview of the within-domain similarities of 

social and financial capital and how they have contributed to our understanding of 

the antecedents, entity, and outcome value of social capital to allow for an interim 

evaluation of the metaphor’s explicatory impact. Then, we will present the results 

concerning aspects in which the metaphor spans across between-domain distances 

and in how far this has informed research on the antecedents, entity, and outcome 

value of social capital, allowing for an evaluation of the metaphor’s generative impact.

Table 2.2 | Categorization matrix and sample references

Antecedents Entity Outcome value

Within- 
domain  
similarity

•  (returns on) 
 investments

•  costs/obligations/
liability

•  trade & exchange
• loans & creditability

•  appropriable, 
 convertible

•  durable service 
 potential

• non-rivalrous
•  public good 

 (dilemmas) 

• relativity & context
• luxury, inflation
• access, appropriation
• perception

Example 
references 
discussing or 
illustrating 
explicatory 
impact

(Adler & Kwon, 2002; Baron 
& Hannan, 1994; Bilhuber 
Galli & Müller-Stewens, 
2012; Coleman, 1988; 
Fugate et al., 2004; Glaeser 
et al., 2002; Maak, 2007; 
Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; 
Portes, 1998; Ripperger, 
2003)

(Andriessen & Gubbins, 
2009; Bourdieu, 1983; Ferri 
et al., 2009; Knorringa & 
Van Staveren, 2007; Leana & 
Van Buren, 1999; Lin, 2001; 
Robison et al., 2002; Schull-
er & Field, 1998; Tymon & 
Stumpf, 2003; Waldstrøm & 
Svendsen, 2008) 

(Bozionelos, 2008; Burt, 
1997; Gulati et al., 2011; 
Ibarra, 1993; Riemer, 2005; 
Tempest, 2004; Wald, 2011; 
Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 
2008) 

Between- 
domain  
distance

•  divided ownership
•  continuous 

 maintenance
•  obscure generation
•  subject to social 

stigma
•  creation as by-product

•  no separate existence
•  limited transferability
•  not accessed on- 

demand
•  non-rational logic of 

provision/benefits
•  norms of reciprocity

•  positive, neutral,  
or negative

•  “social capital paradox”
•  more (not) worth more
•  intangible, uncountable
•   no standards/markets
•  catalyst, intertwined

Example 
references
discussing or 
illustrating 
generative 
impact

(Bozionelos, 2008; Burt, 
1997; Flap & Boxman, 2000; 
Knorringa & Van Staveren, 
2007; Kumra & Vinnicombe, 
2010; Leana & Van Buren, 
1999; McClain, 2016; 
Riemer, 2005; Robison 
et al., 2002; Small, 2009; 
V. Smith, 2010; Tempest, 
2004; Tymon & Stumpf, 
2003; Wald, 2011; Wald-
strøm & Svendsen, 2008)

(Adler & Kwon, 2002; 
Bjørnskov & Sønderskov, 
2013; Cross et al., 2001; 
Ibarra, 1993; Metz & 
Tharenou, 2001; Nugent 
& Abolafia, 2006; Portes, 
1998; Randel & Ranft, 2007; 
Ripperger, 2003; Roberts, 
2004; Robison et al., 2002; 
Small, 2009; V. Smith, 2010; 
Tempest, 2004; Tymon & 
Stumpf, 2003)

(Bankston III & Zhou, 2002; 
Bozionelos, 2008; Dean & 
Kretschmer, 2007; Ferri et 
al., 2009; Gargiulo & Benas-
si, 2000; Gulati et al., 2011; 
Kumra & Vinnicombe, 
2010; Leana & Van Buren, 
1999; Payne et al., 2011; 
Storberg, 2002; Willem & 
Scarbrough, 2006)
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2.4.1 |  Explicatory impact of the social capital metaphor

The initial commonality underlying both domains of the social capital metaphor 

is that resources drawn from interpersonal relationships have a value like financial 

resources have a value. From there, the metaphor unfolds apparently naturally to an 

entire semiotic map that has been extensively discussed in the research literature 

(Devadason, 2011).

Antecedents of social capital
Arguably, social capital can be thought of as a form of capital because its generation 

involves processes of investment and return on investment (Adler & Kwon, 2002; 

Fugate et al., 2004; Small, 2009). Researchers have respectively pointed out that the 

metaphor fits, because social capital is “a long-lived asset into which other resources 

can be invested, with the expectation of a future (albeit uncertain) flow of benefits” 

(Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 21). By extension, it should be possible to accumulate 

social capital through investments in one’s network (Bourdieu, 1983; Glaeser et 

al., 2002; Wald, 2011). Evidence indeed shows that social capital can be fostered by 

consciously dedicating time and commitment to tie development (Bilhuber Galli & 

Müller-Stewens, 2012; Cross et al., 2001; Tymon & Stumpf, 2003).

From the concept of necessary investments, further within-domain similarities can 

be unraveled, “calling attention to rates of return (and thus the life cycle), opportunity 

costs, funding of investments (capital constraints), and the ability of the investor 

to appropriate the returns from the investment” (Baron & Hannan, 1994, p. 1122). 

For, just as with other forms of capital, the transfer or exchange processes involved 

in order to derive social capital from a network are not without incurring expenses 

or losses, so that “investments in social capital, like investments in physical capital, 

are not costlessly reversible or convertible; therefore, unbalanced investment or 

overinvestment in social capital can transform a potentially productive asset into a 

constraint and a liability” (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 28).

The costs incurred for social capital to be activated or converted from other 

resources have been argued to vary greatly in terms of being direct or indirect, 

material or immaterial, evenly or unevenly distributed between the actors involved, 

and visible to or hidden from third parties (Wald, 2011). Often, they take the form of 

implicit or explicit expectations of a quid pro quo entailed in the provision of social 

capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). In these regards, the within-domain similarity 

of the social capital metaphor draws attention to the obligations or expectations 

coming along when network resources are made available to others, casting their 

provision in an (ultimately) not entirely selfless motive (Riemer, 2005).
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Befitting the metaphor’s source domain, some researchers even speak of a ‘social 

credit’ when referring to the implicit agreement between the giving and the receiving 

actors in network resource exchanges (Lin, 2001; Portes, 1998). As the metaphor 

transfers the image of a loan to social capital theory, it points out a trade logic 

underlying the emergence and exchange of social capital which might otherwise be 

neglected: provided resources represent either advances or returns on what will be 

or has been received (Maak, 2007). Actors will be considered worthy of credit, if they 

have access to appropriate resources to make them attractive exchange partners or 

if they can draw on prior investments that render their contact relations ready and 

willing to make resources available to their benefit (Bourdieu, 1983). Provided social 

capital resources then represent a metaphorical ‘credit slip’ for future interactions 

(Coleman, 1988), expressing the trust of providing actors that these incurred 

obligations will be honored by receiving actors (Portes, 1998).

Social capital as entity
Robison et al. (2002) consider social capital’s so-called service potential as the 

most essential characteristic that it has in common with economic types of capital, 

meaning that it is found to exist where social relations serve purposes that (also) 

reach beyond meeting direct emotional needs. In the terminology of Bourdieu (1983) 

and Coleman (1988), social capital shares the capital-like traits of being appropriable 

(that is, resources can be used for various purposes besides their original intent) and 

convertible (that is, it can be transferred into other kinds of capital). The metaphor’s 

explicatory power in this regard has also been confirmed empirically. Ferri et al. 

(2009, p. 138), amongst others, have shown how social capital enables actors “to 

compensate or aggregate personal, limited amounts of other types of capital such as 

financial or human capital.”

Since social capital has the “ability to retain its identity after and during the process 

of providing services” (Robison et al., 2002, p. 10), its domains also overlap for the 

durability of its existence. Indeed, social capital has often been categorized as a 

collective good (Bilhuber Galli & Müller-Stewens, 2012; Leana & Van Buren, 1999; 

Maak, 2007; Tymon & Stumpf, 2003), because it is so durable and “normally grows 

and develops with use” rather than being depreciated by usage (Adler & Kwon, 

2002, p. 22). What follows by implication is that “the use of such social capital is 

nonrivalrous – that is, one person’s use of it does not diminish its availability for 

others” (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 22). Within-domain similarity in this regard further 

highlights that this makes social capital, as other collective goods, “vulnerable to 

free-rider problems and the resulting ‘tragedy of the commons’ risks” (Adler & Kwon, 

2002, p. 22).
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Outcome value of social capital
When considering the outcome value of social capital, its within-domain 

similarities follow along the core logic of goods being traded. Any given resource’s 

value is determined by the value of the resources for which it can be exchanged 

(Bourdieu, 1983; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). Or, as Adler and Kwon (2002, p. 

27) have astutely put it: “capital, in all its forms, is a relation, not a thing.” In one 

clear parallel to economic wealth, the value for social capital is partly based on 

competitive rarity, for instance, meaning that it is the more valuable the less easily it 

is available to others, while its value is reduced where there is ‘inflation’ (Burt, 1997; 

Wald, 2011). This is also why social capital is often discussed from the perspective of 

resource-based theory. It counts as one of those “costly to imitate, rare, and valuable 

resources” (Tymon & Stumpf, 2003, p. 17) that represent a competitive advantage for 

organizations (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Tempest, 2004).

As such, the capital metaphor’s source and target domains also share the tendency 

towards a Marxist understanding of capital as distinguishing between those-who-

have and those-who-have-not (Iseke, 2007; Roberts, 2004). After all, social networks 

require closure and are thus, by definition, always exclusive as well as inclusive 

(Ibarra, 1993; Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; Maak, 2007), that is, they provide 

resources to some especially because they are not open to others. This aspect has 

been discussed extensively, for instance in the context of gender balance or the 

representation of minority groups in higher management positions (Ibarra, 1993; 

Kumra & Vinnicombe, 2010; McDonald, 2011; Metz & Tharenou, 2001).

Like the buying power of financial capital differs depending on the time and place of 

where it is spent, so is the value of network resources highly situation-dependent and 

“sometimes rendered obsolete by contextual changes” (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 22). 

How the utilization of social capital is perceived will also differ greatly, for instance 

depending on national, corporate, or professional cultures (Bozionelos, 2008; Leana 

& Van Buren, 1999; Wald, 2011). To a possibly more profound degree as it is the case 

with other forms of capital, the value of social capital further lies in the eye of the 

beholder (Gulati et al., 2011). Individual conceptions of which kind of resources 

and benefits represent social capital diverge widely (Adler & Kwon, 2002). Hence, 

the ‘capital’ metaphor offers an explicatory tool for researchers to understand how 

idiosyncratic and context-dependent the perceived value of social capital can be.

These parallels between its source and target domains further point to reasons for 

why actors may very well take comparable positions in similar network structures, 

but will still differ in terms of the social capital they derive from them (Small & 

Sukhu, 2016; Stea & Pedersen, 2017). Character traits, individual motivations, and 

personal objectives are critical determinants of the degree to which focal actors will 

be able or willing to appropriate different kinds of resources from their networks 
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(Small, 2009). Diverse and complex aspects are also involved on the tie-level, such as 

interpersonal sympathy (or a lack thereof), matching predispositions, or differences 

in the understanding of what defines a career, job satisfaction, etc. (Iseke, 2007; 

Riemer, 2005).

Explicatory impact: An accurate metaphor which helps us think
Clearly, the social capital metaphor has had an impact in explaining the multifaceted 

and elusive phenomenon it designates. In terms of its parallels to valuable assets and 

the processes involved to generate, accumulate, and realize their value potential, 

as aggregated above, the capital metaphor helps to clarify the underlying logic and 

contingencies involved when network resources are exchanged. Its analogy provides 

“a concrete image behind our discourse” (Inkson, 2004, p. 97) on the implicit and 

immaterial value we ascribe to social ties. It brings the intangible worth of network 

relations within our cognitive reach by casting it in terms of financial capital, with 

which we are familiar.

By drawing attention to the commonalities with financial capital, the metaphor 

also fulfills an important function in reducing complexity (Johansson Falck, 2018): 

While individuals may have very different conceptions regarding the abstract 

phenomena subsumed under the term of social capital, the metaphor creates a 

certain intersubjective common ground. It uses the established understanding 

of what capital is, to give indications of what social capital is like. Where a shared 

understanding exists for the source domain, a conceptual metaphor can foster a 

shared understanding of aspects paralleled in the concept’s target domain, as well 

(Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008; Kemp, 2016).

As such, it is not surprising that the capital metaphor has taken root in social capital 

research, unfolding along an extensive and fine-branched associative chain. Clearly, 

there is substantial within-domain similarity to be explored, making the metaphor 

informative as an explicatory tool for researchers when considering social capital as 

a social kind of capital.

2.4.2 | Generative impact of the social capital metaphor

By their very nature, metaphors will build upon parallels that make their two  

domains comparable, as they have been discussed so far, rather than the differences 

between them (Inkson, 2006; Johansson Falck, 2018; McGlone, 2007). By focusing 

attention to within-domain similarities, a metaphor may indeed lead us to 

neglect those aspects in which its source and target domains diverge (Devadason, 

2011; Kemp, 2016). Yet, any metaphor must inevitably fail to map out a described 

phenomenon in its entire complexity (Bonanno, 2018; G. Morgan, 2006; Strack, 

2016). There are certainly ways in which social and financial capital are decisively 
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less alike, or in other words, semiotic aspects in which between-domain distance is 

more profound. As it is to be shown, these limitations of the conceptual metaphor 

can result in generative impact and provide indispensable insights on the social 

capital phenomenon, as well.

Antecedents of social capital
One aspect which sets the emergence of social capital distinctly apart from  

financial capital is a lack of clarity regarding its ownership (Burt, 1997; Coleman, 

1988; Riemer, 2005). It may even be social capital’s most distinguishing precondition 

compared to financial, physical, and even human capital, that it is “not the private 

property of those who benefit” from it (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 22). For financial 

capital, there are physical or legal ownership rights involved (Leana & Van Buren, 

1999). Human capital, meanwhile, requires incorporation – most literally meaning 

that it is bodily internalized by the owner (Bonanno, 2018; Bourdieu, 1983; Schuller 

& Field, 1998). Social capital, meanwhile, cannot be assigned to a given focal actor 

alone (Tempest, 2004). It always entails at least two actors, their resources, and 

the tie between them. Consequently, the generation of social capital is always 

codetermined by all parties involved and “while it takes mutual commitment and 

cooperation from both parties to build social capital, a defection by only one party 

will destroy it” (Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 22).

Because its emergence is a relational dynamic, the logic of capital accumulation 

through investments develops different or additional dimensions for social capital 

that are less typical for financial assets (Small, 2009). Unlike economic forms of 

capital, for instance, social capital “may depreciate with non-use (and with abuse)” 

(Adler & Kwon, 2002, p. 22). Investments are therefore not only required in order 

for building up social capital, but also – if not even especially – for its maintenance 

(Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; V. Smith, 2010).

Investments in social relations also “do not strictly meet the condition of forgoing 

benefits in the present for an expected benefit in the future” (McClain, 2016, p. 

114) and the processes involved in creating social capital tend to be rather obscure 

(Bourdieu, 1983). Benefits reaped by a receiving actor are often much more visible 

than the preceding or ensuing exchanges (Glaeser et al., 2002). Recipients are 

hence easily perceived as unentitled, at best. At worst, ego’s investments in a 

relationship rendering it a source of social capital are registered, yet (mis)conceived 

as calculating and manipulative (Riemer, 2005). When it comes to financial capital, 

value accumulation may well be reduced to an end in itself. When it comes to social 

networks, however, deliberate investment strategies are not necessarily required 

(Small, 2009) and may indeed have detrimental effects, since the pursuit of personal 

gains is then taken to imply egotistic motives or hypocritical behavior (Tymon & 

Stumpf, 2003).
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In an organizational context, in particular, the role that social capital plays is 

therefore not always reflected in official policies or communications (Bozionelos, 

2008; De Graaf & Flap, 1988; Flap & Boxman, 2000; Wald, 2011). Promotions or 

recruitment processes are a case in point for where the role of network resources 

is often “implied by the behavior of those who succeed” rather than explicitly 

acknowledged (Kumra & Vinnicombe, 2010, p. 537). Especially where social capital 

is perceived to provide shortcuts and circumvent performance, it will be seen as 

replacing (instead of enabling) own efforts and skills – as a crutch, rather than 

capital.

Most infamously, criticism abounds around the benefits derived from old-boys 

or all-women’s networks as well as family ties (Ibarra, 1993; McDonald, 2011; 

G. Moore, 1990; Sanchez-Famoso et al., 2015). They may enable actors and 

organizations to achieve their aims and even deservedly so, yet they make those 

achievements vulnerable to prejudice and stereotyping. Overall, the line between the 

acknowledged importance and encouraged benefits of intra-organizational social 

capital on the one hand, and its perceived abuse in form of nepotism, power politics, 

and discriminating glass walls or ceilings on the other hand, often appears blurry 

(Metz & Tharenou, 2001). This can prevent actors from activating valuable resources 

merely to avoid a potential stigma.

Social capital is thus best developed indirectly or even unconsciously (Wald, 

2011), generated as a by product of authentically cooperative behavior (Waldstrøm 

& Svendsen, 2008) or through interactions earmarked for different purposes 

(McClain, 2016; Riemer, 2005). This is also why self-acclaimed networking gurus and 

social capital researchers alike recommend such social capital building activities 

as catching up with colleagues in informal coffee breaks or adding times to meet-

and-greet in conference schedules. Meanwhile, these same activities have invoked 

substantial criticism by others, often playing on the metaphor’s semiotic map, as 

well, by framing ‘networking’ as the opposite of ‘working’ (Tymon & Stumpf, 2003).

Much like such public discourse, scholarly approaches to social capital have reacted 

with definition-by-opposition when it comes to these tensions around aspects of 

social capital in which the source and target domain of its conceptual metaphor 

diverge profoundly. In the sense of generative impact, understanding how the 

antecedents of social capital contrast to those of financial capital has been just as 

informative for its conceptual development.

Social capital as entity
What follows closely from the lack of distinct ownership is that social capital (unlike 

financial capital) cannot exist separate from its owners. This entails that, first, the 

transferability of social capital is decisively limited, because individuals “cannot 
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transfer, give, or sell their network of developed and nurtured relationships” to 

others (Tymon & Stumpf, 2003, p. 14). Also, it is hard to imagine how social capital 

could be turned into a present or a legacy. Mentees, for instance, may profit from 

an advance of legitimacy on account of their mentors, but will need to earn its 

sustenance (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Ibarra, 1993). While introductions or referrals to 

previously unshared contacts are central network benefits, they do not suffice to 

transfer social capital from one individual to another (Riemer, 2005; Robison et al., 

2002). Rather, they can only serve as leverage for the newly introduced actors to build 

social capital between themselves (Tymon & Stumpf, 2003).

Secondly, a willing or strategic call on social capital is not always possible. 

Researchers stress that it cannot be deliberately conjured into existence on-demand 

(Cross et al., 2001; Tempest, 2004) and especially that social capital “cannot be 

created or accessed on a ‘just-in-time’ basis” (Tymon & Stumpf, 2003, p. 16). As 

indicated above in the consideration of social capital as a matter of relationship 

creditability, a spontaneous mobilization of network resources at short notice is 

taken to presuppose a relationship that has been fostered beforehand and with no 

deliberation other than its own value (Bourdieu, 1983; Riemer, 2005).

Social capital’s lack of independent ownership has a third consequence, concerning 

the underlying principles of network resource exchanges. The logic of providing 

network resources rests on an implicit understanding that the exchange is to be 

mutual or reciprocated in the future, yet this claim is usually unspoken, indirect, 

and uncertain (Randel & Ranft, 2007; Ripperger, 2003). Adler and Kwon (2002) even 

go so far as to consider social capital exchanges as a crime against the Menschenbild 

of a homo oeconomicus. From a strictly economic perspective, they argue, social 

capital should not exist at all between rational actors, since it is others who stand to 

profit, not the party who is providing resources (Adler & Kwon, 2002). The actor who 

advances network resources for the benefit of other actors indeed cannot know for 

sure whether there will be reciprocation in the future and the possibilities to enforce 

it are usually limited (Randel & Ranft, 2007).

Here, the generative impact of the conceptual metaphor has reached an outer brink 

of the target domain, for which there was neither a semiotic equivalent nor a direct 

opposite in the source domain. Consequently, principles such as bounded solidarity 

and the norm of reciprocity have been developed in social capital theory as means 

to explain the motivation of network resource exchanges (Portes, 1998; Riemer, 

2005). New insights on social capital have been triggered, because researchers had 

to identify an alternative logic behind actions which they could not have explained 

with purely rational principles of outcome optimization or quid pro quo from the 

metaphor’s economic source domain (Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; Tempest, 

2004).
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Outcome value of social capital
This brings us to the aspects in which the social capital metaphor’s source and target 

domains show the least overlap, namely those regarding how capital value is to be 

determined, measured, and compared. Here, between-domain distance can explain 

several of the methodological detours and conceptual blind-spots for which social 

capital has been criticized as a concept (McClain, 2016; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008).

To begin with, the term social capital is usually applied to refer only to the positive 

effects created through personal networks (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; Robison et 

al., 2002; Wald, 2011). Yet, when it comes to social relations and network resource 

exchanges, value does not merely add up. Instead, there is a flipside of costs and 

trade-offs involved that is not to be neglected (Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; 

Willem & Scarbrough, 2006). Ties providing resources will not only enable, but can 

also restrict actors in their ability to reach set objectives (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; 

Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007). They may, for instance, lead to what has been 

called ‘overembeddedness’, the inability of network members to adjust to changes 

in external conditions or absorb new information from outside of their internally-

oriented focal collectivity (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Granovetter, 1983; Maak, 2007).

At the very least, it has to be acknowledged that if social capital can represent a 

competitive advantage for some, it may also turn into a disadvantage for others whose 

network resources do not enable them to compete under the given circumstances 

(Bonanno, 2018; Knorringa & Van Staveren, 2007; Wald, 2011). That means that 

its value can be positive, but also neutral or even negative (Maak, 2007; Willem & 

Scarbrough, 2006). Still, the ‘dark side’ of social capital is often (implicitly) excluded 

from its definition, in an effort to reduce complexity, or at least not explicitly included 

by researchers (Bankston III & Zhou, 2002; Dean & Kretschmer, 2007; Gargiulo & 

Benassi, 2000). If the metaphorical comparison to financial capital leads to a sole 

focus on the values retrieved, the costs and constraints entailed with social capital 

may even be disregarded entirely, although they remain decisive factors of influence 

in the generation, use, and exchange of network resources between actors.

There are further aspects in which the associations of the capital metaphor do not 

accurately reflect how value is associated with network resources. The first is that 

the benefits derived from social capital “may seem questionable and, to many, 

highly intrusive” depending on the context (Kumra & Vinnicombe, 2010, p. 537). 

As it has been discussed above, network resources may not be deemed acceptable 

as currency in certain situations and the (perceived) value of social capital will 

decrease if investments are made in clearly calculative, self-serving ways (Maak, 

2007). Researchers even speak of the ‘social capital paradox’, because social capital 

has been found to flourish most where it is not deliberately sought after and may be 

stifled in value if excessively flaunted (Riemer, 2005).
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Material or financial capital is further associated predominantly with wealth in 

the sense of resource affluence, for which “more is generally seen as better than 

less” (Leana & Van Buren, 1999, p. 539). Yet, this more-means-more logic does 

not necessarily apply to social capital (Flap & Boxman, 2000; Riemer, 2005), since 

different forms of social capital can differ in their value for different actors and 

objectives (Gulati et al., 2011). In fact, the most dominant debate in social capital 

theory had long been whether weak or strong ties are more valuable for actors in 

terms of wielding benefits (McClain, 2016), with scholars either arguing in favor 

of broker positions spanning across structural holes in a network (Burt, 1997; 

Granovetter, 1973; Stea & Pedersen, 2017) or considering network closure, density, 

and redundancy as more important (Bozionelos, 2008; Coleman, 1988).

Researchers have since turned to stressing that the two views must be considered 

as complementary, given that both strong ties and weak ties offer particular 

benefits (Burt, 2005), even though investments in either one may come at the 

expense of the other (Bozionelos, 2008; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Payne et al., 2011). 

Yet, conceptions of social capital as a zero-sum-game “with winners and losers” 

(Bonanno, 2018, p. 388) remain common, considering trade-offs between different 

kinds of social capital as detracting from its overall value. If the metaphor’s between-

domain distance in this regard is neglected, it will seem as though only more of all 

kinds of social capital can lead to an increase in value.

The final and possibly most crucial aspect to be discussed here, in which the source 

and target domains of the social capital metaphor diverge, concerns the already 

indicated problems of measurement. All of the differences to financial capital 

discussed above contribute to making the value of social capital uncountable and 

difficult to determine. Yet, there are a number of additional reasons why measuring 

social capital is so difficult. Riemer (2005) points out three central ones: First, 

social capital is an asset comprising immaterial resources without a physical 

materialization such as financial capital has it in form of coins or bank notes; 

second, there is no standardized, objective scale to measure or compare different 

social capital constellations; and third, there is no common, shared trade market 

on which social capital transactions could be simulated to determine their market 

value, so that it remains entirely context and contingency specific. Thus, the values 

to be generated through social capital are not reliably predictable in intensity and 

duration (Robison et al., 2002).

In addition, the role that social capital plays in value creation processes is difficult 

to isolate, so that its distinction from other influences is rarely clear-cut (Knorringa 

& Van Staveren, 2007; Willem & Scarbrough, 2006). While it can serve to substitute 

other resources, social capital more often comes in as a catalyst, making other forms 

of capital more efficient or lowering transaction costs in their appropriation, for 
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instance (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). The interdependencies 

with other forms of capital are indeed numerous and complex, with social capital 

acting as counterpoise, access to, exchange for, or complement to either and all 

forms of human, financial, knowledge, or physical capital (Riemer, 2005; Waldstrøm 

& Svendsen, 2008). Even when benefits derived from network resources become 

apparent, this makes it difficult to identify the impact of social capital in terms of a 

definite, sole reason for a given effect (Kumra & Vinnicombe, 2010).

In clear opposition to financial capital, which is easily countable by volume, face- or 

market value, social capital thus seems nearly impossible to measure (Andriessen & 

Gubbins, 2009; Ferri et al., 2009; Riemer, 2005; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). “Given 

the absence of any tangible artifact” (McClain, 2016, p. 114), researchers mostly 

avail themselves of proxies, rather than measuring social capital per se. Social 

network analysis has provided an ample array of measures to evaluate structural 

relations between actors (Payne et al., 2011; Van der Gaag & Snijders, 2005). Social 

capital theory has gathered numerous ex post benefits to evaluate, such as more 

efficient or effective intra-organizational communication and knowledge sharing, 

empowerment and high-involvement of individuals or teams, increased efficiency of 

processes, enhanced task performance, adaptability, creativity, and innovation, etc. 

(Hu & Randel, 2014; Ibarra, 1993; Stea & Pedersen, 2017; Willem & Scarbrough, 2006). 

Yet the challenges of operationalization tend to remain, because these proxies are 

often just as complex, illusive, abstract, and context-dependent as social capital 

itself (Storberg-Walker, 2007).

Here, the conceptual metaphor fails to transfer what we know about counting 

or evaluating financial capital to its figurative domain. Also, merely conceding 

that social capital contrasts from financial capital in this regard has not helped 

researchers to generate meaning. In this, as opposed to the other aspects discussed 

above, debating the conceptual metaphor has fallen short of deriving generative 

impact. Meanwhile, if its between-domain distance is disregarded or neglected, this 

will lead to methodological problems where social capital is operationalized as if it 

could be measured like financial capital (McClain, 2016).

Generative impact: A constructive metaphor spanning apparent divides
What our review has clearly shown is that the social capital metaphor has 

limitations which need to be integrated in its discussion. Such limitations are 

arguably unavoidable for all metaphors (Strack, 2016). They will always map out 

certain aspects of their figurative domains only or particularly and are therefore, by 

definition, “incomplete, biased, and potentially misleading” (G. Morgan, 2006, p. 

5). In the case of social capital, the capital metaphor is incomplete, since it neglects 

the many contextual factors that determine if and in how far individual actors 

will realize the value potential in their networks. It is biased, since it pays more 
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attention to the value created from social relations than to the investments, costs, 

and obligations involved. And it is potentially misleading, regarding the profound 

challenges involved with counting, measuring, or objectively comparing the value of 

social capital.

If these reductionist aspects of the metaphor are ignored, it can have problematic 

implications for our understanding of social capital, because not all complexities 

of the phenomenon are covered in both domains. It may then lend itself to (over-)

simplifications of what is described and lead to methodological problems with the 

operationalization of social capital for empirical research (Andriessen & Gubbins, 

2009; Devadason, 2011; Inkson, 2004; G. Morgan, 2006). Still, the metaphor’s 

limitations can also become a source of generative impact. We have seen how this has 

been the case for aspects where disparities between the source and target domains 

allow for a definition-by-opposition and where semiotic gaps or incongruencies are 

filled in with aspects that map out what social capital is like, as well as what it is not 

like. Hence, the remaining part of our discussion will delineate how the insights 

derived from this metaphorical inventory can inform future organizational research.

2.5 | Discussion: Central insights of taking stock

Our objective here was to aggregate the discussion on how social capital research 

has profited from, but also struggled with its conceptual metaphor, by providing 

an integrative review of the extant debate. Metaphorically speaking, we have taken 

inventory to analyze the explicatory and generative impact that the capital metaphor 

has had, contributing to a better or expanded understanding of the antecedents, 

entity, and outcome value of social capital. This is considered a relevant contribution 

in itself, especially in a field suffering from “definitional headaches” such as social 

capital theory (Ferri et al., 2009, p. 139). The scope of literature and arguments 

covered indicates how widely and controversially the social capital metaphor has 

been discussed. Often, it has even been made an explicit subject of investigation 

or critical reflection among researchers. Although the review as presented here has 

been systematic in the identification and analysis of publications, it cannot claim to 

have covered the entire scope of aspects discussed in this vivid and ongoing debate 

around the social capital metaphor. Nonetheless, there are three central conclusions 

to be drawn.

The first is that the explanatory merits of the social capital metaphor prevail not 

just despite, but even because of its limitations in constructing the meaning of its 

target domain through its source domain. Our review validates the explicatory 

impact which the conceptual metaphor has had for social capital research, mapping 

out critical points which help us cognitively grasp the scope and complexity of the 
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phenomenon it investigates. Clearly, unraveling the associative chain of aspects in 

which the metaphor’s source and target domains overlap has done far more than 

merely adding the stylistic flavor of figurative language to research publications 

(Prandi, 2012). Rather, it has inspired or facilitated a more refined understanding of 

social capital.

Meanwhile, social capital research has profited just as much from the tension and 

objections raised where there are aspects in which a comparison with financial 

capital falls short of capturing the nature and underlying principles of deriving value 

from network resources. Where the distance and mismatches between its domains 

have prompted researchers to define by contrast – that is, to clarify what social 

capital is in opposition to financial capital – they have lead to generative impact. 

The only unproductive limitations of the social capital metaphor were found to be 

those which have been disregarded. In particular, considering social capital as a 

metaphorical form of capital can be misleading when it comes to operationalizing 

it for measurement, if its differences to other forms of capital in this regard are 

neglected.

Respectively, the second central outcome of our analysis is a more differentiated 

understanding of the concrete impasse of the social capital metaphor for empirical 

researchers. By means of the categorization matrix structuring our analysis, 

we have been able to pinpoint the source of its most divisive shortcoming as a 

constellation in which substantial between-domain distance regarding its source 

and target domains has fallen short of sparking new insights. When it comes to 

disparities in how the outcome value of social as opposed to financial capital can be 

measured and compared, the mere acknowledgement of between-domain distance 

is uninformative and it has remained unbridged. We have identified this lack of 

generative impact as a central source of the ensuing dilemma for organizational 

researchers struggling to operationalize and assess the value of social capital.

Yet, as a third central outcome, our review has further shown that when the  

conceptual metaphor is deliberately engaged as a means to approach, rather than 

dismiss the aspects in which its source and target domains are incongruent, its 

limitations can still become a source of generative impact. A deliberate exploration 

of semiotic gaps has helped researchers to identify new or additional aspects, leading 

to expansions or refinements of conceptual metaphors (Örtenblad et al., 2016). 

Moving from integrating to expanding extant theory, we argue that such efforts to 

differentiate the social capital metaphor can help not only with its conceptualization, 

but also with the operationalization of social capital for empirical studies.

To demonstrate how this insight may inform future research, let us consider one 

example of how such a deliberate approach towards between-domain distance could 
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enable us to address the critical challenge of measuring social capital. Scholars have, 

for instance, emphasized that it makes sense to distinguish between a network’s 

social capital potential and realized social capital benefits (Ferri et al., 2009; Riemer, 

2005; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). That is, there are processes between the 

resource potential of a network and its mobilization, involving decisions on whether 

and how to seek, select, and activate support (Small & Sukhu, 2016). In order to 

determine the value of social capital, it could thus be helpful to consider how readily 

resources potentially available to a focal actor in a network are indeed appropriated.

Unraveling the associative chain closer towards the metaphor’s source domain, we 

could then approach network resources in (metaphorical) terms of bound resources 

or investments which have to be liquified first, before their value is realized as 

social capital (Oh et al., 2004). With regards to generative impact, this would offer a 

promising starting point to capture the value potential derived from social networks. 

Its further development can lead researchers to “inferences and testable hypotheses 

about the subject” (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008, p. 377), such as that the higher 

the liquidity of network resources, the more likely is their appropriation as social 

capital. The extension of the metaphor would hence be constructive in the sense of 

allowing for new insights (Inkson, 2004; Kemp, 2016; Prandi, 2012). After all, no key 

performance indicators or established ratios for the liquidity of network resources 

as social capital have been determined as of now (Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). 

While it cannot be fully developed here, this example serves to show that, even for 

central pain points of social capital research, deliberately engaging the conceptual 

metaphor can lead researchers towards new or different approaches for seeing them 

resolved.

2.6 | Conclusion

Based on the results of our integrative conceptual review, we agree with those 

authors who advocate to “take the metaphor seriously” (Robison et al., 2002, p. 2), 

yet not literally (McClain, 2016), in light of its unavoidable limitations. We argue that 

social capital researchers should embrace the metaphor’s ambiguity and exempt 

themselves from self-imposed hesitations about its use. Rather than dismissing (or 

worse: dodging) it as a weakness, the paradox of the social and capital domains can 

be considered its particular source of informative strength (Riemer, 2005). Social 

capital is a helpful construct exactly because it comprises both, the ways in which the 

value derived from network resources resembles financial capital on the one hand, 

and the ways in which it decisively differs from financial capital on the other.

Making the metaphor’s implicit comparison explicit is suggested to also help 

researchers with the question of how to ‘take stock’ of social capital. It can help to 
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identify brinks of the metaphor’s domains where they are not congruent, but can 

inspire approaches to measure the value of social capital, such as framing network 

resources as bound investments that may or may not be liquified for a capital value. 

Although the concept of liquidity stretches the capital metaphor to the limits of 

domain overlap, it is this very between-domain distance which may point to new 

avenues for addressing issues that researchers have been struggling with.

Based on our metaphorical inventory, we can identify two such avenues for future 

research. First, it stands to be confirmed whether further exploring between-domain 

distance will indeed result in generative impact regarding the measurement of 

social capital value. For instance, how can the concept of liquidity be applied to 

make social capital measurable, indicating new approaches towards its audit? 

Second, we suggest that social capital research will also profit from an inventory of 

alternative metaphors used to frame its subject of interest. Considering how each 

highlights particular aspects of social capital, it is in their triangulation that true 

insight can be expected (Inkson, 2004; Örtenblad et al., 2016). To grasp the value 

of social capital, future research should respectively seek out and pay attention to 

alternative metaphors.
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The objective of this chapter is to develop our understanding of how differences 

in the quality of personal network configurations affect the socialization of 

organizational newcomers. In particular, the question addressed is which kinds 

of ties to which kinds of insiders make which kinds of resources available to 

them regarding different kinds of social capital. A respective typology is 

developed in a two-step approach. In the first step, three network configuration 

archetypes are identified from a review of extant research. They are systematized 

in an initial typology based on differences in alter and tie attributes, explicating 

why each archetype is considered particularly apt to provide newcomers with a 

specific type of social capital. In the second step, this initial typology is 

inductively augmented through the qualitative analysis of nine purposefully 

sampled cases. Findings are discussed to indicate empirical contingencies and 

boundary conditions of the three configuration archetypes, leading to the 

formulation of a set of inductively grounded propositions that delineate a 

roadmap for future research.
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3.1 | Introduction

A growing body of research is applying social network analysis to investigate newcomer 

socialization, focusing on the relationships through which new employees are ‘tied in’ 

as they join an organization (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Gubbins & Garavan, 2005; Hatala, 

2006; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Morrison, 2002). This perspective draws attention to the 

interpersonal dimension of attaining social inclusion, task mastery, and role clarity 

– all central objectives of newcomer integration (D. G. Allen, 2006; Morrison, 1993; 

Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). As such, it allows researchers to understand socialization 

not primarily as a characteristic of individuals, but as a combination of dynamics 

between organizational actors that “brings to the forefront the interdependent and 

relational nature of starting a new job” (Korte & Lin, 2013, p. 424).

Meanwhile, assessing newcomer socialization from a social network perspective is 

not a mere question of the degree to which relationships to insiders are established 

or not, it is rather a question of the quality of those ties (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; 

Zhang et al., 2012). There has been a respective call for researchers to focus more on 

how the quality of emerging personal networks explains differences in socialization 

experiences (Korte & Lin, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). Social capital theory provides 

a helpful theoretical lens in this regard, providing the means to describe, explain, 

and predict the nature of resources that newcomers can(not) mobilize from intra-

organizational network ties (Fang et al., 2011; Holtom et al., 2006). While the 

explanatory potential of a social capital perspective has been recognized (Zhang et 

al., 2012), a developed conception of how it will help us to understand socialization in 

terms of quality, rather than level or degree, has still been lacking (Fang et al., 2011).

The objective for this chapter is to contribute towards theory development in this 

regard, building on prior efforts to expand the research perspective on socialization 

from a focus on individuals to their relational embeddedness on the group and 

organizational level. It aims to develop our understanding of how differences in 

the quality of personal network configurations affect newcomer socialization. 

In particular, the question it addresses is which kinds of ties to which kinds of 

organizational insiders make which kinds of resources available to new organizational 

members. A respective typology is developed in a two-step approach, with the first 

based on a review of extant research literature and the second step centered on theory 

building through cases (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Patton, 2000).

The chapter is structured to reflect this two-step approach. Section 3.2 integrates 

central concepts from the research literatures on organizational socialization, 

social capital, and social network analysis to identify three archetypal network 

configurations that are argued to provide newcomers with access to specific forms of 

social capital. Their review explicates the underlying assumptions and systematizes 
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the archetypes along the dimensions of alter attributes and tie attributes to form 

an initial typology. This provides a conceptual scaffold for the second step towards 

developing theory through cases.

Section 3.3 details the research method used for the purposeful sampling and 

analysis of information-rich cases to probe the initial typology against the empirical 

context of newcomer socialization. Section 3.4 presents findings from nine 

such case analyses, leading to the formulation of a set of inductively grounded 

propositions that specify how variations from the configuration archetypes affect 

the mobilization of resources from newcomer networks. Section 3.5 integrates these 

propositions into the initial typology, so as to augment the configuration archetypes 

with regard to their contingencies and boundary conditions. Section 3.6 discusses 

how the refined typology provides a more differentiated link between personal 

network configurations and the objectives of newcomer socialization, delineating 

how it can inform future research as well as organizational socialization practices.

3.2 | Theoretical framework

Organizational socialization refers to all more or less formalized processes that are 

to help newcomers “understand and master their new environment” (Morrison, 

1993, p. 173) during the intertwined phases of initial onboarding and extended 

orientation (Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). As such, it comprises both their own 

efforts as well as “an organization’s collection of socialization tactics […] designed 

to reduce newcomers’ ambiguity about how they should behave” (Cable et al., 

2013, p. 4). Through socialization processes, organizations aim to turn outsiders 

into insiders in order to replenish and continuously develop their talent pool (D. 

G. Allen, 2006; Mitchell et al., 2001). Considering the strategic importance and 

investments involved, both researchers and managers have a vested interest in better 

understanding the integration and retention of newcomers through socialization 

(D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Cable et al., 2013; Hatala, 2006; Mitchell et al., 2001).

A social network perspective asserts that one crucial part of socialization is for 

newcomers to “find their place in organizational information and influence 

networks" (D. G. Allen, 2006, p. 242) to participate in the internal exchange of  

resources (Chao et al., 1994; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). Especially upon organizational 

entry, newcomers strongly depend on the capability and motivation of insiders to 

provide them with a wide range of such resources, from institutional knowledge over 

support to acceptance and guidance (Ashforth et al., 1998; Fang et al., 2011). Many of 

these are critical for newcomer socialization, but not easily codified in documentation 

or routines (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Yu et al., 2013), so that developing ties to insiders 

is the primary (if not only) way for newcomers to attain access (Häussling, 2014).
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Social capital provides a useful concept to investigate the value of such intra-

organizational network resources on the individual, group, and organizational level 

(Batistič, 2014; Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013). Considering the specific context 

of socialization, social capital is here defined as the aggregate of resources which a 

newcomer as focal actor (also referred to as ‘ego’) can access and mobilize through 

the relationships (or ‘ties’) to other actors (or ‘alters’) in their personal network at 

an organization (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Marineau, 2017; Riemer, 2005). Referring to 

this aggregate of resources as social capital is to capture the notion that it renders a 

metaphorical ‘capital’ value to the focal actor and to the network as a whole, because 

the resources derived from social exchanges can exceed, complement, or catalyze 

individual skills and competencies (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Robison et al., 2002).

Definitions of different forms of intra-organizational social capital are commonly 

tripartite, distinguishing between primarily affective, instrumental, and career-

related resources (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Devadason, 2011; Pieterse, 2003). With specific 

regard to the aims of socialization, network resources are considered valuable 

for newcomers where they either/or 1) increase their perceived socio-emotional 

integration, fostering inclusion as a socialization objective; 2) provide support 

with learning and performance, boosting task mastery; and 3) promote newcomers 

regarding their current and potential future positions at the organization, enhancing 

role clarity (Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Korte & Lin, 2013).

Social network analysis has established that “there is a likely link between the specific 

nature of network resources and the types of ties required for optimal channeling of 

those resources” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 218). That is, distinct network configurations 

are considered particularly apt to provide access to these different forms of social 

capital, depending on whether resources have a primarily affective, instrumental, or 

strategic quality (Pieterse, 2003). At the same time, a configuration most conducive 

for one type of social capital is bound to make a network less suitable as a channel for 

the other types (Henttonen et al., 2014; Levin et al., 2016).

Respectively, two central aspects are taken to determine newcomers’ access to 

different types of social capital: First, it will depend on the personal attributes of 

alters to whom they establish ties – since “actors in different network positions 

have differential access to resources and can provide different opportunities and 

resources to newcomers” (Korte & Lin, 2013, p. 412). Second, it will depend on 

attributes of the ties between actors – since the characteristics of social relations 

and the resources they are likely to channel determine each other (Oh et al., 2004). 

Respectively, a typology of newcomer network configurations can be systematized 

according to different combinations of actor attributes and tie attributes.
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The following sections identify three such network configurations that stand out 

as typical basic patterns – or ‘archetypes’ – from a review of extant research, where 

“distinctions run between bonding social capital (strong ties among close relations), 

bridging social capital (weak ties among people from diverse backgrounds but of 

similar socioeconomic status) and linking social capital (or ‘friends in high places’)” 

(Pieterse, 2003, p. 31). The review explicates why researchers expect a certain kind 

of ties to particular kinds of alters to be most apt to render bonding, bridging, and 

linking social capital available to focal actors, respectively.

This conceptual distinction between the three configurations is not meant to neglect 

that they are mutually inter-dependent, nor should it be taken to imply their all-

encompassing exclusivity, as it is to be discussed in Section 3.5. They are proposed 

as archetypes to condense and clarify, not to deny, the variety of individual network 

configurations and their social ‘capital’ value for newcomers. As such, they serve as 

the starting point for theory-building research in which the configuration archetypes 

are to be further differentiated in Section 3.4.

3.2.1 |  Configuration archetype for bonding social capital

Starting with the socialization objective of newcomer inclusion through socio-

emotional integration, the first type of bonding social capital involves rather rich, 

complex, and more intimate resources such as “friendship, counselling, acceptance 

and confirmation, and sharing beyond work” (Higgins & Kram, 2001, p. 268). 

Researchers argue that such resources are most likely to be exchanged where there 

are “strong ties among close relations” (Pieterse, 2003, p. 31), because this network 

configuration allows for high degrees of cohesion and closure to emerge (Ho et al., 

2006; Oh et al., 2004).

Homogeneous Actors
Social capital theory pertains that a certain level of trust is required between actors 

to enable the flow of complex and tacit resources (C. B. Moore et al., 2018; Riemer, 

2005). With regard to network relations, trust is understood as “the extent to which 

[actors] can rely on each other to fulfill mutual obligations, behave predictably, 

and negotiate and act in good faith” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 216). It renders network 

contacts willing to exchange resources that affect them on a personal level or even 

leave them vulnerable (Hu & Randel, 2014; S. Wang & Noe, 2010), for instance when 

building up new ties or accepting outsiders into an in-group.

The so-called homophily principle has been found to be a reliable predictor of 

trust in social networks (Ibarra, 1993; McPherson et al., 2001). Homophily refers 

to “the tendency for people to interact more with their own kind – whether by 

preference or induced by opportunity constraints […] – as defined by such individual 
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characteristics as race, gender, educational class, organizational unit, and so on” 

(Borgatti & Foster, 2003, p. 999). This tendency still applies if actors do not appear 

all too similar on a bilateral level, yet with regard to all others in a network, they are 

closest in terms of a particular attribute (Brass et al., 2004). Homophily is conducive 

to building trust, since we expect others who are like us to behave predictably, 

namely the way we would behave ourselves (Riemer, 2005).

Homophily theory also constitutes that interacting with others who are similar 

to us requires less coordination efforts and is low on friction losses (Borgatti & 

Foster, 2003; C. B. Moore et al., 2018). This is why actors will (unconsciously) seek 

out homophily in their networks. The ease of interaction is considered to allow and 

encourage a higher frequency of contact, providing the basis for ties to grow stronger 

(Burt, 2001; Lin, 2001). So, not only are ties between similar actors taken to be more 

likely to develop in the first place, they are also considered more likely to develop 

into strong bonds, providing optimal conditions for channeling complex resources 

(Reagans et al., 2004).

Homophily is respectively taken to affect where newcomers will seek socio-emotional 

integration. Insiders characterized by a similar age, the same gender, or shared 

interests are considered likely candidates to turn to for understanding and support, 

rather than insiders differing strongly from newcomers, for example in terms of a 

(perceived) age barrier (Korte & Lin, 2013). Indeed, socialization research has shown 

that peers play an important role in this regard (Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). Joined 

by the shared experience as ‘new kids on the job’, newcomers find the interaction 

amongst each other comparably effortless. Yet, while peer ties can have all the 

bonding benefits described above (T. D. Allen et al., 1999), they may also be prone 

to clique effects (Ibarra, 1993; Mehra et al., 1998) and have been found to reinforce 

“inequality of status for minorities within organizations” (Borgatti & Foster, 2003, 

p. 999). As such, they may also hinder, rather than just enable newcomers when it 

comes to acquiring insider status (Leach & Braithwaite, 1996; Rumbaut, 1997).

Committed Ties
Regarding tie attributes, research has found that if commitment to a social relation 

is high, first, resources are more likely to flow at all between actors, and second, that 

more tacit and complex resources will be exchanged (Lee, 2009; Slaughter & Zickar, 

2006). In other words, tie strength and commitment are expected to be proportional 

(Hansen, 1999; Oh et al., 2004). Actors are taken to show commitment when they 

invest the time and resources necessary to build strong bonds (Gulati et al., 2011; 

Kramer, 2006) and social capital will – metaphorically speaking – follow the logic 

of return on investment: the more resources are committed to a tie, the stronger its 

propensity to wield social capital (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Portes, 1998).
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However, any actor’s overall capacity to invest resources in ties is limited (Gargiulo 

& Benassi, 2000; C. B. Moore et al., 2018). Actors will thus be committed to ties that 

are significant to them either in affective (Yu et al., 2013) or instrumental terms 

(Bozionelos, 2008), or both. Where there is tie commitment, it will be in the interest 

of each actor that the other’s interests are met: either both actors expect to profit 

from their tie (eventually) or seeing the other’s needs met is in itself desirable due to 

a certain “bounded solidarity” (Portes, 1998, p. 8).

Tie commitment can thus be understood as a motive to provide resources to actors 

that differs from purely rational quid pro quo considerations (Yu et al., 2013). It is 

therefore considered particularly important for actors who are not able to fully meet 

reciprocity expectations, such as newcomers (Agneessens & Wittek, 2012). At the 

early stage of entering an organization, newcomers can be argued to strongly depend 

on committed ties, considering that they do not yet possess intra-organizational 

resources that would make them attractive partners for reciprocal exchanges so that 

“there is no reason to assume that others are necessarily motivated to help” (Higgins 

& Kram, 2001, p. 279).

In combination, homogeneity as actor attribute and commitment as tie attribute 

are therefore suggested as the network configuration archetype that is most apt to 

provide newcomers access to resources relating to socio-emotional integration.

Configuration archetype

Newcomers are expected to derive bonding social capital especially from a  

network configuration characterized by strong, committed ties to insiders who  

are similar to them.

3.2.2 |  Configuration archetype for bridging social capital

While there is abundant evidence for the ‘capital’ value of bonding ties as described 

above (Coleman, 1988; Cross & Cummings, 2004; Storberg, 2002), there is just as 

strong evidence that networks characterized by high density and cohesion between 

homogenous actors will often result in a certain redundancy of resources (Burt, 

1997; Gulati et al., 2011; Oh et al., 2004). Since actors in these kinds of networks are 

alike and tend to be interconnected with each other, they are also found to be similar 

in terms of the resources they (can) bring into social exchange relations (Cross 

& Cummings, 2004; Granovetter, 1973). Meanwhile, a network offering optimal 

conditions to support newcomers with learning and task performance is typically 

argued to be characterized by access to unique and non-redundant resources 

(Granovetter, 1973, 1983; Hofstra et al., 2015; Levin et al., 2016). This complement 

form of ‘bridging’ social capital has been found to reside in a converse network 

configuration which “entails heterogeneous (dissimilar) vertical ties, where actors 
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communicate infrequently and may not be equal in terms of emotional closeness 

and interest” (Lee, 2009, p. 250).

Diverse Actors
When diverse actors are connected in a network, this is assumed to increase “the 

potential availability of distinctive network resources which [the focal actor’s] 

closer and more similar partners cannot necessarily provide” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 

213). Granovetter (1973) first established this social capital perspective that is not 

focused on the internal closure of a focal collectivity, but turned its view outward, 

to relationships connecting actors to those external of their immediate proximity 

(Maak, 2007; Payne et al., 2011). From this social capital perspective, the ‘strength’ of 

bridging ties (in the sense of their advantage) is that they can reach wider, figuratively 

speaking providing a bridge to other resource repositories (Stea & Pedersen, 2017). In 

terms of tie strength (that is, regarding contact intensity, frequency, and duration), 

both strong and weak ties can be bridging (Feld, 1981; Higgins & Kram, 2001; Levin et 

al., 2016), as others and Granovetter (1983) himself later stressed.

Bridging ties are hence primarily defined by their functionality and the attributes 

of alters reached. In the specific context of intra-organizational social capital, 

they can expand a focal actor’s network across functional units, departments, 

and organizational structures. Tapping into diverse parts of the organization, as 

such, they offer newcomers a connection to insiders with different professional 

backgrounds and various roles to play in its value creation process. This will arguably 

do well to increase a newcomer’s understanding of the organization as a whole, 

allowing them to better grasp its overall objectives and the way in which individual 

processes are interrelated (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012).

In terms of their own tasks, newcomers are suggested to find ties to diverse insiders 

helpful in gaining access to knowledge, skills, or competencies that complement 

and exceed their own resources (Small, 2009). This is expected to help them learn 

and better perform on their new job in terms of task mastery, since the odds for 

newcomers to find the support they require are improved if their networks comprise 

a variety of expertise and experience levels (Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013). In 

terms of probability calculations, actor diversity also increases the likeliness that 

existing contacts will be aware of other possible sources for support, if they cannot 

provide it themselves (Borgatti & Cross, 2003; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Lubbers 

et al., 2019). Therefore, a diverse network with bridges to heterogeneous actors is 

expected to have a strong resource potential regarding task-performance support.

Multiplex Ties
While the strength of bridging ties is their propensity to tap into remote and unique 

pools of resources, their weakness is that they presumably lack the affective and 
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normative capacities of bonding ties that help to appropriate those resources (Burt, 

2001; Shah et al., 2018). Bridging ties cannot profit from the same lubricant effects 

of homophily, bounded solidarity, or reciprocal social controls as bonding ties 

(Higgins & Kram, 2001; Levin et al., 2016; Ripperger, 2003). Even in an organizational 

setting, where contact is often necessitated by formal roles and processes (Levin et 

al., 2016; Small, 2009), ties between actors who are very different will likely (albeit 

not necessarily) entail less frequent or less intense interactions than ties between 

homogenous actors (Granovetter, 1973).

Since support regarding tasks and learning will mostly entail rather “codifiable 

information, explicit knowledge, and tangible resources” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 218), 

which can be transferred more easily (Hu & Randel, 2014), ties also would not need to 

be particularly strong to allow newcomers access (Cross & Cummings, 2004; S. Wang 

& Noe, 2010). Indeed, bridging ties are often advocated exactly due to their efficiency: 

they require less maintenance but provide unique, non-redundant assets (Burt, 

2001; Granovetter, 1983). In the specific case of newcomers and their initial, rather 

steep learning curve, however, insiders could be required to devote comparably 

more time or effort into supporting them, often to a degree not compensated in kind 

and volume by the support that newcomers can offer in return.

Meanwhile, the mechanisms enhancing resource liquidity missing in bridging 

ties may be compensated by tie multiplexity. It describes the quality of a single 

tie to channel a variety of resources as well as the mechanism involved when a tie 

that had already been in place for one purpose can be activated to also provide 

helpful resources for another (Ibarra, 1993; Portes, 1998). Through multiplexity, a 

newcomer’s network need not grow in size or ties in intensity in order to also provide 

resources pertaining to task mastery and learning. Since organizational newcomers 

are still in the process of building up a network, they will profit exponentially when 

existing ties develop additional dimensions like this. When ties originally emerging 

for a different purpose can (also) be called-upon for support with task-performance, 

this is considered to have a catalyst effect on the spectrum of non-redundant network 

resources available to newcomers.

A combination of diversity as attribute of actors and multiplexity as attribute of ties 

in a network is therefore suggested as the configuration archetype that is most apt to 

provide newcomers access to resources relating to task-performance support.

Configuration archetype

Newcomers are expected derive bridging social capital especially from a network 

configuration characterized by weaker ties to diverse insiders showing multiplexity.
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3.2.3 | Configuration archetype for linking social capital

While researchers have long investigated the implications of both bonding and 

bridging social capital, some have more recently started to refer to a third kind as 

‘linking’ social capital (Devadason, 2011; Pieterse, 2003). It focuses particularly 

on the strategic value of network resources for the focal actor’s career. Here, it is 

considered a distinct type of benefits “such as exposure and visibility, sponsorship, 

and protection” (Higgins & Kram, 2001, p. 268) that newcomers may derive especially 

from “social contacts in higher hierarchical levels [who] may influence decisions 

involving newcomers […] and help them acquire organizational resources” (Fang et 

al., 2011, p. 141).

Distant Actors
Arguably, the career-enhancing effects of a network tie will be more profound if it 

is a connection to powerful or influential actors within the organizational hierarchy 

(Metz & Tharenou, 2001). The underlying assumption here is that actors in a position 

of power or influence have other – which is to say, more valuable or restricted – 

resources at their disposal (T. D. Allen et al., 1999; Lin, 1999). Ironically, research has 

also found that “exchangeable resources will be perceived as more valuable if they 

are controlled by high-status actors than if they are controlled by low-status actors” 

(Agneessens & Wittek, 2012, p. 335). Actors in control of resources that are (perceived 

as) valuable can act as gatekeepers or brokers, to their own as well as to the benefit of 

network contacts (Burt, 2005 ; Gubbins & Garavan, 2005; Parise, 2007).

Depending on whether or not this is justified by the receiving actors’ prior 

investments in a tie, their performance merits, or perceived entitlement, these 

effects of linking network ties have been discussed to a similar extent as either a 

competitive advantage earned or unfair favoritism misused by actors (Agneessens 

& Wittek, 2012; Ibarra, 1993). Often, they are considered the very embodiment 

of social capital when discussing careers, while its other dimensions regarding 

task-performance support or socio-emotional integration tend to be seen in a less 

competitive context and may thus be considered as less ambiguous. When popular 

discourse refers to the proverbial ‘friends in high places’ and ‘vitamin C – as in 

connections’, though, this can be both in admiration or with a quite disparaging 

tone. Clearly, there is a social stigma associated with actors who rely on their social 

ties as a means to replace, rather than enhance or catalyze their own capabilities 

(Maak, 2007; Riemer, 2005).

Whether researchers admonish the normative and moral implications or leave them 

unheeded, they do agree that actors characterized by power or influence within an 

organization make valuable network contacts in the sense of career-relevant social 

capital. This is why the concept of ‘upper reach’ is a variable of interest for social 
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network analysis, referring to the highest position in the organizational hierarchy 

to which a focal actor is connected (Lin, 2001; Storberg, 2002). This notion can be 

expanded to include not only the single, highest-ranking actor, but also other linking 

ties characterized by their network status (Cross & Cummings, 2004; Pieterse, 2003), 

as in the ability to control valued or restricted resources within the organization (Lin, 

1999), or by their position as ‘a missing link’ spanning so-called structural holes 

between other actors (Brass et al., 2004; Burt, 1992).

Relations between newcomers and such actors with access to restricted resources, 

power, and influence are taken to necessarily be links across a considerable distance 

in terms of organizational structures, roles, and hierarchies. After all, it can be 

argued that such insiders are not typically found amongst their peers or immediate 

proximity when newcomers first enter an organization, or even their professional 

lives as such (T. D. Allen et al., 1999). Serious career steps will usually not be relevant 

or attainable for newcomers right upon starting out, though. If role clarity, career 

guidance, and feedback on their potential take initial priority, instead, newcomers 

may not require ties with the ‘uppest’ of reach for access to these types of resources.

Linking ties are still considered a distinct type for newcomers, set apart from bonding 

and bridging ties because they “involve more of a one-way helping dynamic” (T. D. 

Allen et al., 1999, p. 454) regarding the resources channeled. Newcomers can at least 

begin to reciprocate in task support, for instance by relieving insiders of workload, 

and while they can engage in a mutual exchange as far as socio-emotional bonding 

is concerned, their ability to reciprocate is bound to reach its limits where career-

relevant resources are concerned. Vice versa, distant insiders will be comparatively 

less “equipped to provide guidance related to the performance of day to day job tasks” 

(T. D. Allen et al., 1999, p. 464) or to relate as closely to the newcomers’ cognitive 

experience to invite bonding. Table 3.1 briefly summarizes how the three types are 

differentiated by characteristics regarding ties, actors, and resources, to clarify.

Table 3.1 | Types by defining characteristics
 

BONDING BRIDGING LINKING

Tie strength strong strong or weak strong, weak, or latent

Tie representation 
in ego’s network

limited 
(high commitment)

multiple 
(lower maintenance)

rare 
(constrained availability)

Dyad orientation horizontal 
(tying together)

diagonal 
(spanning across)

vertical 
(reaching up)

Actor attributes ego-alter  
homogeneity

alter-alter  
diversity

ego-alter 
contrast

Alter characteristics 
in the org. network

propinquity 
(close, accessible)

heterogeneity 
(width, breadth)

centrality 
(power, control)

Resources reached similar to ego’s 
(or redundant)

different from alters  
in ego’s proximity

distinct from ego’s  
and other alters’
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Rare Ties
While bonding social capital increasing a newcomers’ socio-emotional inclusion 

is taken to be fostered especially between similar actors and bridging social capital 

helping newcomers to attain task mastery has been argued to thrive particularly 

where actors are diverse, career benefits are thus assumed to most likely derive from 

ties to actors who are distant from newcomers. Since organizational hierarchies still 

tend to thin out towards the kind of influential and powerful positions referred to 

here (Brass et al., 2004; Lin, 2001), such linking ties are taken to be characterized 

by rarity. That is, the respective actors will usually be limited in number within an 

organization and (due to extensive responsibilities) more difficult to reach (Iseke, 

2007). Meanwhile, being characterized as comparably rare does not make these ties 

less (arche)typical with regard to intra-organizational network configurations.

Rare ties are seen to offer a particular social capital potential for newcomers, because 

they facilitate access to network resources that are less easily accessible to others. 

Comparable to other forms of capital, the value of social capital decreases with inflation 

and increases where its availability is limited (Burt, 1997; Wald, 2011). We only need to 

consider the controversies around various (dis)advantages arising for those who can or 

cannot profit from of ‘old-boys’ or ‘women-only’-networks to acknowledge how often 

networks provide one group of actors with social capital exactly because they are not 

accessible to others (Ibarra, 1993; McDonald, 2011; Metz & Tharenou, 2001). Attaining 

information earlier than others represents one example for the career-relevant benefits 

of rare ties (Hofstra et al., 2015). Newcomers clearly stand to profit when it comes to 

hearing about internal vacancies or being on the radar of decision makers regarding 

task and project assignments (Marineau, 2017; Seibert et al., 2001).

When distance as an attribute of actors and rarity as an attribute of ties are combined, 

this is therefore suggested as the configuration archetype that is most apt to provide 

newcomers access to resources helpful for their initial career promotion.

Configuration archetype

Newcomers are expected to derive linking social capital especially from a network 

configuration characterized by rare ties to distant insiders.

 
3.2.4 | Initial network configuration typology

Three network configurations have been described as combinations of tie and 

actor attributes that, based on a review of extant research, are argued to provide 

newcomers with different types of social capital, as illustrated in Figure 3.1: First, 

a configuration characterized by highly committed ties between similar actors 

expected to foster the socio-emotional integration of newcomers at the organization; 
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second, a configuration characterized by further reaching ties between diverse actors 

that can be appropriated through multiplexity, expected to support newcomers with 

their task performance and learning; and third, a configuration characterized by 

competitively or comparatively rare ties connecting newcomers to distant ‘friends in 

high places’, expected to foster role clarity and career promotion.

The three configurations have so far been distinguished for the sake of conceptual 

development. Arguably, they can be differentiated as such since “socialization in one 

area is not necessarily related to socialization in another”, while all three contribute 

to the multidimensional construct of newcomer socialization (Chao et al., 1994, p. 

731). Also, their conceptual distinction serves to show that a combination of actor 

attributes and tie qualities fostering one type of social capital will ensue trade-offs 

regarding the network’s potential for either of the other two (Henttonen et al., 2014; 

Levin et al., 2016; Reagans et al., 2004).

As such, the three archetypes provide a basis for empirical research in the following, 

which is to allow for a “theory-guided and case-oriented mode of calibration” 

(Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 248) of the initial typology, by exploring their 

contingencies and boundary conditions when confronted with the specific context 

of newcomer socialization.

 

Figure 3.1 | Initial typology with network configuration archetypes
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3.3 | Field access and cases

The elaboration of concepts above has served to integrate extant knowledge from the 

fields of social network analysis and social capital theory, focused on organizational 

newcomers and their socialization. Theory development now requires a second 

step, to ask how the identified concepts are related and (co-)determine each other. 

A multiple case study of personal networks with newcomers as focal actors was 

chosen as research design, so as to leverage the informative value of building theory 

inductively from cases (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014). 

The aim of their analysis is to formulate a set of propositions that augment and 

refine the three configuration archetypes, abstracting insights from the in-depth 

study of empirical combinations regarding the types of ties, characteristics of the 

actors reached, and the social capital resources that newcomers derived from them.

A respective set of network data was drawn from the first wave of a three-year panel 

study conducted in Germany. The newcomers recruited for this study were all 

recent high school graduates entering their first professional employments at 

nine different organizations. These organizations comprise an array of industries, 

including IT-solutions and consulting, producers of medical- and heavy equipment 

as well as financial services, engineering, and pharmaceuticals. They also cover a 

range of organizational sizes, spanning from a small-to medium size enterprise 

(SME) and a public-private partnership (PPP) over three large enterprises (LE) to four 

multi-national enterprises (MNE).

In terms of comparability, all of the organizations offered newcomers an 

institutionalized socialization trajectory that included academic lectures in an 

International Business program. It was through this higher education element of 

their training that a cohort of 28 newcomers was recruited for the panel study. The 

data collected from two participants were excluded due to lacking comparability 

and two others because they left their organizations while the panel was still 

ongoing. The remaining group of 24 was slightly skewed in terms of gender, with 

62% of the newcomers being female. While this form of field access cannot offer 

a representative sample apt for theory-testing, it does recommend the study for 

theoretical sampling, as described in the following.

Data collection and measures
The case studies described in the following report on data collected through semi-

structured interviews with the newcomers about their socialization, conducted by 

the author about three months after their organizational entry. At the beginning and 

at the end of these interviews, questions were kept very broad and open, inviting the 

newcomers to narrate on their onboarding and initial working experiences, their 

impressions of the organizational context and culture as well as their emerging 
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relationships with organizational insiders. Between the brackets of this qualitative 

frame, the interviews also included a standardized part to collect structured data on 

the newcomers’ personal networks and mobilized social capital. Completing the 

entire interview took 1:05 hrs on average, ranging from 43 mins up to 1:40 hrs.

During the standardized part of the interview, the newcomers were asked to 

compile a list of network contacts at their organization with the help of several 

name generator questions inquiring about close, weaker, and latent relations (Van 

der Gaag & Snijders, 2005; Wald, 2014). They were then asked to characterize the 

listed contacts in terms of actor attributes, such as their gender, role within the 

organization, and the perceived age difference between ego and alter. Also, they 

specified their relationship with each alter in terms of tie attributes, such as the 

frequency of contact as well as its intensity on a personal and professional level.

In a third step, the newcomers were asked to report on the social capital they had 

derived from each listed tie. This part of the “formalized inventory” (Wald, 2014, p. 

75) comprised a list of six to seven probes for resources relating to the three types of 

social capital discussed above. A respective battery of statements was adapted from 

the scales developed and tested by Iseke (2007) to measure social capital benefits 

for marginal actors in organizations. They were adjusted and pretested to reflect 

the specific newcomer perspective of the panel group. Examples include: “This 

person has made me feel accepted or appreciated” (pertaining to socio-emotional 

integration); “This person has explained to me why things are done a certain way at 

our organization” (pertaining to task-performance support); and “This person made 

sure that my performance becomes visible and that I get credit for it” (pertaining to 

initial career promotion). Newcomers could indicate whether a statement applied 

to any of the alters listed and whether it applied to an alter in particular, or not at all.

Data processing and sampling strategy
The interviews allowed for both rich narrative texts and standardized data to be gathered 

on the newcomers’ personal network compositions and perceived intra-organizational 

social capital. As a first step of theory-guided processing, the standardized network 

data collected for all newcomers were visualized in VennMaker diagrams (Schönhuth 

et al., 2014). This provided “a quick visual summary” of the 24 personal networks with 

regard to the concepts of interest (Lubbers et al., 2010, p. 97), that is, their configuration 

in terms of alters, ties, and mobilized resources. As recommended by Brandes et al. 

(2008), the visualizations were used to delineate variance across the study. They further 

served as a frame of reference to compare and contrast the cases investigated more 

thoroughly by also drawing on the narrative interview data.

Cases were selected for this in-depth analysis through purposeful high-intensity 

sampling (Patton, 2000). They were regarded as high intensity if one of three 
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conditions was met: 1) if more of the potentially available resources for a given 

type of social capital was mobilized in a network than in any of the other networks 

in the panel (relative intensity); 2) if a given type of social capital was comparably 

overrepresented among the mobilized resources in a given network (proportional 

intensity); or 3) if a network showed the highest overall number of resources 

mobilized for the given type of social capital across the panel (absolute intensity). 

With one case selected for highest relative, proportional, and absolute intensity for 

each of the three types of social capital, a total of nine cases was sampled. Figure 3.2 

shows how all 24 newcomers compared with regard to the relative and proportional 

intensity of resource mobilization for each of the three types of social capital (in 

percent). Cases sampled based on these intensity measures are indicated to clarify 

the basis of their selection.

  

Figure 3.2 | Relative and proportional intensity sampling

 

Figure 3.3 shows the respective distribution and case selection based on the total 

number of resources mobilized for each type of social capital as absolute intensity 

measure.
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Figure 3.3 | Absolute intensity sampling

The two figures point out that the sampled cases show maximum values for the 
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analysis as information-rich incidents in which newcomers reported high or striking 

cases of social capital mobilization during socialization (Grigoriou & Rothaermel, 

2014; Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014).

The selection of Case 4 entailed an additional step to the described sampling 

strategy. When it came to task-performance support, the networks sampled for 

highest absolute intensity (Case 6) and highest proportional intensity (Case 5) 

also showed the highest and second highest relative intensity for this type of social 

capital, respectively (see Figure 3.2). In the interest of theoretical sampling, a 

different third case was to be selected, though, in order to increase the cases’ scope 

to replicate, contrast, or extend insights (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). The network 

sampled as Case 4* ranked fourth for the relative intensity measure overall, yet it 

showed the highest relative intensity of mobilized task-performance support with 

regard to the smallest personal network reported in the study and was thus selected 

as additional, information-rich case (Patton, 2000).
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Table 3.2 provides an overview of descriptive measures for the nine sampled cases. 

Regarding the size of newcomer networks, the number of activated network ties refers 

to how many alters were reported by ego during the interview. Ties were counted as 

mobilized when newcomers reported that alters had provided them with any of the 

resources inquired about regarding bonding, bridging, or linking social capital  

(E. B. Smith et al., 2012). The newcomers of Cases 1 and 5 as well as 3 and 6, respectively, 

were socialized at the same organizations, albeit in different departments or teams. 

They offer interesting examples for how socialization experiences can differ even 

within the same company. The LE employing the newcomers in Cases 1 and 5 as 

well as the SME (Case 7) stood out as founder- or family-run businesses, as it is to be 

discussed in the following.

Table 3.2 | Overview of descriptive measures for the sampled cases at T1

 

The tie and actor attributes as well as network configurations elaborated in the 

literature review above served as sensitizing concepts to guide close readings and the 

iterative coding of interview transcripts. That is, categories such as actor homophily 

or tie multiplexity, for example, were used as a-priori codes. Yet, the primary aim of 

the analysis was to stay close to the newcomers’ reported experience, to identify what 

they considered relevant aspects of their network configurations and social capital 

mobilization (Herz et al., 2015). This focus on inductive analysis was to complement the 

primarily deductive approach of the literature review. Starting from informant-centric 

terms and codes, the analysis aggregated them into theoretical categories (Gioia et al., 

2013). For each type of social capital, findings were then condensed into propositions 

and linked to the network configuration typology to augment the archetypes that had 

been deduced from the literature review, as it is to be discussed in Section 3.5.

Ego Organization Network ties Mobilized resources

Gender Industry Size Activated Mobilized SEI TPS ICP

male medical equipment LE1 47 29 128 80 47

female pharmaceuticals MNE 30 13 52 30 4

male heavy equipment MNE 56 43 145 70 25

male engineering MNE 12 11 22 37 19

female medical equipment LE1 37 17 19 60 21

female heavy equipment MNE 59 31 115 113 12

male IT-solutions SME1 37 21 89 42 53

female consulting MNE 31 26 57 36 50

female financial services LE 44 36 107 79 58

Note. 1 founder-/family-run business
SME – small-to-medium sized enterprise
LE – large enterprise
MNE – multi-national enterprise

SEI – socio-emotional integration
TPS – task-performance support
ICP – initial career promotion
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3.4 | Findings

The following discussion of the sampled cases aims to reconstruct the newcomers’ 

perception of alter-, tie-, and resource-related characteristics of their intra-

organization networks as well as their mobilization for social capital resources 

(Herz et al., 2015; Wald, 2014). Multiple case studies must necessarily accept trade-

offs between the number or variance of cases included and the richness in which 

the respective narratives can be presented, though (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; 

McCarty et al., 2019). Thus, the elaboration of each case in the following remains 

focused on the theory-building insights derived with regard to the specific objective 

of this chapter. Excerpts cited from the interviews were translated from German 

by the author. They are referenced using the quotation index with transcript and 

passage numbers from Atlas.ti, which was used to facilitate their analysis.

3.4.1 |  When sharing is caring: Network cases with strong 
socio-emotional integration

The three cases analyzed for high intensities of mobilized socio-emotional 

integration revealed informative variations of what fostered the trust, involvement, 

and ease of interaction allowing ties to channel complex resources (see  

Section 3.2.1), regarding the role of organizational culture, the distinct profile of 

peer ties, and the legitimization to approach distant actors.

Case 1 | Support culture fostering ‘broadband’ ties
The first case was sampled because the newcomer reported 73.6% of the resources 

relating to socio-emotional integration potentially available in his network as 

mobilized, representing the highest relative intensity for this type of social capital in 

the study (compared to a median of 43.4%). The newcomer in question was joining 

a family-run organization producing medical equipment. In his report, this ego 

describes perceiving a generalized form of support – provided across all ties that he 

had developed – and how valuable this was for him:

Well, at the very least I realize that it is, kind of, reassuring for me, in my work, because 

I know that if anything should come up, I can just call this or that number and then 

they will help me out. So, then-, I am not stranded in the dark so much. And I can be a 

little more confident in doing my things. (83:129)

Like a safety net, this newcomer’s network provided him with a sense of security, 

just knowing that he would be able to derive resources from his ties if need be. He 

also relates instances of indeed calling on ties for support, for example when initially 

struggling with the coordination of a project, as “things had been going back and 

forth for like forever, but then my supervisor really put herself behind me and then 

[…] things finally did work out just fine” (83:205).
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Ego’s account indicates that the trust and commitment required for ties to channel 

bonding social capital emerged from the group, rather than the dyad level at his 

company. He ascribes its generalized support culture to a patriarchal leadership 

strategy of the company’s founders and CEOs, deliberately striving to create a family 

spirit among employees: “Everyone is really familial with each other, and that is in 

fact the objective. We are actively being trained for everyone to-, to be acting as a unit, 

and really living this, too” (83:207). Indeed, there were several resources relating to 

socio-emotional integration that ego reported to have been provided by most, if not 

all of alters he named in the network interview, “because, somehow, everybody there 

is living this philosophy” (83:210).

Especially with regard to alters in his immediate proximity, ego describes his 

socialization experience as growing into a team of insiders who “are not colleagues, 

really, it is more like a friendship-business” (83:202). Within the team, in particular, 

he perceived organizational hierarchies to be very flat, to the point of having a 

homogenizing effect, since “everyone is sort of on the same level, even the guy 

basically filling the position of an intern” (83:203). Again, the terminology of family-

like relationships pervades ego’s report. For instance, he relates a time of going into 

the office before he had to get surgery, when it felt like “going home” because his 

team was so caring as to help him “bolster up some courage” (83:208).

Besides the bonding ties to his team, ego further reported several bridging ties to 

alters in other teams and departments who had provided resources relating to 

socio-emotional integration. Interestingly, those ties were also characterized by 

high commitment, showing measures of contact frequency and intensity that 

indicate ‘broadband’ channels for resource exchanges. Meanwhile, actor homophily 

between ego and alters seemed overall less decisive for the amount or complexity 

of resources mobilized from ties in this network. It was balanced in terms of alter 

gender and there was no discernible pattern regarding tie mobilization and the 

perceived age difference to alters. As such, the case illustrates how an organizational 

culture characterized by strong bounded solidarity (Portes, 1998) can offer 

newcomers socio-emotional integration on a more general than the dyad level. Here, 

strong cohesion on the group level provided a source of commitment allowing for 

the respective resources to also be channeled through ties between actors who were 

less homogenous.

Even at this early stage of socialization, ego’s report also hints at the ‘darker side’ 

of such strong network cohesion, though. He mentions for instance, how critical 

it seemed to him to abide by norms, although the implied consequences of failing 

to do so remain unspecified: “You must always greet anyone you meet, no matter 

whether you recognize them or not. Better you do it once too often than missing out 

one time.” (83:200). Also, he mentions the retention effect of bonding social capital 
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in terms evoking the concept of a golden cage, since “once you have gotten in at [the 

company], you will find it tough to get back out again, in a way” (83:153).

Case 2 | Peer (clique) bonds
The second network analyzed showed the highest proportional intensity, with 60.5% 

of all social capital resources mobilized in the network relating to socio-emotional 

integration (compared to a median of 47.9%). It was reported by a female newcomer 

joining the second largest organization in the study, a globally operating producer in 

the pharmaceutical industry. The high intensity of resource mobilization in this case 

was all the more striking when considering that this newcomer had derived socio-

emotional integration almost exclusively from ties to other newcomers who were 

about the same age as ego.

Her narrative stresses the importance of this peer group as providers of network 

resources right from the first days of their onboarding: “So we got to know each other 

up front and I was actually quite happy about that, because that way you got a couple 

of contacts across the organization” (80:92). Indeed, it was only through her peers 

that this newcomer felt herself included in an extended network at work. She had 

joined a small team which was not directly involved in the organization’s core value 

creation processes and did not collaborate extensively with other departments or 

functional units so that, as ego concluded, “in this department, you don’t really get 

any good insights into what the company is actually all about” (80:93).

In her report, ego does not explicitly reflect whether the scarcity of ties she developed 

to organizational insiders was a cause or rather an effect of the dominance of peer  

ties in her network: “It’s just a pity that so far I have not gotten to know a lot of people  

at the organization, like by myself” (80:96). The skewed network configuration 

leaning so heavily towards peer ties does underline how isolated she remained 

regarding the overall organization, though, and vice versa. Where ego felt a lack 

of resources provided by insiders, her peer ties stepped in to compensate. She 

describes, for instance, how she had to rely on other newcomers for most of her 

initial questions. Her socialization coincided with a very busy time for her team, so 

that she “didn’t actually get any real introduction from those guys” (80:94). In her 

perception, they expected her “to basically already know all that stuff” (80:98). As 

opposed to that, ego expressly appreciated her peers, because she “could ask any 

question at any time and they were always open for anything – everything” (80:97).

Somewhat surprisingly, the ties between ego and her peers did not even need to be 

very frequent or intense in contact for them to be major sources of socio-emotional 

integration. Even an average contact frequency, very low professional contact 

intensity, and even moderate intensity on a personal level were sufficient to provide 

ego with resources relating to socio-emotional integration. As opposed to that, ties 
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to insiders mobilized for those resources tended to be characterized by the highest 

possible contact frequencies and intensities. The data further showed a clique 

constellation for the newcomer’s big peer group, in which the personal sympathy 

or intensity of contact for individual dyads appeared to lose relevance even further. 

Individual ego-alter ties between peers were also less differentiated in terms of the 

resources they provided. These findings recurred in other networks across the study, 

as well.

As such, the case demonstrates the particular value of peer ties for socio-emotional 

integration, where the shared newcomer experience seems to suffice, making it 

unnecessary for ties to show overly high commitment. At the same time, it illustrates 

how a growing number of peer ties will not necessarily be paralleled by an increase 

in the newcomer’s perceived social capital, since there is not much variation in 

resources (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015). A large peer group may not only result in 

resource redundancy, but can even entail the associated effects of creating echo 

chambers or insulated cliques (Ibarra, 1993; Mehra et al., 1998).

Case 3 | Shared objectives broadening bridging ties
With 145 resources relating to socio-emotional integration mobilized, the third case 

sampled showed the highest absolute intensity for this type of social capital (the 

weighted average was 55.5). It was reported by a male newcomer joining a globally 

operating producer of heavy equipment. While this ego’s network shows an even 

bigger peer group than the one in Case 2, its configuration is evenly balanced by an 

equal number of ties to organizational insiders mobilized for social capital. The 

newcomer’s assigned team was very small and epitomized this balance, consisting 

of an even share of experienced insiders and newcomers. As ego reports, “in this 

constellation, it was a really nice welcome” (96:135).

Both, the newcomer’s peers and the bonding ties to his direct supervisors were 

significant providers of resources relating to socio-emotional integration. Ego for 

instance recalls a similar experience of being backed-up by his team lead as reported 

by the newcomer in Case 1: “My boss would sit in [on those meetings] a couple of 

times, so that he could help me out if I got stuck” (96:49). With regard to another 

newcomer in his department, ego stresses how they “ended up making quite a good 

team in the end” (96:139), because they got along well and spent quite a lot of time 

together, both on the job and outside working hours.

Meanwhile, ego mobilized a substantial part of the resources relating to socio-

emotional integration through bridging ties, reaching beyond the newcomer’s 

immediate proximity. He reports how his team lead helped him make contact to 

a wide range of alters: “I could always ask him when I needed any engineers, any 

contacts to reach out to, and which names-, whom I could ask” (96:137). In this case, 
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these non-peer and non-bonding ties do not match the ‘broadband’ characteristics, 

as they did in Case 1. While measures of contact frequency tend to be high and 

a majority of alters have the same gender as ego, ties differ widely regarding the 

perceived intensity of contact. Most common is a configuration in which they 

show merely moderate levels for contact intensity, yet both on a professional and a 

personal level.

Ego’s report indicates that his less intense ties could still be appropriated for the 

complex and tacit resources relating to socio-emotional integration, because he was 

assigned a project that required the collaboration of insiders in various departments 

to be completed, which was also in the interest of those alters he approached for 

support:

I think because-, with my project on [the application], which I – that was originally 

planned for 2011 already, this project, but it never really happened because no one 

had really taken it on, so when they gave it to me, the expectation was that I should 

at least get it started a bit. But because I went and tried to get the contacts to the 

programmers from [country] involved, for example, and really followed up with them, 

I could actually make some progress on that. (96:142)

Needing input for the project provided ego with a legitimization to approach even 

latent contacts and it represented a motivation for alters to make resources available 

that may otherwise have been hard to attain from such weak ties. These included 

far more than project-related support. As ego describes it, it was also about “just life 

at the organization, as a whole, the entire – like day-to-day routines at work, to have 

that sort of on a line and getting used to it” (96:140). He stresses the value of “having 

someone by your side through all that” (96:140) as just as important as the support 

he received on his tasks: “without all these contacts that I had to all of them […], I 

would have gotten nowhere at all” (96:82).

The project provided a shared objective facilitating the mobilization of more 

and more complex resources through ties to more distant actors. It created a co-

dependency between ego and alters, causing contact to be more frequent and ties to 

become at least moderately multiplex in their personal and professional intensity. 

As such, the case illustrates how weaker ties can still channel resources relating to 

socio-emotional integration, if they develop multiplexity and alters’ commitment 

is spurred by shared objectives. On the other hand, ego also reports on his efforts 

to keep the greater number of ties with whom he interacted less regularly active. He 

reflects on his deliberate attempts to plan in lunches with colleagues after the end 

of the project, even explicitly in terms of “developing this capital” with them, “so the 

contact doesn’t fade after you are not in the department anymore” (96:141).
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Interim summary
Newcomers were expected to derive bonding social capital especially from a 

network configuration characterized by strong, committed ties to insiders who are 

similar to them. Based on the case studies analyzed for high-intensity regarding 

the mobilization of resources relating to socio-emotional integration, the first 

propositions can be formulated to expand on this configuration archetype:

Proposition Ia 

Similarity between ego and alters may be less decisive for mobilizing socio-

emotional integration in an organizational culture with strong bounded solidarity, 

where the commitment needed to channel complex resources emerges from the 

group, rather than the dyad level.

Proposition Ib 

Peer ties can offer newcomers access to socio-emotional integration even if contact 

is less frequent and intense, especially if there is a peer group large enough to offer 

clique-bonds less reliant on personal commitments or sympathy between ego and 

individual alters.

Proposition Ic 

Weaker ties to more distant alters can still channel resources relating to socio-

emotional integration, if they develop multiplexity and alters’ commitment is 

spurred by shared objectives.

 
3.4.2 |  Reaching wider with less: Network cases strong in 

task-performance support

The three cases analyzed for high-intensity regarding the mobilization of task-

performance support each indicated a different variant of what increased the scope 

of non-redundant resources in a newcomer’s network (see Section 3.2.2): Few ties 

to alters in boundary-spanning positions; weak or latent ties that could (at least) 

be mobilized for task-performance support; and a broadened scope of resources 

mobilized through stronger ties.

Case 4 | Satellite alters
In the case sampled for the highest relative intensity vis-à-vis the smallest network 

in the study, the respective ego mobilized 48.0% of the resources relating to 

task performance support potentially available through his reported network 

ties (median across the study: 32.3%). In fact, this newcomer joining an MNE in 

engineering and construction indicated that all mobilized ties provided him with 

task-performance support to some degree.
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In a rather striking contrast between the standardized and narrative data, ego stresses 

in his report how he was initially left to his own devices right after onboarding. He 

relates being merely instructed to “try and gain a general overview” by working 

through the company’s “rather comprehensive intranet” and “a couple of folders 

worth of files” to get himself informed (94:146). For this newcomer, organizational 

socialization relied mostly on his own initiative to – in his words – “show the will 

to make some use of all those hours sitting around” (94:155). As he reports, his 

autonomy and drive in this regard was maybe not so much tested, but brought to his 

own awareness by the team’s withdrawn approach: “I mean, they made this clear to 

me when they just let me start out without assigning me any particular task […]. After 

all, I could have also just played a computer game or something” (94:155).

The fact that ego was neither required nor urged to develop ties extensively could 

explain the relatively small personal network he reported in the interview. It would, 

however, seem to contradict the high relative mobilization of its task-related 

resource potential. From the case’s closer analysis, it became clear that despite the 

lack of a high total number of heterogeneous actors, task-performance support 

could abound in this newcomer’s network as it did, because he was connected to 

alters in boundary-spanning positions. Task-performance support was derived 

from ego’s ties to insiders in coordinating line- and project-management positions, 

cutting across various organizational units and functions. He describes them as 

very positive relationships, ascribed mostly to the fact that they also developed a 

personal dimension. He points out with regard to a coordinator that “we are very 

informal with each other, he is a nice guy” (94:156), for instance, or that “the one I 

like most is my boss, the head of department […], I got along really well with him” 

(94:152).

Ego further stresses that these alters were actively helping him to develop his ‘know-

who’ at the organization, so that he would “know who the people are who are walking 

around […]. And to know whom to turn to when you have a problem” (94:149). This 

also made the organizational hierarchy appear a lot more permeable than ego had 

excepted it to be. He repeatedly points out that he was surprised and impressed by 

the company’s upper management – “let me say, the important people” (94:153) – 

being so visible:

I mean, meeting someone who sits on the board of directors is always interesting, in 

a way, but – yes – actually, it is all kept really open and you meet them everywhere, 

they walk around everywhere and [name of executive] will also just sit at lunch in the 

canteen with everybody else. (94:151)

For this newcomer, powerful alters at the organization did not appear 

characteristically distant. Instead, he perceived them as rather approachable, 

considering “that you could get so close to these -, those guys at the very top” (94:150). 

Likewise, ego’s network didn’t have to be large for him to perceive it to reach far and 
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wide across organizational structures. Ego had developed ties to alters in ‘satellite 

positions’ who, although they were few, notably increased the variety of non-

redundant resources on which he could draw, compensating for the small network 

size in terms of access to the diversity of resources favorable for task-performance 

support.

With regard to the mobilization of the respective resources, ego’s report shows that 

he could offer his own contributions in return. His narrative indicates a certain pride 

and meaningfulness drawn from the fact that his output was “directly forwarded 

to those in charge, so that it was not just for-, like, busy-work for me” (94:53). In 

particular, he felt that he could alleviate the workload for one alter with whom he 

worked on a bigger project later on: 

He was really glad to have me on board, because that was way too much for one guy 

to handle. And he -, I mean, all the testing was enough to keep me busy for my full 

eight-to-nine-hours workdays. I was asking myself how he would have been supposed 

to do all of that on top of everything else. So he was glad I was there to help him out. 

(94:147)

As such, the case indicates that boundary-spanning alters represent a particular 

variation of the configuration expected to foster bridging social capital. For a 

newcomer, they represent rare ties that need not be distant, but decrease the 

perceived distance of alters within the overall organization. Also, they offer access to 

a diversity of resources, even if limited in number.

Case 5 | Latent sources
With resources relating to task-performance support representing 60.0% of all 

social capital mobilized (panel median: 33.6%), the case sampled for highest 

proportional intensity regarding this type of social capital relates to the personal 

network of a female newcomer joining the same family-run producer of medical 

equipment as discussed in Case 1. Comparing the two cases shows a striking 

contrast in their socialization experiences. In part, the high proportional intensity 

of task-performance support in this newcomer’s network is due to socio-emotional 

integration being markedly underrepresented in her case. With merely 19 resources 

(18.6% of those potentially available), she reported by far the lowest mobilization 

for that type of social capital in the study, while her peer at the same company stood 

out at the other end of the spectrum. Since the theoretical sampling was focused on 

high-intensity, here, her case is analyzed with a focus on task-performance support. 

Yet, it also illustrates how a given network configuration favorable for one type of 

social may be far less so for another.

As opposed to her peer in Case 1, this newcomer did not perceive the organizational 

culture at their company to be so generally supportive. Instead, she pointed out how 
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“communication between the departments doesn’t really work” (84:73) and while 

alters beyond her immediate proximity were “friendly enough and helped her out 

alright” (84:111), she reported feeling stereotyped by mere association with the 

department that she joined. She described how she felt “automatically out of favor” 

(84:77) with other teams, because “the party line is that [name of department] is 

always to blame for everything. Everything is always our fault.” (84:73). Respectively, 

her network shows a particularly frequent configuration of weaker, bridging ties that 

were only barely mobilized and exclusively for task-performance support, with each 

alter providing just one or very few of the resources inquired about.

Ego’s socialization experience within the department she joined is also reported in 

terms of disappointment: “What I missed a bit was feedback regarding my work. 

And, actually, just someone who would sit down with me and say, ‘It works like so 

and so.’” (84:116). In her narrative, ego elaborates how she felt neglected by alters 

during her socialization:

Well, as for my supervisor, she basically had as good as no time for me […]. There was 

someone else, then, who was supposed to take care of me a little, although I got left 

alone there pretty soon as well, so that I had to do everything on my-, by myself. And 

then it was also a bit like-, that I didn’t want to keep asking all the time, because the 

entire department was so busy, until I ended up asking anyway, because I couldn’t 

have gone on anymore otherwise. (84:110)

While most alters in her immediate proximity were too busy to support her as a 

newcomer, ego did establish a few intensely bonding ties providing her with a 

wide range of resources, though. One of them she declared as her “mother figure”, 

by whom she felt “spoiled” like her adopted child (84:20). Another one connected 

her to her supervisor's leading manager, with whom she had had a very latent 

contact before joining the organization. Interestingly, ego was eager to stress how 

“the relationship has really developed and expanded now, because I got hired 

there” (84:113), implicitly denying that it might have been the other way around. 

Ego mobilized this latter tie quite substantially for the task-performance support 

she perceived to be lacking from other ties. For example, she recounts an incident 

of deliberately going around her supervisor and straight to the alter in question, 

knowing it would offer her a shortcut:

Otherwise I would maybe only run to my supervisor for this – and she would try to get 

this moving forward somehow over a hundred-thousand corners and I don’t know if 

that would really lead anywhere. (84:115)

Not just with regard to this leading manager and ego’s mother figure at the 

organization, her network configuration shows a strong tendency towards gender 

homophily for stronger ties. Resources mobilized from ties to alters of a different 

gender and with a high perceived age difference are almost exclusively related to 
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task-performance support. Vice versa, task-performance support is mostly the only 

type of social capital mobilized through these ties.

Overall, the case demonstrates that while bonding ties are also fit to provide 

resources relating to task-performance support, bridging ties were far less apt to 

channel the resources associated with socio-emotional integration. Where ties are 

unlikely providers of resources, for instance due to such between-group biases as 

encountered by ego in this case, or because workload constraints on alters’ time and 

commitment make them rare providers of resources, the kind of social capital they 

are most likely to still provide is task-performance support.

Case 6 | Commitment boost
The third case sampled showed a total of 113 resources relating to task-performance 

support mobilized (median: 38.5). The corresponding newcomer joined the same 

MNE producing heavy equipment as discussed in Case 3. Similar to her peer in that 

case, this newcomer experienced the social capital enhancing effects of a project 

necessitating the mobilization of resources from alters. Her main task was – in her 

own words – “a true intern-kind of job” (85:194), for which she had to do “quite a lot 

of running after people” (85:195) for their input.

While her peer had the advantage of alters sharing his interest in seeing the project 

completed, though, this newcomer profited from her assignment because it gave 

her a legitimization to demand resources from alters even when they were reluctant 

to provide them. She recounts one person she had to keep following up with “to see 

whether she would have time now to sort out this and that, or look it over. But […] 

the good lady never had any time” (85:204). With another, she had to have “major 

consultations” (85:205) regarding his (lack of) compliance with company guidelines, 

empowered only by her ownership for the task, considering how new she was to the job.

Another pattern re-emerging in this newcomer’s case was the benefit of ties to 

alters in a boundary-spanning network position, such as it was described in Case 4.  

Ego’s direct supervisor was not high up in the organizational hierarchy, but she 

represented a spider-in-her-web, as ego describes it: “She was-, I guess you could 

call her an office manager, but that would not cover it, really” (85:192), and highly 

committed to supporting ego’s socialization:

We met for updates really often, just to check in and see if I have any questions, and 

what other ideas she had come up with, well, because she always thought of all sorts 

of ideas, like she would say, ‘Do you want to come along for this meeting?’ – ‘Could you 

also take a look at that?’” (85:191).

Ego goes on to report how her supervisor initiated contact for her to many other 

alters, helping to expand her network. She also arranged for a second supervisor to 
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take over her role while she went on vacation, so that ego got herself “adopted” and 

gained insights “on a whole other set of processes” (85:30). What is more, both these 

supervisors provided ego with the time and opportunity to enrich her socialization 

by learning from other alters:

The department is very-, well, relatively big, there are about 50 people, I would say, 

but I got to know all of them and I was allowed to have like a peek into everything. 

I was running around all the time asking people what they were working on and 

whenever I could, I would sit down with people and they would show me what they 

do. (85:188)

The configuration of her reported network indeed shows that the primary sources 

of task-performance support were weaker ties to alters mostly of a different gender 

and with a high perceived age difference. Besides, the newcomer also derived task-

performance support from ties to peers and even through the only mobilized linking 

tie in her network.

What makes the case stand out more than the attributes of actors providing task-

performance support, though, is the quality of ties connecting her to them. While 

latent ties were found to provide far more task-performance support than resources 

relating to any of the other types of social capital, the case shows that higher contact 

frequency and tie multiplexity also lead to increased resource mobilization, 

apparently boosting tie commitment. Ego’s report of her socialization experience 

provides an explanation. She mentions repeatedly how she experienced a learning 

curve when it came to the mobilization of ties. She describes how, over time, she got a 

better feel for the differences between alters in this regard:

The more you have to do with others, the more you realize how you have to approach 

them, how you can approach them […], but also: how should I better not. […] And 

so, in a way, it works a little bit better each time, if you have a development, there. 

(85:131)

Ego’s brokering supervisor may have been an extreme example of commitment and 

her stand-in “also put in a great deal of effort” (85:193) for the newcomer. But the 

focal actor’s own investments in learning how to best mobilize her network seemed 

to repay in terms of task-performance support provided by other ties, as well, leading 

her to conclude that “even just at lunch, you learn like a whole lot” (85:196). With 

regard to the configuration expected to foster bridging social capital, this points to a 

variation were ties are stronger and more committed and therefore provide a greater 

variance of resources. The case underlines that multiplexity is not indispensable for 

bridging ties to channel task-performance support, but rather increases the overall 

volume of resources channeled.
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Interim summary
Newcomers were expected to derive resources helping them with task-performance 

and learning particularly from a network configuration characterized by bridging 

ties to diverse insiders showing multiplexity. The analysis of case studies sampled for 

high-intensity regarding the mobilization of task-performance support has led to the 

formulation of additional propositions with regard to this configuration archetype:

Proposition IIa 

Newcomers can derive valuable task-performance support from networks with 

little or less pronounced actor diversity, if ties connect them to alters in boundary-

spanning positions or cross-functional roles, offering bridges to a wider range of 

non-redundant resources.

 Proposition IIb

While ties channeling other forms of social capital are often also mobilized for task-

performance support, the latter can still be appropriated from ties that provide no 

other forms of social capital.

Proposition IIc

 Tie multiplexity increases the flow of network resources, rather than representing a 

precondition for task-performance support to be mobilized.

 
3.4.3 |  Rarely close or personal: Network cases strong in 

initial career promotion

The three cases analyzed for initial career promotion underlined that linking ties 

did indeed provide newcomers with the respective resources (see Section 3.2.3) and 

were particularly prone to do so, if they were either unusually frequent or personal in 

contact for ties between newcomers and ‘upper reach’ insiders. Additional factors 

fostering the mobilization of career related resources emerged, regarding the effects 

of gender homophily and institutionalized career support for newcomers.

Case 7 | Founding fathers
In the case sampled for the highest relative intensity regarding the mobilization of 

initial career promotion, the newcomer in question joined the smallest organization 

in the sample, a family-run SME offering IT-solutions. Most linking ties reported by 

newcomers in the study were utterly latent, if existent. In this case, however, both the 

number of and resource mobilization through linking ties in ego’s network stand 

out as unusual. He reported alters to have provided 42.1% of the potential resources 

for initial career promotion, setting him clearly apart from the study’s weighted 

average of 15.8% (ranging to a minimum of merely 5.1%).
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Even for a family-run company with flat hierarchies, this newcomer’s contact with 

the organization’s founders and top management was remarkably frequent and 

intense on a personal level. It resulted from a pre-existing friendship between ego 

and one of the CEOs. The two of them shared the same home town and a personal 

hobby, resulting in them often sharing their commute, as well. As ego points out, 

he got to learn a lot from their one-on-one conversations “because we carpool a 

lot” (79:114). The befriended CEO had encouraged the newcomer to apply at the 

company and also introduced him to its management board and project leaders. As 

such, all of ego’s upper reach ties proved valuable sources of career promotion and 

most of them even provided him with all three types of social capital.

Ego’s report indicates that even as a newcomer, he was already seeing himself 

as being groomed for a leadership career at the organization: “I got to join the 

founder, like my CEO’s father, for several of his presentations” (79:96), he recounts, 

and that even within his first three months on the job, he “got to participate in the 

management board meetings” (79:109). He explicitly frames his socialization 

narrative in the proverbial terms of ‘paying his dues’, justifying his current role as 

someone who is “happy to take over, let’s say, the little things, like stuff with which 

I can help out here and there […] and also, at times, maybe really assistant kind of 

stuff” (79:119) with regard to a potential future role of influence: “it’s just like that, I 

mean, you simply have to work your way up a bit” (79:118).

Ego also reflects consciously about what he perceived his role at the organization to 

be, and what it was not. While IT development is the company’s core business, he 

points out that “it is a matter of taste, of course, and it is certainly not for me. And it is 

also not supposed to be my task.” (79:29). Instead, his focus on a management career 

also determined whom he identified as key alters in his network: “So the people 

who are really interesting for me or, well, helpful for my career, I think, those are the 

project managers, who are not really on the IT side, but more on the planning-, or 

managing side” (79:115). The emerging ties to these alters show the characteristics 

of rare linking ties, especially with regards to their limited availability:

So, with them, you really need to fight for that-, for them taking the time for you. Well, 

you need to-, yes, to have a thick skin, then. Because you get sent away often-, more 

often there, or put off for a later time. (79:117)

Strikingly, all network ties mobilized for initial career promotion connect ego to male 

actors. Female alters are underrepresented in his network overall and mostly found 

in assistant positions. This can at least in part be explained by a male dominance in 

the organization’s industry and patriarchal culture. There is no homophily in terms 

of other actor attributes, though. The perceived age difference, for instance, was 

high or extremely high, indicating that seniority and career progress are intertwined 

at the organization. Apart from reflecting choice constraints, gender homophily may 
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thus have also been a preference for ego to better identify with alters, making career 

advice or role modelling more immediate, relevant, or accessible.

Looking back, ego considers it particularly valuable that he gained a wide range of 

insights on the different projects around which the company is structured, in “one 

full-round sweep, really” (79:108). He repeatedly points out how he got to know 

everyone “on the entire staff” (79:105), stressing that this was not the result of any 

favoritism from the befriended CEO:

In a way, I can’t, – because the hierarchies are relatively flat, I can’t-, because I know 

the CEOs, – I can’t really say that, okay, because of that I have had contact to this or 

that person. I actually had contact with everyone. (79:110)

Although ego strives to avoid the stigma of profiting from ‘friends in high places’ in 

his report, the case illustrates a boundary condition of the configuration expected 

to foster linking social capital. Where a newcomer and powerful organizational 

insiders are indeed friends, or linking ties are committed patriarchs grooming 

a newcomer to join their (family-)business, this will increase the mobilization of 

resources relating to career promotion.

Case 8 | Institutionalized career culture
The second case study was sampled because just under 35.0% of all the social capital 

this newcomer mobilized related to initial career promotion (median: 18.3%). 

It offers an interesting contrast to the network in Case 7, since the newcomer in 

question joined the largest amongst the organizations in the study, a multi-national 

consulting corporation.

A good half of this ego’s mobilized ties provided her with career related resources. 

They connect the newcomer mostly to high-ranking project managers and partners 

at the consultancy, “the people who are in charge of planning the projects” (100:133). 

Consequently, they are mostly characterized by a high age difference and there is 

a clear gender bias, with only male alters represented in the respective positions. 

Again, this seemed to primarily result from choice constrictions vis-à-vis the 

organization’s higher management demographics.

In contrast to the last case discussed, though, hierarchical structures were much 

more pronounced in this newcomer’s company. Ego stresses the contrast between 

project managers and the junior employees by whom she found herself surrounded 

on assignments, “the ones executing the projects, those are the ones from the lower 

ranks” (100:134). She makes her appreciation for these latter ties especially clear: 

“What was kind of cool was that everything was kept really friendly, or really collegial” 

(100:135) and they are “really interested, not just in what you delivered on the job, 

but also in-, about your personality and context” (100:136). These alters provided 
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resources such as performance-related feedback and advice that ego found valuable: 

“They took me by the hand a little, in a way. Like assigning tasks and then also 

checking which things were going well and which were going not so well” (100:134).

Meanwhile, ego expresses with some regret that she missed ties to her peers at the 

organization, to whom she “would really like to have more contact” (100:96):

Here, it’s not like what I have heard from others, that they had like a team building 

or something up front, or whatever else. But it’s not like that here with us. They don’t 

actually communicate who else is new, here. (100:97)

Her contact to junior employees was the closest thing to bonding ties that ego 

developed. None of her ties show highest measures of contact frequency or intensity. 

Overall, she reports much lower contact frequencies and contact intensity varied 

greatly, both reflecting changes in the project intervals around which teams form 

and dissolve at her organization. While the project-based work prevented ties from 

growing closer beyond the time spent rather intensively together on an assignment, 

it did have an enhancing effect on ego’s network reach, as she got to know “many 

people also coming in from the other office for a while” (100:131). Like the newcomer 

in Case 7, ego stresses how valuable it was for her to gain insights on many different 

projects: “It was really interesting to see how wide the range is, there” (100:130).

Ego’s report further makes it clear that an early and fast career advancement for 

newcomers was highly institutionalized at her organization. In particular, she 

points out having regular, scheduled meetings with a senior consultant who was 

assigned as her counsellor and with whom she discussed her career trajectory and 

development:

So, what you do with your counsellor is, you set your goals, like for the year, you discuss 

your placement, like where your interests are, which projects you’d like to work on, 

and then he is sort of there to steer your career on the right tracks, a bit. (100:145)

Also, regular cross-trainings are “fixed measures, sort of, in their personnel 

development” (100:145) and the company has hot seats rather than assigned 

workplaces. In ego’s words, “it was communicated like right from the start that it 

is the declared purpose and company objective to get people connected amongst 

each other” (100:143). She further points out that the measures taken to foster intra-

organizational networking were not an end in itself:

There is this buzzword, it is all about highest performing teams, as they are called. 

So that is basically the objective for the projects, to bring teams together which are 

harmonious and deliver excellent work. And so, well, it is that people have to be 

familiar with each other, so they know whom they need to approach. (100:148)

Ego was keenly aware of the importance of ensuring her performance was noticed 

by project managers in order to get on their teams: “Sure, the more you somehow 

become visible for them, the better your chances to be called up for a following 

project again, in a way” (100:138).
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Just like it facilitates the formation of teams, a heightened network awareness 

is also taken to have contributed to the high share of initial career promotion in 

ego’s mobilized social capital. As she recounts: “Networking, that is something 

we are constantly told-, to take care of that” (100:139). Ego noticed effects of these 

deliberate encouragements on the personal just like on the organizational level, as 

“from that, I have developed a couple of leads for the next project […], where I hope to 

get on a more long-term project with them” (100:137).

As such, the case resonates with evidence from social network research that a 

differentiated perception of the resource distribution in a network renders the 

focal actor in a better position to choose whom to approach for which resource 

needs (Borgatti et al., 2013; Marineau, 2017; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). Overall, 

it demonstrates that newcomers clearly benefit in terms of career promotion in an 

organizational culture where the emergence of linking ties is initiated or fostered, 

even at such an early stage of socialization. A ‘career culture’, as this ego described 

it, also increases the range of alters offering newcomers initial career promotion to 

‘friends in not-so-high places’, brought together on a project.

Case 9 | Extended promotors
The final case study was sampled and analyzed for the highest absolute intensity 

regarding initial career promotion. With 58 of the related resources mobilized, the 

case of a female newcomer who joined a large, international enterprise providing 

financial services stands out from a weighted average of merely 21.5 across the study. 

The network at the lowest end of the spectrum showed just 4 resources relating to 

initial career promotion mobilized. This illustrates how pronounced the difference 

in mobilization was between this and the other two types of social capital about three 

months after the newcomers’ organizational entries.

The configuration of rare ties to distant alters providing initial career promotion 

is represented in this newcomer’s network. For instance, one of the CEOs was 

actively involved with the onboarding process, meeting the newcomer and her 

peers for a Q&A session in which they “got to ask him questions and squeeze him for 

information” (86:158). However, her case stands out because there is an intriguingly 

high number of close, bonding ties within ego’s immediate proximity with highest 

measures of contact frequency and intensity on both a personal and a professional 

level that provided her with career-related resources, as well.

Ego reports that, while she joined a very small team, it was nested within a large 

department – both functionally and spatially, as they shared an open-plan office. 

Like the newcomer in Case 7, she stresses that most of her work was about “borrow-

me-to-help-out kind of jobs” (86:169) and that this allowed her to gain insights on 

what many people were working on. She, too, perceived it as very valuable to “get to 
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know a bit more all-around” (86:172). In another parallel with the other two cases 

sampled for initial career promotion, ego profited from an institutionalized form 

of mentoring. As opposed to a personal friend amongst the CEOs (as in Case 7) or a 

senior manager assigned as counsellor (like in Case 8), here it was a more advanced 

newcomer who was paired with ego as a buddy. She appreciated having someone to 

turn to who understood her experience and could provide advice to take the pressure 

off, “who could tell me, ‘Don’t stress, it’s going to be alright’” (86:178).

Ego further describes a socialization experience in which she profited from a 

generalized support culture at the organization, comparable to the account of the 

newcomer in Case 1. She recounts how she first experienced this through a gamified 

onboarding task, in which she had to complete a quiz which required her to approach 

insiders for uncodified information:

It was – really, the kind of stuff, for which you really had to get into contact with 

people, to walk up to them and, literally, get the information out of them, somehow. 

Because most of it wasn’t written down anywhere, you really had to ask. (86:160)

This early experience was reinforced when ego was assigned a project she found 

challenging to the degree of overwhelming: “I had to ask like a thousand times about 

[laughing] all kinds of things, because I really had no clue, but I always got help with 

it” (86:171). The support she received was not limited to task-related questions, but 

also included tips on how to best present her work to the head of department. As ego 

recounts, “there was one supervisor there who would tell me ‘Here, you need to write 

something there’, like a recommendation at the end – I’ve never done that before, 

how would I know” (86:165). Learning early on to initiate and mobilize ties for all 

kinds of inquiries also expanded the range of resources she obtained from alters in 

her direct proximity to include career-related resources. Something ego appreciated 

a lot in this regard was how she “got to see things through” (86:167) on a project for 

which she had come to develop a strong sense of ownership: “That was my baby, 

really, yes” (86:166).

While it was not aimed specifically at the career advancement of newcomers (as in 

Case 8), the organization’s support culture did offer favorable conditions for ego’s 

ties to develop multiplexity: “It’s like, the more contact you have with someone, 

sure, then you also get more feedback and then you work more intensively with 

them and there is more developing from that” (86:177). As such, the case illustrates 

a configuration variant in which linking social capital derives from ties which have 

expanded in terms of the variety of resources they channel.

Interim summary
Newcomers were expected to derive linking social capital helpful for their initial 

career primarily from a network configuration characterized by rare ties to distant 

insiders. Based on the analysis of case studies showing high-intensity regarding the 
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mobilization of resources relating to initial career promotion, further propositions 

regarding this configuration archetype can be formulated as follows:

 Proposition IIIa

Upper reach will render initial career promotion available to newcomers especially 

if their ties to high-ranking insiders are particularly committed in terms of contact 

frequency and/or intensity.

Proposition IIIb

Newcomers may prefer to seek out initial career promotion from actors of the same 

gender, as it makes it easier to identify with role models or see how advise may apply 

to their own situation and experience.

Proposition IIIc

Initial career promotion is more likely to (also) be derived from other than linking 

ties, if there is an institutionalized career culture to support the advancement of 

newcomers at the organization.

Proposition IIId

 Newcomers with high acuity in their perception of the intra-organizational network 

are likely to mobilize initial career promotion from more diverse network alters, 

knowing whom to best approach.

Proposition IIIe

Newcomers will derive career support also from alters in their immediate proximity, 

if ties develop a rare liquidity of resources through multiplexity.

3.5 | Discussion

As a concluding step, the set of propositions developed inductively through the 

multiple case analysis is now integrated into the initial typology to provide a refined 

framework of network configurations offering newcomers access to social capital, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.4. It indicates where the case studies added insights regarding 

the boundary conditions and contingencies of the three configuration archetypes 

initially derived from the literature review, proposing how specific variations in tie 

and actor attributes will affect resource mobilization.

As to configurations favorable for bonding social capital, a support culture fostering 

the commitment of time and resources to the inclusion of newcomers on the group-

level allows for ties to also grow into ‘broadband’ channels between actors who are 

less homogenous or close bilaterally (Proposition I-a). Figure 3.4 respectively places 
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this variant where actors are more diverse and ties show pronounced commitment. 

Peer homophily also makes dyad level commitment less relevant, especially if there 

is a group of peers large enough to offer a clique-bond. Legitimized by their shared 

newcomer experience, peer (clique) ties offer access to socio-emotional integration 

even if contact is less frequent and intense, making its mobilization less reliant 

on personal commitments between ego and individual alters (Proposition I-b).  

Ties providing bridges to a wider range of alters are found to still channel resources 

relating to socio-emotional integration when their comparatively lower commitment 

is spurred by shared objectives (Proposition I-c).

When it comes to bridging social capital, the cases indicate three variations 

delineating boundary conditions of the configuration archetype, respectively 

placed in the typology. Even in networks with a lower number of (diverse) alters, 

newcomers can derive valuable task-performance support from ties to ‘satellite 

alters’ in boundary-spanning positions or cross-functional roles at the organization 

(Proposition II-a). In this variant, ties can be rare without being distant and offer 

newcomers bridges to non-redundant resource repositories. Since its mobilization 

is more readily legitimized in an organizational context, task-performance support 

can also be appropriated from latent or unlikely sources, that is, distant alters 

who provide newcomers with no other forms of social capital (Proposition II-b). 

Where the resource liquidity is boosted by tie commitment or enhanced through 

multiplexity, this is found to increase the range of alters providing it in terms of actor 

diversity (Proposition II-c).

Initial career promotion will be available to newcomers especially where linking 

ties to high-ranking insiders are unusually committed in terms of their high contact 

frequency and/or personal intensity (Proposition III-a). It is more likely to be derived 

also from other than rare, linking ties if there is an institutionalized career culture 

supporting newcomer advancement, legitimizing the approach of distant actors at 

the organization (Proposition III-c). When newcomers know whom to best approach 

for career support at the organization, they are more likely to derive it from diverse 

actors and rare ties (Proposition III-d). They also derive (more) career promotion 

from ties to alters closer to their immediate proximity, when ties develop rare 

degrees of resource liquidity through multiplexity (Proposition III-e).
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Figure 3.4 | Augmented typology indicating the derived propositions
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Distance in terms of hierarchy and seniority was generally found to increase the 

mobilization of career-related resources. For organizations in which seniority and 

career progress are intertwined, it likely concurs with expertise or a more informed 

perspective. Actor homophily in terms of ego and alters sharing the same gender, 

meanwhile, was found to increase the mobilization of initial career promotion 

where there was a choice for preference (Proposition III-b). In this context, gender 

homophily may make it easier for newcomers to identify with role models or see how 

advice applies to their own situation and experience.

The augmented typology now also reflects a revised understanding of multiplexity. 

It was initially expected to facilitate the mobilization of bridging ties, increasing the 

availability of non-redundant resources considered favorable for task-performance 

support, in particular. However, legitimacy emerged as a catalyst in this regard 

(especially from Cases 2, 3, and 6), whereas multiplexity was found to enhance 

resource liquidity for all three types of social capital, rather than specific resources 

(Cases 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9). Adding multiplexity as a third dimension to the framework thus 

indicates that newcomers will gain access to particular resources from a wider range 

of actors, and that they will gain access to a wider range of resources from a particular 

actor, if ties are multiplex (Propositions I-c, II-c, III-e). This echoes and provides 

support for the argument by Levin et. al (2016, p. 420) that “relational enhancement” 

represents a means of “‘unlocking’ [a] tie’s potential by making meaningful 

exchanges between the two actors more likely.”

3.6 | Conclusion

Clearly, there is abundant evidence that intra-organizational network ties can offer 

crucially supportive resources to newcomers during socialization, helping them 

attain the status of organizational insiders in different ways. The intrinsic value of 

social capital both for new employees and the organization could be considered 

intuitive, if not obvious. Yet, researchers trying to pin this value down in empirical 

data have found it utterly elusive (Prusak & Cohen, 2001; Storberg, 2002). At the very 

least, it can be said that what researchers know about network configurations and 

the value of resources derived from them does not easily translate into practical 

application, neither in research nor in organizations (Felin et al., 2009; Parise, 2007). 

To address this challenge through theory building, a typology has been developed 

that both differentiates and integrates the central concepts involved, explicating and 

probing the underlying assumptions. In conclusion, it is to be discussed in terms of 

its applicability both for future research and organizational onboarding practices.

Both in terms of methodology and theory development, this study attests that 

statistical outliers are not only common in social network analysis (Brandes et al., 
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2008), but also highly informative to study (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Small,2017), 

since “single cases play an important role” in understanding network configurations 

and the social capital they provide (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 248). While 

grounded in a multiple case study, though, the findings and typology developed 

here are explicitly offered as propositions, providing the basis for future research 

to translate them into testable hypotheses. Representative samples as well as larger 

data sets are required to probe whether the constellations of actor attributes, tie 

qualities, and appropriated resources can be confirmed and whether other or 

additional constellations need to be taken into account. As for the study at hand, 

it would certainly be informative to contrast the high-intensity cases sampled here 

with their polar opposites, showing the lowest intensities of mobilized social capital.

It will also be of particular interest to consider how the newcomer’s resource needs 

change over time and in how far this development is reflected in their networks’ 

configurations. Applying the developed approach to a longitudinal study has a 

caveat, though, since the collection of network data and inquiries about mobilized 

social capital may affect their behavior regarding how ties are initiated, maintained, 

or discontinued. From a research perspective, this has to be taken into account 

regarding possible test effects (Morrison, 1993).

Meanwhile, the same effects better avoided by (longitudinal) research may actually 

be desired outcomes from an human resource development perspective. Social 

capital is a concept that is not often reflected on a conscious level (Cornelissen, 2006; 

Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). By making it the subject of discussion, HRD managers 

can communicate the importance of finding access to intra-organizational resource 

exchanges to newcomers. A personal network analysis guided by the typology 

developed here can serve as an instrument enabling the conscious reflection of 

newcomer networks as resource repositories during organizational socialization. 

It is both apt to track developments over time and resistant to oversimplification, 

facilitating a discussion of personal networks while avoiding a banalization of the 

topic (such as sending newcomers out to “just start networking”). While the typology 

provides an impulse for reflection, it also does not prescribe which configuration has 

to be attained. As such, it mitigates a misconception of the proposed configurations 

as directives, acknowledging instead that networks and the benefits derived from 

them are different and will be perceived differently from individual to individual.

If applied in such a manner, an analysis of the types of ties and actor attributes in a 

newcomer’s network offers valuable HRD insights. It may point newcomers towards 

reservoirs of resources that could have a social capital value for them by decreasing 

insecurity, boosting learning, or resulting in early career benefits. It may also 

make them aware of mechanisms to enhance the resource repository within their 

network, for instance by providing an incentive to step beyond the comfort zone 
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of homophily, to add further dimensions to extant ties in terms of multiplexity, or 

inviting newcomers to reach for rare, linking ties early on.

As one of the marginal groups standing to profit profoundly from intra-

organizational network resources, newcomers and their socialization deserve more 

scholarly attention in social capital and network research than they have received 

so far (Batistič & Tymon, 2017; Fang et al., 2011). Better understanding how they 

gain access to intra-organizational networks and social capital has informative 

implications for how organizations can set up their socialization efforts in order to 

better integrate, develop, and retain their newcomers. The aim of this chapter was 

to contribute towards these ends by drawing the fields of organizational research on 

social capital, social network analysis, and socialization another step closer together.
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This study investigates the processes involved when newly hired employees 

need to simultaneously build up and mobilize personal network ties during 

their organizational socialization. It focuses on the quality of ties at an early 

formative stage, characterized by the lack of a tie history between actors. Social 

capital theory would suggest that such nascent ties do not offer optimal 

channels for the kind and volume of resources that newcomers (need to) rely on 

during socialization. To better understand how this apparent mismatch 

between tie quality and resource needs is handled from an ego-centered 

perspective, the study analyzes personal network data from 24 newcomers in 

nine organizations, using an adapted form of Qualitative Structural Analysis. 

Three tie-level qualities are found to explain how the lack of tie history may be 

alleviated, circumvented, or compensated. They comprise (a) variants of 

openness experienced with stronger ties, (b) perceptions of a lowered threshold 

towards weaker ties, and (c) sources of legitimacy regarding latent ties. Based on 

these findings, the study presents a conceptual model to clarify how nascent ties 

offer channels for network resources during socialization. Chapter 4
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4.1 | Introduction

Analyzing personal networks from an ego-centered perspective offers researchers 

the opportunity to combine standardized methods of network data collection 

with qualitative inquiries regarding the processes underlying tie formation and 

mobilization as perceived by a focal actor. Such a combined approach is applied here 

to investigate the emerging personal networks of newly hired employees joining an 

organization, referred to as newcomers. At the focus of interest are the resources 

that these newcomers (need to) derive from ties during organizational socialization, 

ranging from support with their task performance over socio-emotional integration 

to career guidance (Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012).

Organizational socialization refers to the early phases of initial onboarding and 

extended introduction on the job, when newcomers still need to attain insider 

status (Cable et al., 2013; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). It comprises all more or less 

formalized organizational processes that support newcomers in their own efforts 

“to understand and master their new environment” (Morrison, 1993, p. 173). Their 

shared objective is to counter the insecurity that newcomers experience upon 

entering a context in which they are missing “comfortable routines or assumptions, 

having their senses inundated with unfamiliar cues, and searching to fit in socially” 

(Cable et al., 2013, p. 2). Resources provided by organizational insiders have been 

found to represent valuable social capital for newcomers towards these ends, 

helping to reduce anxiety (Harris et al., 2014) and foster organizational commitment 

(D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Bozionelos, 2008), thereby increasing newcomer 

embeddedness and chances of their retention (D. G. Allen, 2006; Korte & Lin, 2013). 

For research on organizational socialization, the social capital perspective has thus 

been found to offer a helpful theoretical lens (Fang et al., 2011; Morrison, 2002).

Befitting this specific context of interest, social capital is here defined as the aggregate 

of resources in the intra-organizational contact network of a focal actor (ego) to 

which s/he can gain access through the relationships (ties) to other organizational 

actors (alter) (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Fang et al., 2011; Lin, 1999). As the term implies, 

these resources represent a metaphorical form of capital, complementing, 

catalyzing, or enhancing individual skills and competencies to satisfy needs and 

attain goals for ego as well as the organization (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 

2005). Indeed, developing social capital has been shown to foster the applicability 

and further development of newcomers’ human capital in their new context and to 

predict successful integration (Bauer et al., 2007; Cable et al., 2013; Morrison, 2002; 

Van der Werff & Buckley, 2017). This invites a merger of socialization research with 

social capital theory (Batistič, 2014; Fang et al., 2011), implied in the description of 

intra-organizational network resources as ‘socializing’ capital for newcomers, here.
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Scholars dedicated to further integrate the two fields have called for theory 

development on how the quality (rather than the mere number or structure) of ties 

affects socialization (Korte & Lin, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). In answer to that call, 

this study investigates the quality of nascent ties – that is, the initial relationships 

forming between newcomers and insiders upon organizational entry. At the focus 

here is the lack of a tie history between actors, asking how this particular quality 

characterizing nascent ties affects the development of newcomers’ personal 

networks and intra-organizational social capital during socialization. This is to 

increase our understanding of the processes involved when newcomers need to 

simultaneously build up and mobilize resources from their emerging networks. 

Both researchers and organizations have an interest in better understanding what 

facilitates these processes, considering the various direct, indirect, and opportunity 

costs entailed where socialization is ineffective (for reviews, see Bauer & Erdogan, 

2014; Fang et al., 2011).

In order to address this question, the chapter proceeds as follows: Section 4.2 reviews 

central insights from research on organizational socialization and social capital to 

integrate them in a conceptual model and formulate a proposition to inform the 

following empirical investigation of newcomer networks. Section 4.3 introduces 

the research setting and describes the study’s methods regarding data collection, 

processing, and analysis, explaining its adaptation of Qualitative Structural Analysis 

(QSA). In Section 4.4, central insights from the analysis are presented and Section 4.5 

integrates them with regard to their implications for the study’s conceptual model 

and method, discussing its contributions and limitations.

4.2 | Theoretical background and proposition

A growing body of research provides insights on newcomers’ socialization from a 

social network perspective, focusing on their relational embeddedness rather than 

individual attributes or organizational measures (D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Fang 

et al., 2011; Holtom et al., 2006). The following review briefly summarizes central 

findings derived from this perspective, delineating how the socialization experience 

of newcomers is understood to differ depending on variabilities in their personal 

network configuration on the one hand, and the resources they can mobilize from 

network ties on the other hand (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; 

Korte & Lin, 2013; Morrison, 2002).

Mobilizing network resources
For newcomers, the difference between their initial status as outsiders and 

becoming socialized as insiders lies in their ability to access intra-organizational 

resources “such as knowledge, advice, social credentials, and influence” (Jokisaari 
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& Nurmi, 2012, p. 82). While a part of these resources will be rather straightforward 

information, the most crucial among them go beyond what is easily codifiable in 

“manuals, training programs, organizational charts and job descriptions” (Jokisaari 

& Nurmi, 2012, p. 78). Instead, it is primarily, if not only through interpersonal ties to 

insiders that newcomers can “acquire the attitudes, behaviors, and [tacit] knowledge 

they need to participate as organizational members” (Fang et al., 2011, p. 127).

Indeed, researchers have shown that access to such resources allows newcomers 

to effectively apply and further develop their knowledge and skills in their new 

foci of activity, helping them with learning and performance (Cable et al., 2013; 

Harris et al., 2014). Also, newcomers have been found to rely on their initial ties 

for reputational endorsements, allowing them an advance of legitimacy until they 

develop their own credibility and visibility within the organization (Iseke, 2007; 

Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). And further, newcomers depend on insiders for developing 

a feeling of acceptance and belonging as well as an understanding for social norms 

and expectations at the organization (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Morrison, 1993).

Their development of intra-organizational social capital is thus driven by the needs 

of attaining task mastery, role clarity, and social inclusion – all considered central 

measures of successful socialization (Batistič & Tymon, 2017; Fang et al., 2015; Korte 

& Lin, 2013; Morrison, 2002). To achieve either or all, newcomers cannot rely on their 

personal competencies or individual-level human capital alone, but will benefit 

from mobilizing resources through ties to insiders to catalyze or complement their 

own (Hansen, 1999; Iseke, 2007; Lane & Sweeny, 2019).

Developing network ties
A newcomer’s personal network thus represents the opportunity structure from 

which to derive intra-organizational social capital (Fang et al., 2011; Jokisaari & 

Nurmi, 2012). Its size (both overall and relative to the size of the organization) as 

well as its composition delineate the resource repository on which the focal actor 

may potentially draw, since “actors in different network positions have differential 

access to resources and can provide different opportunities and resources to 

newcomers as they strive to integrate into the group” (Korte & Lin, 2013, p. 412). Flap 

and Völker (2001, p. 301) further demonstrated how “different network structures 

constitute different forms of social capital, depending on what goals the actor wants 

to attain” at the workplace. That is, a structure particularly apt to serve one need 

will make a personal network less apt to provide newcomers with social capital that 

is helpful in attaining other goals (Flap & Völker, 2001; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; 

Riemer, 2005).
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Overall, personal network ties are a necessary, yet insufficient condition for social 

capital development, because in the absence of “social ties, individuals do not have 

access to social resources” (Spillane et al., 2012, p. 1112). Accessibility represents 

merely one aspect, though, whereas a given ego’s social capital further depends on 

processes of searching, selecting, activating, and mobilizing ties (Small & Sukhu, 

2016) and actors will differ in the resources they draw from their networks, even if 

their networks do not differ in the potential of resources they provide (Gulati et al., 

2011).

Conversely, resource exchanges can also lead to the development of network ties in 

the first place, which represents a valuable step towards newcomer socialization in 

itself: When new ties to insiders emerge (expanding network width) or extant ties 

grow stronger or develop multiplexity (adding network depth), newcomers become 

increasingly embedded at the organization (D. G. Allen, 2006; Holtom et al., 2006). 

As such, they are better insulated against negative experiences and buffered against 

shocks, with stronger pull-forces tying newcomers in and increasing the perceived 

costs of leaving the organization (Mitchell et al., 2001).

Integration in a conceptual model
It is important for research investigating organizational phenomena from a social 

capital perspective to acknowledge that the connections between the aspects 

involved are “more complex than the one-way, direct, static relationship implied” in 

linear models of causation (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 90). Causality concerns 

arise where either is suggested to be solely the cause or effect of the other, especially 

in a cross-sectional design (Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013; Morrison, 2002). 

Respectively, Perry-Smith and Shalley (2015, p. 92) have recommended a “model 

that describes a more fluid situation”, where there are reciprocal effects between 

variables that can be both enhancing or constraining.

The conceptual model underlying this study adopts such a perspective on personal 

networks, social capital, and newcomer socialization as “a case of reciprocal 

causation” (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 100). The mobilization of personal 

network ties is argued to increase a newcomer’s social capital through the 

provision of resources; exchanges of social capital resources are taken to foster 

the development of network ties. Both, an increase in mobilized social capital and 

the development of personal networks at the organization will positively affect 

newcomer socialization. Neither of these poles represents a sole possible starting 

or end point. Through their integration, the model points out the effects of each of 

these processes and how their combination can create a self-reinforcing loop.
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Moreover, this integrated perspective serves to draw attention to the contingencies 

of the model that remain a black box, offering the basis for researchers to investigate 

“the factors that can start, stop, or modify” the mutual effects between its elements 

(Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 100). The focus of this study lies on one of these factors 

in particular: Newly emerging ties will, by definition, be characterized by a lack of 

tie history between actors. Focusing on this aspect here is not to deny that there is 

a range of other contextual factors (Fang et al., 2011; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). Also, 

it is explicitly not taken to prevent newcomer socialization. Rather, it is considered 

a particular quality of interest to better understand nascent ties as channels for 

network resources and a starting point for personal network development.

Lack of a tie history
As newcomers start out at an organization, most if not all of their ties to insiders will 

lack a prior history, meaning that they cannot draw on a track record of previous 

interactions. The latter is considered a central premise for ties to be called upon for 

social capital, though (Riemer, 2005; Van der Werff & Buckley, 2017). Researchers 

would consequently expect that newcomers face impediments when it comes to 

resource mobilization, based on three lines of argumentation to be reviewed in the 

following: First, nascent ties without a history will still lack the basis for developing 

tie strength, trust, and mutual commitment; second, newcomers would need these 

ties to channel resources before they can meet the entailed norms of reciprocity; and 

third, “essential lubricants” (Devadason, 2011, p. 639) for tie formation and resource 

mobilization will not work in their favor.

Regarding the first line of argument, social capital theory contends that it takes time 

to develop ties that are robust and committed enough to provide support, especially 

when it comes to more tacit and complex resources (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Lee, 

2009). The propensity to offer broadband channels for such resources is considered 

the particular ‘strength’ of strong ties – that is, those that have developed over a longer 

duration with more frequent and/or intense interactions (Ashforth et al., 1998; Burt, 

2001; Granovetter, 1983; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). Within organizations, those are also 

the ties that have been found to “facilitate the flow of important resources, as people 

can place more demands on those closest to them” (Lane & Sweeny, 2019, p. 81) and 

actors providing resources “feel more comfortable sharing information that requires 

trust and candor across stronger relationships” (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 94).

In other words, “it takes time for newcomers to pass the ‘inclusionary boundary’” 

(Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012, p. 90) and until then, “there is no reason to assume that 

others are necessarily motivated to help” (Higgins & Kram, 2001, p. 279), even in an 

organizational setting. While this is intuitive enough, it does not mean that a lack 

of tie history will automatically be overcome as time passes. Rather than relying on 

the mere number of weeks or months of tenure, building a tie history will depend 
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on the investments newcomers make “for strengthening relationships with various 

insiders or to establish trust and ease” (Fang et al., 2011, p. 136). Yet we know from 

research on tie formation in new foci of activity that newcomers “must not only 

negotiate relations with a new set of acquaintances, but also master new skills, 

take on new responsibilities, and fulfill new obligations” (Small et al., 2015, p. 93). 

Their capacity to invest in tie strength is at least limited while they are also “busy 

learning their new duties” and still rather “concerned about negative relational 

consequences (e.g., social rejection) associated with insider interactions” (Fang et 

al., 2011, pp. 138–139).

Extant research has attested that socialization entails a steep learning curve 

especially at the beginning (D. G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 

1992) and that newcomer anxiety is highest upon organizational entry (Batistič, 

2014; Bauer et al., 2007). Ties in their early formative stages, by implication, would 

not seem to offer optimal preconditions for channeling the kinds and volume of 

resources which newcomers require at the beginning of socialization, unless they 

are characterized by qualities compensating for the initial lack of tie strength.

Meanwhile, strong ties are not the only possible source of social capital and weaker 

ties can provide valuable resources for newcomers, as well. Insiders may well 

feel personally motivated to support them or obliged to do so by organizational 

roles and policies (Korte & Lin, 2013; Mollenhorst et al., 2014). Still, for any and all 

organizational actors, relationships and social capital are something that they 

“cannot just ‘build and use’ […] for individual or organizational benefit without 

adequate investment in reciprocity” (Maak, 2007, p. 334).

This brings us to the second line of argument casting doubt on the propensity of 

nascent ties as channels for social(izing) capital: They are bound to be characterized 

by an asymmetry in resource exchanges, as newcomers are not in a position yet to 

fully meet norms of reciprocity during socialization. That is, newcomers are initially 

limited to their human capital when it comes to reciprocating for the support 

they receive, as they still lack company-specific knowledge, control over internal 

resources, power or influence as well as professional experience upon organizational 

entry (Iseke, 2007).

Network resource exchanges do not need to be symmetrical, per se. Differences 

between the nature or amount of resources that actors bring into a network can in 

fact be a driving force behind their exchange (Burt, 1997). Also, reciprocation leaves 

unspecified when incurred obligations are to be repaid, whether it will be in the same 

‘currency’ or even involving the same dyad of actors (Davis & Van der Heijden, 2018; 

Portes, 1998). The normative state of reciprocity further stresses that the options to 

enforce reciprocation or sanction defectors remain limited (Randel & Ranft, 2007; 
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Ripperger, 2003). However, if actors are perceived as free-riders, profiting from 

intra-organizational social capital without making appropriate contributions in 

turn (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Riemer, 2005), they will not be considered attractive or 

trustworthy enough for continued interaction where there is room for discretion 

(Bourdieu, 1983; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).

Thus, overly one-sided interactions between newcomers and insiders are less likely 

to be repeated and their nascent tie less likely to be sustained (Hatala, 2006), unless 

they are characterized by qualities that alleviate the pressure on newcomers when it 

comes to mobilizing support that they cannot reciprocate for as yet.

Regarding the third line of argument, extant research on tie formation also indicates 

that newcomers are at a disadvantage when it comes to decisive mechanisms 

of personal network and social capital development (Dahlander & McFarland, 

2013). Homophily is one of those central drivers, “since tie formation occurs in an 

uncertain and broad context of strangers applying short-term strategies to quickly 

assess and forge ties on the basis of shared traits” (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013, 

p. 71). For newcomers, this means that tie formation will come most easily to other 

newcomers. Exactly because of the homophily among them, however, peer ties are 

far less likely to offer resources that can complement or expand their own.

Further, tie formation is known to be attracted by status and centrality, so that “a 

well-connected individual is more likely to collaborate with other well-connected 

individuals than to reach out to someone who is more peripheral” (Dahlander 

& McFarland, 2013, p. 91). Actors who have more or more attractive resources at 

their disposal will be preferred partners for exchange relations (Riemer, 2005). 

Newcomers, meanwhile, will typically start out on their efforts to attain insider status 

from the fringes of the organizational network (Higgins & Kram, 2001) and have 

respectively been compared to minorities and counted under groups of marginal 

actors in organizations (Ibarra, 1993; Iseke, 2007).

Finally, tie formation is driven by propinquity, where actors become aware of each 

other through exposure and convenience (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Spillane 

et al., 2012). Lane and Sweeny (2019) found that for newcomers, this means that 

initial ties align closely with an organization’s formal structure, whereas insiders 

exert more agency in forming ties where they “identify desirable and matching traits 

in potential partners” (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013, p. 69). Also, the “surplus” 

value of social capital arguably begins where it goes beyond or circumvents the 

organization’s functional “blueprint” (Flap & Völker, 2001, p. 316).
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In summary, due to the lack of a tie history between newcomers and insiders, nascent 

ties are argued to be characterized by a mismatch between attained tie strength and 

resource needs as well as a heightened asymmetry regarding reciprocity and status. 

This study proposes to investigate which other or additional qualities enable the 

mobilization of resources through nascent ties in light of these aspects, to increase 

our theoretical understanding of how newcomers develop intra-organizational 

social capital.

 Proposition

Nascent ties to insiders that newcomers can mobilize for social capital are 

characterized by qualities that compensate for, alleviate, or circumvent their lack of 

a tie history.

4.3 | Data and method

Investigating newcomer networks with regard to the formulated proposition 

requires both, measures on the qualities of newcomers’ network ties and mobilized 

social capital as well as access to their “individual perceptions, subjective 

meanings, [and] frameworks of reference” (Wald, 2014, p. 76) to reconstruct their 

experiences regarding tie development and resource mobilization at an early stage 

of socialization. This warrants a research design incorporating a mix of qualitative 

and structured data.

Field access
The study at hand respectively draws on a comprehensive data set collected from 

24 newcomers in nine different organizations about 3 months after starting out on 

their jobs as part of a three-waves panel study in Germany. All of them were recent 

high school graduates, between 17 and 20 years of age (with a median just under 19 

years), entering their first professional employments. The newcomers’ recruitment 

for participation in the study was facilitated because their training as newcomers at 

the employing organizations included a higher education program in International 

Business studies. For this program, 28 newcomers were joined in a cohort cutting 

across their respective employers to follow academic lectures together, through 

which they were approached for the panel study by the author. Admission to the 

program required the highest secondary degree to be attained in Germany (‘Abitur’) 

or equivalents, with above average grades. It aims to train newcomers in various 

areas of international business, preparing them for roles in administration and 

management. All newcomers in the cohort had signed employment contracts for 

a minimum duration of three years. In addition, the organizations’ investment in 

their academic training signaled the intent of a longer-term commitment.
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In line with the study’s informed consent agreement, data collected from two of 

the 28 newcomers had to be excluded from the analysis, since they dropped out of 

the program at a later stage, effectively withdrawing from the panel (representing 

7% attrition). Data collected from two other newcomers was not included in the 

analysis here, due to diminished comparability with the rest of the sample (that 

is, one newcomer worked as self-employed entrepreneur; another had switched 

employers and was still waiting to be onboarded at the second organization at the 

time of the first wave of data collection). As for the remaining group of 24, female 

newcomers represented a slight majority (62%), as they often do in higher education 

degrees for the humanities and social sciences in Germany (Francesconi & Parey, 

2018). While the given type of field access entails the limitations of a convenience 

sample, it matches the objective of the study, which is depth of understanding 

for variations in newcomer experiences, rather than randomization or the 

generalization of results.

The sample includes a range of organizational sizes and industries, comprising a 

small-to medium size enterprise (SME), three large enterprises (LE), a public-private 

partnership (PPP) and four multi-national enterprises (MNE). It includes operations 

in IT-solutions and consulting, producers of medical- and heavy equipment as well 

as financial services, engineering, and pharmaceuticals. All organizations engaged 

in deliberate onboarding and socialization practices, albeit in different forms and to 

varying degrees of institutionalization.

Data collection
At the first wave of data collection, the newcomers were asked about their 

socialization experiences in semi-structured interviews with the author after 

three months on the job. The interviews were framed by open, qualitative parts 

at the beginning and at the end, probing for their onboarding and initial working 

experiences upon entering the organizations. Questions were asked to follow up on 

insiders, ties, and resources mentioned and invited “respondents to add as much 

individual information as they considered relevant” (Wald, 2014, p. 77). This resulted 

in rich texts providing contextual information on newcomer-insider relationships 

and the companies’ socialization measures.

Nested within the bracket of the qualitative beginning and ending, there was a 

standardized part to collect structured data on the newcomers’ personal networks. 

This part was designed in a three-step approach to systematically gather information 

on which kinds of network ties to which organizational insiders the newcomers had 

mobilized for which kinds of social capital up onto the time of the interview.
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In the first step, the newcomers were asked to list the names of their contacts at the 

organization, guided by a combination of name generator questions. Examples 

include: ‘With whom did you collaborate directly for the tasks or projects you worked 

on?’, ‘With whom do you prefer to spend your lunch breaks?’ or ‘Are there any recent 

contacts which you find interesting?’. The list of name generator questions was 

designed and pretested to help newcomers with the recall of a wide range of ties, 

rather than just their immediate proximity or merely one specific function of ties 

(such as communication, advice, or friendship networks).

As a second step, the newcomers were asked to characterize both the alters listed 

and their relationships to them with the help of name interpreter questions. These 

included alters’ gender, their roles at the organization, and the perceived age 

difference between ego and alter. Ties were further specified regarding the frequency 

of contact and how intense ego perceived the contact to be on a professional as well 

as on a personal level.

In the third step, newcomers were asked to indicate the different types of resources 

derived from each listed alter. They reported concrete experiences of support (Small 

& Sukhu, 2016) regarding 19 statements adapted from Iseke’s (2007) typology of 

social capital for marginal actors in organizations. Probes related to learning and 

task-performance (for example: ‘This person explained to me why things are done 

a certain way at the organization.’), career-related guidance and promotion (for 

example: ‘This person has provided me with opportunities to become visible with 

performance within or beyond my team.’), and socio-emotional integration (for 

example: ‘This person has made me feel accepted and appreciated.’).

The length of interviews averaged at 1:05 hrs (ranging from 43 mins to 1:40 hrs). 

Newcomers were not asked to also report alter-alter ties, which reduced respondent 

burden and the risk of panel attrition, but does represent a limitation of this study.

Data analysis
In order to triangulate the structured and narrative data collected, an adapted 

approach of Qualitative Structural Analysis was conducted (Herz et al., 2015), 

facilitated by the QDA software Atlas.ti. As the name implies, the data analysis 

procedure of Qualitative Structural Analysis (QSA) offers a “combination of the 

analytical perspective of structural analysis and analytical standards taken from 

qualitative social research” (Herz et al., 2015, p. 1). Figure 4.1 summarizes the phases 

of the procedure as carried out for the study at hand that are to be explicated below.
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Figure 4.1 | Phases of the conducted QSA

Phase 1: As an initial step of theory-guided processing, the standardized network 

data was visualized in graph frameworks using VennMaker (Schönhuth et al., 

2014). Each newcomer’s network configuration was first explored in a case-by-

case analysis, to develop alter-, tie-, and resource-focused descriptions based 

on sensitizing concepts from social network analysis (Herz et al., 2015). These 

structural descriptions were documented in codable form through memos as a 

means to stimulate initial readings of data interpretation (Herz et al., 2015). They 

were summarized in analytical questions, inquiring “why this structure is as it is, 

and what kinds of significance this holds for ego” (Herz et al., 2015, p. 5), such as:

Ego barely mobilized resources from ties to alters outside of his immediate proximity. 

Are there indications for why bridging ties could or would not provide social capital?

Phase 1 | Structural descriptions of network data summarized in analytical questions.

Phase 2 | Analytical questions guide close readings of the narrative data.

Phase 3 | Iterations between structured and narrative data  
to refine initial readings to within-case analyses.

Phase 4 | Across-case analysis probing for similarities and differences to 
develop answers regarding the research question/proposition.
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Phase 2: These analytical questions1 derived from the structural descriptions of each 

newcomer’s network data served to sensitize the initial close reading and coding 

of their corresponding interview transcripts (Herz et al., 2015). The resulting list of 

informant-centric codes was then thoroughly revised and applied in a second round 

of close readings, aiming to increase the consistency of coding between interviews.

Phase 3: Through further iterations, the analytical questions derived from the 

structured data (Phase 1) were addressed or answered based on the newcomers’ 

reports in the interviews. Vice versa, additional or different questions spurred while 

coding the interview transcripts (Phase 2) were taken to the structured network 

data in turn (Herz et al., 2015). As such, the QSA procedure allowed for the iterative 

development of second-order, theoretical categories where first-order codes co-

occurred in clusters or re-occurred in variations (Gioia et al., 2013).

Phase 4: By repeatedly drawing on both, the visualized network data and 

contextualizing interview narratives, the initial readings were further developed and 

extended to an across-case analysis. Cases were compared in terms of how they were 

similar or different regarding the mobilization of resources in the absence of a tie 

history. Based on this across-case analysis, the second-order themes were revised 

and aggregated into broader conceptual dimensions.

4.4 | Findings

Table 4.1 provides an overview of the resulting data structure (Gioia et al., 2013), 

summarizing the findings emerging from the QSA. It shows the aggregate 

dimensions identified (right column) and which second-order themes they 

comprise (middle column). They further show how these were developed from the 

data, providing illustrative examples for their grounding in informant-centric codes 

as first-order concepts (left column). Quotations are referenced with the indices of 

transcripts and coded passages from Atlas.ti in the following.

Social capital theory would suggest that a lack of tie history can delay or limit the 

mobilization of ties in their initial stages of development. This study therefore 

proposed that nascent ties between newcomers and insiders may be characterized 

by qualities that compensate for, alleviate, or circumvent an initial lack of tie history 

to facilitate resource mobilization. 

1  Appendix 5 provides an overview of the analytical questions used for the QSA.
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Table 4.1 | Data structure of QSA findings on mobilizing nascent ties

 1st-Order Concepts
Informant-centric terms and codes

2nd-Order Themes
Theoretical categories

Aggregate Dimensions
Analytical categories

(metaphorical) shared space; locus set 
outside of daily routines; away from the 
office, e.g., “on the fair”; more leveled 
playing field; insiders are more accessi-
ble “when you are on the road together”.

Common Ground

Openness 

Extending an advance in 
trust, assuming a good 

fit before it is proven and 
accepting vulnerability.

identifying with an in-group; not one of 
‘the others’; isolated teams; detached 
departments; self-ascribed separation; 
externally imposed separation; being 
“automatically written off”; definition 
by opposition.

Inclusion by Exclusion

colluding; conspiring with alters; 
witnessing unofficial practices of “how 
things really get done”; being in cahoots; 
bending or breaking the rules; sharing 
confidential information about “what 
goes on”; being privy to gossip; being 
sent “undercover”; insider by default.

Partners In Crime

continuity beyond individual dyads; 
“I’m not the first newcomer they dealt 
with”; many came before, many will 
come after; “They’re familiar with the 
principle of new guys”; being new is 
somewhat of a “collective feeling”.

Chain Effect

Lowered threshold 

Decreasing the  
(actual or anticipated) 
transaction costs and  

social risks of tie 
mobilization, relieving 

newcomers of perceived 
stress or pressure.

interpersonal click; “matching wave-
lengths”; unspecific fit of personalities; 
matching ways of working; feeling “in 
tune” or “in sync” with insiders; “just a 
good match”; different from recognized 
homophily.

Matching Wavelengths

cognitive map; knowing who is who; 
who does what; who is important; 
whom (not) to approach how; how 
crucial it is “to get this right” at the 
organization; which ties can offer 
‘shortcuts’.

Know-Who

generalized support culture; resources 
considered a shared value repository; 
“some kind of treasure trove for you to 
draw from”; collective goods; equal 
claim; “really everyone benefits from it”.

Collective Goods
Legitimization 

Empowering newcomers 
to convince themselves 
(and insiders) that their 
claim to organizational 
resources is as good as 

anyone’s.

learning-tasks; assignments require al-
ters’ resources; foster higher frequency 
of interaction; “I got to talk to them all 
constantly”. 

Task-Inherent 
Resource Mobilization

project ownership with network com-
ponent; heaving “to bother people a lot”; 
shared objectives to be achieved.

Project-Inherent  
Networking
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Clearly, the newcomers under study did perceive their lack of a tie history with 

insiders as a challenge upon organizational entry, when “it was like, at the beginning, 

you really don’t know any of the others” (97:90). Their reports echo the notion 

that the value of social capital tends to be felt the most keenly where it is missing  

(Riemer, 2005). Still, they were able to mobilize their nascent ties to insiders within 

the first three months upon joining their organizations, for a wide range and often 

also for a considerable volume of social capital resources.

4.4.1 | Openness in the absence of a tie history

The first tie-level quality that facilitated this mobilization emerging from the data 

was openness. It refers to a characteristic of newcomer-insider ties that allowed  

them to be called upon for support by relying on a mere advance of trust. Despite the 

lack of a tie history, newcomers did not perceive insiders to be guarded or hesitant 

towards them in these cases. “Being open” was in fact a strikingly prominent phrase 

in the newcomers’ narratives regarding positive experiences with mobilizing 

resources. It would relate either to insiders being open towards newcomers, 

newcomers considering their own openness helpful during socialization or an 

organizational culture signaling openness. One explanation for the concepts’ 

prominence was that newcomers were not taking this for granted at the early stage of 

their organizational membership: “I mean, when you are new to the department, you 

don’t barge into the house by kicking in the door. But somehow, a lot of it was just 

coming from [their] side” (78:95).

Based on the newcomers’ reports, openness was found to come easier where they 

and insiders got to bond on some metaphorical form of ‘common ground’, where 

strong in-group cohesion was created by exclusion of others, and where it resulted 

from some form of colluding. First, the metaphor of a common ground subsumes 

experiences in which newcomers met or intensively bonded with insiders that  

shared a particular framing. They all stressed the locus bringing them together in 

terms of a co-occupied shared space (for instance, where they were “on a project 

together”, “on assignment” or “on a business trip”). Strikingly, these loci were 

all set away from the office and outside daily routines. This was described to offer 

newcomers a (more) leveled playing field to engage with insiders, who were perceived 

to be more accessible for them on such common ground. As one newcomer put it:

Well it’s like, when you are on a fair like that with them, then it gets really – you get to 

see a lot more of what they do then, but otherwise it is more that they are working by 

themselves, and also not necessarily together. (87:153)
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Newcomers further experienced openness from in-groups in which they felt 

included because others were excluded from them. Some were socialized in a team 

or department that was somewhat separated from core value creation processes 

and required or allowed for little collaboration with insiders from other parts of 

the organization. The reasons for such separation could be either self-ascribed 

or externally imposed. One newcomer reported that the moment she joined her 

assigned team, other departments had a preformed negative opinion of her, as “just 

like that, you are automatically written off” (84:77). Another described growing into a 

team that actively set itself apart by distinct working hours and an earlier lunch break 

(87:25). These reports indicated that egos felt included and could access resources 

from ties of their in-groups, because despite being newcomers, they shared the 

focal collectivity’s internally-oriented openness resulting from externally-oriented 

closure towards its ‘true’ outsiders.

In a more extreme form of this inclusion by exclusion, openness was perceived 

to stem from newcomers at times finding themselves in cahoots with insiders 

on practices that involved bending or even breaking official rules within the 

organization. One team, for instance, sent their newcomer to a trade fair to conduct 

a competitor analysis, because he wouldn’t be recognized as an employee: “That 

meant that I basically walked around undercover, having conversations and so on 

with the competition.” (96:20). In this variant, newcomers felt integrated because 

they witnessed or were actively taught how things really got done, as opposed to 

how they were supposed to be done by standards of regulations, compliance or even 

the law. When alters shared insider information, gossip, secrets, and unofficial or 

incriminating processes with newcomers (or at least did not intentionally exclude 

them when sharing those amongst each other), this was perceived as strong 

indications of openness. In the words of one newcomer, it was “just the kind of 

stuff they can tell you about what goes on at [company name] that you wouldn’t come 

across or read about, not even internally” (78:117). Because non-members of the in-

group, even within the same organization, are not (to be) privy to these practices or 

information, accessing them assigned newcomers an insider status quasi by default.

Overall, newcomers were sensitive to signals of openness and picked up on them 

gratefully. They were perceived to indicate an advance of trust granted, as insiders 

sharing authentic behavior implicitly accepted the risk of vulnerability. Where 

ties made newcomers feel more at eye-level with insiders, distinguished from true 

outsiders, in-the-know or even ‘partners in crime’, they were perceived as valuable 

sources of social capital.
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4.4.2 | A lowered threshold to tie mobilization

Not all nascent ties could profit from the lubricant effects leading to openness in the 

absence of a tie history described above. For those that did not, newcomers reported 

perceiving substantial hurdles when it came to actively approaching insiders for 

access to resources. The causes varied widely, from personal attributes, such as 

being timid, to an organizational culture branding knowledge-sharing as a burden, 

for instance. Anything reducing the perceived threshold on or beyond the dyad-level 

facilitated resource mobilization for newcomers, if not by encouraging them to 

build social capital then simply by making it less unlikely. Three such mechanisms 

were evident in the data.

First, newcomers reported that when socialization was highly institutionalized in 

their organizations, they perceived less pressure on themselves as individuals, as 

many peers had proceeded them and many would follow after. Understanding that 

their trajectory was a common and recurring experience at the organization allowed 

newcomers to relativize the newness of their personal experience and they felt less 

stress or insecurity about approaching insiders who were accustomed to dealing 

with newcomers:

I really notice that now already, well, that it’s really good that you are sitting in the 

same boat with them, that you are not on your own, but there is really some sort of a 

collective feeling to it. (93:138)

A second recurring theme in the newcomers’ reports was that they simply had ‘a 

click’ with certain insiders. Rather strikingly, several newcomers referred to this 

dyad-level fit as “being on the same wavelength” (85:85; 93:67; 96:68). The metaphor 

implies that ties were characterized by harmony, or the absence of dissonance. 

Interestingly, newcomers seemed unable to pinpoint its sources more precisely, 

other than “somehow it was just a good match” (85:81), even despite considerable 

age gaps and/or differing genders. Also, these ties could remain rather formal and 

distanced and still provide valuable social capital (e.g. 85:81). As such, a matching of 

wavelengths differs from those forms of homophily that rely on clearly perceptible 

attributes (Block & Grund, 2014; Levin et al., 2016).

A third, prominent mechanism involved newcomers profiting from their emerging 

‘know-who’ at the organization. The range and complexity of their descriptions 

comprised not only developing an understanding of who is who (79:77) and who 

does what at the organization (80:79), but also who is important (94:111), whom 

(not) to approach how (89:177), when and how to go around whom (84:62), and how 

important it is in their particular organization to “get this right” (87:125). Knowing 

whom to best approach for what was considered a crucial factor for mobilizing ties 

in the absence of a tie history, particularly in large-scale organizations, since “it’s 
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just so much easier to approach someone when you know them at least by name, 

like knowing where they sit, what their job is.” (85:145). It further helped newcomers 

to identify particular ties as short-cuts to resources and lowered their perceived 

transaction costs: “Because it has, on the one side, saved me so much time, and on 

the other side also, just, general effort, really” (89:142).

Several newcomers pointed out that they had been actively encouraged by 

their supervisors when it came to developing know-who. One of them recalls 

instances “when I asked, ‘Who is that?’ and then my supervisors would pull out 

the organizational chart and show me, ‘This guy, here.’, like with a photo” (83:55); 

another reported how “we really put an emphasis on this, so that I would just know 

these people and what they do and whom I need to turn to when I have questions and 

[name of mentor] was actually quite pushy about that” (85:160). As such, know-who 

emerged as a distinct and desirable skill set from the newcomers’ narratives, not just 

a side-effect but rather an end of socialization in its own right.

4.4.3 |  Sources of legitimacy for mobilizing resources 
from ties

Even where there was no particular form of openness boosting tie mobilization and 

the perceived threshold to approach insiders remained high, newcomers reported 

various experiences in which legitimized requests made it easier for them to derive 

resources from nascent and even utterly latent ties. Where there was a perception 

of legitimacy, newcomers felt less daunted by inquiring information, input, or 

time from insiders. Variants included an organizational culture in which resources 

are considered collective goods, assignments that necessitate collaboration from 

insiders, and projects with an inherent networking element.

Regarding the first, mobilizing social capital was often legitimized for newcomers 

by a culture of generalized support at the organization, in which resources 

are considered a common wealth or “some kind of trove for you to draw from” 

(86:128). While situated at the organizational level, such an understanding of intra-

organizational social capital as a shared value repository also affected the quality of 

newcomer-insider ties. Newcomers noticed it having an equalizing effect, making 

their claim as good as anyone else’s: “Actually everyone can draw on this, no matter if 

in marketing or in production or the receptionist downstairs at the gate or whoever, 

because, well, really everyone profits from it, I think” (83:138).

In the other two variants, newcomers were either empowered to request resources 

from insiders through individual tasks they were given or they took ownership for 

a project that intrinsically required them to mobilize ties. Access to resources 

mostly increased along with the frequency and intensity of interaction with insiders 
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as a result of newcomers completing their assignments, some seeming almost 

deliberately designed with socialization objectives in mind:

Since I had to collect everybody’s experiences on this somehow, like, – for example, 

what you need to somehow survive in this department; Or which emergency contact 

numbers they have saved; Or which SOS-emails and so I, I got to talk to them all 

constantly. (92:97)

For several newcomers who were assigned their own projects to take on, approaching 

alters to request support was a central aspect to them. Their need to work on these 

projects gave newcomers a feeling of legitimization to mobilize resources, even 

where the motivation of insiders to provide them was low, as in this newcomer’s 

illustrative narrative:

So I had to do some serious networking [laughing]. Yes, because, well the files 

themselves that I was dealing with were – really – terribly boring, but I talked to many, 

many, many people, who, they all didn’t want me to talk to them about this stuff, 

because it was so unimportant [for them], what I wanted to get from them [laughing]. 

So I had to bother people a lot. I got much better at that now than I used to be. (85:186)

This latter variant of legitimacy related especially, albeit not exclusively, to the 

mobilization of weak and very latent ties. Here, the QSA approach was instrumental 

in identifying it as an explanation for insiders providing newcomers with social 

capital although they seemed unlikely sources based on their tie characteristics.

4.5 | Discussion and conclusion

The proposition investigated through this study surmised that nascent ties between 

newcomers and insiders were characterized by qualities that alleviate, circumvent, 

or compensate for an initial lack of tie history to facilitate resource mobilization. 

The data analysis provided evidence that the lack of tie history indeed represents 

a challenge and contributes to ‘newcomer anxiety’ (Cable et al., 2013) during 

socialization. Based on the findings discussed above, resource mobilization now 

represents less of a black box than it did in the conceptual model described at 

the outset of this study: Nascent ties between newcomers and insiders could be 

mobilized for social capital resources where they were characterized by openness, 

compensating for a basis of trust that still needed to develop; by a lowered perceived 

threshold, alleviating newcomers’ weariness about approaching insiders for 

resources; and by legitimacy imbued on newcomers’ requests to circumvent their 

initially weak intra-organizational standing.

Through the informant-centered, qualitative approach of the analysis, it was 

possible to get a better understanding of the variance in newcomer experiences 
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as well as the recurrent themes in their reports. Bonding with insiders on (more) 

common ground and finding inclusion through exclusion or by being ‘in cahoots’ 

with each other emerged as themes, illustrating how openness can foster resource 

mobilization for newcomers. Institutionalized socialization was perceived to create 

a sort of chain effect, lessening the pressure on individual dyads, so that the lack 

of tie history on the interpersonal level imposed less stress on newcomers. When 

newcomers and insiders found themselves on matching wavelengths, this made 

resource mobilization low on effort and friction-losses. And where newcomers could 

draw on know-who, they saved on (actual or anticipated) search- and transaction 

costs. Despite the lack of a tie history with insiders, newcomers were empowered 

to mobilize resources from nascent ties and even their most latent contacts when 

they felt they had a legitimate claim. Sources of such legitimacy were found in an 

organizational culture that treats resources as collective goods and in tasks or 

projects designed to make it a newcomer’s job to approach insiders and draw on 

their resources or experience.

Based on these findings, the conceptual model as depicted in Figure 4.2 now 

offers a more complete picture of how newcomers initiate their personal network 

development and the mobilization of social capital during socialization, despite the 

absence of a tie history with insiders: Intra-organizational ties may develop and then 

provide social capital resources or result from resource exchanges. For newcomers, 

the mobilization of social capital resources from their emerging personal network 

is facilitated when stronger ties are characterized by openness, there’s a lowered 

perceived threshold regarding weaker nascent ties, and/or sources of legitimacy 

help them with approaching even latent contacts at the organization.

In terms of the study’s contribution towards theory development and organizational 

socialization practices, some insights expand on specific aspects identified by prior 

research on tie formation in new organizational foci. With regard to the role of 

propinquity in spurring tie formation (Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Spillane et al., 2012), 

it is worth noting that newcomers were found to also profit profoundly where 

they find proximity with insiders on a metaphorical common ground. For this, the 

findings indicate that it is advisable to bring newcomers and insiders together off-

site and outside daily routines. Onboarding measures often enlist this approach, yet 

due to time or resource constrictions they mostly do so for teambuilding amongst 

newcomer cohorts (while peers, ironically, also bonded easily at the office). One clear 

recommendation derived here for organizational socialization is thus to encourage 

insiders to let newcomers tag along whenever they are ‘out and about’ on the job, 

anyway.
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Figure 4.2 |  Model showing findings from the QSA on the mobilization of nascent ties

Besides bringing newcomers and insiders closer on a physical or metaphorical 

common ground, organizations can foster newcomers’ know-who as a form of 

cognitive proximity. Socialization research has long acknowledged the importance 

of newcomers developing cognitive maps of who does what at their organization 

(Batistič, 2014; Borgatti & Foster, 2003). The analysis of newcomer narratives 

studied here added insights on the complexity and additional layers of information 

that these cognitive maps grow to carry, even at an early stage after organizational 

entry. Crucially, the findings pointed out that know-who (as opposed to social 

capital) can be both, passed on among newcomers and rather directly transferred 

to them from insiders. Considering its catalyst effect on resource mobilization, this 

recommends deliberate investments in fostering know-who both for newcomers 

and organizations.

When it comes to what we know about the role of homophily, the findings 

here confirm that it offers “an efficient search strategy and means of reducing 

uncertainty” (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013, p. 74) in the context of tie formation 

among strangers. An interesting variant encountered that invites further research is 

the matching of wavelengths between newcomers and insiders. It was perceived to 

foster resource mobilization through a “reduction in communication apprehension 

afforded by interpersonal similarities” (Spillane et al., 2012, p. 1115), although they 

couldn’t be based on observable commonalities (Levin et al., 2016) and diverged 

from extant theory regarding the role of gender differences or a perceived age gap.
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Finally, recommendations can be derived for organizations with regard to the effect 

of status attraction in tie formation. To counter the renowned Matthew effect, 

driving tie formation based on how well-connected actors already are (Dahlander 

& McFarland, 2013; Riemer, 2005), socialization measures can quite literally make 

it a newcomer’s job to approach insiders and their job to provide newcomers with 

resources through a deliberate design or choice of tasks and projects. Also, the study 

showed that fostering a culture in which resources are treated as collective goods has 

a perceptible equalizing impact for newcomers, down to the tie level.

From a critical research perspective, it is crucial to note the bonding effect that 

newcomers reported to experience when they became privy to irregular or even illegal 

practices at the teams or departments they joined. For organizations committed to 

compliance, it should raise concerns that colluding with insiders to bend or break 

the rules can offer a valued source of integration for new employees as they strive to 

feel accepted as insiders. This has implications for efforts to foster a culture of ethics, 

internal CSR policies, and measures taken to encourage and protect whistleblowers, 

right from the start of organizational membership.

Even within the given sample, the elaborated aspects are not exhaustive. Due to the 

focus on tie-level qualities, findings regarding primarily individual-level attributes 

or organizational-level tactics were not addressed, although both have strong 

moderating influences as well (Fang et al., 2011; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). While 

the analysis had a second focus of interest, regarding how the lack of reciprocity 

characterizing nascent ties affects network development, the respective results 

could not also be addressed within the scope of the study at hand (see Chapter 5).

The sample itself offered advantages regarding both variability and comparability, 

but it is limited with regard to representativeness. All newcomers studied here 

were young professionals entering their first employments, as such representing 

merely one particular subgroup of newcomers socialized in organizations. Also, 

the organizations studied here actively recruited newcomers with the offer of an 

institutionalized socialization trajectory combined with academic training. This 

may entail a selection bias towards newcomers seeking a deliberate integration 

process on the job. Future research would obviously profit from bigger and more 

comparative samples, expanding the scope of the investigation beyond the cultural 

context of Germany or the setting of institutionalized socialization.

In terms of methodology, the research design presented here was to increase our 

understanding of how newcomers gain access to social(izing) capital through ties 

they are only just building up. Standardized methods of network data collection tell 

us about the kinds of ties focal actors have formed; yet, they usually stop short of an 

equally structured audit of the resources derived from these ties. Reconstructing tie 
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mobilization, meanwhile, requires a qualitative form of inquiry, to elicit narratives 

from egos about how they realize the social capital potential of their networks. Such 

narratives offer researchers access to individual understandings of the meaning 

of relationships and the variance of what is perceived to facilitate or hinder their 

development.

Both structured data and interview narratives offer an informative perspective on 

personal networks. However, since they represent different forms of data derived 

from different forms of inquiry, they are not easily combined in an integrated 

approach for their analysis and interpretation (Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017). 

Qualitative Structural Analysis offers a methodological framework in which 

the respective strengths of quantified, visualized, and qualitative network data 

can each be retained and triangulated (Herz et al., 2015; Wald, 2014). This study 

has demonstrated how QSA can be applied in a small-N sample and expands its 

applicability with regard to two novel adaptations. First, QSA is here extended to 

an investigation of personal networks centered around the social capital derived 

from them, rather than focused on their structural characteristics. Second, the 

study shows how QSA can be applied when a network visualization was not created 

collaboratively during the interview. It illustrates how the approach can also enable 

triangulation in studies collecting network data through standardized methods, 

using established name generator and name interpreter techniques, and then 

visualizing this data as a first step of theory-guided processing.

With regard to the analysis of (ego-)networks, scholars have repeatedly stressed that 

it is helpful not to unreflectively adopt, but to adapt methods in a research design, 

in order to leverage the informative potential of different approaches (Cunningham 

et al., 2013; McCarty et al., 2019). However, adaptation entails its own challenges. 

Whereas QSA was developed to analyze network maps as static representations 

of a network, it is here applied to reconstruct processes which lead to its shape as 

a snapshot in time. The research question and conceptual model underlying this 

study focus on the mobilization and development of ties, yet they must rely on 

retrospective and self-reported data from a focal actor to investigate them.

Its limitations notwithstanding, this study increases our understanding of how 

newcomer socialization through the development of personal networks and intra-

organizational social capital is initiated. It identifies specific moderators to further 

explore in future research and on which to focus our efforts to “help organizations 

socialize newcomers and to help newcomers self-socialize more effectively” (Fang et 

al., 2011, p. 130).
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Abstract

Keywords
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network resources; reciprocity; tie formation; tie asymmetry

This study has been accepted and presented at:
INSNA Sunbelt Conference (International Network for Social Network Analysis), 

University of Utrecht, the Netherlands, June 26 - July 1, 2018.

During organizational socialization, the nascent ties forming between 

newcomers and insiders are initially characterized by a distinct asymmetry in 

actor status as well as a lack of reciprocity in resource exchanges. Both 

characteristics represent stressors that may add to ‘newcomer anxiety’ and 

while organizations can provide impulses or remove barriers, it is up to 

individual actors to handle and overcome the challenges they pose to develop 

intra-organizational social capital between them. The objective of this study is 

to increase our understanding of these tie-level processes of social capital 

development. It investigates focal actor perceptions of tie (a)symmetries 

regarding status and reciprocity during early socialization. Narrative answers 

from interviews as well as structured data about emerging personal networks 

and mobilized social capital are triangulated by means of a Qualitative 

Structural Analysis, to understand how network ties differ in quality from the 

newcomers’ perspective and how these differences help to explain their 

socialization experiences. The study discusses the implications of its findings 

for organizational research and socialization strategies. Chapter 5
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5.1 | Introduction

Extant research has established the value that organizational actors derive from their 

personal networks in a variety of contexts (Leana & Van Buren, 1999; Lee, 2009; Wald, 

2011) and regarding a wide range of needs to be met or goals to be attained (Brass 

et al., 2004; Mitchell et al., 2001; Small & Sukhu, 2016). Whether their motivations 

are collaborative (Kang et al., 2010), competitive (Bilhuber Galli & Müller-Stewens, 

2012), creative (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015), or innovative (Grigoriou & Rothaermel, 

2014), actors mobilizing resources through intra-organizational network ties can 

harness individual-, dyad-, and group-level effects that are larger than the sum of 

discrete contributions (Gulati et al., 2011; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).

Social capital provides us with a conceptual label to capture this added value that 

is created when resources are accessed through network ties to complement, 

compensate, or catalyze a focal actor’s own resource repository (Nahapiet & 

Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 2005). While the term’s implicit metaphor evokes the need 

for accumulation and investments, we know far less about how social capital is 

developed than about the outcome values it helps to create (Andriessen & Gubbins, 

2009; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Waldstrøm & Svendsen, 2008). For researchers 

aiming to close this gap, investigating how new organizational members find access 

to internal networks and build up social capital in their new foci of activity offers an 

informative point of access (Fang et al., 2011; Small et al., 2015).

Organizations do invest in onboarding processes, socialization measures, and 

mentoring or buddy programs in order to improve conditions for newcomer 

integration, either by removing barriers or actively providing impulses (Batistič, 

2018; Fang et al., 2011). Yet, the success of such investments depends on whether or 

not they resonate with the efforts made by newcomers and organizational insiders 

themselves (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Prusak & Cohen, 2001). On the tie-level, it 

is up to individual actors to develop the mutual trust, ease, and/or commitment 

required for a relationship to act as a channel for resource exchanges in the sense 

of social capital (Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Morrison, 2002). The objective of this study 

is to increase our understanding of how these tie-level processes of social capital 

development are affected by two aspects of asymmetry at the early stage of newcomer 

socialization: difference in actor status and a lack of reciprocity.

Section 5.2 provides the theoretical context and briefly reviews extant research to 

specify two research questions regarding the role of these distinctive tie qualities 

with regard to resource mobilization and personal network development. Section 5.3  

describes the empirical context of the panel study on organizational socialization 

from which data on newcomer networks was derived for analysis. It delineates 

the mix of methods applied during data collection and the Qualitative Structural 
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Analysis conducted to gain insights on newcomer perceptions of tie (a)symmetries 

regarding actor status and reciprocity during socialization (see also Section 4.3 in 

the previous chapter). Section 5.4 presents findings from the data analysis before 

they are integrated and discussed in Section 5.5. To conclude, Section 5.6 reflects on 

the study’s contribution and limitations, deriving implications for further research 

and recommendations for organizational socialization practices.

5.2 | Theoretical background

Research on tie formation in new organizational foci has increased our 

understanding of the mechanisms that foster tie initiation (Feld, 1981; Lane & 

Sweeny, 2019; McPherson et al., 2001; Small et al., 2015) and factors that make it 

more likely for a tie to develop and persist between actors (Agneessens & Wittek, 

2012; Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Levin & Walter, 2018). 

Social capital research has also revealed factors that can boost or hinder tie 

development through the exchange of resources between actors (Fang et al., 2011; 

Higgins & Kram, 2001; Randel & Ranft, 2007) and how newcomers overcome the 

initial lack of a tie history with insiders (see Chapter 4).

Both lines of research concur that ties are more likely to form, grow stronger, last 

longer, and channel resources at a higher volume or complexity where there is 

similarity between actors and reciprocity in resource exchanges (Borgatti & Foster, 

2003; Harris et al., 2014; Lee, 2009; Singh et al., 2010). For newcomers, however, the 

ties formed upon organizational entry are mostly characterized by a heightened 

asymmetry regarding first, actor status or seniority, and second, the amount and 

nature of resources brought into exchanges (Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013; 

Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992).

Asymmetry of actor status
As for the first aspect of tie asymmetry, nascent newcomer-insider ties will initially 

be characterized by considerable differences between ego and alter in terms of their 

status. Newcomers are just crossing the organization’s ‘inclusionary boundary’ (D. 

G. Allen, 2006; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012) and thus counted among its marginal actors 

(Ibarra, 1993; Iseke, 2007; Singh et al., 2010). Young professionals, in particular, 

are likely to enter organizational structures from the fringes and in junior roles, 

rarely bringing more than their human capital with them while inevitably lacking 

experience and intra-organizational influence (Cable et al., 2013; Mehra et al., 1998; 

V. Smith, 2010). Social capital theory suggests that this represents a double-bind for 

the newcomers’ personal network development.
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On the one hand, they cannot profit from status attraction mechanisms the way that 

central or already well-connected actors do (Agneessens & Wittek, 2012; Dahlander 

& McFarland, 2013). Newcomer-insider ties are certainly fostered by organizational 

roles and processes, which can compensate for inhibitions on the side of individual 

newcomers and a lack of incentive for tie formation on the side of insiders (Korte & 

Lin, 2013; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006, Small, 2017). In addition, as Small (2009, p. 9) 

has pointed out, tie formation is not necessarily “a result of purposive actions geared 

toward the benefits of acquiring social capital”. Instead, it can also result from a 

range of (un)intentional exchanges, even “when their purpose was nothing but 

the act itself, and when they had no purpose at all at the time of social interaction” 

(Small, 2009, p. 13). Considering the particular nature and volume of resources 

that newcomers require during socialization, their own lack of resources can also 

represent the driving force behind tie initiation, since some of the information that 

is most crucial for them to acquire is hard to codify or document (Häussling, 2014; 

Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Yu et al., 2013). Yet, we know from extant research that 

newcomers often dread the (perceived) social costs when interacting with insiders 

(Batistič, 2014; Cooper-Thomas & Stadler, 2015; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012) and that 

this may even prevent them from seeking the information and support that they 

need (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Cable et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2011).

On the other hand, the double-bind resulting from newcomers’ initially marginal 

status entails that similarity attraction mechanisms are not likely to work in their 

favor, either. Homophily will mostly foster ties to develop amongst newcomers 

(Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Reagans et al., 2004), yet these peers are less likely to have 

access to intra-organizational resources that can complement or extend ego’s own 

resource repository (Bauer et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2010; Small, 2009). While peer 

ties represent a distinct form of social capital for newcomers (T. D. Allen et al., 1999; 

Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992), they share the liabilities of (overly) homophilous ties, such 

as a redundancy of information and the tendency towards creating echo chambers or 

insulating cliques (Burt, 2001; Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Granovetter, 1983; Rumbaut, 

1997). As such, peer-groups have at times been found to even prevent successful 

socialization, just as minority groups have been shown to sometimes hinder, rather 

than foster integration (Brass et al., 2004; Ibarra, 1993; Mehra et al., 1998).

In summary, status (a)symmetries between newcomers and alters have been known 

and shown to have an impact on the development and mobilization of network 

ties. Yet, theoretical predictions and empirical findings both suggest alternative 

directions for effects that are not easily resolved. Insights on how newcomers 

themselves perceive their personal network development to depend on more or 

less difference in actor status will help us to better understand and support their 

socialization. Respectively, the first research question to be addressed in this 

chapter asks:
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Research Question 6.1  

How do newcomers perceive the asymmetry of actor status characterizing nascent 

ties to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

Asymmetry of resource exchanges
As for the second aspect of tie asymmetry, newcomers heavily rely on insiders for 

resources at the very time when they are still in the process of building up an intra-

organizational network and not yet in a position to fully meet norms of reciprocity 

(Agneessens & Wittek, 2012; Higgins & Kram, 2001; Iseke, 2007).

Upon organizational entry, they are bound to lack most if not all the tacit knowledge and 

effective routines required to navigate comfortably in a social environment (D. G. Allen, 

2006; Cable et al., 2013). Socialization further confronts newcomers with uncertainties 

and learning challenges regarding their task-performance, career development, and 

socio-emotional integration (Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). In the early stages 

of organizational membership, almost all newcomers will find that their own resources 

are not sufficient, helpful, or directly applicable (yet), making them especially reliant 

on resources provided or shared by insiders (Ashforth et al., 1998; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 

1992). At the peak of their learning curve, newcomers are still “unsure of what and 

who they know, how they will be evaluated, and how they will fit in” (Bauer & Erdogan, 

2014, p. 448). In their combination, these stressor easily lead to what researchers have 

dubbed ‘newcomer anxiety’ (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Cable et al., 2013).

During this time when their need for information, support, and guidance is highest, 

newcomers are still lacking access to resources or influence at the organization 

to reciprocate for the support that they receive, though (Iseke, 2007; Korte & Lin, 

2013). Indeed, they represent a case in point for how actors feel the value of intra-

organizational social capital the most clearly when they cannot draw on it (Riemer, 

2005). Arguably, the norm of reciprocity offers considerable lenience when it comes 

to expectations of quid pro quo (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Davis & Van der Heijden, 2018). 

Especially in an organizational context, it can account for asymmetry in resource 

exchanges between actors in several ways:

First, the currency with which obligations are repaid may be different from that with 

which they were incurred in the first place and may be as intangible as the granting of 

approval or allegiance. Second, the timing of the repayment is unspecified. Indeed, 

if a schedule of repayments exists, the transaction is more appropriately defined as 

market exchange than as one mediated by social capital. (Portes, 1998, p. 7)

With regard to personal network development, however, some form of reciprocity 

remains one of the central drivers for building up tie strength and social capital (Hatala, 

2006; Randel & Ranft, 2007; Ripperger, 2003). Newcomers are neither entirely and 

endlessly exempt from contributing to the collective good, nor from the consequences 

of exploiting alters’ goodwill (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Harris et al., 2014; Maak, 2007).
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Thus, the asymmetry between resources that they take out of and bring into 

exchanges during socialization will likely add to the stressors of newcomer anxiety. 

Insights on how newcomers perceive their own (in)ability to reciprocate to affect 

their personal network development during socialization will therefore help us 

to better understand how newcomer anxiety is handled. Respectively, the second 

research question for this study asks:

Research Question 6.2  

How do newcomers perceive the initial lack of reciprocity characterizing nascent ties 

to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

5.3 | Data and method

Tie (a)symmetry lies in the eye of the beholder (Brashears & Quintane, 2015; E. B. 

Smith et al., 2012). Thus, in terms of social network analysis, both research questions 

formulated above entail the study of focal actor perceptions (Burt et al., 2013). This 

recommends a qualitative approach to reconstruct individual understandings of 

the meaning of ties and experiences with their development (Molina et al., 2014; 

Wald, 2014). It is further enriched with standardized data on personal networks and 

resource mobilization, here, to place a stronger focus on the relational dimension 

so central to social capital theory and to facilitate a comparison between newcomers 

(Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014).

Data collection
The respective combination of qualitative and quantified data about the personal 

networks of organizational newcomers was gathered for a three-wave panel study 

in Germany, collected from 24 focal actors socialized in 9 different organizations. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis reports on a different part of the analysis conducted on the 

first wave of data collected from this panel. The field access and sample are also 

elaborated in Appendix 1.

To summarize briefly, the newcomers were interviewed about their onboarding 

and socialization experiences after they had been working at their respective 

organizations for three months. The interviews comprised both semi-structured 

questions and a standardized part to elicit personal network data (see Appendix 3).  

The former provided open prompts, inviting newcomers to report what they 

considered relevant in retrospect. The latter followed a structured, three-step 

approach to conduct a “formalized inventory” (Wald, 2014, p. 75) of the newcomers’ 

personal networks and mobilized social capital, starting with a combination of 

name generator questions, followed by name interpreters, and then inquiring 

concrete instances of resources mobilized through each of the listed ties to alters 
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(Small & Sukhu, 2016). This third step was facilitated by 19 statements covering 

resources relating to task-performance support, initial career promotion, and socio-

emotional integration (Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012), such as “This person 

has provided me with opportunities to develop and grow on the job”, “This person 

has introduced me to their contacts at the organization”, or “This is a person I have 

turned to for personal advice.” Newcomers were asked to indicate alters to whom a 

given statement applied, applied in particular, or not at all.

Through this combination of open and standardized questions, the interviews 

gathered an information-rich data set to analyze newcomers’ perceptions of their 

emerging personal networks, mobilized social capital, and socialization experiences. 

Table 5.1 provides descriptive measures on the newcomers’ reported network ties 

and mobilized social capital at the first wave of panel interviews analyzed here, also 

indicating the type and industry of their employing organizations.

Data analysis
The analytical approach chosen followed the procedures recommended by 

Qualitative Structural Analysis (QSA) for triangulating narrative and structured data 

on ego-centered networks (Herz et al., 2015). With its iterative process, QSA combines 

the relational perspective of social network analysis with the reconstructive 

standards of qualitative research methods in the social sciences (Herz et al., 2015). 

Its adaptation for the study at hand is briefly summarized in the following (see also 

Chapter 4).

First, the structured network data were visualized in VennMaker graphs (Schönhuth 

et al., 2014) for their analysis on a case-by-case basis. A network profile was developed 

for each newcomer based on alter-, tie-, and resource-focused descriptions (Herz 

et al., 2015). These descriptions were summarized in analytical questions (see  

Appendix 5), as a means to reconstruct how the network structure and resource 

mobilization came to be “and what kinds of significance this holds for ego” (Herz et 

al., 2015, p. 5), such as for example:

Ego reports a large number of ties showing high measures of contact frequency and 

intensity. How does ego organize relationships? How is this large network handled?

To develop preliminary answers, the analytical questions were applied to a first 

round of close readings of each newcomer’s interview transcript and guided the 

coding of their narrative data as sensitizing concepts. Additional or different 

questions were also formulated based on the analysis of the newcomers’ reports 

and in turn taken to their structured network data. QSA iterates this process 

through several rounds, repeatedly revisiting each subset of data (Herz et al., 2015). 

In the process, the informant-centered codes were refined and developed into 

second-order themes (Gioia et al., 2013). As answers to the analytical questions 
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formulated for each newcomer emerged, the analysis was extended to an across-case 

comparison, identifying similarities and differences in the newcomers’ perceptions 

of tie asymmetry regarding actor status and reciprocity.

Table 5.1 | Descriptive panel measures per newcomer at T1

Ego Activated 
network

Mobilized 
network

Mobilized 
resources

Employing  
organizations

Gender # of ties # of ties (in %)1 Sector Type2

male 37 21 26.2 IT-solutions SME

male 47 29 28.6 medical 
equipment

LE

female 37 17 14.2

female 44 36 29.2 financial 
services

LE

male 52 26 11.2

female 39 24 19.3 pharma 
equipment

LE

female 36 18 18.6

female 29 17 20.9

female 40 21 16.3 international 
 development

PPP

female 27 16 13.6

male 29 26 28.9

female 25 19 19.4

male 33 16 13.4

female 23 16 22.7

male 12 11 34.2 construction MNE

female 31 26 24.3 consulting MNE

male 34 25 20.0 pharma MNE

female 30 13 15.1

female 36 27 18.4

male 33 19 16.4

female 59 31 21.4 heavy 
equipment

MNE

female 53 14 8.4

male 23 19 21.1

female 15 14 30.2

Mean: 34 21 20.5

SD: 11.3 6.3 6.6

Note. 
1   percentage of resources reported as mobilized relative to the amount potentially available given ego’s reported 

ties after three months of organizational membership
2  SME: small/medium sized enterprise; LE: large enterprise; PPP: public-private partnership;  

MNE: multinational enterprise
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5.4 | Findings

Table 5.2 presents the data structure (Gioia et al., 2013) resulting from the QSA. The 

left column indicates first-order concepts, giving examples of informant-centered 

codes from the data to illustrate grounding. All quotations from interviews here 

and in the following are translations from German and referenced using the Atlas.ti  

indices of transcripts and coded passages. The middle column documents how the 

first-order concepts were further developed into second-order themes and then 

aggregated into theoretical dimensions, as shown in the right column. The following 

presentation of findings is structured along the latter, based on the insights they 

provide regarding the two research questions formulated above.

5.4.1 |  Perceptions of tie (a)symmetry regarding actor 
status

The first research question asked how newcomers perceive the asymmetries 

between their own and other actors’ status to affect their personal network and 

social capital development during socialization. Overall, the interviews made it 

clear that developing and mobilizing ties to organizational actors with insider status 

was not considered an easy feat by newcomers. Interestingly though, their reports 

suggested a normative stance that it should not come too easily, either. Comparing 

tie development to muscle building, the newcomers described it as a process 

requiring efforts and investments from those who wish to reap the benefits. Family 

and peer relations posed interesting exceptions from how ties were described, the 

former appearing laden with stigma in an organizational context, while the latter 

represented a rather distinct network micro-cosmos for newcomers.

Insider ties as ‘learning zone’
Throughout the newcomers’ reports, there were accounts of how they struggled with 

ties that were primarily or exclusively professional. They stressed how much more 

energy it required from them to “act professionally” (99:96), remain in persona, or 

meet specific expectations (92:60) around insiders. Others pointed out that building 

up professional ties entailed a learning curve for them, where “in a way it works a 

little bit better every time” (85:131).

There were several parallels indicating a prominent analogy with building up 

muscles in the ways that newcomers described the development of their initial ties to 

insiders. Many would, for instance, point out how it was important for relationships 

to have a phase of “warming up to each other” (83:69) before relying on them for 

significant support, reminiscent of risking to strain a muscle if it is not warmed up 

before lifting heavy weights. 
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Table 5.2 |  Data structure of QSA findings on tie asymmetry

 1st-Order Concepts
Informant-centric terms and codes

2nd-Order Themes
Theoretical categories

Aggregate Dimensions
Analytical categories

Professional ties are hard: “with them being so reserved 
or very distanced”; feels like acting; costs energy; learn-
ing curve; 
Multiplex ties are desirable: going ‘beyond’ professional 
interactions; “more of a friendship-business”; “It should 
be about more than just work”.

(Not) ‘Just’ 
Colleagues

Insider ties 
as 

learning zone

Pre-empting the stigma of family ties: remain ‘hidden’ 
until late in the interview; “I guess I should mention my 
mother works there”; 
Playing down the role of friendship ties: resources 
should be earned; “it was simply about me not getting 
into the company just because I knew the CEO”. 

Capital, 
Not Crutch

Warming up and working out: “warming up to each 
other”; “needed to defrost, first”; keep contact active to 
prevent “atrophy”; “It builds up with more contact”;
When to flex which muscle: “I’d much sooner ask them 
than ask my boss”. 

Muscle 
Building

Peer-zone: “You can shut down your brain”; “just be your-
self”; “I don’t need to ‘play’ the controller”; “You don’t 
need to be afraid to do something wrong”; 
Safety net: “It’s just so much more casual”; “it’s different 
when someone has gone through it themselves”; “your 
boss might just expect you to already know this”.

Safe 
Space

Peer ties 
as 

comfort zone
A peer is a peer, even if not a friend: “We all have a pretty 
good bond”;
Peer clashes: “I do all the heavy lifting and who gets to 
profit?”.

Clique 
Effects

Commitment as gratitude: deliberate investments in tie 
maintenance; “You always meet again”; making it worth 
their while ex post. 

Temporary 
Suspension

Shadow of 
the future

Destined for more: “what’s in it for me”; “the take-away”; 
part of working your way up; “starting at the bottom”; 
paying my dues. 

Entitled 
to Support

Natural growth: “That’ll come, all it takes is time”; no 
investments needed; couldn’t help it if I tried; future 
value of peer ties; “It certainly can’t hurt”;
Finding your best fit: “So that later on I can tell which 
team I’d like to join”.

Time 
Will Tell

Helpless on your own: “left hanging in the air”; “you are 
quite dependent”; 
Bored out: “So I was just sitting there, not knowing what 
to do with myself.”;
Being a burden: “I didn’t want to keep asking”; “they 
didn’t know what to do with me”. 

Feeling 
Useless

Dependency -
The lack of agency 

newcomers perceive as 
organizational actors 

when left to 
their own devices.

Feeling underchallenged: “I really could have done 
more”; 
General onboarding vs. ‘real’ socialization: “And then 
things really started”.

Busy is 
Better

Gratitude owed: “I got to…”; “I was allowed to…”; not 
taking positive ties for granted;
‘Good’ versus ‘bad’ teams: “I got lucky”; “that was rather 
good fortune”; “quite special”;
Support granted: rescue missions; network superstars; “I 
got myself adopted”.

Goodwill
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Some noted how relations would lose their strength without a regular workout, so 

to speak: “I really hope that I manage to keep this up on-, what I’ve built, so that 

there won’t be any atrophy setting in” (78:100). The analogy was further reflected 

in narratives of how frequent interaction with insiders led to a desired effect of 

ties growing stronger and more multiplex. Analogous to muscle building, regular 

interaction (even at lower or varying levels of intensity) was often enough to build 

up tie strength, since “as you have more contact there is more building up there” 

(86:136).

This imagery of muscle building was also evident in the newcomers’ reports 

on knowing when to ‘flex’ which muscles. By being deliberate about when to 

mobilize resources from which alters, newcomers could keep certain ties from 

becoming ‘exhausted’ due to overly one-sided needs, thereby protecting the further 

development of asymmetric ties. One newcomer reported how sharing an office with 

other new employees affected the tie to his supervisor in this regard:

That was an ideal solution, because then you don’t run to your supervisor for every 

single thing […]. It was much more about autonomy for me, because she did not sit 

next to me, but only saw bare results […]. So I could have come to her any time, but it 

was not this hands-on kind of contact. For that, I had the trainees. (82:76).

The example resonates with the experiences of several others who preferred to rely 

on ‘friendly’ ties to (more experienced) newcomers before activating ties to insiders 

or supervisors (80:88; 86:105; 99:29): “They are super helpful and with that you can 

avoid many little pitfalls really, quite elegantly” (82:75).

Multiplex ties as ‘end zone’ – Pre-existing ties as ‘tricky zone’
In contrast to solely professional ties to insiders, those that also developed a 

personal dimension or resembled ‘being friends’ more than ‘being colleagues’ were 

perceived as much easier. In fact, newcomers showed a strong expectation that ties 

should, at some point, go beyond merely professional interactions and become, as 

one of them put it, “not truly colleagues, but more of a friendship-business” (83:81). 

If they remained “just colleagues” or “stayed mostly on the job level” (92:73), this was 

expressed in terms of a weakness or shortcoming.

Pre-existing friendship ties to insiders or family members at the organization 

were interesting exceptions to this rule and stood out in terms of how they were 

(not) represented in the newcomers’ reports. Several of them acknowledged 

that an acquaintance or relative had played a role in getting them to apply at the 

organization. Yet, those alters were mentioned distinctively late and often only in 

response to being probed during the standardized part of the interviews. Reports 

were then framed in a way which played down these ties’ influence, stressing instead 

how they had developed since ego joined the organization or which other ties had 

been more important sources of social capital, as in this example:
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So I was around once to talk with the CEOs, because - well - I know one of them 

personally, so he simply showed me around one time and told me some stuff, that was 

in the very beginning, but then I did meet with my supervisor, because it was simply 

about me not getting into the company just because I know the CEO, but that it was 

about how other people felt about me. (79:4)

That support from certain alters could be (mis)construed as a crutch, rather than 

capital, offers an explanation for why these ties remained ‘hidden’ for most of a 

newcomer’s report. They would rather not be seen to profit from friendship or family 

ties at the organization, because it might imply an unfair advantage, rather than the 

outcome of their own performance or investments in building up tie strength.

Peer ties as ‘comfort zone’
In distinct opposition to ties forming with insiders, ties amongst newcomers 

represent a ‘comfort zone’ within which an entirely different symmetry and ease of 

interaction was found to be at play. The QSA highlighted that between peers, several 

factors usually affecting tie development appeared to be overruled, such as gender 

homophily and personal sympathy. This was found to also entail clique effects and 

increased expectations.

It was especially or even only around peers that newcomers felt they could be their 

authentic selves, including showing weakness, ignorance, or vulnerability. They 

would point out in their reports how being around peers allowed them to “not worry 

and just be yourself” (77:60). In the comfort of the peer-zone, they could “also just 

talk about your weekend plans without needing to think about ‘Who am I telling 

this right now?’” (85:153). What is more, peer ties offered newcomers a safe space in 

which to explore their new roles, assume leadership, or learn about their strengths 

and weaknesses compared to others, without worrying about the social costs 

involved as they did in interactions with insiders. As one of them put it:

Maybe because they are also, uhm, […], the same age as me and that is just-, yes. You 

don’t have to necessarily be afraid then to do something wrong. I mean, I think I am 

putting myself under way too much pressure and then I would rather ask an intern 

again, than looking stupid with the top guys. And that is why, I think, you have a closer 

bond there […]. Yeah, I would say that. (99:123)

This relates back to the theme of how newcomers deliberately choose when to 

activate ties to insiders and when to better rely on peers for support. In the words 

of another newcomer: “There are things where, when you just feel thrown into cold 

waters and you have no clue – so before you ask a superior, you much rather ask one 

of us” (112:8).
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Among peers, tie development was reported to come naturally, facilitated by the 

shared experience of insecurity and newness, the absence of a perceived age barrier, 

and balanced reciprocation: “Of course you can also enjoy the exchange with your 

colleagues, but it is just a whole other kind of casual atmosphere between us” 

(77:37). Where newcomers were part of a cohort with several peers, the impulse for 

developing ties reached beyond the dyad-level, which had two interesting effects, 

further setting peer ties apart in the newcomers’ personal networks.

First, peer homophily appeared to be amplified the bigger the peer group in a 

newcomer’s emerging network. In fact, it was common for newcomers with a large 

peer group to report very similar tie characteristics for and a fixed set of resources 

mobilized from all their peers in the network interviews. This indicates “a point of 

diminishing returns” (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 95), where an increase in the 

number of peer ties ceases to increase the distinct value of resources they provide in 

terms of social capital. Second, incidents of peer conflict were rare exceptions, but 

especially confronting. That is, they were reported as a particular disappointment. 

A case in point is one ego’s description of another newcomer who joined her 

department at the same time as a “problem child” for whom “awful would still be an 

understatement” (87:79). Much more than ties to insiders, peer ties were expected 

to offer solidarity and mutual support; where they failed to do so, the newcomers’ 

narratives expressed a sense of betrayal or letdown.

Whether on a dyad- or the group-level, peer ties stood out in the data, representing 

important sources of social capital upon organizational entry. If nothing else, they 

offered newcomers a respite from the ‘learning zone’ of socialization. Since this 

comfort was mutually provided among peers, it emerged as a distinct theme with 

regard to tie symmetry during early personal network development.

5.4.2 |  Perceptions of tie (a)symmetry in resource 
exchanges

The second research question to be addressed, here, inquired how newcomers 

perceived the initial lack of reciprocity characterizing nascent ties to insiders to 

affect their personal network and social capital development during socialization. 

Overall, egos expressed an acute awareness that “you also really get back more than 

you actually should be getting” (89:151) as a newcomer. Many of them mentioned 

explicitly that they had little to offer in return for the resources they received from 

insiders. These accounts were often phrased in a depersonalized or plural form, 

indicating that newcomers considered this an experience generally shared with  

(un)known peers: “Well, one – in this early phase –, one can’t really bring in all 

that much” (81:68). Regarding this perception of collectivity, it was informative to 
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investigate variance in how newcomers handled their initially lacking ability to 

reciprocate and how it affected their socialization experiences.

A shadow of the future impacting tie development
Most prominent in the newcomers’ reports regarding their emergent ties to insiders 

was an explicitly future-oriented framing of asymmetric resource exchanges during 

their socialization. A focus on prospective future interactions relieved newcomers 

from the pressure to reciprocate presently, as reciprocation was either temporarily 

suspended, newcomers considered themselves entitled to support, or assumed a 

time-will-tell attitude.

As for the first variant, newcomers were keen to stress measures they were already 

taking to maintain ties that they had come to value at the time of the interviews. 

Especially for those whose socialization trajectory had them move on to other teams 

or departments after the first few months, their ongoing efforts to keep in touch 

with initial ties were a predominant theme. Reports on their investments in tie 

maintenance were often framed in terms of feeling obliged to show commitment 

as a form of gratitude and the intent to (eventually) give back: “I really, definitely try 

to keep this contact going, because there are always opportunities like around the 

next corner or two” (88:103). Insiders were taken to accept current asymmetries 

in resource exchanges as an investment in the newcomers’ future development, 

to which newcomers responded with their reported efforts to make the insiders’ 

support ‘worth their while’ ex post, by caring for the continuation of ties: “Maybe one 

day there will be something coming out of this, when I meet the people again that I 

got to know” (85:118).

In the second variant, reciprocity expectations were also taken to be suspended, yet 

the underlying attitude of newcomers was much more opportunistic. Some egos 

implicitly played down their inability to reciprocate in their reports, instead focusing 

explicitly on “what was in it” for them (77:133) or what they “got to take away” from a 

tie (83:186). The newcomers in question reported on their socialization as a necessary 

stepping stone on the path to “working their way up” (79:89). Their narratives evoked 

– and in one case even explicitly invoked – the German proverb ‘Lehrjahre sind keine 

Herrenjahre’ (translating into years of learning not being years of ruling). Its storyline 

pertains that any young talent needs to first pay their dues on the job in order to be 

humbled and grounded before assuming a leadership position. “And so you also 

learn, by starting at the bottom once, you learn what you would change once you are 

in a different position, with a greater leverage” (77:210). This implies that, even as 

they started small, newcomers considered themselves destined for more. In this 

variant, the shadow of a future position with status or influence alleviated concerns 

about the newcomers’ initial dependency on insiders. They felt much more content, 

if not even entitled, to profit from the asymmetry of their nascent ties.
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A more common variant was one in which newcomers were just not too concerned 

about their personal network development to begin with. Rather than feeling 

obliged to invest in their ties and ensure future reciprocity, they trusted that network 

growth would just come along naturally as their socialization progressed: “Even if 

you would not want it yourself, the network will just keep expanding, it is just like 

that” (83:172). Their strong bonds emerging to peers almost from the start was one 

source of this confidence. Some pointed out how they expected their peer group 

to represent a valuable intra-organizational network in itself once they all would 

have settled into insider roles, “maybe also increasing the connection between the 

different departments, because I will have contact with various departments then 

and they don’t always have so much contact with each other” (99:114).

This latter variant emerged from reports in which newcomers spoke about their 

socialization as an orientation phase, allowing them to consider all experiences as 

helpful in finding their own best fit. Here, a negative socialization experience was 

equal to a positive one in terms of helping newcomers to gain “a better overview […] 

and see where you belong better, based on how people behave in different teams 

and just what their attitude is” (97:110). Either, deciding which ties they wanted to 

abandon or develop further, helped them with figuring out where they saw their 

future role and place within the organization.

In each variant, a shadow of the future impacted how newcomers – and, in their 

perception, insiders – dealt with tie asymmetry: Three months in, their limited 

ability to reciprocate could either be suspended by focusing on a time after their 

socialization; accepted (to the point of expected) with regard to the roles that 

newcomers saw themselves growing into; or reflected as a helpful indicator in the 

newcomers’ search for their best fit within the organization.

The bane and break of newcomer dependency
From a research perspective, the norm of reciprocity was taken to represent 

a major challenge for newcomers during socialization. Taking an informant-

centered perspective, however, the degree to which newcomers felt dependent on 

their nascent ties to insiders was found to take precedence. Across the full range 

of socialization experiences in the study, newcomers were more concerned about 

(not) being able to rely on their own resources than about having something to 

offer in return when it came to resource exchanges. Thus, dependency emerged 

as a central concept from the data. It refers to how acutely aware newcomers were 

of their limited ability to get by on their own resources as organizational actors, 

with three central themes identified through the QSA: First, the perceived dread of 

feeling useless; second, a preference for being busy; and third, newcomers feeling 

reliant on insider goodwill.
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As for the first, all newcomers interviewed experienced some form of dependency 

on insiders to provide them with tasks and sufficient support to complete them 

during the early phases of socialization. To those having less positive socialization 

experiences, however, it often seemed that providing newcomers with resources was 

something that insiders easily sacrificed when there were more pressing concerns, 

leaving them feeling disregarded or neglected:

It does get pretty boring after a while, then, because in a way, you are quite dependent 

on your supervisor somehow and when he doesn’t have time just now or he isn’t 

around or he’s stressed out, then you are just left hanging in the air a bit, I think. 

(88:163).

Where newcomers felt entirely dependent on insiders, this confronted them with 

feelings of inadequacy or incompetence, as they realized they were unable to act as 

organizational members when left to their own devices.

In the second, related theme, newcomers were eager to avoid the perception of not 

having enough to do or not being challenged enough during their socialization. Idle 

time was generally seen as negative, while newcomers preferred assignments “where 

the going gets tough” (79:101) or in teams where “the winds that are blowing are 

something else” (78:36). Those who felt underchallenged took efforts to relativize 

this in their reports, indicating a stigma associated with being bored-out or even “not 

one-hundred percent busy all the time” (81:22). They would frame their experience 

in a way that would not reflect negatively on themselves, with their reports stressing 

their own willingness, ability, and self-initiative to do more than what was asked 

from them, projecting an image of more independence than they experienced:

And so, yes, the thing really was that they were all so busy that they couldn’t give me 

anything [to work on], because they would have had to explain it to me first-, didn’t 

have the time for that, and then I was sitting around dumb, sort of […], or rather, I 

looked for something myself then, something to do. Because I’m someone then, who 

can’t sit around, someone who needs to do anything then. (84:109)

Phrases such as “they didn’t know what to do with me” (98:14) or “they were not 

prepared for me” (97:3) were rather frequent in the data, especially considering 

that the sample included only organizations which engaged in some form of 

institutionalized newcomer socialization. It was common for the newcomers in 

question, though, to distinguish between the general onboarding and their ‘real’ 

socialization in their assigned work groups (83:73; 88:15; 89:8: 91:39). The former 

could rely on ties to insiders for whom newcomer socialization was part of their job 

description. During the latter, meanwhile, even insiders assigned as supervisors 

had to cut out time and resources for newcomers from their other responsibilities, 

making support much more dependent on their goodwill and the quality of ties.
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Where newcomers experienced such goodwill from insiders, their reports were often 

framed in terms of gratitude or privilege. Across the interviews, this was reflected in 

two predominant formulations: “I got to” and “I was allowed to”, often combined 

with expressions of doubt on the side of newcomers about having deserved what they 

received, as in this example:

I was actually not that involved in the preparations, not like from the beginning, that 

was more like a side project, because, well, because our [project] had major priority, 

and so another part of the team mostly prepared it, but I just contributed here and 

there and still, they allowed me to join them for the event. (87:45)

Along similar lines, newcomers mentioned that there were ‘good’ and ‘bad’ teams 

or departments for socialization at their organization (80:20; 81:60; 94:117), often 

combined with comments about their own luck with assignments, such as: “Well, 

with my department, that was rather good fortune for me” (88:59). Such formulations 

indicate that newcomers do not take alter goodwill or positive experiences during 

socialization for granted, but see them as a matter of (comparatively) good luck 

instead. Since this stresses the newcomers’ perceived lack of agency and reliance on 

lopsided support, they are counted under the variants of dependency.

In several reports, newcomers in fact pointed out how they were “adopted” by 

insiders (85:28), found a “mother figure” at the organization (84:20), a team 

taking them under their wings “like a baby chicken” (78:84), or insiders otherwise 

“stepping up” (96:67) to support them: “There was this one employee from the 

department who really stood up for me and who also offered the most guidance on 

my project” (91:21). In these cases, the tie asymmetry resulting from newcomers’ 

limited ability to reciprocate did not prevent insiders from taking an interest and 

the network data showed high to highest densities of resource mobilization for 

these alters. Still, framing such experiences in terms of adoption or rescue missions 

evokes the theme of newcomers depending on insiders who go out of their way to 

support them.

Overall, the lack of symmetry in resource exchanges was certainly found to affect 

tie development for newcomers. However, for this sample and at this stage of 

socialization, they were less concerned about reciprocity (alter-focused), and more 

about their self-efficacy (ego-focused) – whether it was to avoid feeling useless, to 

draw self-esteem from being busy, or appreciating the goodwill they experienced.
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5.5 | Discussion

The findings presented above provide an information-rich basis for answering  

the two research questions posed at the outset of this chapter. Regarding the 

first research question, we have gained a differentiated understanding of how 

newcomers perceive their personal network development to be affected by 

differences in actor status. Based on how (a)symmetric the relationship, newcomers 

distinguished between three broad clusters of ties upon entering their new foci of 

activity. Exclusively or primarily professional ties to insiders were taken to represent 

an acute learning challenge, confronting newcomers with a perceived unilateral 

dependency in their new roles. Peer ties, on the other hand, offered the appreciated 

respite of a comfort zone, with symmetry and reciprocation given from the start. 

Where professional ties developed multiplexity or peer ties gained a professional 

dimension as newcomers acquired insider status, they offered a third, “more 

than just colleagues”-type of ties, which newcomers reportedly considered more 

desirable.

Through the focus on tie (a)symmetry, it was possible to further compare and 

contrast how newcomers develop their initial ties to insiders and those amongst 

their peers, revealing profound differences between their respective characteristics 

and challenges. Nascent ties to insiders thrived where newcomers could build 

up their reciprocation ‘muscles’, circumventing a stigma associated with social 

capital that comes too easily. ‘Hiding’ family or pre-existing friendship ties to pre-

empt expected criticism in this regard points to an underlying norm that the value 

derived from a personal network should be earned by a focal actor’s merits and 

performance, rather than replacing them (Riemer, 2005). Similar mitigations have 

been encountered by organizational research on social capital where respondents 

strive to avoid impressions of profiting from nepotism or undeserved favoritism 

(Ibarra, 1993).

Peer ties offered a safe space compensating for the efforts of developing an intra-

organizational network, albeit to a point of diminishing returns and with negative 

ties striking hard. With peers, the kind of ‘common ground’ which newcomers first 

needed to find with insiders appears to be a given. By the sheer fact of sharing ego’s 

experience as ‘new kids on the job’, peers were quasi-automatically predisposed to 

provide resources relating to socio-emotional integration and additional types of 

social capital, almost regardless of other (dis)similarities. For the majority of peers, 

being close on the dyad-level was not a necessity for ties to develop. In other words, 

peer homophily took precedence in fostering tie development (Block & Grund, 2014). 

Meanwhile, there was a respectively strong normative expectation that ‘sharing is 

caring’ among peers, so that not sharing was equated with not caring. Apart from the 

few exceptions breaking this norm, peer ties were perceived to allow newcomers a 
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‘spare to care’-strategy with their asymmetric ties to insiders, that is, to be deliberate 

about which ties they did or did not mobilize for which resources.

Regarding the second research question, we have refined our understanding of 

how newcomers experience the lack of reciprocity initially characterizing their ties 

to insiders. The analysis revealed how the prospect of future interactions allows 

newcomers to rationalize and deal with a present inability to reciprocate equally. In 

terms derived from game theory, a shadow of the future affects current exchanges, 

fostering cooperation as long as actors assume that they are not isolate events and 

there is no foreseeable end game to be optimized for (Glaeser et al., 2002; Riemer, 

2005). Newcomers understood it as their collective fate to receive more support than 

they could offer during socialization. Yet, they indicated interesting variations in 

how they cognitively framed their own and alters’ obligations in this regard, from 

feeling indebted or being entitled to stressing the inevitable change to come.

Through the informant-centered, qualitative approach of the analysis, it was 

further possible to critically reflect on the way in which a lack of reciprocity affects 

newcomers’ socialization experiences. From their perspective, the initial challenge 

was not so much about meeting norms of reciprocity, than about overcoming an 

utter dependency on insiders. Tie asymmetry per se was not necessarily considered 

hindersome during early socialization, but newcomers struggled where they felt or 

dreaded a lack of agency and competence as organizational actors.

5.6 | Conclusion

Considering the heightened need for resource mobilization and the focal actors’ 

“near complete fresh start” in terms of personal network development (Small et 

al., 2015, p. 94), newcomer socialization offers an informative scenario for studying 

how intra-organizational social capital is built up. This study contributes to our 

understanding of how focal actors perceive their personal networks to emerge as an 

opportunity structure for mobilizing resources. It has increased our understanding 

of how ties differ in quality from the newcomers’ perspective and how these 

differences help to explain the challenges and support they experience (or miss) 

during socialization. In addition to what has been discussed in Chapter 4, this allows 

us to fill in another part of our conceptual model of how newcomers develop their 

intra-organizational networks and social capital, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 | Model showing findings from the QSA on nascent tie asymmetries

Socialization both fosters and is fostered by the development of a personal network 

and social capital for newcomers. Ties developing in their personal networks 

either precede the mobilization for resources or result from their exchange as 

social capital. While resource exchanges are bound to be asymmetrical during 

socialization, newcomers are initially less concerned about reciprocity than 

about their dependency as organizational actors. Their reports indicate a dread of 

feeling useless if left to their own devices, efforts to avoid the impression of being 

underchallenged, and various forms of appreciation expressed where they can 

rely on lopsided support despite their violation of the norm of reciprocity. Variants 

of a shadow of the future are evident in how newcomers frame and deal with their 

comparative lack of status and ability to reciprocate in the present. It either expressed 

their intent to give back later, prospects of a future position of influence that justified 

receiving an ‘advance’, or an orientation process for which both the experience or 

lack of support were considered helpful signals. Depending on their perceived  

(a)symmetry, newcomers broadly distinguish between peer ties and ties to 

insiders, as well as those insider ties that have developed multiplexity as opposed 

to preexisting family or friendship ties (which were most notable by their absence in 

the narrative data). Distinct strategies are considered helpful for developing each of 

these types of ties, as discussed. 

There are, of course, limitations of the study to be considered when discussing its 

findings and contribution. In order to reduce respondent burden and prevent 

panel attrition, alter-alter ties were not also included in the data collection. As a 

consequence, the structural measures of personal network analysis to be considered, 
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here, were restricted to the composition and characteristics of ego’s first-order ties 

with alters (McCarty et al., 2019). Given that an existing group was recruited for the 

panel study, it is further based on a purposeful sample and one specific sub-group 

of organizational newcomers. As such, no claim is (to be) made for findings to be 

statistically generalized or representative. With its research questions answered, 

however, the study does offer transferable insights on central concepts to instigate 

further research and to inform organizational socialization practices.

With regard to newcomer anxiety, the study contributes towards our understanding of 

its roots as well as strategies that newcomers consider helpful. Ties focused solely on 

the job that do not offer a personal dimension to lean on are considered strenuous for 

newcomers, since they confront egos with the fact that they still lack a (professional) 

common ground with alters. As such, they draw attention to their dependency and the 

differences between their own marginal status and that of organizational insiders. 

Especially for young professionals, socialization may after all be the first time that 

they enter new foci of activity in which they need to initiate network ties without 

connections being facilitated by shared personal or role-related interests.

With regard to tie multiplexity, the study indicates that newcomers respectively 

seek and prefer ties that go beyond being ‘just’ work-related. Adding a personal 

dimension to work relations alleviates the perceived strain they put on them and was 

declared a desired outcome even during early phases of socialization. While this has 

been suggested as a common characteristic of the so-called generation Y, it is worth 

noting in the context of a panel study conducted in Germany, which has traditionally 

been associated with the end of the culture-spectrum where there is a normative 

preference for work and personal lives to be kept rather separate. Further research 

might focus on asking why newcomers feel the need for ties to go beyond a ‘mere’ 

professional level. It could investigate the surmised explanation that it results from 

the discomfort of the unfamiliar, taking prior experiences of young professionals 

with personal network development at school or in club associations into account. 

Also, it would be interesting to see if the preference for multiplex ties is found to 

change as socialization progresses and whether research on other, less junior groups 

of newcomers shows similar findings.

With regard to the comfort found in peer ties, this study has added evidence for the 

substantial social capital that newcomers draw from symmetrical (clique-)ties to 

other newcomers at an organization. It confirms that peer groups represent a helpful 

intra-organizational network in themselves, already during early socialization, by 

offering distinct resources on the one hand or by allowing newcomers to ‘spare’ 

and more strategically mobilize ties to insiders on the other hand. Researchers 

investigating socialization from a social network or social capital perspective can 

hence be advised not to omit peers in their design. Further research can help to 
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explore the bundling effects observed with bigger peer groups in this study. It will  

be interesting to see if a diminishing return in the social capital derived from 

larger peer groups can be statistically confirmed, or whether causes can be found 

in respondent behavior of what is reported and how in network interviews (Herz & 

Petermann, 2017; E. B. Smith et al., 2012).

From an organizational perspective, this study confirms that large cohorts of 

newcomers are not the only or even the best source of support for each other. Even if 

there are but two or few new employees entering an organization at a given time, they 

will profit from opportunities to connect during socialization, as any amount of ‘peer 

pleasure’ can offer an important counterpoise to newcomer anxiety. As for preexisting 

family or friendship ties, the findings presented here indicate that newcomers may 

well perceive them helpful for getting in, but rather stigma-laden once they are at an 

organization. The study at hand could not investigate whether these ties were actually 

tricky for newcomers in practice, possibly conflicting with organizational values and 

culture or formal structures. It would be informative to see whether these contacts 

also tend to be ‘hidden’ in newcomers’ communication within the organization, or 

merely towards a researcher interested in their social capital development on the job. 

Either invites an ethnographic design for future studies.

Concerning recommendations derived for organizational onboarding and 

socialization processes, there are two central insights with direct applicability for 

human resource development. Both derive from the informant-centric analysis 

that allowed for the newcomers’ cognitive framing of perceptions and experiences 

to be reconstructed. First, organizations wishing to support their newcomers 

during socialization can pick up on the muscle building analogy identified in the 

data. Networking, as a term, is often met with exasperation about having to suffer 

through awkward small talk or deliberately trying to connect with strangers as 

a means to some end. Social capital, as a conceptual metaphor, is often criticized 

for imposing an overly economic attitude on the development and mobilization 

of personal network ties. Both terms tend to invite resistance and stigmas about 

‘using people’ for individual gain, rather than a mutually enriching exchange of 

resources. The newcomer reports studied here suggest an alternative metaphor that 

appears natural and unburdened: Developing intra-organizational ties is taken (and 

accepted) to require efforts comparable to building up muscles, preferably allowing 

for them to grow into multiplex relations that newcomers consider more rewarding. 

Mentors, supervisors, and HR representatives may connect better with the 

newcomers’ perceptions when using this metaphor as they discuss their personal 

network development at the organization. Instead of recommending an event as 

‘networking opportunity’, for instance, they can advise participation as a workout to 

strengthen initial ties or as an exercise in stretching for connections to colleagues 

from other teams or departments.
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A second central insight of this study is the prevalence of newcomers’ dependency 

and how severely it can affect their socialization experience. Organizations aiming 

to invest in newcomer embeddedness and retention from the start are hence advised 

to take deliberate measures to counter newcomers’ perceived lack of agency as 

organizational actors upon starting out. These measures should aim to offer a sense 

of usefulness to newcomers at times when insiders cannot free up resources to keep 

them busy with meaningful tasks. Possible examples include self-guided online 

trainings to acquire knowledge, skills, or qualifications when newcomers feel they 

are not busy or challenged enough; or a platform to match them with insiders open 

for cross-training or a shadowing day at short notice, when their own supervisors are 

not available. Such options require newcomers to take initiative and show their own 

commitment to learning during socialization – mirroring how newcomers framed 

their reports to reflect on themselves in this study.

In combination, newcomers can be encouraged to consider building up their network 

muscles as a ‘fallback’ task and contingency project throughout socialization.  

Instead of feeling neglected by assigned contacts, they may then find themselves 

challenged and empowered to reach out beyond their immediate proximity. For 

newcomers and insiders alike, this approach would stress the ‘social’ side of 

organizational socialization.
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6.1 | Introduction

Personal networks represent the opportunity structures from which focal actors 

(‘egos’) can mobilize resources through their interpersonal ties with network 

contacts (‘alters’) to catalyze, extend, and complement their own resource 

repositories (Kwon & Adler, 2014; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Riemer, 2005). The 

added value created through such network resource exchanges is conceptualized 

and investigated as ‘social capital’ for individual actors as well as organizations 

(Gulati et al., 2011; Prusak & Cohen, 2001; Robison et al., 2002). Since both have a 

vested interest in social capital to be fostered, one of the ongoing efforts in social 

network analysis and organizational research is to increase our understanding of 

how the development of personal networks and social capital mutually affect each 

other (Batistič & Tymon, 2017; Burt, 2005; Maurer & Ebers, 2006; Perry-Smith & 

Shalley, 2015).

Extant research has found the dynamics involved to be far from obvious (Henttonen 

et al., 2014; C. B. Moore et al., 2018; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015). Personal network 

analysis has advised a longitudinal perspective, so as to better account for the 

interdependencies between changes in context, resource needs, and network 

composition (Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Lerner et al., 2014; Lubbers et al., 2010). Social 

capital theory has cautioned researchers not to presume that the economic principle 

of more-means-more implied by the conceptual ‘capital’ metaphor invariably 

applies to the value derived from network resources (Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Leana 

& Van Buren, 1999; Willem & Scarbrough, 2006). Both raise interesting questions 

that warrant further investigation: Will a personal network offer more support if 

alters remain the same over time (allowing for ties to develop) or if alters change 

(reflecting changes in ego’s own development)? Will a bigger network be the more 

helpful network, irrespective of the stability or ‘churn’ in its composition? Driven by 

these questions, this chapter investigates how different forms of personal network 

development affect the mobilization of social capital by focal actors.

To do so, we study organizational newcomers and the personal networks they develop 

upon entering a new social context, joining different foci of activity “around which 

individuals organize their social relations” (Feld, 1981, p. 1016). More specifically, we 

follow young professionals starting out on their first employments, one of the defining 

thresholds to cross when entering adulthood (Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Degenne & 

Lebeaux, 2005; Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014). Investigating such life course transitions 

and the accompanying “changes in the contexts of regular social interaction” (Small et 

al., 2015, p. 91) has proven particularly informative for researchers interested in the 

processes of personal network development (Bost et al., 2002; Kalmijn, 2012; Lubbers 

et al., 2010; Wrzus et al., 2013). Since these transitions represent a “near complete 

fresh start” for ego within an initially unfamiliar environment, there is “a low 
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probability of having previously known alters” (Small et al., 2015, p. 94). This allows 

us to observe processes of tie formation, indicating the role of both actor agency and 

context (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Lane & Sweeny, 2019).

Studying newcomers as they “enter a new context, manage the stresses of that 

change, and slowly find their way to new routines” (Small, 2017, p. 21) further allows 

us to witness how they mobilize resources from their emerging personal networks. It 

is the control over, exchange, and combination of such resources that is understood 

as social capital  (Bourdieu, 1983; Coleman, 1990), since it allows actors to attain 

objectives or reap benefits (Burt, 2005; Lin, 2001). For newcomers, gaining access 

to intra-organizational resource exchanges is a central aspect of socialization (Fang 

et al., 2011; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Walsh et al., 2018) and their transition process 

from outsider to insider status (Bauer et al., 2007; Korte & Lin, 2013). Mobilizing these 

resources represents valuable social capital for them, as it supports newcomers with 

their task-performance, initial career steps, and/or socio-emotional integration 

(Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). Young professionals, in particular, will 

initially depend on resources shared or provided by insiders to apply and further 

develop their human capital within the organizational context (Ashforth et al., 1998; 

Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). Both their personal disposition and organizational context 

will affect which resources they can potentially access and actually mobilize (Small, 

2009). As such, newcomer socialization represents an information-rich scenario to 

study how personal networks matter, “which network members matter and what 

kinds of network support matters” (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 240).

The aim of this study is to contribute to the growing literature on personal network 

development around life course transitions, addressing two aspects in particular. 

First, due to the inherent challenges of collecting longitudinal data on social 

networks, there is still a scarcity of research that tracks changes in personal networks 

over time (Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Lubbers et al., 2010). We add insights from a 

three-wave panel study tracing the size and composition of intra-organizational 

networks reported by 24 focal actors over the course of their extended socialization 

at nine different companies. Second, we expand on the investigation of personal 

network development by also taking into consideration how it affects social capital 

mobilization. Rather than equating the (potential) access to certain actors with 

social capital, we operationalize the reported personal networks as an opportunity 

structure from which resources can be derived and inquire which were in fact 

channeled (Small et al., 2015; E. B. Smith et al., 2012). In combination, analyzing the 

change in personal networks and in the social capital mobilization by newcomers 

enables us to probe for how the two are connected.

The chapter is structured accordingly, with Section 6.2 introducing the adapted 

theoretical framework of personal network development and formulating two sets 
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of hypotheses regarding the mobilization of resources for newcomers over time. 

Section 6.3 describes the empirical setting of our panel and the methods applied 

for data collection, processing, and analysis. Section 6.4 presents findings from the 

descriptive and longitudinal analyses of the data regarding our hypotheses, before 

Section 6.5 discusses the results and their implications for further research and 

organizational socialization practices.

6.2 | Theoretical framework and predictions

Organizational socialization represents one scenario of a freely chosen life course 

transition (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Small et al., 2015) during which actors form 

network ties reflecting newly shared foci of social interaction that “actively bring 

people together or passively constrain them to interact” (Feld, 1981, p. 1018). This 

invites a closer look at how the emerging personal networks of newcomers develop 

in terms of the number as well as the stability or turnover in ego-alter ties.

As a means to analyze both changes in personal network size and composition over 

time, we adopt the framework developed by Small et al. (2015) for their study on the 

stability of the core discussion network of graduate students. It defines different 

forms of personal network development based on a matrix of three by two categories 

of change: “Since an actor may either add or not add and either drop or not drop 

ties, her network may change in size (increase, decrease or remain the same) and 

composition (experience replacement or no replacement).” (Small et al., 2015, p. 

92). In answer to the authors’ call for “additional studies among new entrants in 

other kinds of contexts” (Small et al., 2015, p. 101), we transfer their framework to 

the study of organizational socialization at the workplace.

To do so, we adjust the framework from the core discussion network to its application 

for extended personal networks, bounded by their organizational context. That 

is, for the study at hand, focal actors were not asked to identify a limited number 

of alters they confide in, but invited to report as many contacts as they consider 

relevant within their organizations. Like the core discussion network, such extended 

personal networks can increase, decrease, or stabilize in size over time. They are just 

likely to do so on a larger scale, given that the number of listed alters is not capped.

When it comes to changes in composition, however, extended personal networks 

are characterized by far less stability than the core discussion network (Degenne & 

Lebeaux, 2005; Fischer & Offer, 2020; D. L. Morgan et al., 1996; Small, 2017), so that 

we must assume that some ties are always added or dropped. As such, we cannot use 

the authors’ original distinction between “the presence or absence of replacement” 

(Small et al., 2015, p. 97). For extended personal networks, alter replacement is 
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instead taken to describe the part of a network’s composition that changes over time. 

Its opposite is not the absence of replacement, but rather the part of the network’s 

composition that shows stability (referred to as ‘alter recurrence’ in the following). 

In other words, we define change in network composition as the relative share of 

alters who are replaced between points in time as opposed to those who remain the 

same.

Understanding personal network development as a combination of changes 

in network size and composition facilitates a systematic investigation of how it 

affects outcomes of interest. For our study, that outcome is the mobilization of 

intra-organizational social capital by newcomers. We operationalize social capital 

as a multi-dimensional construct that comprises various types of resources (Lin, 

2001), representing different forms of social capital (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet 

& Ghoshal, 1998; Seibert et al., 2001). For the specific context of organizational 

newcomers, we distinguish between resources relating to task-performance support, 

initial career promotion, and socio-emotional integration, since this both represents 

a validated model of social capital for marginal actors in organizations (Iseke, 

2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012) and befits the commonly tripartite definitions for 

socialization objectives (Chao et al., 1994; Morrison, 1993; Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992).

It will be informative to consider the effects of personal network development on 

the rather instrumental resources relating to task-performance support, resources 

of more strategic value for newcomer’s initial career promotion, and those of a 

primarily affective nature relating to socio-emotional integration separately, since 

we know that “there is a likely link between the specific nature of network resources 

and the types of ties required for optimal channeling of those resources” (Gulati et 

al., 2011, p. 218). While each can be valuable to newcomers in their own right (Chao 

et al., 1994), however, social capital as an overarching construct is defined by “the 

synergetic combination of the dimensions” (Fugate et al., 2004, p. 18).

We consider social capital to be mobilized when egos report instances of having 

received the respective resources from their intra-organizational network ties 

(Small & Sukhu, 2016; E. B. Smith et al., 2012), either by actively seeking access to 

resources or through alters providing them on their own initiative. As such, social 

capital mobilization both presumes and fosters the development of network ties 

(Fang et al., 2011; Small & Sukhu, 2016). Both directions of the dynamic will also be 

“either formally or informally mediated” by the institutional roles and positions as 

well as norms and expectations characterizing a newcomer’s organizational context 

(Small, 2017, p. 72). That is, while socialization represents a transition characterized 

by uncertainty, its institutionalization makes it “subject to both policies and norms 

of behavior, decorum and support that dramatically lowe[r] the risk of exposing 

vulnerability” (Small, 2017, p. 106) for the actors involved.
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Indeed, theory-based arguments can be made for various predictions regarding the 

connection between personal network development and the mobilization of social 

capital for organizational newcomers as a particular group of focal actors (Small, 

2017). Here, we investigate two sets of hypotheses: Under the conditions of H1, we 

argue that changes in network composition will predict the amount and kinds of 

resources that newcomers mobilize over time. Under the conditions of H2, we argue 

that for organizational newcomers, it will rather be changes in network size that 

predict mobilization.  

6.2.1 |  Change in network composition predicts social 
capital mobilization (H1)

The assumption underlying our first set of hypotheses is that an increase in social 

capital mobilization for newcomers will depend primarily on how their networks 

develop in terms of composition. Given the particular scenario of organizational 

socialization, we expect that many of the initial contacts for newcomers are formally 

assigned and that ties formed upon organizational entry may not be found stable or 

rewarding enough – in affective, strategic, or instrumental terms – to be continued 

as socialization progresses (Carstensen et al., 1999; Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Levin & 

Walter, 2018; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). Indeed, socialization trajectories, especially 

if institutionalized, are often designed to prompt and facilitate shared interactions 

between newcomers and insiders in several parts of the organization (Jokisaari & 

Nurmi, 2012; Small et al., 2015). Extant research has found that such propinquity, 

referring to a mix of physical proximity and ease of access between ego and alters, is 

in fact the most important driver of tie formation in organizational settings (Lane & 

Sweeny, 2019; Wrzus et al., 2013). Ideally combined with joint activities, propinquity 

also facilitates the mobilization of ties for resources relevant to the context in which 

they develop (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Feld, 1981; Small & Sukhu, 2016). 

We therefore formulate as our first hypothesis H1(a) that a higher share of alter 

replacement in intra-organizational networks will increase the overall mobilization 

of social capital for newcomers over time and specify the theoretical foundations of 

our predictions for the different types of social capital in the following.

H1(a): Alter replacement predicts an increase in the mobilization of overall social capital.

Task-performance support
As for the first type of social capital considered here, task-performance support 

involves access to rather “codifiable information, explicit knowledge, and tangible 

resources” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 218). As such, they are considered easier to 

channel, without placing particular demands on a tie, so that the duration of 

contact or accumulated tie strength between actors is taken to be less critical for 

their mobilization (Cross & Cummings, 2004; Hu & Randel, 2014; S. Wang & Noe, 
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2010). Following this logic, alter recurrence would not be required for newcomers 

to increase the task-performance support derived from their networks over time. 

Alter replacement, on the other hand, can be expected to help newcomers gain 

access to more instrumental resources, since “actors in different network positions 

have differential access to resources and can provide different opportunities 

and resources to newcomers” (Korte & Lin, 2013, p. 412). As their socialization 

progresses and newcomers assume more responsibility or different tasks within 

their workgroups, the kinds of resources that represent instrumental support for 

them will likely change, as well (Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). Presuming any degree 

of focal actor discretion, these developments would be reflected in a changing 

network composition, reflecting ego’s evolving situation and needs (Lane & Sweeny, 

2019; Shah et al., 2018). Newcomers will also find themselves in a better position 

to reciprocate and ‘give back’ over time. As they settle into their roles, the learning 

curve of socialization typically flattens and newcomers increase their access to intra-

organizational resources (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Korte & Lin, 2013), making them 

more attractive as partners for resource exchanges (Harris et al., 2014; Iseke, 2007; 

Mehra et al., 1998). Hypothesis 1(b) respectively argues that a higher share of alter 

replacement in intra-organizational networks will increase the mobilization of 

instrumental resources over time, as newcomers seek changing types of support and 

become increasingly sought out as exchange partners by different alters.

H1(b): Alter replacement predicts an increase in mobilized task-performance support.

Initial career promotion
When it comes to the mobilization of more strategic resources of value for 

a newcomer’s initial and future career steps, those are typically provided by 

organizational actors with influence on the respective decisions (Cross & Cummings, 

2004; S. Wang & Noe, 2010). Such alters in positions of power and control at the 

organization are usually harder to reach, due to their extensive responsibilities 

(Iseke, 2007), and less likely to be found amongst the initial contacts of newcomers 

(T. D. Allen et al., 1999; Brass et al., 2004) or in their closest proximity upon starting 

out (Fang et al., 2011; Higgins & Kram, 2001). Alter replacement in newcomer 

networks is thus taken to be especially beneficial for this type of social capital. 

Adding new or different alters to their networks allows newcomers to develop ties 

to a wider range of organizational insiders, including those proverbial ‘friends in 

high places’ (Devadason, 2011; Pieterse, 2003). Over time, newcomers also build 

up their intra-organizational ‘know-who’, meaning that they become more aware 

of different actors, their roles, and the relationship structures between them (D. 

G. Allen & Shanock, 2013; Marineau, 2017). This makes them less dependent on 

formal structures and assigned contacts for their personal network development, so 

that newcomers show increasing agency (Lane & Sweeny, 2019) and become more 

deliberate about which ties to initiate, develop, or discontinue (Levin & Walter, 2018). 
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This will allow them to invest in selected ties, offering access to different, additional, 

or more (relevant) resources (Carstensen et al., 1999; Levin & Walter, 2018; Yu et al., 

2013). In addition, newcomers may be motivated to shed initial ties so as not to get 

stuck with a perception as ‘the new kid on the job’ as they gather experience at the 

organization, thus preferring new ties that they can enter at eye level. Hypothesis 1(c)  

hence argues that a higher share of alter replacement in intra-organizational 

networks will especially increase the mobilization of career-strategic resources for 

newcomers over time.

H1(c): Alter replacement predicts an increase in mobilized initial career promotion.

Socio-emotional integration
When it comes to the more tacit, complex, and expressive resources involved with 

socio-emotional integration, on the other hand, we would expect that mobilization 

is enhanced by alter recurrence, instead (Higgins & Kram, 2001; Levin & Walter, 

2018). Where the development of personal network composition is characterized by 

stability, rather than turnover, this is taken to allow for initial ties between newcomers 

and insiders to grow into stronger, more durable relationships. One particular 

‘strength’ ascribed to such strong ties is that they can offer broadband channels to 

exchange resources at a higher volume and with a higher complexity (Burt, 2001; Lin, 

2001; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). There is substantial evidence in extant research 

for this ‘strength of strong ties’-argument with regard to affective resources such as 

“friendship, counselling, acceptance and confirmation, and sharing beyond work” 

(Higgins & Kram, 2001, p. 268). Social capital theory has shown that a tie history 

between actors fosters interpersonal trust (Riemer, 2005), tie strength (Oh et al., 

2004), network cohesion and closure (Ho et al., 2006) – all conducive to resource 

exchanges (Burt, 2005). With alters remaining in a newcomer’s network, there will 

be opportunities for repeated interactions, giving ego and alters the time required 

for their relations to establish trust and reliability (Ashforth et al., 1998; Ripperger, 

2003; Slaughter & Zickar, 2006). As contact becomes more frequent, intense, and/or 

effective, the resulting ease of interaction between actors reduces transaction costs 

and friction losses (Burt, 2005; Leana & Van Buren, 1999; Pena-López & Sánchez-

Santos, 2017). This in turn leads to ongoing cooperation and mutual obligations, 

which further reinforce tie strength (Fang et al., 2011; Lee, 2009) so that strong ties 

have also been shown to last longer (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Fischer & Offer, 2020).

While more often theoretically induced than empirically tested (Small, 2017), this 

line of argument provides the very basis of the social ‘capital’ metaphor and the 

implicit parallels it draws to economic principles of value accumulation through 

investments (Andriessen & Gubbins, 2009; Prusak & Cohen, 2001; Robison et al., 

2002). It points to a central premise of social capital theory, pertaining that ties are 

more likely to channel resources when time and commitment have been invested 
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into building a relationship that motivates alters to support ego (Lee, 2009; Lin, 

1999; Walsh et al., 2018) and offers them at least the prospect of some form of 

future reciprocity (Burt, 2005; Portes, 1998; Riemer, 2005). Newcomers would first 

need to accumulate such investments and social capital ‘creditability’, though 

(Bourdieu, 1983; Coleman, 1990; Lin, 2001). This suggests that social capital 

mobilization will increase when their network composition shows a higher share of 

alter recurrence, offering stability for the ego-alter ties that remain in the network. 

Vice versa, hypothesis 1(d) predicts that a higher share of alter replacement in intra-

organizational networks will decrease the mobilization of affective resources for 

newcomers over time.

H1(d): Alter replacement predicts a decrease in mobilized socio-emotional integration.

6.2.2 |  Change in network size predicts social capital 
mobilization (H2)

The assumption underlying our second set of hypotheses is that an increase in 

social capital mobilization for newcomers will depend first or foremost on how 

the size of their personal networks develops. This is explicitly not intended to 

invite a comparison between network sizes in absolute terms. For one, “counts of 

relationships will never measure network value” (Burt, 2005, p. 11), since different 

focal actors will have different preferences or aptitudes regarding how many ties 

their personal networks (are perceived to) comprise (Gulati et al., 2011; E. B. Smith et 

al., 2012). For the other, our investigation here focuses on networks at the workplace, 

which are by definition bounded by and relative to the size of the organization 

(McCarty et al., 2019). Instead, our argument focuses on the growth of network 

size as within-person change, measured by how the net number of alters reported 

over the course of a given ego’s socialization develops. Given that newcomers have 

only just joined an organization, building up a personal network to begin with may 

indeed take precedence over questions of composition. We respectively formulate 

as hypothesis H2(a) that an increase in network size predicts the mobilization of 

more social capital for newcomers over time. This allows us to further specify the 

predictions of H2 for the different types of social capital in the following.

H2(a): Network growth predicts an increase in the mobilization of overall social capital.

Task-performance support
If the personal network development of newcomers was to initially follow the 

logic of ‘the bigger, the better’, this is taken to apply especially to the mobilization 

of resources relating to task-performance support. An increasing number of 

network ties is taken to provide focal actors with a larger repository of resources 

to draw on (Choi et al., 2018; Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013). This argument 
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is corroborated by empirical research such as Lubbers et al. (2019, p. 67), showing 

that “acquaintanceship volume is associated with social support availability.” It 

improves the odds for ego to find the task-performance support they need, either 

among extant network contacts or through their referral to others (Fang et al., 2011; 

Korte & Lin, 2013). Further, their chances are increased to identify and develop 

ties to alters with whom they share personal or professional interests and shared 

objectives, which motivate mobilization and reciprocity (Dahlander & McFarland, 

2013; Spillane et al., 2012).

Within the specific context of organizations, a wider network is more likely to 

entail connections to alters in different roles and departments (Hogan et al., 2020), 

thereby expanding the range of skills, knowledge, and experience that a newcomer 

can potentially access (Choi et al., 2018; Ferri et al., 2009; Korte & Lin, 2013). Intra-

organizational ties are found to be particularly instrumental where they reach across 

and beyond the ‘blueprint’ of formal organizational structures, as such (Burt, 2005; 

Flap & Völker, 2001; Lane & Sweeny, 2019). This is also where opportunities arise for 

ego to benefit from the “information arbitrage” offered by broker positions spanning 

structural holes at the organization (Burt, 2005, p. 17). All this is taken to increase 

a newcomer’s access to non-redundant and diverse resource repositories (Ferri et 

al., 2009; Granovetter, 1983) that are known to enhance the instrumental value of 

personal networks (Hofstra et al., 2015; Stea & Pedersen, 2017). Hypothesis 2(b) thus 

predicts that an increase in network size will especially predict the mobilization of 

more instrumental resources for newcomers over time.

H2(b): Network growth increases the mobilization of task-performance support.

Initial career promotion
We further expect that a growing personal network will help newcomers to increase 

their mobilization of initial career promotion. The strategic resources involved tend 

to be very organization-specific and primarily passed on through personal contact 

(Häussling, 2014), rather than codified (Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012; Yu et al., 2013), so 

that an expanding network enhances opportunities for access (Fang et al., 2011; 

Korte & Lin, 2013). What is more, a growing personal network on the job reflects how 

newcomers become increasingly embedded in an organization’s relational structures 

(D. G. Allen, 2006; Holtom et al., 2006). Such embeddedness signals that they have 

crossed the ‘inclusionary boundary’, shedding their outsider status (Bauer et al., 2007; 

Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012). This will reduce the asymmetry of ties between newcomers 

and insiders and – by extension – the resource exchanges they channel (Agneessens & 

Wittek, 2012; Fang et al., 2017; Iseke, 2007). With regard to career-strategic resources, 

organizational embeddedness has another important and self-reinforcing effect, in 

so far as that “a well-connected individual is more likely to collaborate with other well-

connected individuals” (Dahlander & McFarland, 2013, p. 91). Assuming that those 
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alters at the organization who can provide initial career promotion to newcomers 

will have central positions in its network structures, newcomers will benefit from 

expanding the number of ties pulling them in and away from their initially marginal 

status (Higgins & Kram, 2001; Ibarra, 1993). Hypothesis 2(c) therefore argues that 

an increase in network size will predict the mobilization of more career-strategic 

resources for newcomers over time.

H2(c): Network growth increases the mobilization of initial career promotion.

Socio-emotional integration
We have argued that a growing personal network will increase newcomers’ access 

to task-performance support, in particular, as well as to initial career promotion. 

However, any actor’s capacity to invest in network ties is limited (Gargiulo & Benassi, 

2000; C. B. Moore et al., 2018). Considering that ties added not only “bring benefits, 

they also carry costs – obligations commensurate with their benefits” (Small et al., 

2015, p. 93), heavy investments in expanding the number of ties in one’s network will 

entail trade-offs regarding the frequency and intensity of contact to individual alters 

(Granovetter, 1983; Walsh et al., 2018). Vice versa, efforts invested in the development 

and maintenance of extant ties will likely impose limits on the time and energy that 

newcomers can expend on initiating new ties (Levin & Walter, 2018). When it comes 

to affective resources best channeled through strong, committed ties, social capital 

mobilization is hence expected to decrease with a growing personal network. Based on 

the same logic, a different line of argument predicts the opposite effect for a decrease 

in network size. It represents the basis of socioemotional selectivity theory, which has 

been found to explain why social support increases while personal networks shrink in 

size as focal actors age (Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Grandgirard et al., 2003; Kalmijn, 2012). 

Socioemotional selectivity theory surmises that, as actors mature, they “increasingly 

invest in fewer contacts that yield more emotional or practical benefits” (Kalmijn, 

2012, p. 188). Given that newcomers go through a (high-speed) lifecycle during 

socialization, they too ‘mature’ as organizational actors. Their situations are 

further comparable, since the perceived availability of time and resources to invest 

in tie development is limited upon organizational entry, when newcomers must 

simultaneously handle the stressors of organizational socialization (Bidart & 

Lavenu, 2005; Small, 2017) and “master new skills, take on new responsibilities, and 

fulfill new obligations” (Small et al., 2015, p. 93). Especially within an organizational 

context, more ties will not necessarily equal more social capital (Gargiulo & Benassi, 

2000; Riemer, 2005) and especially in times of transition, actors have been found 

to shed or replace ties to a significant degree, even from their core networks 

(Small, 2017). Like focal actors in old age, newcomers may thus be motivated to 

focus their attention on ties perceived as the most meaningful (Grandgirard et al., 

2003), because “the more severe the restrictions on time, effort, and emotion, the 
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more individuals will experience pressures to combine their interactions” (Feld, 

1981, p. 1019). Limiting or even reducing the overall number of network ties would 

allow them to concentrate their investments on maintaining those which they 

consider most affectively rewarding, or it would free up resources for initiating new 

ties to meet their changing needs (Grandgirard et al., 2003; Levin & Walter, 2018). 

Hypothesis 2(d) respectively argues that an increase in network size will predict the 

mobilization of less affective resources for newcomers over time.

H2(d): Network growth decreases the mobilization of socio-emotional integration.

6.2.3 | Additional factors of influence

Considering the empirical complexity of personal networks, their development is 

likely to go through any number of combinations regarding changes in composition 

and size. As it has been indicated above, alter recurrence and alter replacement are 

further presumed to coexist within extended personal networks at the workplace, 

such as they are investigated here. It is for these reasons that “the generation of 

perspectives with multiple and overlapping predictions” is considered a particular 

strength of the applied theoretical framework (Small et al., 2015, p. 101). It allows 

us to compare the explanatory value of the hypotheses when confronted with 

longitudinal data on the development of personal networks and social capital 

mobilization during newcomer socialization in the following.

Besides the delineated differences expected between the three types of social 

capital (Iseke, 2007; Jokisaari & Nurmi, 2012), there are further influencing factors 

to be taken into consideration. First, it could be informative to see in how far the 

impact of personal network development on social capital mobilization depends 

on the type of organization in which newcomers are socialized (Nugent & Abolafia, 

2006; Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015; Small, 2009). Since “structural factors provide the 

context within which personal ties form” (G. Moore, 1990, p. 734), the distinction 

of organization types in the panel helps to explore how this context “shapes the 

variability that we can potentially observe” (Rousseau & Fried, 2001, p. 3). We thus 

probe for notable differences regarding newcomers who joined the smallest and 

not-for-profit organizations in our sample, to see whether their scope and/or 

organizational cultures make them more prone towards alter recurrence increasing 

social capital mobilization. We also check whether there are discernably different 

patterns in findings for newcomers who joined multinational enterprises, since alter 

replacement may represent a stronger force in those organizations at the highest 

end of the size range in our sample.

Second, we know from extant research that the gender of organizational actors 

not only affects their perceived agency and tie development strategies (Kumra 
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& Vinnicombe, 2010; Metz & Tharenou, 2001), but also their access to alters and 

resources in varying network structures (Ibarra, 1993; G. Moore, 1990). Studies 

on personal network development over the life course have found that gender 

differences relate to network composition, rather than network size (Wrzus et al., 

2013), with female actors maintaining a higher share of (strong) kinship ties than 

male actors (G. Moore, 1990). Longitudinal research indicates that this is because 

the former more often fulfil a role as ‘kinkeepers’, sustaining familial ties by keeping 

contact and fostering ongoing exchanges (Leach & Braithwaite, 1996; G. Moore, 1990). 

Transferred to the context of organizational socialization, initial ties to formally 

assigned supervisors and immediate work groups are comparable with kinship ties 

to the degree that they are “readymade, an advantage to persons with scarce time to 

develop new relationships” and rather predisposed or normatively obliged to support 

ego (G. Moore, 1990, p. 727). If newcomers differ in the degree to which they maintain 

such ‘readymade’ ties at the organization, this will likely be reflected in how their 

personal networks develop with regard to alter recurrence and alter replacement. 

Thus, our analysis will also check for patterns depending on the newcomers’ gender.

6.3 | Method

We draw on a purposeful sample of newcomer network data to search for empirical 

evidence for the validity of the formulated hypotheses and our theoretical predictions 

(not their representative testing for confirmation). The data were derived from a 

three-year panel study in Germany conducted by the first author, briefly described in 

the following.

6.3.1 | Sample

The panel study followed a group of 28 young adults as they entered their first 

professional employments as recent high school graduates at a median age of 19 

(between 17 and 20 years). They were hired and socialized at different organizations, 

but joined together in a cohort to follow academic lectures in an International 

Business Bachelor program that complemented their training on the job. Through 

this academic element of their socialization, the newcomers were invited to 

participate in a longitudinal research project. Since they returned to university 

regularly to attain their Bachelor’s degree, the cohort could be approached 

repeatedly for extensive, semi-structured interviews about the development of their 

personal networks and social capital mobilization.

Supported by this form of field access, it was possible to gather complete sets of data 

over three waves for 26 of the original group of 28 newcomers. The other two left 

their organizations, effectively dropping out of the panel (representing 7% attrition). 
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Two more were excluded from the analysis, here, due to a lack of comparability of 

their employment situations or trajectories (Firestone, 1993). The remaining group 

of 24 comprises newcomers socialized in nine different organizations, including a 

small-to-medium sized enterprise (SME), a public-private partnership (PPP), three 

large enterprises (LEs) as well as four multi-national enterprises (MNEs). Industries 

range from IT solutions and financial services over producers of medical and heavy 

equipment to construction and pharmaceuticals.

When registering at the university, 62% of the newcomers in the panel group self-

identified as female and the rest indicated their gender as male. While the extensive 

and repeated interviews offered an opportunity to develop trust and to address their 

preference regarding gender categories or pronouns, none of the newcomers raised the 

topic themselves and they were not actively prompted to do so. Binary as such, the data 

point is insufficient as a basis to explore the role of gender identity in depth, but it allows 

us to check for patterns regarding differences between actors categorized as male and 

female as observed in prior studies (Leach & Braithwaite, 1996; G. Moore, 1990). With 

its slight majority of female members, the panel group is considered typical for tertiary 

education programs in the humanities and social sciences in Germany (Francesconi & 

Parey, 2018).

6.3.2 | Data collection

At three points of measurement, the first author conducted semi-structured 

interviews with the newcomers in the panel. The first wave of these interviews took 

place after they had spent three months at their respective organizations (T1), the 

second after 12 months (T2), and the third after 18 months of accumulated time on 

the job (T3). Since preexisting ties to actors at the organizations were exceptionally 

few, the data gathered at T1 are considered the study’s baseline measure for the 

initial network ties emerging for newcomers during their socialization. It marks 

the end of formal onboarding (mostly institutionalized en bloc within the first few 

weeks upon entry) and an initial assignment at the team or department that the 

newcomers joined. Ties reported then are compared to those listed at T2 (offering 

a more extended socialization phase) and at T3 (marking a time when newcomers 

have had sufficient time to become embedded as insiders).

A standardized part of the interviews collected structured data about the newcomers’ 

personal networks and mobilized social capital in a three-step approach (see 

Appendix 3.4). First, a list of name generator questions was used to facilitate the 

recall of contacts at the organization. They were designed and pretested to elicit 

not just strong ties in ego’s immediate proximity, but also weaker ties, and even 

latent contacts at the organization (Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Lerner et al., 2014). 

They also did not inquire about one tie function, in particular, like friendship or 
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advice networks. Instead, the objective was to generate a broad and comprehensive 

picture of the newcomers emerging intra-organizational network as the opportunity 

structure from which they could have potentially drawn resources. A final prompt 

always invited respondents to look over the names already recorded and add anyone 

else that they would like to see included.

Second, respondents were asked to characterize each of the listed contacts in 

terms of alter attributes, such as the person’s gender, role at the organization, and 

perceived age difference between them. The name interpreters further included 

tie attributes, such as the frequency of contact and its intensity on a professional 

as well as on a personal level. Third, newcomers were asked to indicate which alters 

had provided them with resources in terms of social capital, based on a set of 19 

statements adapted from Iseke’s (2007) inventory of social capital for marginal 

actors in organizations. The statements were adjusted and pretested for the specific 

situation of newcomers and organizational socialization (see Appendix 3.4).  

Examples include: “This person has taught me a lot on the job” (relating to task-

performance support); “This person has made sure that my performance becomes 

visible and I get credit for it” (relating to initial career promotion); or “This person 

has been a source of energy or motivation for me at work” (relating to socio-

emotional integration). Newcomers were encouraged to continue to add names to 

their alter lists, if recall was triggered by these questions of resource mobilization. 

This was to better reflect their networks as they were lived in practice (Small, 2017).   

All prompts remained largely unchanged over the three panel waves, except for 

minor adjustments to address changes in the newcomers’ socialization trajectory 

(such as adding a name generator to inquire about alters met during foreign 

assignments). Respondents were not confronted with their alter lists from prior 

waves, so that for each point of measurement, the network was recalled based on 

“mental alter sampling” (Fischer & Offer, 2020). Meanwhile, the name generators 

did include a specific prompt at T2 and T3, asking: “Are there any employees you’ve 

met during earlier assignments with whom you are still in contact now?”

This “formalized inventory” (Wald, 2014) collected data regarding which kinds of ties 

to which kinds of organizational insiders provided newcomers with which kinds of 

social capital resources during socialization. In order to reduce respondent burden, 

newcomers were not asked to also report alter-alter ties. Given the cognitive strain 

and length of the interviews as it were (see Table 6.1), this was considered a necessary 

trade-off to prevent panel attrition. Consequently, the panel study provides rich data 

on behavioral and relational dimensions, focusing on change in network size and 

composition, while accepting the lack of measures regarding network structure as a 

limitation (Lerner et al., 2014; McCarty et al., 2019).
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Table 6.1 | Duration of interviews at the three points of measurement (in hrs:mins)

 (N = 24) T1 T2 T3

Duration of Interviews Mdn Min Max Mdn Min Max Med Min Max

Median length and range 1:05 0:43 1:40 1:15 0:44 1:47 1:22 0:49 2:07

6.3.3 | Data processing and approach

To validate our hypotheses, we assessed the probability of newcomers to increase 

their social capital mobilization depending on changes in the composition (H1) or 

size (H2) of their personal networks over the course of the panel.

With regard to the independent variables, change in network size was calculated 

as the delta between the net number of alters in a newcomer’s reported network at 

the first and last waves of measurement, to include sufficient time after the baseline 

measure at T1 for ties to develop, dissolve, and/or return (Levin & Walter, 2018). To 

determine change in network composition, ties were compared between T1 and 

T2 as well as T3. Alters were categorized as recurring if they were reported at two or 

more waves and as replaced if they were reported at a single wave, only. Their count 

was then set in relation to the overall number of unique alters listed by a newcomer 

throughout the panel.

Regarding the dependent variable of change in social capital, we computed the 

delta for each respondent’s reported resource mobilization between T1 and T3. This 

was considered a meaningful indicator for developments between the expectedly 

lopsided provision of support during initial socialization and a more mutual 

exchange of network resources to be attained between ego and alters towards the 

final panel measure. Since there was only one case in the sample that did not show 

a net difference for the overall construct of social capital, it was combined with 

the cases reporting a decrease, resulting in a dichotomized outcome variable that 

categorized newcomers as either showing an ‘increase’ or ‘no increase’ in mobilized 

resources over time. The process was repeated per type of social capital, depending 

on the change of resources reported as mobilized for the prompts relating to task-

performance support, initial career promotion, and socio-emotional integration 

respectively. For all three, all cases clearly fell under the ‘increase’ or ‘no increase’ 

categories.
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6.4 | Findings

We begin with an exploratory analysis of the descriptive measures derived from the 

panel. Besides providing a richer characterization of the sample, this is considered 

to offer an informative value in its own right, regarding the scarcity of longitudinal 

data on personal networks and social capital development (Degenne & Lebeaux, 

2005).

6.4.1 | Descriptive analysis

Table 6.2 shows how the newcomers’ personal networks developed in terms of size 

and resource mobilization, indicating median and mean values as well as standard 

deviations. Over the three waves of measurement, the median number of alters 

reported during the network interviews increased by 26.5% between T1 and T2 (first 

interval) and shows another increase of 16.3% between T2 and T3 (second interval). 

Regarding the median number of ties reported to have provided newcomers with 

resources, the increase lies at a full 68.4% in the first interval and another 28.1% in 

the second. So, not only did the size of the newcomers’ reported networks increase 

over time, they also indicated a growing number of ties in their mobilized networks 

(E. B. Smith et al., 2012). For both, the increase is markedly steeper within the first 

year at their organizations and then continues to grow more moderately.

Table 6.2 | Descriptive panel measures and exploratory analysis

(N = 24) T1 T2 T3

Network size Mdn M SD Mdn M SD Mdn M SD

Size of reported network 
(number of alters listed by ego)

34 34 11.3 43 44 11.3 50 50 15.2

Size of mobilized network
(number of ties mobilized for resources)

19 21 6.3 32 33 8.9 41 38 12.1

Mobilized social capital 
(resources reported as mobilized)

113 128 53.2 175 186 85.7 192 196 73.4

> task-performance support 37 45 22.0 67 73 39.4 73 77 35.4

> initial career promotion 21 23 14.0 33 34 16.9 34 37 17.9

> socio-emotional integration 53 60 27.9 64 78 42.4 79 81 33.0

Relative mobilization [%]
(resources reported as mobilized in 

relation to those inquired about times the 

number of ties listed)

19.7 20.5 6.5 21.6 22.5 9.2 20.7 22.1 10.1

> task-performance support 32.3 31.1 11.0 27.6 30.8 12.4 27.5 30.5 13.3

> initial career promotion 15.6 18.6 8.6 15.8 17.2 8.5 14.7 17.4 8.9

> socio-emotional integration 43.4 46.6 13.1 34.1 37.4 13.8 34.5 36.8 14.5
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In terms of social capital mobilization, there is an increase in the absolute numbers 

of resources reported as mobilized. This applies both to the overall construct of 

social capital as well as to the different types when considered separately, although 

the increase is less pronounced for initial career promotion and flattens out in the 

second interval. As the size of newcomer networks increases, so does the overall 

volume of resources derived from them. Yet, it remains fairly stable in relation to the 

given network size. Across the three points of measurement, newcomers reported 

a median of 20.7% of the resources as mobilized that would have potentially been 

available in their networks based on the number of listed ties and the prompts 

inquired about. Interestingly, this share varies merely between 19.7% at T1, 21.6% at 

T2, and 20.7% at T3 (see Table 6.2). So, while newcomers increased the size of their 

networks and the number of ties providing resources, a steady 80% of the potential 

social capital in their networks was not mobilized.

With regard to changes in network composition, Figure 6.1 provides an aggregate 

overview of how many alters were reported and how many of those were recurring 

or replaced between waves. It offers absolute and median values for the panel in a 

summary display as introduced by Degenne and Lebaux (2005). With individual 

newcomers reporting between 60 and 145 unique alters throughout the panel, the 

study draws on a total of 2204 distinct ego-alter ties.

 

Note. Incoming arrows to a value indicate which shares of alters were recurring or newly  reported at T2 and T3.
Display adapted from Degenne & Lebaux (2005), indicating total and median numbers of alters recurring or 
 replaced between waves.

Figure 6.1 |  Aggregate change in network composition
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On the individual level, newcomers reported a median of 92 unique alters across 

the panel. As expected in our discussion of the adapted theoretical framework, the 

extended personal networks show considerable alter churn. The number of alters 

recurring at more than one wave ranges between a mere 7 and 44. Even given the 

organizational setting of newcomer socialization, with formal roles and structures 

impacting tie formation and maintenance, the median number of alters who 

were replaced (65) is more than double than that of those who were recurring (28).  

Figure 6.2 shows the respective prominence of alter replacement in each of the 

24 newcomer networks. In relative terms, alter replacement ranged from 58% 

to a maximum of 92% of the unique alters listed. The median of 68%, indicated as 

horizontal line in Figure 6.2,  is similar to the degree of alter turnover observed in 

comparable studies, ranging between 63% and 82% (Choi et al., 2018; Degenne & 

Lebeaux, 2005).

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 |  Relative prominence of alter replacement in networks (in %)

Figure 6.3 shows the development of each newcomer’s network composition in 

detail. We use the format of exhibits as developed by Small et al. (2015), except that 

there is one exhibit per individual ego, here. Each line represents a unique ego-alter 

tie reported during the panel interviews by a respective focal actor. Moving from 

bottom to top, the lines at the base show ties to those alters who were named in all 

three interviews; then, the interrupted lines represent ties that were reported at T1 

and again at T3, but were not listed by ego at T2. Following in pillars from left to 

right are the ties to alters reported only at T1, at T1 and T2, only at T2, at T2 and T3, 

and finally those reported only at T3. As such, the exhibits in Figure 6.3 offer a visual 

summary of network change that does not require three distinct network states to be 

layered up in a single map or sociogram. Such structural plotting makes it difficult 

to accurately and still intelligibly show which nodes were (not) present at which time 

(Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Y. Wu et al., 2016) and would have added little value given 

our data on first-order dyads.

100%
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alter replacement           alter recurrence

Note. Cases sorted by network size, with the number of unique alters reported across all points of measurement 
decreasing from left to right
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In summary, the exploratory data analysis reveals the degree to which the 

newcomer’s personal networks changed in composition during socialization. 

While personal networks grew in size and provided an increasing overall number 

of resources to newcomers, the stability in relative resource mobilization across the 

panel measurements indicates that social capital does not generally increase along 

with network growth, indicating initial evidence against the prediction of H2(a). 

We now turn to the question which differences in personal network development 

predict whether newcomers increase their social capital mobilization over time.

6.4.2 | Inferential analysis

Table 6.3 shows the results from binominal logistic regressions, predicting an 

increase in social capital mobilization based on the change in a newcomer’s network 

composition (measured as the share of alter replacement in relation to the number 

of unique alters reported by ego) and change in network size (measured as delta 

between the number of alters reported in the newcomer’s network between points of 

measurement). They are listed and discussed first with regard to social capital as an 

overall construct and then separately per type of social capital. Consistent with the 

hypotheses, one-sided testing was used  (α = .05).
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Figure 6.3 |  Personal network development displays per ego
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Findings regarding hypothesis 1
The first set of hypotheses (H1) pertained that change in network composition 

predicts an increase in social capital mobilization for newcomers. Indeed, there is 

indication of evidence for H1(a) in our data. With a higher share of alter replacement 

as independent variable, the odds for newcomers to mobilize more social capital 

over time increased significantly by 0.14 (p = .027). When the different types of social 

capital are considered separately, task-performance support represents the only type 

for which there is no significant effect, so that H1(b) cannot be substantiated, here. 

As a measure of change in network composition, alter replacement was not found to 

play a role for newcomers when it comes to increasing their access to instrumental 

resources during socialization. For resources relating to initial career promotion, 

there is a significant (p = .038) and positive effect as predicted by H1(c). The odds 

increased by 0.12, making the effect slightly weaker than for the overall construct 

of social capital, though. In fact, while we had predicted that alter replacement 

would particularly help newcomers to access more career-related resources, the 

effect is instead strongest for the mobilization of socio-emotional integration. 

Contrary to the prediction of H1(d), arguing that alter replacement would decrease 

the channeling of affective resources relating to socio-emotional integration, 

the opposite was found to be the case. With the odds improving by 0.19, the effect 

was stronger than for the overall social capital construct and significant (p = .031). 

Alter replacement helped newcomers also – and even especially – to mobilize more 

affective resources over time.

In summary, our findings for H1(a) indicate that alter replacement has a significant 

and positive effect on the overall mobilization of social capital for newcomers over 

time. When separating between different types of social capital, the effect is not 

significant for H1(b)/task-performance support, but it is for H1(c)/initial career 

promotion, and strongest for H1(d)/socio-emotional integration. Fitness measures 

indicated that the models are well calibrated, with expected and observed event 

rates matching particularly well for task-performance support and socio-emotional 

integration. Higher Nagelkerke R2 values further signal that the models explained a 

higher proportion of variance than those based on H2, to which we turn to now.

Findings regarding hypothesis 2
The second set of hypotheses (H2) posited that changes in the size of newcomer 

networks predict an increase in their social capital mobilization. However, we 

did not find a significant effect for H2(a) regarding the overall construct of social 

capital. While H2(b) predicted that network growth would particularly enhance 

task-performance support, by providing a greater repository of non-redundant 

resources for newcomers to draw on, there is no evidence for this in our data either. 

Nor is there support for H2(c), arguing that network growth would help newcomers 

to mobilize more initial career promotion by increasing their connectedness. The 
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only significant effect found with regard to H2 relates to the mobilization of socio-

emotional integration (p = .030). It confirms the direction predicted by H2(d), 

showing that the odds for newcomers to mobilize more affective resources over time 

is (1 / 0.92 =) 1.09 lower when their networks increase in size. In combination with 

the consistently negative b-values for the other types and overall construct of social 

capital mobilization, this suggests that if there were an effect of network growth 

on social capital, it would not predict an increase in resource mobilization. This 

matches our initial findings from the descriptive analysis.

In short, we have found for H2(a) that network growth has no significant effect on 

the overall mobilization of social capital in our data. Neither were our hypotheses 

regarding H2(b)/task-performance support or H2(c)/initial career promotion 

supported, whereas our findings for H2(d) indicate that a growing network size 

decreases the odds for newcomers to mobilize more socio-emotional integration 

over time.

Probing further
We report results from including our controls in the models for each of the sets of 

hypotheses in a combined table in Table 6.4. Controlling for the newcomers’ gender 

had no significant effect in the first steps. To control for the types of organization, 

we also compared the newcomers socialized in MNEs (n = 10) as well as those in the 

SME and PPP (n = 7), defining newcomers socialized in organizations on neither end 

of the size spectrum in our sample (n = 7) as the reference category. Again, none of the 

effects in the first step of the models were significant.

In the second step, results for the first set of hypotheses corroborate the significant 

effects found for H1(a), H1(c), and H1(d) as well as the lack of a signification effect 

for H1(b) when testing for the impact of alter replacement in addition to the 

controls. With regard to the second set of hypotheses, the lack of significant effects 

regarding H2(a) and H2(b) as well as the significant and negative effect for H2(d) are 

also substantiated. Table 6.4 indicates an additional significant effect with regard 

to H2(c) in the second step: When controlling for the newcomer’s gender and the 

type of organization, the negative effect of network growth on the mobilization of 

initial career promotion becomes significant (p = .026). The direction and size of the 

effect, however, is almost diametrically opposed for newcomers depending on the 

type of organization (see Table 6.4), with mobilization decreasing as networks grow 

for newcomers socialized in the SME and public-private partnership (PPP), while 

increasing for those in MNEs. If these differences cancel each other out across the 

sample, this could explain why initial career promotion was the only type of social 

capital for which mobilization was shown to level out over the newcomers’ extended 

socialization in the descriptive analysis.
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Table 6.4 | Probing for effects of control variables

Model

Variables included Step 1 Step 2 R2

Nagel-
kerkeb SE p b SE p

Mobilized social capital (overall)

Gender of newcomer -0.22 0.88 .803 -0.17 1.03 .868 0.39

Organization type SME/PPP -1.24 1.14 .279 -1.80 1.38 .194

Organization type MNE -0.94 1.06 .372 -2.28 1.45 .166

    H1(a): Alter replacement 0.20 0.10 .022*

Gender of newcomer -0.43 0.93 .645 0.17

Organization type SME/PPP -1.25 1.20 .297

Organization type MNE -0.38 1.16 .741

    H2(a): Network growth -0.04 0.03 .094

Mobilized task-performance support

Gender of newcomer -1.02 0.93 .275 -1.01 0.94 .285 0.19

Organization type SME/PPP -0.80 1.17 .495 -0.85 1.19 .473

Organization type MNE -1.50 1.10 .172 -1.76 1.16 .130

    H1(b): Alter replacement 0.05 0.06 .208

Gender of newcomer -1.13 0.97 .244 0.17

Organization type SME/PPP -0.77 1.19 .516

Organization type MNE -1.27 1.18 .279

    H2(b): Network growth -0.02 0.03 .287

Mobilized initial career promotion

Gender of newcomer -1.20 0.99 .229 -1.38 1.12 .219 0.44

Organization type SME/PPP -1.79 1.40 .201 -2.91 1.99 .145

Organization type MNE 0.60 1.04 .560 0.09 1.12 .932

    H1(c): Alter replacement 0.13 0.07 .034*

Gender of newcomer -2.41 1.45 .095 0.50

Organization type SME/PPP -2.39 1.79 .181

Organization type MNE 2.51 1.79 .155

    H2(c): Network growth -0.09 0.05 .026*

Mobilized socio-emotional integration

Gender of newcomer -0.20 1.07 .853 -0.39 1.48 .789 0.47

Organization type SME/PPP -0.03 1.19 .981 -0.49 1.62 .759

Organization type MNE -1.31 1.13 .335 -2.59 1.79 .147

    H1(d): Alter replacement 0.23 0.12 .027*

Gender of newcomer -0.23 1.21 .847 0.29

Organization type SME/PPP 0.33 1.35 .808

Organization type MNE -0.30 1.56 .849

    H2(d): Network growth -0.08 0.05 .043*

Note.
 In the assessments of the dependent variables, step 1 testing the effect of the controls is similar and therefore has 
not been reported twice. SE = standard error. * p < .05
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As a final step in the analysis, our data was also to be questioned on the combination 

of both independent variables and controls. Given the limited number of cases, we 

opted for truth tables as a more case-oriented comparison between subsamples 

(Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014), offering an additional means to check the reliability 

of our findings. This approach helps to leverage smaller sample sizes as it “attends to 

interactions” between input variables (Firestone, 1993, p. 21), where more specified 

regression models cannot rely on statistical power. 

Each newcomer’s personal network development can be classified as a combination 

of changes in network size and composition (Small et al., 2015). Truth tables require 

for this classification to be expressed in dichotomous variables (Firestone, 1993; 

Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014). Thus, in terms of input categories, P stands for an 

increase in network size over time, which may be either true (1) or not true (0) for 

a given case. Q stands for the input category of change in network composition, 

which may show either more (1) or not more (0) than the sample’s rounded average 

of 70% alter replacement over time. Regarding the output variable R, social capital 

mobilization may either show an increase (1) or no increase (0). This results in 23 = 8 

theoretically plausible constellations as indicated in the three outer-left columns of 

Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 |  Truth table with plausible combinations and observations

input categories output cases compared by gender compared by type of organization

P Q R # female male SME/PPP LEs MNEs

1 1 1 3 2 1 1 0 2

1 0 1 5 2 3 1 3 1

0 1 1 5 4 1 1 2 2

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 2

1 0 0 5 4 1 2 1 2

0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 3 2 1 2 1 0

Note.  
P = network size increases (true/false); Q = alter replacement > 70% (true/false); 
R = mobilized social capital increases (true/false)
SME = small-to-medium sized enterprise; PPP = public-private partnership; 
LE = large enterprise; MNE = multi- national enterprise

 

Seven of the eight combinations were indeed observed in our data, with their case 

frequencies shown in the fourth column of Table 6.5. As such, the truth table indicates 

one logical remainder, that is, a plausible combination that was not empirically 

observed. There was no case in which social capital mobilization increased (R = 1) for 

a newcomer’s network that did not grow in size (P = 0) and showed no above average 
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share of alter replacement regarding change in its composition (Q = 0). In other 

words, the outcome of interest for our study was not observed to result from neither 

of the independent variables hypothesized to have an effect, which corroborates the 

relevance of the hypotheses that have been compared above.

The truth table further shows how often each combination of our independent 

variables did and did not result in an increase in social capital mobilization. Even 

dichotomized into a categorical outcome variable, higher alter replacement (Q = 1) 

accounts for the bigger share of cases with an increase in social capital mobilization 

(R = 1) and lower alter replacement (Q = 0) accounts for most of the cases showing a 

decrease in social capital (R = 0), which is in line with our findings from the logistic 

regression. An increase in social capital through a higher share of alter replacement 

(Q = 1) was reported not only by newcomers who simultaneously increased the 

size of their networks (P = 1), but also and even slightly more often when network 

size decreased (P = 0), which matches the arguments underlying socioemotional 

selectivity theory.

We can also use the truth table to compare the observed constellations of P, 

Q, and R being true or false between subsamples. In the absence of statistical 

power, the comparison between female and male newcomers helps us to check 

for possible differences. Taking both changes in network size and composition 

into consideration, female newcomers most often increased their social capital 

given that their networks decreased in size (P = 0) and showed higher than average 

alter replacement (Q = 1). This pattern is supported when looking at the reverse 

constellation, seeing that female newcomers most often reported a decrease in 

social capital when their networks increased in size (P = 1) and showed lower than 

average alter replacement (Q = 0). Meanwhile, male newcomers increased their 

social capital most frequently in constellations that show network growth (P = 1),  

while the pattern regarding alter replacement is not clear based on the limited 

number and distribution of cases. While we cannot offer conclusive evidence, here, 

it is thus worth noting that the social capital enhancing effect of alter replacement 

seems to apply in particular to the female newcomers in our sample.

Table 6.5 also reports the frequencies per type of organization. Yet, here the number 

of observations for each category becomes too limited to indicate more than 

tentative directions for future research to explore. The cases of newcomers socialized 

at the small-scale and not-for-profit organizations in our sample (SME/PPP) who 

decreased their social capital mobilization, for example, all showed lower than 

average alter replacement (Q = 0). Additional studies are needed to see whether alter 

recurrence indeed does not help newcomers to mobilize more resources over time, 

even in organizations that could be expected to be more prone towards relationship 

building, given their smaller overall size and/or organizational cultures.
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6.5 | Discussion

With the aim to increase our understanding of how personal network development 

and social capital mobilization affect each other, we followed new organizational 

members as they went through socialization at their first employments. Changes 

in the composition and size of these newcomers’ emerging intra-organizational 

networks were shown to matter with regard to the resources derived from them 

over time. Our findings add evidence to the notions that network churn can be 

beneficial for focal actors (Levin & Walter, 2018) and that the sources of social capital 

are “context-dependent relations that actors form in response to the changing 

environments associated with the natural transitions over the life course” (Small et 

al., 2015, p. 101). This allows us to distill our contributions and point out directions 

for future research.

Contributions
The findings discussed above enrich our understanding of how personal networks 

and social capital develop for newcomers as focal actors. At least when it comes to 

resources derived through intra-organizational networks, initial ties do not have 

to be maintained in order to mobilize more resources over time. Neither does the 

mobilization of social capital follow the ‘more means more’-logic when newcomers 

increase the size of their networks at the organization. Instead, for the newcomers 

studied here, the odds to increase their social capital improved when they replaced 

ties to network alters over the course of their extended socialization. Somewhat 

unexpectedly, this applied not only to the strategic resources relating to career 

promotion, but even particularly so to the affective resources relating to socio-

emotional integration, which are usually considered to thrive with growing tie 

strength and history. As such, we can add support to the notion that the arguments 

of socioemotional selectivity theory apply beyond the context of aging focal actors 

(Wrzus et al., 2013). Our findings indicate that social capital mobilization also 

increases for newcomers as they ‘mature’ as focal actors and exert more agency in 

(un)selecting ties (Lane & Sweeny, 2019), likely focusing their network development 

on the ones that they perceived as more affectively rewarding (Levin & Walter, 2018).

Our study contributes to the literatures on organizational socialization and human 

resource development, pointing out that a newcomer’s initial network ties may not 

necessarily be the most helpful for them in the long run. While there certainly is a 

social capital value to the ties that newcomers form early upon organizational entry, 

they might well “cut both ways, enabling as well as constraining particular outcomes” 

(Rumbaut, 1997, p. 8). Since these ties tend to be based on formal organizational 

structures and found in the newcomer’s initial proximity upon starting out, they can 

represent a variation of kith and kin-ties that exert a ‘gravitational pull’ (Rumbaut, 

1997) and as such may not only enable, but also hinder integration (Borgatti & Foster, 
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2003; Fischer & Offer, 2020), if they impede the development of ties to different or 

additional alters in the long run (Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Levin & Walter, 2018).

It was the female newcomers in our sample who seemed to profit from not sticking to 

their initial ties, in particular. This suggests that if a tendency towards ‘kinkeeping’ 

were to depend on gender (G. Moore, 1990), this could be a contributing factor to the 

proverbial glass ceilings for women in organizations (Ibarra, 1993). Our study invites 

further research to explore whether initial newcomer-insider ties indeed represent 

a variant of those ties that “bind – and band, and bond, and bundle” (Rumbaut, 

1997, p. 8) and as such offer both a source of support and a constrain for focal actors 

(Gargiulo & Benassi, 2000; Leach & Braithwaite, 1996).

Implications
As for now, we can formulate the following recommendations for organizational 

socialization measures based on our findings. Often, HR tools and strategies are 

designed to foster tie maintenance (Walsh et al., 2018). Yet, given the insights from 

our data, we can emphasize that alter replacement is not only a prevalent dynamic in 

the personal network development of newcomers, but that it can indeed foster their 

social capital development (Levin & Walter, 2018). Newcomers did not rely solely 

on ties that had grown strong over time, but could also mobilize weaker and more 

recent ties (Small, 2017). At least in our sample, focal actors clearly did not need to 

strive for mere network size in order to increase their social capital either. An ever 

bigger personal network did not provide them with more instrumental resources 

and even less affectively rewarding resources over time, while findings regarding 

career-strategic resources appeared more dependent on contextual factors.

Supervisors and mentors can thus encourage newcomers to embrace the dynamics of 

personal network development during their socialization, not only, but particularly 

for those who may be ‘tied down’ by initial contacts along formal structures 

(regardless of their gender). This indicates a central benefit of socialization 

trajectories that have newcomers move through different teams or departments, as 

it is common for traineeships, since this provides newcomers with opportunities to 

develop their intra-organizational networks in terms of alter replacement.

Meanwhile, being deliberately selective about ties can also lead to a form of ‘alter 

turnover’ not necessarily intended by ego or the organization. That is, if newcomers 

are (perceived to be) overly opportunistic or selfish about relationships, alters 

themselves may choose to disinvest in a tie – ‘unselecting’ the newcomer, so to 

speak. Thus, encouraging newcomers to develop their personal networks in terms 

of alter replacement entails the challenge of also making it worthwhile for insiders 

to support them as an initial socialization network. Organizations will have to 

explore ways to find the right balance between showing appreciation for the support 
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provided by initial ties, acknowledging their importance for socialization, and also 

practicing rituals to facilitate ‘moving on’ as an important part of the newcomer 

experience.

Limitations 
Any conclusions drawn from our findings must be critically appraised with regards 

to the boundary conditions and limitations of our study. First, an underlying 

assumption of our research design is that increasing the mobilization of resources 

over time is in fact a desirable outcome for newcomers. Given the objectives of 

organizational socialization and what researchers know about the value of social 

capital at the workplace, this perspective may appear a given. Yet, individual 

convictions and organizational cultures may instead prefer focal actors to rely on 

their own resources, for example. Our focus here further lies on resources that are 

of instrumental, strategic, or affective value for newcomers. Yet, personal networks 

are equally capable of channeling exchanges that are useless or even harmful, to the 

point of “active obstruction” (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 250). Our focus on 

building up social capital and neglecting its flipside arguably represents one valid 

approach in the context of socialization. Explicating our assumptions may invite 

future research to question these concessions, though, and focus (also) on the dark 

side of social capital in their designs.

Second, the changes in personal network size and composition as they were 

observed here certainly cannot be assumed to derive solely from (conscious) focal 

actor decisions, but also result from those of alters and other actors, overall network 

and individual tie characteristics, as well as developments at the organization and 

beyond its boundaries (Feld, 1981; Small et al., 2015). Certain ties will be imposed by 

organizational processes and structures, so that alter replacement is not a feasible 

option (Fischer & Offer, 2020; Levin et al., 2016; Small, 2017). Meanwhile, change 

could also be overreported in our data due to the longitudinal design of the study 

and various ‘noise’-factors known to impact the recall based on name generators 

(Brashears & Quintane, 2015; Fischer & Offer, 2020; Wrzus et al., 2013). For instance, 

newcomers may have remembered the cognitive strain from previous rounds of the 

interviews and chosen to report fewer ties over time to reduce respondent burden – 

although there was no indication of this during the data collection or in the numbers 

of reported alters.

Despite the significance found for effects and the various forms of analysis 

conducted to corroborate our results, they must be considered indications rather 

than confirmation, due to the size and idiosyncrasies of the investigated sample. We 

have seen that our findings are likely biased towards the female newcomers in our 

panel, while male focal actors were slightly underrepresented and egos of non-binary 

gender were not identified. In larger samples, controlling for a more differentiated 
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approach to gender identity will help to increase our understanding of differences 

and their impact. We also studied young professionals, here, who were not only 

new to their respective companies, but to their jobs and organizational cooperation 

overall. Newcomers at later career stages may well differ in the form of personal 

network development that increases their social capital (Walsh et al., 2018).

Most importantly, our findings invite a further qualitative inquiry. While we can 

detect a pattern, here, it takes an inductive approach to comprehend individual 

perceptions of what drives the development of personal networks and social capital. 

A respective study can reconstruct the sensemaking strategies of focal actors from 

interview data, triangulating insights derived from data reduction such as they were 

discussed here with those provided by “thick” descriptions (Geertz, 1973; Hollstein 

& Wagemann, 2014) of what it means for newcomers to let ties go or let them grow. 

Our study offers the framework and a sampling strategy to follow up with a mixed-

methods design and points to a research question to guide it: We found that alter 

replacement fosters social capital mobilization on the (ego-)network level and 

especially so for affective resources, yet further research is to show how this can be 

explained by dynamics on the tie level. Does social capital increase through the new 

and different ties added or because those ties that do remain in the network develop 

into broadband channels for resource mobilization? After all, letting some ties go 

and letting other ties grow need not be a contradiction.
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As indicated by its (sub)title, the objective of this PhD project was to capture, 

understand, and track the value that newcomers derive from their emerging intra-

organizational networks, to see whether there is indeed a metaphorical form 

of ‘capital’ created on the interpersonal level, or rather a ‘crutch’ provided for 

newcomers to lean on. To attain this objective, the study has first taken a primarily 

conceptual approach to investigate the value derived from newcomer networks, 

based on an integrative review of extant research (Chapter 2) and the inductive 

analysis of purposefully sampled cases (Chapter 3), allowing for a bottom-up 

exploration of network configurations from the node-level. Then, a cross-sectional 

analysis of the first wave of panel data examined how tie-level characteristics affect 

the newcomers’ social capital mobilization early after organizational entry (Chapters 

4 and 5), before the study ‘zoomed out’ to the network level to observe developments 

across all three panel waves from a longitudinal perspective (Chapter 6).

Overall, this was to contribute towards a more differentiated understanding of the 

personal network and social capital development of organizational newcomers 

during socialization. The study has explored how newcomers derive different kinds 

of resources from different kinds of ties that they form with different kinds of alters 

at the organizations they join, to find the support they need to overcome uncertainty 

and transition from outsiders to insiders. Specific knowledge gaps regarding 

social capital theory, organizational socialization, and social network analysis 

have been addressed along each of the steps. This remaining chapter summarizes 

the corresponding contributions that the research project as a whole makes to our 

theoretical understanding, empirical underpinning, and methodological toolbox 

regarding how new organizational members develop social capital.

Seven research questions, in particular, were at the focus of this PhD project, 

regarding conceptual development and integration as well as tie formation and 

network development. The answers derived in prior chapters are now drawn together 

to offer an aggregated overview for each research question (Section 7.1). This is 

followed by a synthesis of the insights derived with regard to the study’s theoretical 

contributions (Section 7.2), empirical results (Section 7.3), and methodology 

(Section 7.4). The limitations of its research design are explicated to delineate 

implications for continued research (Section 7.5). Further, findings are discussed 

with regard to how they can inform organizational measures and policies regarding 

newcomer socialization (Section 7.6). In conclusion, this allows for a recap of results 

in light of the declared research objective (Section 7.7).
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7.1 | Answers derived to research questions

Each of the preceding chapters addressed specific research questions at the focus 

of their analyses. Due to the study’s panel design and overall research interest, 

however, there are insights derived from the PhD project as a whole that arch across 

its individual chapters. They are therefore gathered in an overview per research 

question, here, to accumulate the answers and discuss how they connect.

7.1.1 |  Research questions focused on conceptual 
development

In terms of conceptual development, this study has explored how the metaphor(s) 

in use can be productively put to use for social capital research. The ‘metaphorical 

inventory’ conducted at the outset cannot conclude the scholarly debate that it 

reviews. It does contribute towards its resolution, though (Strack, 2016), providing 

an evaluation of how the social ‘capital’ metaphor has been of help or a hindrance 

to theory development and empirical research. The following summary of insights 

regarding Research Questions 1 and 2 across all chapters shows how this served to 

inform design choices for the panel study and was further enriched by its findings.

Research Question 1

What has been the explicatory and generative impact of the social ‘capital’ metaphor 

on theory building?

In answer to the first research question restated here, Chapter 2 has unfolded the 

impact of approaching social capital as metaphor on theory-building as a transfer 

of understanding from the familiar source domain of economic capital to the 

intangible target domain of value derived from network resources. Its explicatory 

impact is shown to be based on how the metaphor reduces complexity, creating 

intersubjective agreement on the social capital phenomenon by focusing on 

established understandings of what financial capital is, to give indications of what 

social capital is like. Where the metaphor is accurate in terms of within-domain 

similarities, it clarifies the underlying logic and contingencies involved by drawing 

parallels to valuable economic assets and mechanisms of how their value potential 

is generated, accumulated, and realized.

The metaphorical inventory further shows how the ‘capital’ metaphor has had a 

generative impact on theory building where it reaches the limits of these semiotic 

overlaps. It illustrates how new insights are derived from addressing or resolving 

the tensions that arise around aspects of between-domain distance in which social 

and financial capital are clearly set apart. Chapter 3 adds empirical examples for 

such aspects in which social capital is defined by how it contrasts from financial 
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value accumulation, rational principles, or economic logic. Cases demonstrate 

how newcomers, as a particular group of focal actors, engage in this definition-by-

opposition to frame the value of social capital in their reports, highlighting stigmas 

associated with benefits derived from kinship or pre-existing friendship ties at the 

workplace, for example.

Sensitized by the explicatory and generative potential as well as limitations of any 

one conceptual metaphor, the cross-sectional analysis discussed in Chapters 4 and 

5 reveals alternative metaphors that newcomers use to express their experience in 

figurative terms. Their exploration captures aspects of how newcomers perceive the 

value of personal network resources that the ‘capital’ metaphor cannot fully map 

out, by highlighting parallels drawn for instance to muscle building, the levelling 

effect of a common ground, or the harmony found in matching wavelengths.

Based on within-domain similarities between financial and social capital when it 

comes to the investments required to develop and mobilize network ties, Chapter 6  

probes for evidence supporting the hypothesis that newcomers increase their 

social capital mobilization if alters remain in their networks over time, so that ties 

can develop into ‘broadband’-channels for resource exchanges. While there is no 

support found suggesting that such investments lead to an increase of mobilized 

social capital on the network level, it remains a potential tie-level explanation for 

why certain ties are continued, while alter replacement otherwise increases the 

mobilization of resources for newcomers over time. How findings from Chapter 6  

are reflected is hence informed by insights from the initial metaphorical inventory.

Approaching social capital as conceptual metaphor thus represents a theoretical 

bracket framing the overall PhD project. It is shown to structure, rather than merely 

expresses, what we do (not) know about social capital. Building on the initial 

review of the metaphor’s merits and limitations, all ensuing steps of the study are 

sensitized towards alternative metaphors in the newcomers’ reports. This revealed 

their respective explicatory or generative contributions to our understanding of the 

value that newcomers derive from their personal networks during socialization, as 

discussed in Section 7.2.1.

Research Question 2

What are the metaphor’s specific limitations when it comes to the operationalization 

of social ‘capital’ for empirical research?

In answer to the second research question restated here, Chapter 2 shows through its 

integrative conceptual review that the capital metaphor is necessarily incomplete, 

neglecting aspects such as the context-dependence of values derived from personal 

networks. It is also inherently biased, placing more emphasis on the (positive) 
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values created from social relations than on the constraints, costs, and obligations 

involved. If these reductionist aspects of the metaphor are disregarded, this can lead 

to conceptual (over)simplifications of social capital. Crucially, the metaphor can be 

misleading when it comes to quantifying the value derived from personal network 

resources. It fails to transfer what we know about measuring financial capital to 

its figurative domain and merely conceding that social capital is different from 

the source domain when it comes to counting or comparing value has not helped 

researchers to generate meaning.

Eluding the metaphor’s between-domain distance in this regard can lead to 

methodological fallacies, when social capital is operationalized as if it could 

be measured like financial capital. Avoiding it will leave researchers bound to 

measure proxies, rather than social capital, per se. Generative impact can, however, 

be achieved, if the metaphor’s limitations are deliberately engaged. Based on 

the potential of between-domain-distance to spark new insights, the concept of 

liquidity emerges from the metaphorical inventory as a potential approach towards 

‘auditing’ the value of focal actor social capital. The PhD project demonstrates how 

this was translated into the design of its panel data collection, operationalizing the 

newcomers’ personal networks as repositories of bounded resources and social 

capital as a measure of their liquidity.

Chapter 3 compares nine cases sampled from the panel that show high intensities 

of such ‘liquidity’ regarding resource mobilization. Their analysis reveals how the 

newcomers’ early socialization experiences differed based on the quality of their 

personal network configurations and the social capital that focal actors could (not) 

derive from them. The Qualitative Structural Analysis of the entire first wave of panel 

data, covered in Chapters 4 and 5, adds insights to explain the resource liquidity 

of nascent ties, forming early after organizational entry between newcomers and 

insiders (see Figure 7.1). The longitudinal analysis in Chapter 6 then applies the 

operationalization of social capital as bounded resources in personal networks to 

also investigate how their liquidity for mobilization develops over time.

Through its concept-centric framework, the integrative review of social ‘capital’ as 

metaphor served to pinpoint its most divisive shortcoming for empirical researchers. 

It indicated the potential of a liquidity-approach for the operationalization of focal 

actor social capital to add generative impact. This provided the basis from which the 

PhD project as a whole expands our theoretical and methodological toolbox to grasp, 

understand, and track the value of personal network resources for newcomers. Its 

methodological application for the research design is discussed in Section 7.4 and 

the implications for future research are delineated in Section 7.5.
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7.1.2 |  Research questions focused on conceptual 
integration

In terms of conceptual integration, this PhD project has drawn together insights 

from its theoretical cornerstones – social capital theory, organizational socialization 

research, and social network analysis – to make their underlying assumptions 

explicit and probe them against the particular context of newcomers as focal actors. 

The following summary of insights regarding Research Questions 3 and 4 shows the 

central role of Chapter 3, in this regard, but also points to how it was both informed 

by and informative for findings across the other chapters.

Research Question 3

How are the socialization experiences of organizational newcomers affected by 

qualitative differences in social capital?

Chapter 2 concludes with the recommendation to deliberately engage the social 

‘capital’ metaphor as an explicatory tool to understand how idiosyncratic the 

perceived value of network resources can be. The metaphorical inventory points 

out that they may restrict as well as enable focal actors, so that their value in terms 

of social capital may also be neutral or even negative. It further sensitized the 

analyses reported in ensuing chapters to the prejudice and stereotyping associated 

with mobilizing ties in certain (organizational) contexts, where the importance of 

social capital is less acknowledged or encouraged. This drew attention to kin and 

friendship ties that appeared late or hidden in the newcomers’ reports, indicating 

efforts to avoid associated stigmas. It also invited a closer look at alternative 

metaphors and figurative expressions used by newcomers to frame the quality of 

their socialization experiences.

Chapter 3 starts (rather than stops) at identifying the three network configurations 

which are prevalent in extant research as archetypes for fostering bonding, bridging, 

and linking social capital. It explicates the assumptions for why each of them is 

suggested to be particularly apt to channel resources of a particular quality and 

consequently taken to offer less optimal conditions for others. The archetypes 

are systematized in a typology and then probed against the empirical context of 

newcomer socialization with a multiple case study from the panel. Through its high-

intensity sampling strategy, the case analysis reveals informative variance and even 

distinct opposites regarding the quality of newcomers’ socialization experiences. 

The initial typology of network configurations is respectively augmented and 

refined to provide a conceptual scaffold for the ensuing steps of the PhD project. 

It offer a means to describe, explain, and try to predict differences in socialization 

experiences based on the nature of resources that newcomers can(not) mobilize 

from their emerging personal networks.
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As a central insight, the QSA covered in Chapters 4 and 5 reveals a perceived 

dependency on insiders as the socialization experience which newcomers most 

avidly strove to avoid, mitigate, or justify in their reports. They are eager to stress 

their own initiative and commitment during socialization, deflecting impressions 

of being either underchallenged or unable to function as organizational members 

when left to their own devices. Most experience their general onboarding as 

supported by organizational roles and policies, while their ‘real’ socialization within 

work groups is perceived to depend much more on the quality of ties and insider 

goodwill, which newcomers do not take for granted.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the informative value of operationalizing social capital 

as a multi-dimensional construct comprising three forms for this study, probing 

for differences in findings relating to task-performance support, initial career 

promotion, and socio-emotional integration. It also indicates potentially gender-

related tendencies regarding personal network development, inviting further 

investigation of whether female newcomers are indeed more likely to engage in 

‘kinkeeping’ with regard to initial contacts as they go through socialization. Given 

that these ties are closer to formal structures, their binding effect may affect the 

quality of social capital for newcomers in the long run.

In answer to the third research question restated above, the informant-centric 

approach of this study reveals aspects which the newcomers themselves consider 

salient for their socialization experiences. One of the most strikingly prevalent 

themes, in this regard, is whether newcomers felt dependent on, rather than 

supported by their nascent ties to insiders. This is considered all the more 

remarkable in the given sample, comprising only organizations that engaged in 

institutionalized socialization. Findings from the qualitative analyses in Chapters 

4 and 5 provide explanations for why newcomers perceived dependency as so 

confronting and detrimental to their socialization experience. Section 7.5 considers 

the transferability of these findings and Section 7.6 discusses their implications for 

organizational socialization practices.

Research Question 4

Which kinds of ties to which kinds of insiders make which kinds of network 

resources available to newcomers during socialization?

On the conceptual level, Chapter 2 draws attention to central aspects of between-

domain distance characterizing social capital as a metaphor. It stresses that the 

‘more-means-more’ logic of economic wealth does not equally apply to social 

capital, highlights how different network configurations may entail trade-offs 

between different forms of social capital, and argues that the value derived from 

them need not in- or decrease in terms of a zero-sum game. It also underlines that 
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the value of social capital is partly based on rarity, drawing attention to ties that are 

less easily available to (other) newcomers. This emphasizes the relevance of linking 

social capital as a third archetype, besides the network configurations for bonding 

and bridging social capital that have long dominated research in the field. The 

metaphorical inventory further points out how limited the transferability of social 

capital is, due to its relational embeddedness and a lack of individual ownership. 

This has sensitized the ensuing analyses to indications of what could in fact be 

transferred from insiders to newcomers, pointing to findings regarding know-who 

and legitimacy, for instance.

In answer to the fourth research question restated above, Chapter 3 then details 

why different combinations of alter and tie attributes are expected to affect the 

mobilization of resources relating to bonding, bridging, and linking social capital 

for newcomers. It condenses the respective arguments from research on social 

capital, organizational socialization, and social network analysis regarding each 

network configuration archetype. Through a multiple case study, newcomers are 

then shown to mobilize resources relating to:

•  socio-emotional integration through the expected bonding ties, but also from a 

generalized support culture, peer cliques, and legitimizing projects or tasks;

•  task-performance support from the expected bridging ties (especially to alters in 

boundary spanning positions), from stronger ties that provided a particularly wide 

range of resources, and from latent ties rarely mobilized for other resources;

•  initial career promotion from the expected linking ties (especially if those 

connected them quite literally to ‘friends in high places’), but also from friends in 

not-so-high places if brought together on projects and boosted by a career culture 

or acute network awareness.

A respective set of propositions is placed within the network configuration typology 

as shown in Figure 3.4 (see page 98) to indicate how variations in terms of tie and 

actor attributes are found to affect resource mobilization for different types of social 

capital for organizational newcomers.

Through the qualitative focus of the approach in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, newcomers are 

shown to often dread the (perceived) social costs of mobilizing ties to insiders and 

how they hesitate to or avoid approaching them for resources. Their reports further 

indicate that they prefer or expect to develop multiplex ties, combining a personal 

and professional dimension. Yet, for newcomers with pre-existing kin- or friendship 

ties at an organization, their role appears problematic. Those ties are most notable 

by their absence from large parts of the respective reports, indicating potential 

stigmas. Ties to satellite alters, that is, insiders in boundary spanning positions, also 

stand out in their role for newcomers. They represent rare ties that do not need to be 
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distant, but rather decrease the perceived distance of other alters at the organization. 

As ‘spiders in their webs’, they provide newcomers with access to a wide range of 

resources, even if they are few in number or networks are small. They further enrich 

ego’s network through introductions and fostering know-who. However, they are 

also found to have an intimidating effect on newcomers, confronting them with the 

sheer contrast to their own marginal status.

Ties to peers are shown to represent a distinct network micro-cosmos for newcomers, 

differing profoundly in their formation, symmetry, and mobilization. Peer ties 

require less frequent, intense, and committed contact to be mobilized. There is also 

less differentiation in how individual peer ties and the resources derived from them 

are reported, indicating clique effects and redundancies. That is, an increase in the 

number of peer ties ceases to increase the perceived value and range of provided 

resources in terms of social capital. While they are not as helpful in complementing 

or extending resources, they do represent a significant source of social(izing) capital 

for newcomers:

•  safe space – it is especially or only around peers that newcomers feel they can be 

authentic, show weakness, and explore new roles during socialization, since they 

represent a ‘comfort zone’ and respite from newcomer anxiety;

•  common ground – peer ties are predisposed to provide social capital simply 

by the shared experience as ‘new kids on the job’, almost regardless of other  

(dis)similarities, so that dyads need not be especially close or intense;

•  higher expectations – there is a strong normative expectation among peers that 

‘sharing is caring’, so that not sharing is equated with not caring, and while 

incidents of peer conflict are rare, they are especially confronting, reported in 

terms of betrayal or letdown.

Chapter 4 in particular, shows how socialization experiences and the development 

of social capital for newcomers are affected by specific qualities of nascent ties. 

Although characterized by an apparent mismatch between tie characteristics 

and resource needs, nascent ties can be mobilized for social capital, especially if 

they are characterized by openness, a lowered perceived threshold, or legitimacy 

imbued on newcomers’ requests (see also Section 7.1.3). Chapter 5 reconstructs 

how newcomers themselves distinguish between different types of ties in their 

emerging networks at the organization, based on perceived (a)symmetries with 

alters and strategies considered helpful for their mobilization and development, 

also summarized in the following section.

Chapter 6 demonstrates the empirical complexity of how personal networks 

develop as resource repositories over time, categorizing the involved dynamics as 

combinations of changes in size and composition. Findings suggest that it is dropping 
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and adding ties (H1), rather than overall network growth (H2) that predicts social 

capital mobilization to increase over time (especially for socio-emotional integration).

7.1.3 | Research questions focused on tie formation

With regard to the transition of focal actors into new social foci of activity, this PhD 

project has explored specific qualities that characterize nascent ties during early 

phases of their formation. The summary regarding Research Questions 5 and 6 in 

the following shows the central role of Chapters 4 and 5 in providing answers and 

point to additional insights from other parts of the study. They are first discussed 

separately and then brought together to summarize central findings from both 

parts of the Qualitative Structural Analysis in a combined conceptual model (see 

Figure 7.1).

Research Question 5

How does the lack of a tie history between actors affect the mobilization of social 

capital for newcomers?

Chapter 2 clarifies on a conceptual level why social capital cannot be directly 

transferred, but requires nurturing between the actors involved (either prior to, in 

the process of, and/or following the provision of resources). This invited the QSA 

as an in-depth study of nascent ties forming between newcomers and insiders to 

identify characteristics that allow for their mobilization, given that they would not 

seem apt to provide the trust, strength, and commitment to channel the kinds and 

volume of resources that newcomers require during early socialization.

The multiple case study in Chapter 3 offers empirical examples stressing how and 

why the initial lack of a tie history with alters represents a central source of newcomer 

anxiety. It gives first indications that newcomers are imbued with more confidence 

to approach insiders for resources, when they are assigned projects or tasks that (are 

designed to) provide them with ownership and shared objectives with insiders that 

they would otherwise still lack.

Chapter 4 is then dedicated to the in-depth exploration of how newcomers develop 

and mobilize nascent ties. In answer to Research Question 5, as restated above, it 

first asserts that they will benefit less from mechanisms which usually foster tie 

development:

•  homophily will drive tie formation primarily with peers, who are not likely to offer 

newcomers resources that can complement or expand their own;

•  propinquity will initially drive the formation of ties that are closely aligned to the 

organization’s formal structure, whereas insiders exert more agency;
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•  status attraction will put newcomers at a disadvantage, since they typically enter 

an organization from its fringes, as marginal actors and/or in junior roles.

Other tie qualities are identified as compensating characteristics, showing that 

nascent ties are more easily mobilized for social capital when stronger ties are 

characterized by openness, there is a lowered perceived threshold for newcomers to 

approach weaker ties, and/or they perceive a certain legitimacy towards even latent 

contacts at the organization.

Insights derived from the QSA show how sensitive and grateful newcomers are for 

signals of openness despite a lack of tie history with insiders, making them feel more 

at eye-level when finding common ground, distinguished from true outsiders or 

included by exclusion of others, and ‘in cahoots’ because they are taken in-the-know 

or even made ‘partners in crime’. When insiders share authentic behavior and accept 

the entailed vulnerability as such, this is taken to offer an advance of trust while ties are 

still in the process of being formed. The perceived threshold to insiders is lowered by 

developing know-who, allowing newcomers to save on (actual or anticipated) search- 

and transaction costs. When they perceive a collective chain effect beyond or a match 

of wavelengths on the dyad-level, this makes resource mobilization low on effort 

and friction-losses. Chapter 5 adds further support for the legitimacy derived from 

assigned tasks, project ownership, and an organizational culture treating resources as 

collective goods, empowering newcomers to mobilize even latent ties.

Chapter 6 extends the analysis beyond the ‘fresh start’ of newcomers upon 

organizational entry to consider the longer term development of their personal 

networks and social capital as they transition to insider status. Even as socialization 

progresses, that is, when newcomers have had the opportunity to develop a tie history 

with their initial contacts at the organization, this is not necessarily found to increase 

social capital mobilization over time. If longer tie duration was all it took, then there 

should have been support for strong alter recurrence to increase in social capital. Yet, 

findings indicate that this rather makes a decrease in resource mobilization more 

likely, in particular for affective resources and female newcomers. Instead, findings 

from the binary logistic regression support the notion that replacing initial ties will 

allow newcomers to form new or additional ones based on increasing focal actor 

discretion, know-who, and network acuity. Personal network development through 

tie selection and replacement increased the odds of mobilizing more social capital 

over time. This indicates further research questions, as suggested in Section 7.5.

Research Question 6

What helps newcomers to simultaneously develop and mobilize their emerging 

personal networks given the initial asymmetries characterizing nascent ties?
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In answer to the sixth research question, restated above, the QSA in Chapters 4 and 

5, in particular, confirms that newcomer socialization offers an informative scenario 

to investigate the initial processes of tie formation and social capital development 

under the conditions of tie asymmetry. Findings point to the organization of 

network ties as well as particular tie qualities and strategies for their development 

that newcomers perceive as helpful.

Research Question 6.1

How do newcomers perceive the asymmetry of actor status characterizing nascent 

ties to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

Chapter 2 discusses principles like bounded solidarity as part of the generative 

impact of the social ‘capital’ metaphor. They have been developed as tenets to explain 

network resource exchanges which would not appear economically rational, such 

as the provision of resources from higher to lower status actors in organizations. 

Reviewing the metaphor’s explicatory impact underlines that to be considered 

‘worthy of credit’, newcomers should still be perceived as attractive (future) exchange 

partners to render insiders willing to make resources available for their benefit.

The reconstructive approach in Chapters 3 and 4 then underlines just how strongly 

newcomers depend on tie commitment as long as they do not (yet) represent such 

attractive exchange partners for alters. In their reports analyzed in Chapter 5, 

newcomers express a normative stance that for themselves, developing social capital 

should indeed require efforts comparable to muscle building. Family or pre-existing 

friendship ties at the organization are downplayed in their importance for ego, since 

they ‘come too easily’ in terms of earning credit.

Chapter 5 further explores in-depth how relying on lopsidedness support during 

socialization affects newcomers, showing that when insiders take a particular 

interest and stand out in terms of providing resources, newcomers frame these 

experiences in terms being ‘adopted’ or ‘rescued’, stressing their own dependency. 

Meanwhile, the QSA clarifies how newcomers handle these tie asymmetries 

regarding actor status. It reveals organizational measures perceived to provide 

impulses or remove barriers for resource exchanges on and beyond the tie-level as 

well as strategies employed by newcomers to develop their personal networks. One 

prominent example for the latter is to lean (heavily) on peers so as to ‘spare’ insiders. 

By being deliberate about when to mobilize resources from which alters, newcomers 

find that they can keep asymmetric ties from becoming ‘exhausted’ of providing 

resources unless necessary, thus protecting both a newcomer’s (self-)image and the 

tie’s further development.
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By extension, Chapter 6 hypothesizes that as newcomers attain insider status and 

settle into their roles, they may prefer to form new or additional ties that they can 

enter at eye-level, so as to not get stuck with a perception as ‘new kids on the job’. 

Indeed, those networks that show higher alter churn also show an increase in the 

mobilization of ego’s social capital over time.

Research Question 6.2

How do newcomers perceive the initial lack of reciprocity characterizing nascent ties 

to insiders to affect their personal network development during socialization?

As Chapter 2 reviews the social capital metaphor’s within-domain similarity, it 

points to shared network resources as non-rivalrous goods. That is, actors can 

benefit from intra-organizational social capital without diminishing its value for 

others, albeit at the risk of free-riders and the tragedy of the commons. Meanwhile, 

exploring the metaphor’s between-domain distance draws attention to the 

obligations and expectations involved, but easily neglected, in resource exchanges, 

suggesting that newcomers do accumulate considerable ‘credit slips’ during 

socialization, whether they be (in)visible, (in)direct, (im)material, or (un)evenly 

distributed.

Chapters 3 and 4 confirm that even in an organizational context requiring 

collaboration, insiders are not necessarily predisposed to provide newcomers with 

resources. Chapter 5 then reveals the newcomers’ own perceptions of their incurred 

obligations to insiders and explicit or implied intentions to meet them. It identifies 

informative variations in how newcomers frame their current inability to reciprocate 

(evenly) in terms of a shadow of the future:

•  some express feelings of being indebted to alters and eager to compensate later on;

•  some normalize alter goodwill and tie development to just come around naturally;

•  others consider themselves rather entitled to (unreciprocated) support during 

socialization, given the future roles that they see themselves growing into.

Chapter 6 probes the argument that once newcomers move past their lopsided need 

for support, they will be in a better position to meet norms of reciprocity and ‘give 

back’. Initial ties would then be anticipated to grow stronger and last longer, so that 

alter recurrence would increase resource mobilization. This is not supported by 

findings on the network level, though.

Combined conceptual model
Split across Chapters 4 and 5, the Qualitative Structural Analysis conducted on 

the first wave of panel data was dedicated to filling in our conceptual model of 

how newcomers mobilize resources from their emerging personal networks, 
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even at an early stage of tie formation. It has addressed three qualities of nascent 

ties altogether, namely the initial lack of a tie history between ego and alters, their 

asymmetry regarding actor status, and the lopsided or lacking reciprocity in resource 

exchanges. The central concepts that have emerged from the QSA with regard to 

each are now summarized to indicate how they were found to relate to each other, as 

illustrated in the combined conceptual model in Figure 7.1. It serves to condense the 

answers provided to the study’s research questions focused on tie formation.

Under the premise that the development of a personal network at the organization 

and the mobilization of social capital are mutually dependent, this PhD project 

aimed to open up the black box at work between them to explore what sets this 

“reciprocal causation” (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015, p. 100) into motion for 

newcomers. The combined conceptual model shows that resource mobilization 

from a personal network may increase social(izing) capital, just as emerging social 

capital may foster the development of ties in the newcomers' personal networks. 

Either will help with newcomer socialization, while socialization also provides 

impulses to foster personal network as well as social capital development.

 

Figure 7.1 |  Combined conceptual model indicating relations between findings from 

the Qualitative Structural Analysis
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The specific context of organizational socialization entails that nascent ties 

forming between newcomers and alters are characterized by particular qualities: 

They will initially lack a tie history for individual dyads, show a lack of symmetry in 

actor status (especially for young professionals), and a lack of reciprocity regarding 

resource exchanges. The first of these qualities invited the research question to 

investigate what helps newcomers to already mobilize nascent ties for the volume 

and complexity of resources that they require shortly after organizational entry 

(upper half of the model in Figure 7.1). Findings indicate that the lack of tie history 

characterizing nascent ties is compensated when stronger ties show variants of 

openness, allowing newcomers to establish a common ground with insiders, feel 

included through the exclusion of others, or even as ‘partners in crime’. Newcomers 

were found to perceive a lowered threshold to mobilize weaker ties for resources, 

when a match of wavelengths, their emerging know-who, or a ‘chain effect’ of 

institutionalized socialization offers ways to circumvent their initially junior and 

marginal status at the organization. When an organizational culture of generalized 

support, task-inherent reciprocation, or project ownership provides newcomers 

with sources of legitimacy to mobilize resources from even latent ties, this alleviates 

the pressure on them to reciprocate directly or in kind.

The particular qualities characterizing nascent ties also invited research questions 

of how their asymmetry regarding actor status and reciprocity is perceived to affect 

tie development by newcomers (lower half in Figure 7.1). Findings indicate that 

newcomers differentiate between broad categories of ties in their personal networks 

based their (a)symmetry and that different strategies are perceived as helpful for 

their development. Nascent ties to insiders are taken (and even expected) to require 

efforts comparable to building up muscles, while newcomers get to draw on the 

comfort of symmetrical (clique )ties to peers at the organization and lean on them 

so as to ‘spare’ insiders from overly one-sided support when possible. Multiplex 

ties were an expressed preference or expectation, yet ties to family members or pre-

existing friendships invited a rather different strategy, with newcomers downplaying 

or even hiding the resources they provide (at least in their reports), apparently to 

avoid potential stigmas associated with depending on support that comes too easily, 

rather than being earned.

Even more keenly avoided are experiences that leave newcomers feeling entirely 

dependent on lopsided insider ties, confronting them with the full force of 

newcomer anxieties. Feeling useless if left to their own devices, not challenged 

or busy enough during socialization, or utterly reliant on alter goodwill represent 

variants of such experiences, often framed in the newcomers’ reports in ways that 

are to deflect or justify what could reflect badly on themselves. Until or unless 

newcomers overcome their dependency as organizational actors, variants of a 

shadow of the future offer them different rationales to deal with their comparative 
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lack of status and initial inability to reciprocate (equally) for the resources they 

receive. With the norm of reciprocity temporarily suspended, newcomers show 

themselves as feeling either indebted to give back later on, entitled to (asymmetric) 

support by insiders, or unconcerned that tie development will come along naturally.

As newcomers do become embedded as organizational insiders in their own right 

and/or ties transcend their nascent stage, the mobilization-enhancing qualities and 

development strategies described above are taken to be replaced or complemented. 

Thus, the combined conceptual model developed stepwise from Chapter 4  

(Figure 4.2) to Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1) and resulting in Figure 7.1 stresses these 

codependences of its elements and how they can result in self-reinforcing loops. It 

reveals specific factors that start or modify the spiral which invite further research, as 

discussed in Section 7.5.3.

7.1.4 |  Research questions focused on network 
development

With regard to what we know about the development of personal networks around 

life course transitions, this PhD project adds insights from a three-wave panel study 

tracking changes in the size and composition of expanded intra-organizational 

networks and how they relate to the focal actors’ mobilization of social capital over 

time. The following summary of findings regarding Research Question 7 shows how 

the investigated hypotheses emerged from the theoretical framework of the study 

and how Chapter 6 ties back to the other levels of analysis.

Research Question 7

Is an increase in social capital mobilization over time predicted by changes in a 

newcomer’s personal network composition or changes in network size?

H1
  An increase in social capital mobilization is predicted by changes in network  

composition.

H2
 An increase in social capital mobilization is predicted by changes in network size. 

Following calls from extant research to better account for interdependencies 

between changes in personal network composition, focal actor context, and resource 

mobilization, this study concludes by assuming a longitudinal perspective. In answer 

to its final research question, restated above, Chapter 6 showcases the empirical 

complexity of personal networks, inviting data reduction for their categorization 

and longitudinal analysis. The newcomers’ extended intra-organizational networks 

all show alter recurrence as well as substantial alter replacement, going through any 

combination of change regarding their size and composition.
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Regarding the sets of hypotheses probed, H1(a-d) are derived from the review 

of the within-domain similarity and between-domain distance characterizing 

social capital as conceptual metaphor in Chapter 2. It stressed both, the capital 

metaphor’s implicit parallels to economic principles of value accumulation through 

investments and their limitations. Insights from the metaphorical inventory 

highlighted that in order for social capital to accumulate, investments are required 

not only for building up capital value, but also for its maintenance. Since the overall 

capacity of focal actors to invest in ties is limited, this suggests that they will need to 

be selective about which ties to develop. Likewise, H2(a-d) are probed because social 

capital theory has cautioned researchers not to presume that the economic principle 

of more-means-more invariably applies to the value derived from network resources, 

although life-course transitions may represent an exception, given egos’ fresh start 

in a new social context.

Findings offer support for the predictions under the conditions of H1, suggesting 

that social capital mobilization increases with alter replacement in newcomer 

networks. They further allow for specifications regarding the different forms of 

social capital, with newcomers who developed their personal networks in terms of 

alter churn being clearly more likely to report an increase in the affective resources 

relating to socio-emotional integration. Initial ties formed upon organizational 

entry are most certainly valued and valuable for newcomers in terms of social capital. 

Given that they tend to be based on formal organizational structures and found in 

the newcomer’s initial proximity upon starting out, however, newcomers appear 

more likely to increase their social capital over time if their initial connections do 

not impede the development of ties to different or additional alters as socialization 

progresses.

Female newcomers, in particular, are not found to profit from alter recurrence, 

least of all in terms of increasing their reported mobilization of resources relating 

to initial career promotion. A potentially stronger tendency towards ‘kinkeeping’ 

among women is offered as a candidate explanation to be further explored, to see 

whether gender differences in this regard contribute to the proverbial glass ceilings 

in organization. Earlier chapters also offer possible explanations for findings 

from the longitudinal analysis. Chapter 3 highlights that multiplexity increases 

the volume and complexity of resources mobilized, possibly explaining the lack of 

support found for H2. Metaphorically speaking, multiplexity enhances the liquidity 

of bounded resource repositories. This would mean that growing in size is not the 

only way for newcomer networks to provide additional social capital.

In one variant of the shadow of the future identified in Chapter 5, newcomers frame 

their personal network development as something that just comes along naturally. 

Once their peer group settles into insider roles, they are taken to represent a valuable 
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network in themselves. If alter recurrence was focused on peers, this could explain 

why it was not found to increase social capital mobilization during socialization, 

since peer ties are less likely to augment and expand ego’s own resources. Another 

variant of the shadow of the future helps to explain why alter replacement was 

found to increase social capital over time. Newcomers who frame their socialization 

experience as an orientation phase to find their fit at the organization consider 

negative and positive experiences with alters as equally informative ‘pointers’. 

Either helped them decide which ties they would rather (not) develop further, if given 

room for discretion.

7.2 |  Contributions to our theoretical 
understanding

Table 7.1 (see pages 204-205) provides an overview of the studys’ main contributions 

per chapter, regarding our theoretical understanding, empirical underpinning, and 

methodological toolbox as well as implications derived for organizational practices. 

They are discussed in the following sections of this concluding chapter, starting with 

what the PhD project adds to the three fields of research identified as its theoretical 

cornerstones at the outset.

7.2.1 | Contributions to social capital theory

In essence, what this study contributes to social capital theory are insights on how 

the quality of personal network configurations affects the mobilization of resources 

for organizational newcomers as a particular group of focal actors. The context of 

their socialization has provided a highly informative scenario to investigate the value 

of personal network resources in newly joined foci of activity, regarding questions of 

how they are developed, accessed, and mobilized.

To a stronger degree than prevalent in the extant research literature, this study has 

been sensitized towards the metaphorical and figurative terms used to describe 

the value derived from personal networks. By means of Conceptual Metaphor 

Theory, a relief is offered from the ‘definitional headaches’ (Ferri et al., 2009) ailing 

researchers where social ‘capital’ cannot be measured as financial capital. The 

concrete “discrepancy between what we know and what we need to know” (Webster & 

Watson, 2002, p. xv) is specified, indicating liquidity as an aspect of between-domain 

distance with the potential to create generative impact. It has been identified as one 

possible approach to “resolve inconsistencies that have preoccupied researchers 

and thereby obstructed theoretical advance” on analyzing focal-actor social capital 

(Strack, 2016, p. 8).
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Translated into an audit of network resources as bounded assets, the concept 

of liquidity informs the operationalization of social capital for the panel design, 

overall, and the sampling strategy of the multiple case study in Chapter 2, in 

particular. Findings gathered through this approach increase our understanding of 

which kinds of ties to which kinds of insiders offer channels to access which kinds of 

resources for the newcomers studied here. They also revealed boundary conditions 

and contingencies of network configuration archetypes derived from social capital 

theory within the particular empirical context of organizational socialization, 

discussed in Chapter 3.

In addition to the initial inventory of the social ‘capital’ metaphor, the PhD project 

discusses several alternatives encountered in the newcomers’ reports, framing 

the value derived from intra-organizational networks in different, but equally 

informative terms. It has pointed out the implied analogies when referring to 

connections as healthy ‘vitamins’ (Chapter 3), profiting from a ‘common ground’ 

and harmonious ‘wavelengths’ or representing a ‘treasure trove’ to draw from 

(Chapter 4), but also requiring efforts akin to ‘muscle building’ (Chapter 5), or 

focusing attention to pyramidal structures and hierarchies when referring to friends 

in ‘high places’ (Chapter 3). As such, these expressions are shown to add more than 

linguistic coloring to social capital research. The PhD project demonstrates that, if 

deliberately engaged, the metaphorical and figurative terms in use not only express 

but also structure our understanding of the value derived from personal networks.

On the explanatory level, the study has revealed focal actor strategies in dealing 

with the norm of reciprocity while they are not in a position to (fully) meet it yet. The 

role that a lack of tie history with alters plays with regard to resource mobilization 

has been explored, first cross-sectionally during early tie formation (Chapter 4) 

and then longitudinally, with regard to continued personal network development  

(Chapter 6). For the latter, findings add evidence to the notions that network churn 

can be beneficial for focal actors (Levin & Walter, 2018; Walsh et al., 2018) and that 

ties which offer social capital develop along with their situation and context (Small 

et al., 2015).

While this study was not designed to focus on homophily, it has been prominent 

as a mechanism beaconing tie formation and resource exchanges for newcomers. 

Findings discussed here add empirical evidence for both the beneficial and binding 

effects for which homophily is known. The data analysis indicates a prevalence of peer 

bonding, found to overrule dissimilarities and even a lack of dyad-level closeness. It 

also revealed a vague form of homophily in which egos find their ‘wavelengths’ to 

be aligned with alters without any identifiable source for commonalities that they 

would be aware of (Small, 2017).
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Overall, this PhD project underscores that social capital theory provides an 

informative theoretical lens to describe, explain, and predict differences in 

socialization experiences (Bauer & Erdogan, 2014; Fang et al., 2011; Korte & Lin, 2013; 

Morrison, 2002). Building on prior efforts towards developing this perspective, it has 

led to the formulation of a set of propositions regarding the qualities of different 

ties in newcomer networks and their aptitude to channel different resources in 

terms of social capital, fostering various socialization objectives (see Figure 3.4). 

In answer to the call for more focus to be placed on the quality of ties, this study 

adds insights on the effects of varying combinations of tie and alter attributes on 

resource mobilization as well as on the characteristics of nascent ties as perceived 

by the lower-status actors in a dyad, depending on alters for social capital. This 

allowed for the study to move from a review and integration of extant knowledge 

to theory development. Beyond its scope, the developed typology, propositions, 

and conceptual model indicate a roadmap to be explored by future research (as 

delineated in Section 7.5).

As a secondary contribution to social capital research, two studies are connected 

to the English-speaking research literature which offer valuable insights but are 

available only (and referenced primarily) in German. Riemer (2005) provides a 

comprehensive conceptual summary of social capital theory in the context of 

organizational cooperation. Iseke (2007) has developed and tested a differentiated 

set of scales to evaluate individual-level social capital for marginal actors in 

organizations. Their insights have provided a valuable foundation for the research 

design of this study and merit wider attention.

7.2.2 | Contributions to organizational socialization

Essentially, what this study contributes to research on organizational socialization 

is an in-depth exploration of how a social capital perspective increases our ability to 

describe and explain differences in newcomer experiences for young professionals, 

focusing on their emerging relational embeddedness and the quality of networks 

through which they are tied in.

Entering their first professional employments, the newcomers studied here perceive 

purely professional ties as strenuous, because the initial lack of a common ground 

with insiders makes their own marginal status apparent in contrast to their seniority 

or centrality. Through its mix of qualitative and structural analyses, the PhD project 

adds insights on dependency as a root cause of ‘newcomer anxiety’ in this regard 

and how it is managed from an informant-centered perspective, including factors 

that focal actors perceived as impediments or helpful impulses on the tie- and 

organizational-level. Likewise, it highlights the comfort that newcomers find in peer 

ties and their expressed preference for ties to develop multiplexity.
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The network configuration typology and conceptual framework that have been 

developed show that there is a considerable alignment between central socialization 

objectives (inclusion, task mastery, role clarity) and common distinctions 

regarding types of network resources (relating to socio-emotional integration, task-

performance support, and initial career promotion) as well as the respective forms of 

(bonding, bridging, and linking) social capital. Yet, bringing them together reveals 

the complexities entailed on either end, which are further increased when exploring 

them in their interdependencies. It also serves to show how each perspective 

enriches the others, though, allowing for newcomer experiences to be compared 

and contrasted to distill patterns and variance regarding the value derived from 

emerging personal networks as social(izing) capital.

7.2.3 | Contributions to social network analysis

Ultimately, what this PhD project contributes to the field of social network analysis 

is a qualitative structural deep-dive into the emergence, composition, mobilization, 

and development of extended personal networks at the workplace from an ego-

centered perspective for a purposeful sample. Its research design ascribes a central 

role to the mutual co-dependence of social network configurations and resource 

exchanges, placing it at the center of interest for both the cross-sectional and 

longitudinal approaches towards analyzing the panel data. Instead of presuming 

causation, tie formation and network development are explored as processes which 

coincide with social capital mobilization and can mutually reinforce each other, as 

reflected in the model summarizing central findings in Figure 7.1. In particular, this 

study focuses on factors that set this spiral in motion (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2015) 

so as not to take the emergence and development of a personal network for granted 

(Dahlander & McFarland, 2013; Small, 2009).

Newcomer socialization is investigated as one of the life course transitions offering 

researchers the opportunity to observe processes of tie formation and personal 

network development that reflect both actor agency and context (Small, 2017). The 

respective findings add to prior insights on the emergence of personal networks in 

new organizational foci. In particular, they suggest that the propinquity known to spur 

tie formation is not only found in physical proximity between newcomers and insiders, 

but also fostered on a metaphorical common ground and where cognitive proximity 

emerges in form of know-who. Indeed, the cognitive maps that newcomers develop 

were found to be elaborate, even at an early stage of organizational membership.

Further, this study contributes to the explication of underlying assumptions as to 

why certain network configurations are argued and/or found to wield social capital 

for newcomers. This provides what Webster and Watson (2002) refer to as ‘theoretical 

glue’ between the elements of our conceptual models and empirical measures, 
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which social network analysis has at times been criticized to lack (McCarty et al., 

2019). Contingencies and boundary conditions of prevalent network configuration 

archetypes are specified within the empirical context of newcomer socialization (see 

Figure 3.4).

With regard to personal network development, this three-wave panel study adds 

insights on changes in the size and composition of personal networks tracked over 

time to the still underrepresented body of longitudinal research on social networks 

(Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Lubbers et al., 2010). In terms of insights derived, it offers 

support for the notions of social selectivity theory to apply in contexts other than 

gerontology (Wrzus et al., 2013). Comparable to actors in old age, newcomers are 

found to increase their mobilization of social capital as they ‘mature’ as focal actor, 

exert more agency in (un)selecting alters as contacts (Lane & Sweeny, 2019), and 

focus their tie investments on those ties that they perceive as more rewarding (Levin 

& Walter, 2018). These findings on the network level invite further research to reveal 

explanations on the tie- and/or node-level.

7.3 | Contribution to the empirical underpinning

Moving from the theoretical to an empirical focus, the insights from this PhD 

project and its purposeful sample of young professionals add to our data repository 

on the social capital of marginal actors in organizations, newcomer socialization, 

and personal network developments around life course transitions. Table 4.1 and  

Table 5.2 condense findings from the newcomers’ narrative answers from the 

interviews in the format of data structures. Table 6.2 and Appendix 1.5 summarize 

quantified panel metrics across the three waves of measurement. Data on personal 

network development are visualized as aggregate display for the panel group in 

Figure 6.1 and per focal actor in Figure 6.3.

With regard to the quantitative panel measures, two data points stood out, in 

particular. First, about 80% of the resources that would have been potentially 

available for newcomers in their activated networks were not (reported as) mobilized 

at each of the three waves. This invites future research to probe for indications as to 

whether this share reflects the newcomers’ perceived needs and objectives, or rather 

depends on the form of inquiry when collecting personal network data and response 

behavior in interviews. 

Second, the mobilization of resources relating to initial career promotion was far less 

pronounced as compared to the other two types of social capital. This applied not only 

after the initial three months (at T1), when it could be considered less relevant for 

newcomers, but also at the second and third waves, when it would have been expected 
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to gain importance as newcomers transition to insider status and approach ‘stay-or-

go’ decisions in their socialization trajectories. Instead, the mobilization of career-

related resources was found to flatten out after the first year, rather than increase 

between T2 and T3. Findings from Chapter 6 indicate differences depending on the 

type of organization. This invites further exploration to explain whether egos were 

unable to derive the respective resources from their ties or did not perceive a need 

to do so, for instance, because they felt that the career support they did mobilize was 

sufficient (compared to other newcomer groups such as interns, for example).

7.4 |  Contribution to our methodological toolbox

In terms of methodology, this study attests to the proclaimed advantages of 

adapting, rather than adopting extant approaches to study the ‘added value’ of social 

networks within different contexts (Herz et al., 2015; Wald, 2011). Each chapter 

could build on seminal works in the three fields that this PhD project spans across 

and has availed itself of frameworks from extant research, combined and adjusted 

so as to make them instrumental in addressing the research questions at the center 

of its investigation.

In Chapter 2, the diagnostic approach to social capital through Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory is repurposed from addressing conflicts between its various 

theoretical definitions (Cornelissen & Kafouros, 2008; Inkson, 2006) towards 

resolving the dilemma associated with its operationalization for empirical research. 

Combined with the structured approach of an integrative conceptual review (Carter 

et al., 2015; Webster & Watson, 2002), this ‘metaphorical inventory’ provides both an 

assessment and extension of extant theory (Strack, 2016). The design and analysis 

of the panel study applies the operationalization of social capital as a measure of 

liquidity regarding the resources bound in personal networks which emerged from 

this approach. It allows for an exploration of social capital in terms of the particular 

resources channeled by different network configurations for newcomers, rather 

than equating it with the (potential) access to certain actors.

Looking back, the metaphorical lens adopted at the outset of this study was 

especially valuable in sensitizing the ensuing analyses to aspects in which the social 

and capital domains diverge. It created an urgency to note and even explicitly address 

with panel participants in how far the notion of ‘capital’ served or failed to capture 

the value that they, personally, perceived to derive from their network ties. Profiting 

from the advantages of semi-structured interviews, the study could oscillate 

between its working definition of social capital and the newcomers’ own terms used 

to cognitively frame this value, so as not to neglect aspects they considered salient.
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In Chapter 3, nine cases purposefully sampled for their resource ‘liquidity’ from 

the first wave of data collection are leveraged to seek out (rather than exclude) 

the informative value of high-intensity cases as extreme or outlying values in 

the distribution for social network analysis (Brandes et al., 2008; Grigoriou & 

Rothaermel, 2014). They provide the means to calibrate the typology of newcomer 

network configurations based on incidents of distinct social capital mobilization 

(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014). Here, the focus placed 

on incorporating standardized measures into the data collection pays off in terms 

of providing a comprehensive overview of the panel as a whole and facilitating the 

sampling strategy to select cases.

In retrospect, the most central contribution that this approach offered was to 

highlight the contrast between the initial, theoretically-modeled configuration 

archetypes on the one hand and the empirical newcomer networks on the other hand. 

“In reality, personal networks are complex and messy”, as McCarty et al. (2019, p. 25) 

have astutely put it. That is, in fact, what makes them worth exploring in depth, to see 

which aspects of composition, structure, and change “make each personal network 

a unique case and, at the same time, an understandable outcome” (Molina et al., 

2014, p. 308). With the configuration typology as conceptual scaffold, it was possible 

to comb through and extract patterns from the idiosyncratic networks reported by 

newcomers. Vice versa, the ‘messiness’ of their empirical complexity enriched the 

explanatory value of the typology, extending it beyond the methodologically helpful, 

but necessarily limited artifice of clear-cut archetypes.

In Chapters 4 and 5, the chosen procedure follows the principles of Qualitative 

Structural Analysis, demonstrating that its iterative approach for triangulating 

different forms of data makes it applicable to a wide range of personal network 

studies (Herz et al., 2015). In this case, QSA is extended to an investigation of 

personal networks centered around resource mobilization (rather than their 

structural characteristics) and applied to analyze visualizations of standardized 

network data created ex post, during processing (rather than collaboratively during 

interviews). Appendix 5 documents the kind of analytical questions which guided 

the analysis of the different forms of data. Adjusted as such, this form of QSA 

was not as fundamentally ‘qualitative’ as the method was conceived to be. Yet, it 

indubitably provided the methodological key to unlock the potential of this specific 

set of panel data, along with the highly supportive research community dedicated 

to the development of QSA that encourages newcomers in any conceivable way. 

As additional studies using QSA are published, the adaptation of its analytical 

procedures in the field is bound to expand, given the robustness and informative 

value of insights to be derived from its versatile integration of narrative, visualized, 

and standardized network data.
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In Chapter 6, Small et al.’s (2015) framework for change in personal networks is 

adapted, with an outcome variable and different context of application added to 

derive insights comparable to their findings for an additional group of newcomers. 

This required for an adjustment of the categorizations for data reduction, so as 

to reflect the dynamics of extended, intra-organizational networks (instead of 

demarcated core discussion networks). Applying their network development 

exhibits as a means to visualize changes in size and composition on the individual 

level was most helpful in grasping variance and patterns across the panel during 

the explorative data analysis. While seminal authors in the field, Small pointed out 

that their study on the stability of the core discussion network has not been widely 

adopted so far, since it applies to a rather idiosyncratic form of data not often 

collected (M. Small, personal communication, February 7th, 2020). Both the scope 

and research design of this study represent a case in point for the sort of context in 

which their approach is invaluable, as was the authors’ readiness to share details 

about their methods and procedure.

While the binary logistic regression models used here to probe hypotheses regarding 

personal network development and social capital mobilization over time fit well 

for the main variables investigated, they also show the limits of statistical power 

inherent to the study’s sample size. Truth tables offer an alternative approach to 

more specified models for probing further and checking for interactions between 

input variables. For both, zooming out to the network level allowed for patterns to 

be detected, the discussion of which closes the loop for the overall PhD project by 

inviting explanations on the tie- and node-levels to be explored.

All parts of this study emphasize that the value derived from network ties “lies in 

the eyes of the beholder” (Gulati et al., 2011, p. 214). Through the ego-centered, 

primarily qualitative, and case-oriented approach of the analyses, it was possible 

to get a better understanding of differences in newcomer experiences as well 

as recurrent themes in their reports. Combining a mix of methods during data 

collection and analysis allowed for narrative and standardized network data to 

be triangulated, drawing on inductive and informant-centric codes as well as 

deductive, concept-centric data reduction. All this was only possible by accepting 

an inadvertently limited number of focal actors being studied (McCarty et al., 2019). 

Given the study’s research objective, this approach could not have been replaced 

by remote or fully standardized survey designs without diminishing the basis for a 

reconstructive approach.

In summary, this PhD project contributes to our methodological toolbox 

for measuring focal actor social capital in four central ways: First, with its 

operationalization of social capital that starts with an audit of extended personal 

networks as resource repositories and then inquires about concrete instances of 
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resources mobilized as a measure of liquidity, indicating which value focal actors 

indeed derive from their networks. Second, with its substantiated recommendation 

to augment a “formalized inventory” (Wald, 2014) with semi-structured interviews so 

as to enrich the standardized data collection with informant narratives that enable a 

qualitative reconstruction of individual experiences. Third, with the structural grids 

applied to systematize insights derived from a combination of social capital theory, 

socialization research, and social network analysis. Analytical frameworks helped 

to handle and ‘tame’ the complexity of the phenomena under study, whether it 

regarded a review of the conceptual debate in the research literature, configurations 

of tie and actor attributes, conceptual models with interdependent spiral effects, 

or longitudinal development profiles. Fourth, this study demonstrates how the 

network paradigm provides more than a method and translates well into research 

even if it is not primarily focused on structural measures and cannot rely on the 

standard software packages for social network analysis.

7.5 |  Limitations and implications for future 
research

While the design choices and adapted methods both befitted and benefitted the 

research project, as discussed above, they necessarily entailed constraints in 

comparison to their alternatives. In terms of the data collected and analyzed, the 

central trade-off made was to gather detailed information on the resources which 

newcomers derived from their first-order ties, yet not (also) on alter-alter ties as 

reported by focal actors (see Section 7.5.1). In terms of the study’s sample, the central 

limitation is that it does not serve as a basis to statistically generalize its findings. 

This is not to say, however, that they cannot be discussed in terms of their theoretical 

transferability or that the methodological approach is not apt to be replicated (see 

Section 7.5.2). Both offer potential avenues for future studies, facilitated by recent 

developments in available data collection tooling. As conducted, the panel study 

also invites additional exploration to further validate its findings (see Section 7.5.3).

7.5.1 | Data and internal validity 

Three central limitations resulted from the data collection design for this study. 

The first is that newcomers were not asked about alter-alter ties, that is, which of the 

contacts they listed were also connected to each other. This pre-empted the use of 

most structural measures and standard software packages available to process and 

analyze ego-centric network data at the time. Mixing methods to triangulate the 

gathered information was preferred over acquiring the coding abilities needed to 

make other programs for quantitative analysis work for the purposes of this study. 
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The primarily qualitative approach (enriched with quantified measures on personal 

network composition, mobilization, and development) was chosen to do better 

justice to the study’s objective than a more quantitative modeling of the structural 

measures could have done for the size and characteristics of this sample. For 

researchers with a different skill set, the data may still offer a basis to run analyses 

with apt stochastic methods, though.

Second, newcomers were not confronted with the networks they documented at prior 

waves as the panel progressed. This can be seen as a limitation, given that doing so 

would have allowed to inquire about the reasons why certain ties were discontinued 

or whether they were merely dormant (Fischer & Offer, 2020; Marin & Hampton, 2019; 

Walsh et al., 2018). Not doing so also made the reported networks more dependent 

on ego’s recent interactions and cognitive priming (Simpson et al., 2011; E. B. Smith 

et al., 2012). As it were, the name generators and qualitative frame of the network 

inventory provided the only prompts to help with recall. Newcomers listed alters who 

came to mind as salient at the time of each interview. Given the research interest in 

how personal networks and resource mobilization develop, it is considered fitting to 

compare networks that were all elicited by mental alter sampling, as such (Fischer 

& Offer, 2020), rather than comparing networks recalled without aid at T1 with 

networks reported based on reminders of previously listed of alters at T2 and T3.

Both limitations discussed so far could be overcome in future replications of the 

study’s data collection by making use of the Network Canvas tool that has become 

available as general release in December 2020 (Hogan et al., 2020). It does not 

impose, but facilitates the collection of alter-alter-ties without inflating the time 

required to complete a personal network inventory beyond the point of respondent 

fatigue. It also integrates into the setting of a qualitative interview, offering the 

advantage of digitally collecting standardized network data without forcing the 

narrative element to gather contextual information into the background. The 

additional steps of processing standardized measures into network visualizations 

becomes obsolete, then. The tool further allows researchers to decide whether and 

in which form they show previously listed alters to ego. The data collection approach 

validated through this study provides a tested format that can now be reproduced on 

a greater scale and in different contexts using Network Canvas or comparable tools to 

become available in the future.

The third limitation of this study’s data collection concerns the name interpreters 

that were, or rather those that were not included in the formalized network inventory. 

There are various salient factors affecting not only inclusion, but also exclusion 

when it comes to organizational socialization. They decisively impact who is and 

who is not considered as a candidate for recruitment in the first place, invited and 

successful in interviews, selected and accepted as new employee, and given equal 
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opportunities once they join an organization. They affect the initiation, formation, 

development, and dissolution of individual ties as well as the heterogeneity of 

networks – whether ego and/or alters are consciously aware of it or not. Here, neither 

ethnicity (‘race’), physical (dis)abilities, religious denomination, gender identity,  or 

sexual orientation, nor any of the numerous other factors regarding in-/exclusion 

were covered in the standardized data collection. At the time, my aim was to focus 

and cap the already comprehensive list of questions for respondents to go through. 

Yet, I have since come to critically – and also personally – reflect on these choices as a 

central caveat of my research design.

In terms of internal validity, extended contact with the panel group increased the 

soundness of findings and their interpretation, allowing for a reconstruction of 

their experience from the depth of information provided. Over the course of the 

panel study, I had repeated contact with the newcomers also outside the setting of 

our interviews as a lecturer and member of the academic staff in the department 

of their International Business program. Given that I conducted all interviews 

personally, I discussed the socialization experience, personal network, and social 

capital mobilization with each newcomer on at least three occasions. In the memos 

I wrote after each interview, I often took note of respondents being very engaged and 

eager to provide informative answers. This indicates an advantage of my insider-

outsider role with the panel group, which allowed for a shared understanding and 

familiarity with each other to develop that increased the openness and explication 

of what newcomers shared during the interviews. Many would comment on this, for 

instance by noting that we both “knew what it was like” or that I “get the context”, 

before sharing their experience in more detail than could have been achieved in a 

remote (online) survey or less contextualized interview.

Considering what we know about respondent behavior (Herz & Petermann, 2017; E. 

B. Smith et al., 2012), however, I was also sensitized to rational and social desirability 

biases resulting from my double role during the data collection and analysis. Both, 

design and pretesting of the interview guide focused on minimizing their effects (see 

Appendix 1.3). When narratives gave indications of boasting or leaving things unsaid, 

I took this as a signal to pay particular attention to possible explanations from the 

context of ego’s answers and to pose them against the standardized data collected 

during their analysis. Indeed, there were cases when the Qualitative Structural 

Analysis, in particular, helped to critically question how socialization experiences 

were narratively framed in contrast to the resource mobilization reported and vice 

versa. This often pointed the analysis to interesting aspects such as the ‘hidden’ 

friends and kinship ties, patterns of generalizing newcomer experiences, or conflicts 

with formally assigned contacts.
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7.5.2 | Sample and transferability

This study has focused on investigating how the newcomers within its panel 

compared and contrasted with each other, yet not with more experienced 

professionals at later career-stages or temporary additions to the workforce such 

as interns, interim managers, or expats on foreign assignments. Considering how 

the panel at hand differs from other newcomer cohorts allows for a discussion of the 

transferability of findings beyond its specific context, here. Considering how the 

panel group compares to other newcomers invites a discussion of findings in terms 

of their applicability for organizational socialization practices, as delineated in 

Section 7.6.

Of all newcomers socialized within organizations, the young professionals studied 

here faced one of their first life course transitions into new social foci of activity in 

which they could not rely on (the majority of) alters to share their personal interests 

or situation. This indicates an explanation for the considerable discomfort that they, 

as recent graduates, reported with regard to nascent ties to insiders. For newcomers 

who are more experienced with developing ties ‘solely’ on a professional level, 

newcomer anxiety may represent a less aggravated experience, not pushing them to 

seek out the familiarity of peer ties or tie multiplexity as much.

With regards to other young professionals, the newcomers studied here also 

represent a particular sub-group, given that their socialization was institutionalized 

and framed within an academic Bachelor’s program. Since these newcomers were 

joined together in a cohort cutting across their individual organizational contexts, 

they had more opportunities to compare their socialization experiences, for instance. 

It also expanded their peer group beyond organizational boundaries to their fellow 

students and added both formal and informal advisors to their contacts, if the 

academic setting of their program were taken into account. Both are deliberately 

excluded, here, in order to keep the data collection focused on intra-organizational 

networks and facilitate its replication in other contexts. Their availability could 

have affected the newcomers’ behavior in initiating, developing, or dissolving intra-

organizational ties as an unobserved influence, though. Comparing this panel group 

to other cohorts of newcomers could thus tell us more about how distinct social foci 

of activity actually are in terms of personal network development. It was an explicit 

assumption of this study that contacts within the organization provide context-

specific resources valued during socialization. Yet, resources derived from extra-

organizational ties could also explain differences in which intra-organizational ties 

are (not) mobilized, so that tracking both would offer an informative approach to 

investigate where newcomers find sources of social(izing) capital.
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Within the different forms of institutionalized socialization, this panel followed 

trajectories that encouraged or even required newcomers to go through assignments 

in various teams and departments at their organizations. Most commonly known 

from trainee programs, this approach is more likely to foster alter replacement than 

socialization processes that integrate newcomers exclusively into a single team or 

work group. In the latter scenario, the newcomers’ networks could also be expected 

to show fewer bridging ties, especially with a growing size of the organization. It will 

thus be interesting to compare the development of personal network composition 

between different groups of newcomers and to see whether they reveal different 

phenotypes regarding their transition from outsiders to embedded insiders.

In terms of defining characteristics, male newcomers represent a slight minority in 

this panel group overall and were especially underrepresented with regard to the forms 

of personal network development for which social capital mobilization was found 

more likely to increase over time. This invites follow-up analyses and a comparison 

with groups in which genders are more differentiated, evenly represented, or inversely 

distributed. Expanding the range and sample size of newcomers thus represents the 

obvious path to establish whether findings apply beyond this specific panel. Future 

studies can take some of the defining factors discussed above as indications for 

information-rich sampling. The research questions listed at the end of Section 7.5.3 

are respectively identified as promising avenues for future research.

7.5.3 | Further exploration

In terms of external validity, a limitation resulting from the mix of methods as applied 

is that, while primarily qualitative, the chosen approaches do not extend to the full 

principles of Grounded Theory (Gioia et al., 2013; Patton, 2000; Storberg-Walker, 

2012) or ethnographic research in organizational studies (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 

2007; Elliot et al., 2015; Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017). In this regard, two avenues 

stand out to further explore research questions beyond the given study’s scope.

The first is to expand the research design from an ego-centric approach to one which 

also includes network alters from egos’ organizations as informants. This would be 

especially informative for studies which either prioritize the role of organizational 

context (Holtom et al., 2006; Small, 2009) or focus more on sociometric networks 

and Cognitive Social Structures (Krackhardt, 1987; Lerner et al., 2014). The former 

would increase our understanding of actor embeddedness and how network ties are 

not merely formed in, but very much by organizations (Small, 2009). The latter would 

draw our attention to the agency of alters and how their choices affect ego’s personal 

network development and resource mobilization (Levin et al., 2016).
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The second avenue for further exploration involves a comparison of this panel 

group with a control group of newcomers following the same dual studies program, 

but going through their socialization without the repeated interviews and network 

inventory. As it were, this study is taken to represent a form of intervention, since 

asking newcomers to report on their personal networks “allows informants to 

see a standardized image of their social world, shifting their position from being 

observed to becoming observers. This shift allows them to obtain new information 

and insights about themselves” (Molina et al., 2014, p. 310). In other words, the 

repeated collection of network data and inquiries about provided resources has 

likely increased the newcomers’ awareness of intra-organizational contacts and 

social capital. This could have affected their behavior of how ties are initiated, 

maintained, abandoned, or mobilized. Indeed, researchers applying social network 

analysis in studies on migration have pointed out that the reconstruction of personal 

networks “both reflects and influences the process of integration and psychological 

adaptation” in a new social context (Lubbers et al., 2010, p. 94).

While it could not be addressed within the scope of this PhD project, the latter avenue 

has been prepared for by conducting the third wave of data collection with another 

group of 23 newcomers joined together in a different cohort. They were interviewed 

only once, after 18 months of organizational membership, using the same interview 

guide (see Appendix 3) This provided a safeguard had there been any doubts 

concerning test effects resulting from the data collection in the interpretation of 

its longitudinal analysis (Morrison, 1993) or with regard to implications derived for 

organizational socialization practices (discussed in Section 7.6). Yet, an explorative 

data analysis suggested that the descriptive measures of personal networks and 

resource mobilization of this ‘control group’ were widely comparable to the first 

wave of data collected from the panel as an ‘intervention group’. There was no 

indication that the newcomers interviewed repeatedly had inflated or overreported 

their social capital over time.

Overall, the results derived from this study – including the liquidity-approach to 

focal-actor social capital, the augmented network configuration typology, the 

conceptual model of how newcomers develop and mobilize nascent ties, and the 

insights drawn from its longitudinal analysis – are all explicitly offered as the basis 

for future research to translate them into testable hypotheses. The data collected 

from the ‘control group’ offers a first opportunity to probe them against an extended, 

but comparable empirical context. Samples aiming for variance and contrast are 

then the logical next step to probe for external validity. Besides its limitations, the 

chosen research design does offer strengths to be replicated and expanded by such 

follow-up studies and to more generally inform future research, as argued above, 

and it has indicated specific research questions to focus on, as listed below.
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Suggested research questions for future studies to investigate:

What are the differences in the development and/or mobilization of personal 

networks between young professionals and more experienced newcomers at later 

career stages?

A research design as employed here could be replicated with a focus on more 

experienced newcomers to see how they compare, for example, with regard to 

the role played by peer ties or tie multiplexity.

How does the development and/or mobilization of newcomer networks compare 

depending on egos’ perceptions of their cultural context?

Cross-cultural comparisons could explore differences depending on profes-

sional fields, organizational or national cultures, and different degrees of 

institutionalization regarding their socialization trajectories.

How (in)dependent are changes in a newcomer’s intra-organizational and  

extra-organizational personal networks?

Studies with standardized methods of network data collection could compare 

the size and composition of intra- and extra-organizational networks per ego 

as well as the mobilization of social capital from each. Qualitative inquiries 

can help to reveal reasons and personal preferences to explain similarities and 

differences.

How ‘hidden’ are kinship ties or pre-existing friendships in newcomers’ behavior 

regarding their network development and mobilization at the organization?

Ethnographic studies collecting observational data (not only from egos) could 

explore in how far ‘hidden ties’ are actually perceived as a ‘crutch’ by alters or to 

violate organizational norms, for instance when seen as unfair favoritism.

Which, if any, differences in the development and/or mobilization of newcomer 

networks are found to depend on factors either known or suspected to affect 

inclusion and exclusion?

Statistically representative samples will help to control and probe for effects 

of ego’s gender or racial homogeneity or heterogeneity in ties. Informant- 

centered inquiries will remain crucial, though, to identify and understand what 

explains such differences.

In how far does the increase of resource mobilization from newcomer networks 

showing prominent alter replacement result from the ties to alters who remain in 

ego’s network or those that replace initial contacts (or both)?

A follow-up study analyzing this panel study’s narrative interview data across 

all three waves by means of a content analysis or QSA will help to reveal the rea-

sons underlying the support found for the socio-emotional selectivity hypothe-

sis on the network level.
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7.6 | Contributions to practice

The findings of this study indicate specific moderators not only for scholars to 

further explore, but also of informative value to “help organizations socialize 

newcomers and to help newcomers self-socialize more effectively” (Fang et al., 2011, 

p. 130). When organizational decision-making is informed by research, as such, 

choices on interventions and focusing efforts can be evidence-based to increase 

their impact (Daniels, 2019). Towards these ends, the implications of findings for 

organizational practices are first summarized, here, distilling what they tell us about 

impulses to provide (Section 7.6.1) and barriers to remove (Section 7.6.2) in order to 

foster newcomer socialization from a social network perspective. Section 7.6.3 then 

turns to the newcomers’ themselves and how they are to benefit from the results.

7.6.1 | Impulses to provide

A first take-away regards the boundaries of an ever increasing network size to provide 

additional value for newcomers in terms of social capital. Merely adding ties did 

not provide more instrumentally rewarding or strategic resources and even less 

affectively rewarding resources to focal actors in this study. Another critical insight 

is that the embedding effect of personal networks does not discriminate between 

the ethical or even legal (un)desirability of resource exchanges. That is, ties were 

perceived as sources of social capital even, or at times especially, when they provided 

resources that pertain to practices not admissible according to rules or policies. 

Newcomers who became privy to irregular or downright illegal practices at the teams 

or departments that they joined – and shared this during the interviews – referred 

to these incidents as bonding experiences, signaling openness, and providing them 

with a sense of integration.

Organizations dedicated to compliance and fostering intra-organizational social 

capital development will therefore need to be differentiated in which social 

network oriented socialization strategies they choose to encourage and how. 

Table 7.2 indicates these and further central take-aways in terms of impulses that 

organizations may choose to provide.
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Table 7.2 | Organizational impulses to foster newcomer socialization

What Why How

Make use of ‘com-
mon grounds’

Insiders seem 
more accessible 
for newcomers 
without their ‘home 
advantage’; reduces 
perceived thresh-
olds/asymmetry.

•  Identify or create opportunities that bring 
newcomers and insiders together off-site and 
outside daily routines.

•  Not to be considered the same as offering 
teambuilding for newcomers amongst peers!

Deliberately invest 
in internal know-
who

Represents an im-
portant catalyzer for 
both tie develop-
ment and resource 
mobilization.

•  Support developing a comprehensive cognitive 
map of organizational actors and their roles.

•  This can be directly passed on from insiders to 
newcomers and among newcomers.

Imbue legitimacy- 
by-tasks and  
by projects

Offers opportunities 
for nascent ties to 
develop strength or 
multiplexity and to 
extend mobilized 
resources beyond 
task-performance 
support to other 
types of social 
capital.

•  Make it the newcomers’ job to initiate and 
mobilize nascent ties to insiders.

•  Design or assign tasks for newcomers so that
   -  they provide motivation or at least urgency for 

insiders to share their experience and tacit 
knowledge as part of their job;

   -  outcomes connect to the goals of insiders, 
providing intrinsic reciprocity;

   -  they increase contact frequency and/or inten-
sity between newcomers and insiders.

Foster a culture 
that treats sharing 
resources as a 
common good, not 
as a burden

Gives newcomers a 
better or equal claim 
to draw on social 
capital as a collec-
tive good.

•  Counter tendencies that make resource access 
(knowledge-sharing, learnings, support, etc.) a 
matter of hierarchy, power, or competition.

•  Acknowledge insiders who make time or other-
wise provide resources for newcomers.

•  Ensure that initial ties are shown appreciation 
for the social(izing) capital they provide.

•  Discourage or counter newcomers’ tendencies 
towards hubris or feeling entitled to support.

Gamify inclusion- 
by-exclusion

Fosters the in-
group benefits 
without inviting 
the between-group 
disadvantages.

•  Integrate newcomers in employee-teams to 
compete in pub quizzes or sports events etc.

•  Encourage ‘campfire’ rituals or ‘fuck-up 
nights’ to make newcomers feel included 
when insiders share vulnerability and retro-
spectives.

•  Add scavenger hunts for uncodified knowledge 
to onboarding processes, to let newcomers 
experience how insiders respond to questions.

Ritualize 
‘moving on’ 
for newcomers

Encourages new-
comers to expect 
and accept network 
churn; contributes 
to a ‘chain effect’ 
spanning across 
individual socializa-
tion trajectories to 
relieve pressure on 
newcomers.

•  Require or encourage newcomers to go 
through different teams or departments 
during socialization, ‘training’ them as 
boundary spanners within the organization, to 
prevent silos or fragmentation.

•  Practice entry and exit (or interim) talks with 
supervisors/advisors for each phase in social-
ization, providing a structure for setting goals, 
collecting feedback, resolving issues, etc.

•  Facilitate ‘tie maintenance’ (chats, meet-ups, 
reunions, etc.) to free up resources for tie 
initiation.
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What Why How

Always connect 
newcomers to 
peers

Any amount of ‘peer 
pleasure’ provides a 
valuable respite from 
newcomer anxiety; 
This is especially im-
portant if newcomers 
are not connected to 
the wider organi-
zation through the 
team or department 
in which they are 
socialized.

•  Whether it is only one or an entire group, always 
make sure that newcomers are aware of other 
new or recently socialized employees.

•  There is no need for a large number of peers, 
since the social capital derived from them has a 
point of diminishing returns.

•  There is no need for all peers to get along on 
a personal level, if the group is big enough to 
create a clique effect.

•  Be on the lookout for peer conflicts, though, 
since they weigh heavy as negative ‘shocks’ 
during socialization.

•  Contact to newcomer-‘alumni’ can also foster 
the chain-effect which was found to reduce new-
comer anxiety in this study, as they share their 
experience as a now-established insider.

Encourage person-
al network develop-
ment as a fallback 
task assignment 

Counters (perceived) 
dependency on for-
mally assigned alters 
or teams during 
socialization.

•  Picking up on the muscle-building metaphor, 
newcomers may benefit more from being 
‘tasked’ to actively develop intra-organizational 
ties as a training exercise, rather than being told 
to just ‘network’.

•  Counters negative experiences when newcom-
ers do not feel busy or supported enough by 
assigned contacts.

Offer an infrastruc-
ture for newcomers 
to ‘enrich’ their 
socialization

Counters (perceived) 
dependency on for-
mally assigned alters 
or teams during 
socialization.

•  Require but facilitate own initiative, for instance 
by connecting newcomers to insiders who are 
open for cross-trainings or looking for tempo-
rary or occasional support.

•  Offer (on/offline) trainings and qualifications 
to complete at times when insiders cannot offer 
support/assign meaningful tasks to newcomers.

Be(a)ware of status 
attraction effects

Critically appraise 
whether it is 
intentional and/or 
desirable, if well- 
connected actors 
at the organization 
connect only or pri-
marily to other well- 
connected actors.

•  If applicable, aim to counter this effect, with: 
   -  shadowing days or mentoring programs pair-

ing junior with senior employees;
   -  involving senior management in onboarding 

or socialization practices;
   -  cross-assigning managers from other teams to 

moderate feedback sessions.

Identify & acknowl-
edge informal  
‘network 
 superstars’  
(ex post)

Alters providing 
substantial social 
capital for newcom-
ers may not always 
be the ones formally 
assigned as super-
visors/advisors and 
vice versa.

•  Use evaluation and feedback processes for 
newcomers to also make informal advisors and 
mentors ‘visible’.

•  Acknowledge that these insiders increase intra- 
organizational social(izing) capital.

•  Consider that for certain types of support (for 
example, career advise) newcomers may prefer a 
contact of the same gender, given the choice.

Pick up on meta-
phors in use

Alternative meta-
phors or figurative 
language used by 
the newcomers 
themselves will feel 
more natural and 
unburdened.

•  Avoid the term ‘networking’ if it is met with 
exasperation about having to suffer through 
awkward small talk.

•  Be aware that the term ‘social capital’ is often 
taken to impose an overly economic attitude 
towards the value of personal network ties.

•  If using these terms, stress that they refer to 
resource exchanges that are mutually enriching 
for the network, rather than to ‘using people’ for 
individual gain, to avoid resistance/stigmas.
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7.6.2 | Barriers to remove

When it comes to investments in intra-organizational social capital, a central missive 

is primum non nocere, or “First, do no harm.” (Cohen & Prusak, 2001, p. 20). That is, 

an organization should first strive to understand where social capital develops on 

its own accord. Deliberate interventions are not only not necessary in these areas. It 

may even be more important to not disturb the mechanisms already at work, there. 

As Cohen and Prusak (2001, p. 20) have pointed out with regard to the latter: “This 

advice is not nearly as passive as it sounds.” Where social capital development does 

require fostering, removing barriers can at times be as or even more effective than 

actively providing impulses. Table 7.3 therefore indicates central take-aways from 

this study regarding potential barriers that organizations may choose to remove.

Table 7.3 | Organizational barriers to remove to foster newcomer socialization

What Why

Constraints imposed on 
insiders, with socializa-
tion put ‘on top’

•  When alters already struggle with workload, newcomers 
represent an additional burden so that commitment to their 
support will be low.

•  Newcomers cannot (be expected to) reciprocate equally from 
the start.

•  Newcomers who find themselves lacking the support to 
contribute will find themselves confronted with dependency 
on insiders, which emerged as the most negative socialization 
experience in this study.

Internal disconnect and 
scapegoating between 
teams or departments

•  When organizations are internally split between ‘them’ and 
‘us’, newcomers will find integration by reinforcing such 
separations.

•  Instead, socialization trajectories actually represent an ideal 
opportunity to train in-house boundary spanners who under-
stand the perspective and inner workings of several parts of the 
organization.

•  This fosters a small-world network structure (Baum et al., 2003; 
Grigoriou & Rothaermel, 2014) within the organization and im-
bues meaningfulness to the role of newcomers for the greater 
intra-organizational network.

(Perceived) prejudice 
against kin- or friendship 
ties as crutches

•  Stigmas associated with social capital that ‘comes too easily’ 
can lead to newcomers self-censoring how they communicate 
about or mobilize pre-existing friendship or family ties at the 
organization.

•  This will especially apply to situations in which it is not trans-
parent in how far the resources provided serve as a catalyst to 
enhance their own efforts taken, rather than replace them.

•  Organizations should thus aim to clarify when network 
resource exchanges are encouraged to create an added value 
and which practices represent nepotism or unfair favoritism, 
instead.
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What Why

(Perceived) thresholds to 
approach insiders

•  Given that newcomers are already anxious upon entry, 
anything adding to their insecurity will make social capital 
mobilization less likely.

•  Deliberate measures are needed to encourage knowledge- 
sharing and mutual support, or to prevent measures from 
having a discouraging effect. These can be as basic as an 
open-door policy on office floors where this is an option. Or it 
can be as comprehensive as structuring work based on projects 
cutting across different teams of the organization. 

Making socialization the 
exception, not the rule

•  Newcomers who experience their ‘newness’ as something not 
only difficult for themselves to handle, but also for insiders not 
used to integrating new members, will perceive more pressure 
and anxiety.

•  When teams were ‘not prepared’ and ‘didn’t know what to do’ 
with a newcomer, this ranked amongst the worst socialization 
experiences in this study.

•  If individual insiders are unfamiliar with newcomer social-
ization, they should have access to support by experienced 
‘trainers’.

•  If there are pressing reasons why socialization cannot be re-
peated regularly at an organization/department/team, external 
support can be sought for newcomers.

Feelings of newcomer 
entitlement

•  Newcomers need to be aware that they are neither entirely nor 
endlessly exempt from the norm of reciprocity.

•  Where there is room for discretion, insiders may otherwise 
exert their agency to ‘unselect’ newcomers from their net-
works, if they are perceived as free-riders or overly selfish in 
 mobilizing ties.

7.6.3 | Implications for newcomers

Newcomers stand to benefit directly from the insights derived from this study. It 

has been pointed out that the deliberate documentation and conscious reflection 

of a personal network represents “a great learning tool for employees in terms of 

individual coaching and job planning” (Parise, 2007, p. 363). With the “formalized 

inventory” (Wald, 2014) developed and validated, here, newcomers are provided 

a means to do this also without the help of experts. The three-step process is 

documented in Appendix 3.4. It provides a procedure to document and analyze 

personal networks as momentary snap-shots as well as for tracking changes over 

time. Supervisors, mentors, or HR managers wishing to support newcomers in 

becoming embedded can also avail themselves of the network inventory to enable 

a conscious reflection of newcomer networks as resource repositories during 

organizational socialization.

Such a personal network analysis for individual newcomers may exceed the 

goals or available resources at an organization. Yet, even a more differentiated 
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understanding of network ties and social capital, in general, can already help 

newcomers to focus their own socialization efforts on what can indeed foster their 

organizational integration and personal development. The elaborated typology of 

newcomer network configurations and how they relate to resources channeled in 

terms of social capital as shown in Figure 3.4 offers a condensed summary of what 

researchers know and this study has contributed to our understanding, aiming to 

help close the gap between research and practice (Daniels, 2019).

Newcomers further stand to benefit indirectly, where organizations (including 

both employers and higher education institutions dedicated to prepping young 

professionals for job entry) can be better advised on onboarding and socialization 

measures. The integration of perspectives from social network analysis, social 

capital, and organizational socialization demonstrates the benefits to be derived 

from research “bringing together previously-disparate streams of work to help 

shed light on a phenomenon, and suggesting important implications for practice” 

(Webster & Watson, 2002, p. xv). It has added to our conceptual model of factors that 

help newcomers to simultaneously build up and mobilize nascent ties, despite their 

initial lack of a tie history and asymmetries regarding reciprocity and actor status (see 

Figure 7.1). It also pointed to the form of personal network-level development most 

likely to increase social capital mobilization for newcomers over time, highlighting 

how prevalent alter churn is in newcomer networks and that it need not harm and 

can even foster resource mobilization.

The recommendations formulated above provide key take-aways in an effort to 

minimize complexity, yet still avoid oversimplification. If this study is to inform 

organizational measures, this is a central caveat: It clearly shows that newcomers 

should not be sent out to ‘just start networking’ for its own sake and none of the 

network (development) profiles should be misconstrued as a directive of what ought 

to be achieved! Instead, since this PhD “places a greater emphasis on the qualis (Latin 

for ‘how is it?’) of [the] phenomenon than on its quantum (Latin for ‘how much is 

it?’)” (Hollstein & Wagemann, 2014, p. 249), its central contribution lies in clarifying 

how the qualities of networks and the value they offer to newcomers are different, 

rather than more or less, and that they will be perceived differently by focal actors. 
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7.7 | In conclusion: Capital versus crutch?

This brings the discussion back to the declared objective of my PhD project. Overall, 

its aim was to contribute to a more differentiated understanding of the personal 

network and social capital development of organizational newcomers during 

socialization. It has provided answers to research questions from a primarily 

conceptual perspective, reviewing a combination of research literatures to integrate 

what they tell us about capturing the value that newcomers derive from their personal 

networks and expanding on this inductively through the exploration of empirical 

cases from the panel study. It has answered research questions from a primarily 

cross-sectional perspective, based on a qualitative structural deep-dive into the first 

wave of data collected from the panel, to refine our understanding of how newcomers 

mobilize resources from their nascent ties even shortly after organizational entry. 

And it has presented answers to research questions from a longitudinal perspective, 

tracking how the newcomers’ personal networks and social capital mobilization 

develop as their socialization progresses. Based on the insights discussed, I want 

to conclude by zooming out to the overarching question indicated by the title of 

my thesis: Given the findings on how to capture, understand, and track the value of 

personal network resources as ‘socializing’ capital for organizational newcomers, is 

it more fittingly described as capital or crutch? 

Labelling the value that newcomers derive from their personal networks during 

socialization as capital indicates an added value accumulating on the interpersonal 

level. It implies catalyst and augmentation effects where the resources provided 

by insiders enhance and complement those of the newcomers themselves. 

Labelling the value of personal network resources mobilized by newcomers during 

socialization as crutch indicates that they represent a replacement for own resources 

or resourcefulness. It implies that newcomers were not able to stand on their own feet 

during socialization, if they could not lean on insiders for support. Both labels stand 

to offer explicatory and generative impact in the sense of conceptual metaphors 

as discussed at the outset of this thesis. In terms of within-domain similarities, 

capital highlights the need for investments and value accumulation or the context-

dependent ‘buying power’ of network resources, for instance, while crutch points 

to the pain involved with the lack of (physical) standing, balance, or independent 

mobility. In terms of between-domain distance, capital creates tension by projecting 

economic principles onto social relations forming between strangers in new foci 

of activity, while crutch may evoke associations of incapacity, both representing a 

conceptual stretch with regard to the situation of organizational socialization.

In summary, the answer to be derived from the findings of my study is that whether 

newcomers perceive the resources mobilized from their personal networks as 

capital or crutch is indicative of the quality of their overall socialization experience. 
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Newcomers who felt that they could draw on the resources available to them did 

not perceive asymmetric ties and lopsided resource exchanges as hindersome, per 

se. They accepted and even expected that developing intra-organizational social 

capital requires, rather than replaces, own efforts akin to muscle building. Indeed, 

newcomers framed their narratives so as to pre-empt expected criticism or a stigma 

attached to social capital that comes too easily, stressing an added value that was to 

be earned.

Newcomers who felt that their own and mobilized resources fell short of allowing 

them to ‘find their footing’ as organizational actors described their socialization 

experiences in terms of disappointments or let-down. Rather than benefitting from 

social capital as an added value generated on the interpersonal level, this made 

newcomers feel dependent on insiders in order to contribute at all. A clear message 

to be taken away from my study is that depending on insiders as a crutch like this 

was the socialization experience that newcomers were most eager to avoid or  

(self-)defensively justify in their reports. Newcomers struggled where they felt or 

dreaded a lack of agency and missed access to social(izing) capital to help attain it.

More broadly, the findings of my PhD project underline that organizational 

socialization represents one informative transition scenario to study the emergence 

and development of social capital from a focal actor perspective. Social capital theory 

usually assigns a central role to the norm of reciprocity, so as to explain how network 

structures and social exchange practices ensure that those actors who provide 

resources also benefit in return. For the organizational newcomers investigated here, 

however, a different logic took initial priority. As focal actors dealing with newcomer 

anxiety during the life course transition into their first professional employment, they 

were primarily interested in not feeling or being perceived as entirely reliant on insiders 

and incapable to rely on their own resources. That is, shortly after organizational entry, 

the newcomers in this panel were less concerned about reciprocity (alter-focused) and 

more about their self-efficacy (ego-focused). Different variants of the shadow of the 

future were shown to allow newcomers to frame their current experience in a way that 

temporarily suspended the norm of reciprocity.

As their socialization progressed, newcomers were found to be more likely to increase 

their social capital mobilization when their network development was characterized 

by prominent alter replacement. Pending a qualitative follow-up investigation, I 

can offer alternative explanations for the pattern of findings based on the overall 

insights derived from this study. One would explain that resource mobilization 

increases with ‘network churn’ because newcomers outgrow their initially lopsided 

dependence on insiders, so that the volume of social capital exchanges is enhanced 

as their ability to reciprocate increases while they form ties more deliberately to 

different and additional alters. Another explanation would suggest that newcomers 
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may need to lean on changing resources throughout the course of their extended 

socialization, requiring them to form and mobilize different ties over time in order 

to meet their evolving needs for support as organizational actors.

As such, the two competing labels of capital versus crutch remind us to also 

question how the value of personal network resources is perceived by newcomers 

when investigating its development from a longitudinal perspective. Here, I 

explicitly assumed that increasing the mobilization of resources over time is a 

desirable outcome for newcomers in the sense of accumulating capital value 

on the interpersonal level. Should newcomers perceive intra-organizational 

network resources as a crutch, however, they may instead prefer to rely less on their 

mobilization over time.

With these insights and considerations in mind, ‘capital or crutch?’ remains as a 

question in the title of my thesis so as to be continuously posed from a conceptual, 

cross-sectional, and longitudinal perspective in order to help us capture, 

understand, and track the value of network resources for organizational newcomers 

during socialization. For, in the words of Hermann Hesse, every increase of our 

knowledge is an increase in the questions to be asked, ending not with a point, but 

with a question mark.
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Appendix 1 | Panel study description

Besides the actual data collection and analysis, my PhD research project comprised 

the conceptual and methodological preparation, organization, and implementation 

of its panel study, as described in the following.

App 1.1 | Design principles

Chapter 2 reports on the integrative conceptual review conducted at the outset of 

my PhD project. Its approach based on Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Andriessen & 

Gubbins, 2009; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Strack, 2016) provided three central insights 

to inform the research design and operationalization of social capital for my study, 

briefly reiterated here:

(I) Explicate between-domain distance
The capital metaphor has explicatory power not despite, but because of the 

differences between social capital and other forms of capital. Mismatches between 

its economic source and sociological target domains allow for a definition by 

contrast and can spark new insights when divergences are deliberately engaged, 

rather than neglected or omitted.

(II) Triangulate with alternative metaphors
No single conceptual metaphor provides a complete match in mapping out its 

semiotic target domain. Rather, different metaphors will each highlight particular 

forms of within-domain similarity and create (productive) tensions around their 

between-domain distance. Consequently, comparing alternative metaphors used to 

frame the value derived from personal networks will enrich the insights to be gained 

on social capital.

(III) Build on between-domain distance to measure social capital
The value of social capital cannot be reliably counted, compared, or traded the way 

that it can be with financial capital. However, it does follow some of the underlying 

principles of its economic target domain, such as the context-dependence of ‘buying 

power’ or returns on prior investments. Aspects at the brinks of overlap between 

the source and target domains, in particular, promise to provide generative impact, 

inviting an operationalization of social capital that engages ways in which it is ‘only 

just’ comparable to financial capital.

Thus, the data collection of my PhD study was informed by the following design 

principles:
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Deliberately  engage 
in a  metaphorical 
inventory

•  Address social ‘capital’ as one possible metaphor for the value 
derived from personal networks and invite newcomers to reflect 
on its merits/limitations.

•  Identify and analyze alternative metaphors and figurative terms in 
the newcomers’ reports that describe this value in other  ways.

Operationalize 
resources as bound 
investments and 
social capital as 
liquified value

•  Based on a distinction between a focal actor’s potential, activated, 
and mobilized networks (Smith et al., 2012), individual-level social 
capital can be measured as the ‘liquidity’ of bounded resources.

•  As a deliberate exploration of the outer brinks of semiotic overlap 
between the social and capital domains, ‘liquidity’ provides a 
promising approach to expand and refine the conceptual meta-
phor through generative impact.

App 1.2 | Application in the research design

The design of my measurement instruments and panel study followed the insights 

recounted above with regard to the choices made on the delineation of the personal 

networks to be studied, the approach towards collecting data about these personal 

networks, and the conceptualization as well as operationalization of social capital.

Bounded personal networks
Given that the outcome of interest that I investigate is the development of intra-

organizational social capital during socialization, the boundary of my study was set 

to network ties within the respective newcomer’s organization. While this was not to 

presume “that only the relations or interactions that take place within the bounded 

group are relevant” to newcomer socialization (McCarty et al., 2019, p. 10), it does 

focus my investigation on a clearly defined context that is considered decisive and 

most relevant.

Potential, activated, and mobilized networks
Ego’s personal network was conceptualized as the opportunity structure offering 

(potential) access to resources. This resonates with calls from researchers to 

consider networks as “reservoirs” or “repositories” of resources to be mobilized 

by (focal) actors (Ferri et al., 2009; Riemer, 2005). Empirically, this meant that I 

first inquired about a focal actor’s potential network, comprising all alters at the 

organization that ego would be able to name or recognize in a chance encounter. 

Then, my study gathered detailed data on ego’s activated network, that is all strong, 

weaker, and latent ties that ego recalled during the interview. Finally, newcomers 

were asked to indicate their mobilized networks, that is, those ties that had indeed 

provided them with resources (Smith et al., 2012).

Liquidity approach to measuring social capital
My operationalization of social capital expands on the distinction between 

mobilized resources derived from a network as a potential value repository, bringing 
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us closer to measuring the value of social capital, rather than its proxies. The value of 

a personal network for organizational newcomers is taken to depend on how easily 

resources can be ‘liquified’, playing on the within-domain similarity with ‘liquidity’ 

principles in financial capital. The associative chain is further developed (with 

regard to the acid test approach described below), so as to also engage the potential 

of between-domain distance in the social capital metaphor to spark generative 

impact.

Acid test framework
For financial capital, liquidity is measured by means of a so-called acid test ratio, 

pitching all current assets “which can be readily converted into cash” against all 

current liabilities (Machiraju, 2010, p. 35). This principle has previously been 

transferred from financial to intangible capital values by means of the Acid Test 

of Corporate Identity Management (Balmer & Greyser, 2002; Balmer & Soenen, 

1999). It provides a framework to translate the liquidity ratio into a gap analysis, 

pitching the ‘actual’ value derived from intangible resources against how this 

value is ‘communicated’ to and ‘conceived’ by others as well as what is considered 

‘ideal’ and ‘desired’ (Balmer & Soenen, 1999). As such, the authors are not only 

playing on the ‘ACCID’ acronym that results from the explored dimensions, but are 

also engaging the figurative origins of the term. That is, just like acids were used to 

verify the purity of gold, their approach represents a stress-test used to verify the 

resilience of corporate identities (Balmer & Greyser, 2002). A respective approach 

to operationalize social capital inquires about the resources that could actually be 

derived from a network, taking into account the communicated, conceived, ideal, and 

desired value for focal actors.

The derived design principles are reflected in both the semi-structured frame (see 

App. 1.4.1) as well as the standardized part (see App. 1.4.2) of the interview guide 

used as measurement instruments in my panel study:

Semi-structured 
interview guide

Questions at the outset explicate the capital metaphor and invite 
alternatives.
Questions at the end prompt newcomers to switch their perspective 
from reporting on their ‘actual’ network (resources) to …
• how these are ‘conceived’ by others;
• how they ‘communicate’ about them;
• what they think would be ‘ideal’;
• and personally ‘desire’ to be different.

Standardized net-
work inventory

•  The newcomers’ best estimate regarding the size of their poten-
tial networks at the organization is inquired. 

•  Name generator questions gather the newcomers’ activated 
networks.

•  Their mobilized networks is audited by measures that inquire 
about the resources actually derived from activated ties.
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Drafted as such, the implementation of the design principles as derived from the 

literature review needed to be pre-validated in order to prevent sources of measurement 

error or major changes to the interview guide between waves of the panel study.

App 1.3 | Pretests of measurement instruments

Given the particular challenges of operationalizing social capital for empirical 

research, I invested substantially into pre-testing my data collection instruments. 

Three forms of pretests were conducted in order to collect indications, if not 

confirmation that respondents comparable to my eventual panel group would 

interpret the questions in similar ways to each other as well as in a way as intended 

by me as researcher (Collins, 2003). Such extensive efforts were considered called 

for, since many of the concepts under study here are abstract and tacit, and because 

the sample size would not allow for statistical signals indicating measurement error 

in the collected data (Ryan et al., 2012). In addition, the objective of pretesting was 

to avoid or at least minimize problems with comprehension or processing before 

beginning the first round of what would be a repeated measurement panel and 

thereby to increase the validity of responses throughout (Collins, 2003).

In several iterations, the drafted interview guides were therefore refined through a 

review by content and survey experts, cognitive interviews, and rehearsal piloting. 

Each of the three steps and the resulting refinement of the survey are briefly 

discussed in the following.

(I) Review by content and survey experts
As recommended for small and medium-scale research designs (Ryan et al., 2012), 

the interview guide was initially based on an extensive analysis and synthesis of prior 

research in the content field (see Chapter 2). It was then submitted as a draft to the 

scrutiny of two content and two survey experts to allow for collaborative refinement of 

the phrasing and composition of the questionnaire. The experts’ feedback resulted 

mainly in revisions of phrasing and sentence structure as well as a refinement of 

selected scales and answering categories. Pointing out potential sources of problems 

to be probed for, the expert reviews also provided an informative basis for preparing 

the cognitive interviews as the next round of pretesting.

As an additional content expert with particular insight concerning the panel group, 

the head of department responsible for the dual studies program through which 

participants were invited to the study was then asked to review the second, revised 

draft of the interview guide. Based on his feedback, the phrasing of a few questions 

was further sharpened to fit the experience of students at the beginning of their dual 

degree program. In particular, the revisions concerned the items adapted from Iseke 

(2007) regarding career promotion and mentoring. They were adjusted to better 
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reflect the initially less managerial and leadership-oriented development aims and 

needs of young professionals.

(II) Cognitive interviews
Cognitive interviews were conducted to complement the expert approach with a 

participant-oriented diagnostic tool to identify, understand, and eliminate potential 

sources of measurement error (Collins, 2003), as summarized  in Table 1.1 (App). By 

providing the means to “reveal respondents’ response processes” (Ryan et al., 2012, 

p. 414), this additional form of pretesting further offered important indications on 

how to interpret the collected responses (Collins, 2003; Helfferich, 2009; Ryan et al., 

2012).

Each of the cognitive interviews comprised both, the more interviewer-driven 

technique of verbal probing and the more respondent-driven ‘think-aloud’ 

technique (Collins, 2003). For the latter, respondents were asked to go through 

the questions voicing any thoughts that came to their mind as they read them 

and considered an answer. In addition, concurrent and retrospective probing 

questions were asked (Collins, 2003). A retrospective probe, for example, would 

ask interviewees to paraphrase in their own words what they had been asked after 

providing an answer. A concurrent probing question would, for instance, ask 

“Can you find the answer you would have liked to give in this list of options?” or 

“Would you change or add any options to the list?” while an interviewee was going 

through provided answering categories. While retrospective probes shed light on 

the interviewees’ comprehension and contextualization of questions, concurrent 

probes revealed important insights on how questions and answering categories 

were understood (Collins, 2003). In combination with the think-aloud technique, 

both provided a highly informative approach for cognitive interviews as pretests 

(Ryan et al., 2012).

The pretest respondents were invited for the cognitive interviews based on shared 

characteristics with the eventual panel, namely being enrolled in their first or 

second year of a dual studies program and having spent the first few months on 

assignment at their training organizations. This was intended to provide the best 

possible alternative to drawing respondents for the pretests from the actual panel 

group (thereby decreasing the overall sample size). Potential respondents for the 

pretests were approached on breaks between their lectures and asked to participate. 

Their selection aimed for organizations of different sizes and industries as well as 

respondents of both genders to be represented. Volunteers were explicitly informed 

that the aim of the interview was for the interview guide to be tested, not the 

respondents themselves (Ryan et al., 2012). They were also given a brief explanation 

about the intention of the eventual research project and instructed about the ‘think-

aloud’ technique with some examples, as well as encouraged to voice any questions, 
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feedback, or criticism they may have, even if it was not part of the questions asked 

(Ryan et al., 2012). A small gift was given to each respondent to thank them after 

completion of the pretest interview.

Four rounds of cognitive pretests were conducted, each followed by a revision based 

on the insights gathered. In the first round, five respondents were interviewed in a 

focus group setting. In the other rounds, respondents were interviewed individually. 

A total of 10 respondents completed the cognitive interviews. As interviewer, my 

role was primarily that of an observer, collecting the information provided as 

respondents were ‘thinking-aloud’, providing verbal probes, and documenting their 

responses. Notes taken during the cognitive interviews provided the basis for an 

extensive protocol and the iterative revisions of the interview guide. The final draft 

was then resubmitted for a final expert review by my PhD supervisor.

(III) Rehearsal piloting
After its revision based on the cognitive interviews and expert reviews, the interview 

guide was tested once more to determine a) the approximate amount of time needed 

for going through the interview questions, including the standardized network 

inventory, and b) whether the changes made had alleviated the issues identified 

in earlier pretests. For the final round of these pilot rehearsals, a student from the 

same dual studies program as the panel group (but already in her second semester), 

completed the interview and network inventory without difficulties. 

Overall, the objective of the pretests was to increase the validity in the data collected 

and interpretation of responses with regard to the research questions (Helfferich, 

2009; Ryan et al., 2012). While no grave sources of measurement error were 

identified, the pretests resulted in a considerable refinement of the interview guide.
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Table 1.1 (App) | Potential sources of measurement error to be preempted by the pretests

Potential sources of 
measurement error

How they were addressed 
during the pretests

Objectives attained after
interview guide revisions

Questions cannot be 
answered accurately 
or at all

Probing for indications that 
respondents were struggling, 
unable, or unwilling to retrieve the 
necessary information to give an 
answer, considering, for example:
•  the time frame to be recalled;
•  the level of (self-)awareness 

required;
•  the inclination to provide the in-

quired information about oneself 
or others.

Respondents are able to answer 
all questions based on their back-
ground and personal experience 
without prior preparation.

Questions offer the possibility 
for respondents to ‘opt out’ of an 
answer, rather than evade into 
unreliable responses.

Problems with 
understanding 
 terminology  
or syntax

•  Looking for indications that 
respondents had trouble under-
standing and/or reading the ques-
tions (such as response latency).

•  Probing for how respondents 
would define central terms and 
concepts, especially those that 
are abstract or ambiguous (such 
as ‘integration’, for example) 
and if this matched the intended 
meaning.

Questions are phrased clearly and 
easy to comprehend.

Deliberate choices about when 
the formulation of a question 
provides or avoids examples, 
considering that they can result 
in priming.

Unclear or mislead-
ing rules-of-response

Where answering categories were 
provided in the standardized part 
of the interview, respondents 
ought to be able to understand 
and select their answer based on 
the scale or options provided.

Items or options are confirmed to 
be complete/exhaustive, clearly 
distinguishable, and relevant to 
the respondents.
Sequencing effects are mini-
mized or avoided.

Questions or terms 
being understood 
differently

Probing for variance or contradic-
tions in how respondents under-
stand central terms and concepts 
when compared with each other 
(for example: ‘onboarding’, ‘men-
tor’, or ‘career’).

Formulations are adjusted or 
questions added to make sure un-
derstanding is explicated and the 
analysis is sensitized to pick up 
on differences in understanding.

Social desirability 
bias

•  Looking for indications that 
respondents were (not) willing 
and (un)comfortable to provide 
socially less ‘desirable’ answers.

•  Probing for whether certain 
answering categories, if provid-
ed, were avoided or considered 
inappropriate/unacceptable.

Questions make respondents feel 
comfortable with giving honest 
and authentic answers or choos-
ing between all options provided, 
rather than implying presupposi-
tions, hierarchies, exceptions, or 
deviations.

Self-image or 
self-presentation 
bias

Probing for questions that implied 
any threat to the respondents’ 
self-image or invited certain 
modes of self-presentation (such 
as boasting or hubris).

Formulations are adjusted or 
questions added to probe for con-
crete incidences and examples to 
increase grounding of answers in 
the respondents’ experience.

Cognitive fatigue or 
fading concentration

Probing for indications that 
respondents were losing their 
patience, interest, or concentra-
tion capacity over the course of the 
interview.

The interview is structured so as 
to keep respondents engaged and 
minimize the effects of cogni-
tive fatigue (e.g. using the open 
questions as a frame, rather than 
in one block).
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App 1.4 | Panel study interviews

Standardized methods of network data collection provide a systematic way to track 

and compare which ties focal actors have formed to alters. However, they usually 

stop short when it comes to an equally structured audit of which ties were actually 

mobilized for which resources. Qualitative methods of network data collection 

allow for a deep-dive exploring the formation and mobilization of individual ties. 

Yet, this level of detailed reconstruction cannot be attained for all ties in a study on 

extended personal networks. Therefore, the parallel, multistrand design chosen for 

my research project represents an effort to leverage the advantages and balance out 

the limitations of each (Hollstein, 2014).

In the interview guide that emerged from the design and pretests described 

above, a semi-structured frame with open questions at the beginning and end of 

each interview is combined with a standardized part in the middle. The latter had 

newcomers 1) document their extended intra-organizational networks, comprising 

strong, weaker, and latent ties; 2) characterize the listed alters as well as the ties 

connecting ego to them; and 3) indicate which ties to which alters were (not) 

mobilized for specific resources relating to three types of social capital, that is, task-

performance support, initial career promotion, and socio-emotional integration. 

The different parts are described in more detail in the following, before their 

combined application is critically reflected (see App. 1.4.3).

App. 1.4.1 | Semi-structured frame

For the open frame of the interviews, newcomers were invited to narrate and reflect 

on their initial onboarding and continued socialization experience, their tasks 

or project assignments, and the emerging relationships with insiders and other 

newcomers at their organizations. Based on the insights derived from the integrative 

conceptual review conducted for my study (see Chapter 2), the questions posed 

aimed for an explication of conceptual metaphors and followed the switch between 

perspectives as suggested by the acid test structure (see App 1.2).

Pretests were conducted to develop a semi-structured interview guide that provided 

‘narrative impulses’, rather than a question-and-answer style format (Helfferich, 

2009). That is, they were pre-scripted to ensure comparability across the different 

(waves of) interviews, but kept open enough to allow interviewees to report what they 

considered relevant and in as much detail as they preferred (Wald, 2014). Follow-

up questions and probes were used to gather more information on initial contacts, 

ties, and the exchange of network resources mentioned. For the complete interview 

guides as used for framing the beginning and end of an interview at T1, T2, and T3, 

respectively, see Appendix 3.
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App. 1.4.2 | Standardized network-resource inventory

Nested between the brackets of open questions at the beginning and at the end of 

the interviews was a standardized part designed to collect structured data on the 

newcomer’s personal networks. It was extensively pretested as described above to 

ensure that the questions (as well as answering categories, if applicable) reflected 

the newcomers’ mental models when reporting on their experience (Collins, 2003; 

Ryan et al., 2012). In order to systematically gather information on which kinds of 

ties to which kinds of alters provided newcomers with which kinds of social capital 

resources, this standardized part followed a three-step approach.

Step 1: Name generators
First, I went through a comprehensive list of name generator questions with the 

newcomers to facilitate the recall of their extended intra-organizational contacts 

(McCarty et al., 2019). Rather than inquire after ties of a particular function, such as 

information or advice networks, the name generators aimed to elicit ego’s “activated 

network” (Smith et al., 2012), that is, all alters that newcomers considered relevant 

within their organizational context. Respectively, there were generator questions 

asking not just about strong ties to alters in ego’s immediate proximity, but also 

about weaker ties and even latent contacts to alters throughout the organization 

(Degenne & Lebeaux, 2005; Lerner et al., 2014). The complete list of name generators 

is documented in App 3.4. A final prompt always invited ego to look over the names 

already recorded, to see if anyone who should be included was still missing.

Interviewees were advised that they could list contacts by their first and/or last 

names, initials, or nicknames as they deemed the easiest, as long as they would be 

able to remember whom they were referring to. Also, they were invited to take their 

time to consider each question and to mentally walk through the office building or 

a common work day or week, if they considered this helpful to trigger their memory. 

Throughout the course of the interviews, it was repeatedly pointed out that names 

could still be added to the list at any time and many newcomers made extensive use 

of this option, as their recall was facilitated by later steps in the data collection.

Step 2: Name interpreters
Second, I asked the newcomers to characterize each of the contacts listed by means 

of name interpreter questions. These related to alter attributes, including each 

person’s gender and organizational role, as well as the perceived age difference 

between ego and alter. In addition, the questions covered tie attributes, such as the 

frequency of contact between ego and alter as well as the intensity of their contact 

on a professional and on a personal level. The exact probes used are documented in 

App 3.4.
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To this point, the standardized part of my interviews followed the steps as they 

are commonly applied in personal network studies (McCarty et al., 2019). They 

provided the means to elicit the extended personal networks of focal actors at 

their organizations, as the opportunity structure from which resources could have 

potentially been derived during socialization. From there, I was interested in the 

degree to which this potential was indeed mobilized, reflecting the design principles 

identified through my review of extant research (see App 1.1).

Step 3: Resource mobilization
In the third step of my data collection, newcomers were asked to indicate their 

mobilization of concrete resources through the reported network ties. That is, they 

reported concrete instances of receiving support, valued assets, or access provided by 

alters (Small & Sukhu, 2016), so that their social capital was measured as mobilized 

resource potential rather than equated with the presence of particular alters in their 

networks.

This third step in the network data collection was facilitated by a set of 19 statements 

adapted from Iseke’s (2007) measures of social capital for marginal actors in 

organizations. As documented in App 3.4, the set of statements comprised six 

to seven probes relating to three types of intra-organizational social capital for 

newcomers, focusing primarily on:

•  task-performance support, as for example: 

 “This is a person from whom I have learned a lot on the job.” 

•  initial career promotion, as for example: 

  “This person has made sure that my performance becomes visible and I get credit for it.”

•  socio-emotional integration, as for example:

 “This person has made me feel accepted and appreciated.”

Again, the formulations were extensively pretested to ensure their fit with the 

newcomers’ specific situation and objectives during socialization. Egos were 

asked to indicate alters on their lists to whom a given statement applied and 

whether it applied to any alters in particular. This also allowed for nuances to be 

captured when ego considered certain alters and ties to stand out with regard to the 

provided categories. If newcomers indicated that certain alters stood out because 

they withheld particular resources or represented the exact opposite of what was 

described, follow up questions were asked to invite descriptions of critical incidents.
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App. 1.4.3 | Reflection on application and limitations

Overall, the three-step approach of the standardized network inventory described 

above was clearly of advantage in gathering a comprehensive picture of the 

newcomers’ extended personal networks at the organizations they joined and the 

mobilization of ties for resources in terms of social capital. It is considered unlikely 

that the number of alters recorded or the richness in contextual information 

provided would have resulted from a remote data collection online. In combination 

with the semi-structured frame, the network inventory had newcomers engage 

in a highly (self-)reflective documentation of their ties and relate them to the 

mobilization of resources. 

My own experience with the combination of open and standardized modes of 

inquiry strikingly reflects what Wald (2014, p. 77) has pointed about mixing methods 

in personal network interviews:

Filling out the name generator and name interpreter often caused breaks in the 

conversation in which the interviewee had time to reflect. The respondents were 

sometimes surprised about how much information they came up with and often 

mentioned important details about their networks while filling out the form.

Yet, mixing methods is not an end in itself and always entails trade-offs (Hollstein, 

2014; Molina et al., 2014; Wald, 2014), as reflected in Chapter 7. Most personal 

network studies require respondents to indicate the relation between their network 

contacts as a third step (Borgatti et al., 2013; McCarty et al., 2019). For my study, 

eliciting these so-called alter-alter ties was replaced for the sake of investigating the 

resources provided by alters, instead.

Apart from befitting my research interest in the development of intra-organizational 

social capital, there were pressing reasons for this focus on first-order ties and their 

mobilization. Ego-centric network data must be considered tricky when it comes to 

the validity of alter-alter ties, in general (Wald, 2014), since their collection is twice 

removed (that is, not observed directly and reported by another actor) (McCarty et al., 

2019). They can be considered particularly unreliable when it comes to newcomers, 

who have only just joined an organization and are not yet privy to most of the 

internal relationship structures (Lane & Sweeny, 2019). Considering that my access 

to informants was to the newcomers themselves, not to other actors within the 

organizations they joined, a sociocentric network analysis was certainly out of scope. 

Last but not least, given the longitudinal design of my study, it was important to limit 

respondent burden enough to prevent panel attrition. Considering that interviews 

already averaged around 1:05 hrs at T1, 1:15 hrs at T2 and 1:22 hrs at T3, adding a 

fourth step to the network inventory to gather both alter-alter ties and mobilized 

resources would have imposed an exceeding cognitive strain on the concentration 

and motivation of interviewees.
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App 1.5 | Panel study set-up

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the field access, base and sample group as well as 

descriptive characteristics of participants in my panel study. The following sections 

add further details with regard to the research design and methodological choices in 

organizing and conducting the data collection.

(I) Existing group cohort
Each year, the students commencing the dual studies program through which 

study participants were approached are split into two ‘courses’ to allow for a low 

students-to-lecturer ratio. Selection into the courses is based primarily on two 

criteria: 1) that students who are trained in the same organization are assigned to 

the same course and 2) that within a course, students trained at organizations of 

different sizes and in various industries are brought together. While there is contact 

and interaction between the courses, it is by no means as intense as within courses. 

This recommended one of these courses to be approached as an existing group, 

comprising a cohort of 28 newcomers.

(II) Preparation and organization
Upon the start of their first semester, a kick-off meeting was held in which I personally 

introduced myself to the group as lead researcher of the project. The students 

were provided with a very broad context of the topic to be investigated. In terms of 

wording, this description focused on how they as newcomers become embedded 

at their employing organizations, while it deliberately avoided ‘buzzwords’ such as 

networking, so as not to prime (or alienate) participants up front.

It was expressly pointed out during the kick-off meeting that participants would be 

approached at several occasions with different forms of questioning and that none 

of the inquiries, whether in written form or as part of an interview, was intended to 

test or grade them. Another point stressed, in particular, was that their decision to 

(not) participate would not in any way affect their study trajectory. The newcomers’ 

role as study participants was introduced as that of informants about their own 

personal experiences, so that no preparation for the interviews was necessary on 

their parts. Further, they were ensured that none of their individual responses would 

be communicated to representatives of their employing organizations or any other 

third parties. Publications were assured to use only anonymous and/or aggregated 

results that would not allow for respondents or their organizations to be identified 

(see Appendix 2).

The group was then given the opportunity to ask questions and encouraged to do so 

at any point during the study. They were provided with my contact information and 

advised that they could also always turn to their heads of department in case of any 
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questions or problems. At the end of the kick-off, all students were provided with 

a two-page information sheet documenting what had been explained during the 

meeting with regards to privacy and data protection as well as the required informed 

consent agreement. The respective document is reproduced in Appendix 2. All 28 

newcomers in the approached course agreed to participate and returned a signed 

informed consent agreement. Individual appointments were then planned in for the 

first round of interviews.

Using a check-list style memo, each interview was prepared to ensure everything 

needed was set up in the room to record and document responses. At the beginning 

of each interview, participants were reminded of the informed consent agreement 

and asked for permission to start recording the conversation before going through 

the questions. Given the enhanced need for privacy and data protection, a dictation 

device was used for audio recording of the interviews, rather than the respective app 

on a cell phone, to ensure that the locally stored recordings could be completely 

deleted after saving them in the secure data repository described in App 1.6.

Directly after each interview, a memo template was filled in to file any initial notes 

that I wanted to add to the recording and digitization of the network inventory 

documentation. All files were marked indicting the participant’s unique identifier 

and/or a code based on the date and time of the interview. The files themselves and a 

backup were then saved, before deleting the audio file on the dictation device.

(III) Panel sample
24 newcomers out of the original group of 28 represent the sample analyzed. All 

were recent high school graduates, their age ranging between 17 and 20 years upon 

starting on their employments, with a median age just under 19. Female newcomers 

were slightly overrepresented at 62%, which is common among students in tertiary 

education in Germany, especially in the humanities and social sciences (Francesconi 

& Parey, 2018). In terms of their training organizations, the sample comprises a 

range of employers that includes a small-to medium size enterprise (SME), a public-

private partnership (PPP), three large enterprises (LE), and four multi-national 

enterprises (MNE). There was a sufficiently comparable distribution of newcomers 

going through socialization at the MNEs (n = 10) and LEs (n = 7) when compared with 

those at the SME and PPP (n = 7).

Table 1.2 (App) provides a first overview of sample characteristics, indicating the 

newcomers’ gender, the type and industry of their employing organizations as well 

as descriptive measures of their network data collected at each wave. Between the 24 

newcomers interviewed as focal actors at all three points of measurement, my study 

gathered data on 824 network alters listed at T1, 1053 at T2, and 1202 at T3. Overall, a 

total of 2204 distinct ego-alter ties were recorded. 
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Given the form of field access and the group’s specific characteristics as newcomers, 

the panel group offers information-rich advantages regrading comparability as 

well as variability, as highlighted in Chapter 1. At the same time, it imposes the 

inevitable limitations of a convenience sample when it comes to representativeness, 

as discussed in Chapter 7.

Table 1.2 (App) | Descriptive characteristics and panel measures

Ego Activated 
network

Mobilized 
network

Mobilized 
resources (in%)1

Employing  
organizations

Gender T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 Sector Type2

male 37 36 32 21 25 18 26.2 29.8 23.8 IT-solutions SME

male 47 60 55 29 49 51 28.6 24.3 37.3 medical 
equipment

LE

female 37 48 64 17 32 36 14.2 12.3 9.5

female 44 55 55 36 47 51 29.2 37.0 18.0 financial 
services

LE

male 52 62 58 26 27 35 11.2 8.2 14.0

female 39 37 27 24 31 20 19.3 37.0 27.3 pharma 
equipment

LE

female 36 23 25 18 17 21 18.6 14.6 47.4

female 29 43 58 17 30 54 20.9 21.5 22.8

female 40 52 64 21 48 40 16.3 33.9 13.2 international 
development

PPP

female 27 44 44 16 28 30 13.6 9.7 13.0

male 29 42 29 26 37 25 28.9 34.2 43.9

female 25 34 46 19 33 41 19.4 26.6 19.3

male 33 33 49 16 27 46 13.4 15.2 20.9

female 23 30 28 16 28 24 22.7 20.5 24.1

male 12 37 67 11 28 48 34.2 24.9 23.9 construction MNE

female 31 49 48 26 37 41 24.3 25.6 20.4 consulting MNE

male 34 46 58 25 31 42 20.0 19.9 18.6 pharma MNE

female 30 32 42 13 18 27 15.1 11.2 11.3

female 36 53 66 27 43 52 18.4 18.9 21.7

male 33 57 80 19 44 47 16.4 21.8 17.0

female 59 38 51 31 32 47 21.4 21.7 26.8 heavy 
equipment

MNE

female 53 68 73 14 46 57 8.4 12.8 15.0

male 23 38 47 19 28 22 21.1 17.6 8.6

female 15 36 36 14 34 35 30.2 40.2 32.7

Mean: 34 44 50 21 33 38 20.5 22.5 22.1

SD: 11.3 11.3 15.2 6.3 8.9 12.1 6.6 9.2 10.0

Note.
1   percentage of resources reported as mobilized relative to the amount of resources potentially available given 

ego’s reported ties 
2  SME: small-to-medium sized enterprise; LE: large enterprise; PPP: public-private partnership;  

MNE: multinational enterprise;
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(IV) Longitudinal application
Not only, but especially with regard to the standardized part of my interviews, the 

questions and prompts used remained largely unchanged over the three waves 

of measurement. Minor adjustments were made only to address the newcomers’ 

progressing socialization trajectory, for instance by adding a name generator 

inquiring about alters met during foreign assignments, as documented in  

Appendix 3.4. At each wave, the newcomers’ activated networks were recalled 

exclusively based on “mental alter sampling” (Fischer & Offer, 2020). That is, they 

were not provided with the names listed at prior waves. The list of name generators 

did, however, include a specific prompt at T2 and T3 inquiring: “Is there anyone you 

got to know during earlier assignments and with whom you are still in touch?”

A time frame of 3 months as chosen for my first wave of data collection is often used 

for studies interested in newcomer onboarding (Bidart & Lavenu, 2005; Schupp, 

2014). Since it was of particular interest to me how the newcomers’ networks and 

social capital develop over their extended socialization, I opted for additional 

possibilities provided by their trajectories to conduct the second and third waves of 

interviews with the entire group at times when they had spent comparable intervals 

at their organizations (after 12 and 18 months, respectively). As such, my data also 

allow for a comparison with other longitudinal studies in the field (Degenne & 

Lebeaux, 2005; Lane & Sweeny, 2019; Small et al., 2015).

(V) Respondent burden vs. engagement
Overall, the newcomers’ showed a rather unexpected willingness and even 

enthusiasm to (repeatedly) go through the extensive interviews. This is taken to 

signal that the topics discussed were perceived as relevant and valuable from their 

perspective. A major challenge during network data collection, however, was to 

prevent respondents from losing their interest in the documentation of ties as a 

result of cognitive fatigue (McCarty et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2012). The standardized 

network inventory format had both, advantages and disadvantages in this regard.

As for the advantages, the three-step approach of going through name generator, 

name interpreter, and resource mobilization questions ensured a very systematic 

and disciplined documentation. Making it (even visually) clear to interviewees that 

they were working through the list of alters that they had generated in the first step 

provided a clear orientation of what had already been and what was still left to be 

addressed in the remaining steps 2 and 3. In most cases, interviewees took active 

ownership of their documentation, introducing abbreviations or little ‘hacks’ to 

allow for shortcuts or a ‘shorthand-style’ in their  responses. Many were deeply 

engaged and highly reflective in the process, often pointing out explicitly how they 

considered it a valuable retrospective for themselves. While there were few surprises 

or unexpected insights for the interviewees themselves, many stressed that they 
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appreciated being prompted to take the inventory, because they would not usually 

consider their network so deliberately.

As for the disadvantages, completing the network inventory and the overall interview 

required significant concentration and in most cases (considerably) more than one 

hour. Especially for newcomers who reported large networks with over 50 alters, 

the diligence enforced by characterizing them all could become quite strenuous 

and repetitive. As a result, they showed a tendency of indicating ‘bulk answers’ with 

regard to the resources provided by alters in the third step of the inventory. Ego would 

then, for example, indicate that an entire team or peer group had provided certain 

resources. As interviewer, I made efforts to inquire about possible differences and 

nuances between alters in such cases, asking for concrete examples or individuals 

who stood out. I also had to make sure that alters further down on the list (recalled 

based on later name generator questions or over the course of the network interview) 

would not be ‘forgotten’ during step 3. Otherwise, newcomers with smaller networks 

may have overreported resource mobilization as compared to those with larger 

networks, simply due to a different response pattern during this part of the inventory.

App 1.6 | Data management

All data collected over the course of my PhD project have been stored in original 

and/or processed form on the secure and password-protected servers at Radboud 

University. As an additional resilience measure, a complete master copy is kept on an 

encrypted and password-protected external hard drive that is stored offsite. The data 

repository comprises:

Primary Data

Raw & meta data* • Personal network documentation (scans) 
• Source file with panel participant information and UIDs
• Digitized backup of signed informed consent forms

Processed data • Interview transcripts (anonymized)
• Processed personal network data (digital)
• Overview files of processed data
• Data visualizations

Secondary Data

Analyses & reports • Codebooks and memos written during qualitative data analysis
• Logbooks with notes kept during data processing and analysis
• Slides presented at research conferences
• Milestone versions of paper manuscripts

* Contains critical data; stored in a separate and password-protected folder.

Files with primary data collected for the purpose of my panel study were named 

indicating the wave of data collection (T1-T3 for time of measurement) and the 

unique identifier (UID) of a given participant, if applicable, to ensure retrievability. 

The names of files that were analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software 
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Atlas.ti include additional references to employing organizations (numbered codes), 

ego’s gender (m/f), and categorizations relevant to the analysis so as to facilitate 

grouping. The UIDs are based on the participants’ anonymous student numbers and 

matched with their demographic information only in an overview file that is saved 

separately and additionally protected with a password.

All software for data processing and analysis was used exclusively on password-

protected computers and secured by additional account protection and two-factor 

authentication (if available). Applications used included Atlas.ti, SPSS, MS Office, 

F4 and AmberScript (for transcription), VennMaker (for network data visualization), 

Mendeley (literature reference management) and Trello (for PhD project 

management). Raw data was only saved locally for the duration of processing and 

deleted after the analysis was completed.

Throughout my data management and analysis, I paid particular attention to 

protecting the anonymity of individual panel participants as well as their employing 

organizations, due to the inherent sensitivity of social network data pointed out in 

Chapter 1. For the same reasons and in accordance with the panel study’s informed 

consent agreement, access to all raw and processed data must be restricted. Reuse 

of processed data in liaisons is possible, as long as anonymity remains guaranteed. 

Information that may not be accessed or shared includes the personal information 

to identify either individual participants, their listed contacts or their employing 

organizations (at the time of data collection).
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Appendix 2 | Informed consent agreement

The informed consent agreement is documented here as used, in the German 

original, with minor adjustments (in Italics) to ensure that the specific group of 

students cannot be identified. It was handed out in writing and explained during a 

kick-off meeting with the panel group. 

To briefly summarize in English: 

•  Its contents provide a very broad context of the topic to be investigated and 

expressly point out that participants who choose to take part in the panel study 

would be approached at several occasions with different forms of questioning.

•  It is stressed that none of the inquiries are intended to test or grade them as 

students and that their decision to (not) participate would not in any way affect 

their study trajectory.

•  Their role as study participants is introduced as that of informants about their 

own personal experiences, so that no preparation for the interviews would be 

necessary on their parts. 

•  Further, they are ensured that none of their individual responses would be 

communicated to representatives of their employing organizations or any third 

parties. 

•  Publications are assured to use only anonymous and/or aggregated results that do 

not allow for respondents or their organizations to be identified. 

The group was given the opportunity to ask questions during the kick-off meeting 

(see Appendix 1.5) and the informed consent agreement also encourages them to do 

so at any point during the study. They were provided with my contact information as 

researcher and advised that they could also always turn to their heads of department 

in case of any questions or problems.
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Informationsblatt und Datenschutzerklärung

Forschungsprojekt „Vernetzung im dualen Studium“

Liebe Studierende,

die im Verlauf Ihres Studiums durchgeführten online Befragungen und 

persönlichen Interviews dienen der Datenerhebung im Rahmen eines Forschungs-

projektes. Im Sinne des Datenschutzes ist uns Ihre ausdrückliche und informierte 

Einwilligung zur Speicherung und Auswertung Ihrer Angaben wichtig. Im 

Folgenden informieren wir Sie über das Projekt und unser Vorgehen.

Verantwortlich für das Projekt ist die Studiengangsleitung, Kooperationspartner 

sind der Studiengang, Frau Dipl.-Phil. Sabine Matejek sowie die Radboud 

Universität Nijmegen, Niederlande. Das Forschungsprojekt untersucht die 

Entstehung und Entwicklung der unternehmensinternen Kontaktnetzwerke 

von dualen Studierenden. Befragt werden zunächst Studierende Ihres Jahrgangs. 

Die Datenerhebung ist Teil der Dissertationsarbeit von Frau Matejek und dient 

rein wissenschaftlichen Zwecken (Erkenntnisgewinn zur Weiterentwicklung von 

Forschung und Lehre).

Das Vorgehen bei der Durchführung und Auswertung der Befragungen und 

Interviews beruht auf den Bestimmungen des Bundesdatenschutzgesetzes. Frau 

Matejek und alle Projektmitarbeiter unterliegen der Schweigepflicht und sind dem 

Datengeheimnis verpflichtet. Wir sichern Ihnen folgendes Verfahren zu, damit 

die von Ihnen gemachten Angaben nicht mit Ihrer Person in Verbindung gebracht 

werden können:

Online Befragungen
Alle von Ihnen gemachten Angaben in den schriftlichen Befragungen werden streng 

vertraulich behandelt, durch Passwörter und Verschlüsselung vor dem Zugriff durch 

Dritte gesichert, im Zuge der Auswertung anonymisiert und am Ende des Projekts 

gelöscht. Die an Externe kommunizierten Ergebnisse der Befragungen lassen 

keinen Rückschluss auf Ihre Person zu.

Persönliche Interviews
•  Wir nehmen die Gespräche als Audiodatei auf. Diese Dateien werden 

transkribiert (d.h. als Schriftprotokoll abgetippt) und anschließend gelöscht. Auf 

Verlangen erhalten Sie Einsicht in die Transkription. Bei der Verschriftlichung 

werden alle Personen-, Orts-, Firmen- oder sonstige Namen anhand einer 

Anonymisierungsregel geändert.
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•  Die Transkription selbst wird nicht veröffentlicht und ist nur projektintern für 

die Auswertung zugänglich. Sie wird nur von Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeitern 

des Projektes gelesen und nicht an Ihr Ausbildungsunternehmen oder Dritte 

kommuniziert.

•  In den Forschungsprojektbericht und weitere Veröffentlichungen können 

einzelne Zitate aus Ihrem Interview eingehen, aber ausschließlich ohne 

dass erkennbar ist, von welcher Person diese stammen. Ansonsten werden 

die gemachten Angaben mit denen aus anderen Interviews aggregiert. Die 

Veröffentlichung der Ergebnisse des Forschungsprojekts sind frei zugänglich 

oder auf Anfrage an die Projektleitung erhältlich. 

•  Ihr Name und Ihre persönlichen Daten werden am Ende des Projektes in 

unseren Unterlagen gelöscht, so dass lediglich die anonymisierte Transkription 

zur Aufbewahrung verbleibt. Diese wird nach Projektende noch fünf Jahre 

aufbewahrt, um im Falle einer Überprüfung die korrekte Behandlung der 

Daten nachweisen zu können. Die von Ihnen unterschriebene Erklärung zur 

Einwilligung in die Auswertung wird in einem gesonderten Ordner an einer 

gesicherten und nur der Projektleitung zugänglichen Stelle aufbewahrt. Sie 

dient lediglich dazu, bei einer Überprüfung durch den Datenschutzbeauftragten 

nachweisen zu können, dass Sie mit der Auswertung einverstanden sind. Sie 

kann mit der Transkription Ihres Interviews nicht mehr in Verbindung gebracht 

werden.

Wir weisen Sie darauf hin, dass Ihnen aus einer Nichtteilnahme keine Nachteile 

entstehen! Sie können Antworten auch bei einzelnen Fragen verweigern. Auch die 

Einwilligungserklärung ist freiwillig und deren Widerruf sowie die Löschung Ihrer 

Angaben kann jederzeit von Ihnen verlangt werden (bedarf der Schriftform).

Wir bedanken uns schon vorab für Ihre Teilnahme an der Studie. Wir hoffen, dass 

unser Forschungsprojekt dazu beiträgt, die Vernetzung dualer Studierender in ihren 

Unternehmen besser zu verstehen und auf Basis dessen auch zur kontinuierlichen 

Verbesserung des dualen Studienmodells und der Betreuung dualer Studierender in 

Praxis- und Theoriephasen beizutragen.
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–  EINWILLIGUNGSERKLÄRUNG –

Ich bin über das Vorgehen bei der Auswertung der von mir ihm Rahmen des 

Forschungsprojektes gemachten Angaben zu online Befragungen und insbesondere 

in den persönlichen Interviews mit einem Handzettel informiert worden (u.a.: 

Sicherung der Daten, Dokumentation und Abschriften gelangen nicht an die 

Öffentlichkeit, Anonymisierung bei der Transkription bzw. Auswertung, Löschen 

von Audioaufnahmen, Trennung bzw. Löschen persönlicher Daten, Aufbewahrung 

der Einwilligungserklärung nur im Zusammenhang mit dem Nachweis des 

Datenschutzes und nicht zusammenführbar mit gemachten Angaben, etc.).

Auf Basis dieser Information gebe ich meine Einwilligung dazu, dass die 

geführten Interviews als Audiodatei aufgenommen, abgetippt und anonymisiert 

ausgewertet werden. Ich bin damit einverstanden, dass einzelne Antworten und 

Zitate, die anonymisiert sowie aus dem Zusammenhang genommen und damit 

nicht mit meiner Person in Verbindung gebracht werden können, als Material für 

wissenschaftliche Zwecke genutzt werden können.

Unter diesen Bedingungen erkläre ich mich bereit, an den Befragungen der Studie 

im Verlauf meines dualen Bachelorstudiums teilzunehmen.

Vollständiger Name:

Ort, Datum:

Unterschrift:
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Appendix 3 | Semi-structured interview guides

Key:

Italics  Indicate introductory or explanatory passages in the interview guide. These 

were scripted to ensure standardization across interviews, but not read out 

verbatim.

Bold   Bolded passages indicate lead questions posed as narrative impulses to 

interviewees.

     Bold arrows mark pre-scripted follow-up questions, posed to interviewees 

in case the aspects were not already covered in answers stimulated by the 

narrative impulses.

>    Lined arrows mark examples of prompts used sporadically to encourage 

interviewees to elaborate on their answers.

**    Questions that were added at T2 to address the evolved situation of the 

panel group.

***   Questions that were added at T3 to address the evolved situation of the 

panel group.
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App 3.1 | Semi-structured interview guide at T1

German original English translation

Introduction 

Vielen Dank, dass Sie sich Zeit für dieses 
Interview nehmen.

Ganz wichtig vorab: Unser Gespräch heute 
ist keine Vorlesung und definitiv keine 
Prüfung. Das heißt, es gibt keine richtigen 
oder falschen Antworten, Sie werden nicht 
bewertet und schon gar nicht benotet. Ich 
stelle auch keine Trickfragen oder so. Ich 
werde Sie nach verschiedenen Erfahrungen 
und Eindrücken aus den ersten Monaten in 
Ihrem Unternehmen fragen. Das sind alles 
sehr subjektive Themen, aber das ist genau, 
was mich interessiert. Ich möchte Sie also 
einladen, ganz offen zu antworten und gerne 
viel zu erzählen. 

Wir haben ausreichend Zeit für das Interview 
eingeplant, Sie können also auch immer 
erst in Ruhe überlegen. Ich werde dann mal 
ganz bewusst den Mund halten, damit Sie 
nachdenken können. 

Wie Sie sehen, habe ich hier alles vorbereitet, 
um das Gespräch aufzunehmen, schlichtweg 
damit ich nicht wie wild mitschreiben muss. 
Stattdessen will ich Ihnen lieber richtig 
zuhören können und mir nur ab und an ein 
paar Notizen machen.

Die Aufnahme und natürlich auch mein 
Wissen über alles, was Sie mir heute erzählen 
behandle ich aber absolut vertraulich. Das 
geht nicht an die Studiengangsleiter oder 
Ihr Unternehmen. Das hatten wir ja alles 
vorab schon besprochen, aber ich wollte noch 
einmal ganz deutlich fragen, ob es für Sie in 
Ordnung ist, wenn ich die Aufnahme jetzt 
starte?

Schön, dann läuft jetzt die Aufnahme und wir 
können direkt einsteigen.

I really appreciate that you are taking the 
time for this interview.

There is one thing that I find important to 
stress up front: Today is not about a lecture 
and definitely not an exam. There are no 
right or wrong answers, you are not being 
evaluated or graded, and I’m not asking any 
trick questions, either. I’m interested in your 
personal experience and your impressions 
from the first few months of working at your 
organization. Those are all very subjective 
topics, obviously, and that’s exactly what 
I want to learn more about. So please feel 
invited to tell me any- and everything that 
comes to your mind.

Don’t worry about taking your time with an 
answer, we’ve got plenty planned in. I’ll also 
be happy to hold my tongue so that you can 
think if nothing comes to mind right away.

As you can see, I’ve got everything set up and 
ready to record our conversation. This is just 
so I can focus on listening to you and take a 
couple of notes rather than frantically trying 
to write everything down.

But, as we’ve discussed before, anything 
you tell me today will stay between us and 
the recording will not be passed on to your 
professors or anyone at your company, either. 
So if it’s okay with you, I would start the 
recording at this point?

Great, then the tape is running now and we 
can jump right in.
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Open part before completing the network inventory

Sie haben jetzt die ersten Wochen und 
Monate in Ihrem Unternehmen hinter sich 
gebracht. Erzählen Sie mir bitte, wie Sie 
diese erste Praxisphase erlebt haben.
  Was kommt Ihnen noch in den Kopf, 

wenn Sie zurück denken?
  Wie wurden Sie in Ihrem Unternehmen 

empfangen und eingearbeitet? Erzählen 
Sie mir, wie man Sie dort eingeführt hat.

  Welche Abteilungen haben Sie bisher 
durchlaufen?

  Oft sind es ja besondere ‚Highlights‘ 
oder auch Tiefpunkte, die einem am 
meisten in Erinnerung bleiben. Gab es 
für Sie solche besonders einprägsamen 
Ereignisse?

 > Wie war das für Sie?
 >  Können Sie das noch näher beschreiben?
 > Fällt Ihnen dazu ein Beispiel ein?

The first couple of weeks and months of 
working at your organization are behind 
you now. Could you tell me how you’ve 
experienced this initial phase as a new 
employee?
 What else comes to mind, looking back?
  What was your reception and onboarding 

like? Tell me about how you were 
introduced on your job.

  Which departments or teams have you 
worked for so far?

  Often, it is the ‘highlights’ and ‘lowlights’ 
which are the most sticky in our memory. 
Are there any experiences like that which 
stand out for you, looking back?

 > What was that like for you?
 > Can you describe that for me?
 > Can you think of any examples?

Können Sie mir beschreiben, welche Art 
von Kontakt oder Beziehungen zwischen 
Ihnen und den Mitarbeitern/innen im 
Unternehmen entstanden sind, mit denen 
Sie bisher zu tun hatten?
  Achten Sie denn darauf, welche Kontakte 

Sie aufbauen?
  Pflegen Sie diese Kontakte in bestimmter 

Form?
 > Wie äußert sich das?
 >  Können Sie mir dazu ein Beispiel geben?

When you think of other employees with 
whom you’ve been in contact, could you 
describe to me what kind of relationships 
have developed between you and them so 
far?
  Are you paying any deliberate attention to 

the relationships you are building up?
  Is there anything you do to invest in your 

relationships?
 > How does that show?
 > Can you give me an example for this?

 Können Sie mir beschreiben, welche Art 
von Austausch zwischen Ihnen und diesen 
Personen stattfindet?
  Welche Effekte hat das bisher für Sie?
  Ziehen Sie daraus bestimmte Nutzen?

  Gibt es auch negative Effekte?
  Ist der Austausch eher einseitig oder 

gegenseitig?
 > Wobei wird das deutlich?
 > Inwiefern äußert sich das?
 > Fällt Ihnen dazu ein Beispiel ein?

Can you tell me about what kind of 
exchanges take place between you and the 
other employees at the organization?
  What are the effects for you?
  Do you see any benefits that you’ve been 

drawing from this?
  Are there any negative effects to this?
  Has the exchange so far been more one-

sided or rather balanced?
 > When does this show?
 > How does that become apparent?
 > Can you think of any examples?
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Forscher bezeichnen die verschiedenen 
Formen von Unterstützung und Ressourcen, 
die man durch sein Netzwerk erhält, auch als 
‚Sozialkapital‘ oder ‚soziales Kapital‘, weil sie 
durchaus wertvoll sein können.

Würden Sie persönlich etwas an Ihren 
Beziehungen, die Sie zu anderen 
Mitarbeitern im Unternehmen aufgebaut 
haben, als ‚wertvoll‘ oder als ‚Kapital‘ 
bezeichnen?
  (Warum) Würden Sie das lieber nicht als 

Kapital bezeichnen?
  Hat der Begriff für Sie auch negative 

Assoziationen?
  Kann es auch positive Seiten haben, 

wenn man Beziehungen und ihren Wert 
als Kapital bezeichnet?

  ‚Investieren‘ Sie in diese Art von Kapital 
(ob bewusst oder unbewusst)?

 > Was ist für Sie sonst noch wertvoll?
 >  Welchen Wert hat das für Sie ganz 

persönlich?
 > Wie würden Sie das selbst bezeichnen?
 >  Was bedeutet für Sie der Begriff 

‚Kapital‘?

Researchers refer to the support and other 
resources that we draw from our personal 
networks as ‘social capital’, because they can 
be quite valuable to us.

Is there something about your relationships 
to other employees at the organization that 
you would personally consider ‘valuable’ or a 
form of ‘capital’?
  (Why) Would you rather not refer to this 

as a form of capital?
  Do you have any negative associations 

with  the term ‘capital’?
  Do you see any advantages in calling the 

value of relationships a form of ‘capital’?
  Would you say that you ‘invest’ in this 

kind of capital (rather consciously or 
unconsciously)?

 > What else do you consider valuable?
 >  Which value does that have for you, 

personally?
 > How would you refer to this?
 >  How do you understand the term 

‘capital’?

Open part after completing the network inventory

Gibt es etwas, dass Ihnen bei dieser 
Netzwerkerhebung aufgefallen ist?
  War Ihnen die Größe Ihres Netzwerkes 

im Unternehmen so bewusst?
  Sehen Sie bestimmte Muster? 
  Sehen Sie bestimmte Schwerpunkte?
  War Ihnen die Nützlichkeit Ihres 

Netzwerkes im Unternehmen so 
bewusst?

  Wie sehen Sie Ihr Netzwerk im 
Unternehmen im Vergleich zu dem von 
Anderen?

Is there anything that occurred to you, as you 
documented your network like this?
  Were you aware of the size of your 

network at the organization?
  Do you see any patterns?
  Do you see any particular focus?
  Were you aware of the resources you draw 

from your network at the organization?
  What do you think, how does your 

network compare to the networks of 
others’ at the organization?

Ich habe Sie nach bestimmten Aspekten gefragt, 
die in der Forschung als soziales Kapital 
betrachtet werden. Wenn Sie noch einmal an 
die Kapitalmetapher zurück denken:
Fallen Ihnen noch andere Effekte aus Ihrem 
Netzwerk ein oder auf, die für Sie wertvoll 
sind?

All those aspects I asked you about are 
considered ‘social capital’ by researchers.
When you think back to that capital metaphor:

Are there any other or additional effects from 
your network which you consider valuable?
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Gibt es Kontakte, die Ihnen persönlich in 
Ihrem Netzwerk noch fehlen oder von denen 
Sie gerne mehr hätten?
  Warum glauben Sie, fehlt es Ihrem 

Netzwerk bisher noch daran?

Are there any kinds of contacts that you are 
personally missing in your network or that 
you would like to have more of?
  Why do you think you are still missing 

these contacts in your network?

Wird Ihr Netzwerk von Anderen im 
Unternehmen wahrgenommen?
  Wann oder wie werden Ihre Kontakte für 

andere sichtbar?
  Wann kommt das Thema auf?
  Mit wem kommunizieren Sie im 

Unternehmen über Ihr Netzwerk?
  Werden Effekte, die Sie aus Ihrem 

Netz werk ziehen, im Unternehmen 
wahrgenommen?

  Entstehen durch Ihre Beziehungen zu 
anderen Mitarbeitern Vorteile oder auch 
Nachteile für Ihr Team/Ihre Abteilung?

Do others at the organization ever become 
aware of your personal network?
  On what kind of occasions does your 

network contacts become visible to 
others?

  When does the subject come up?
  With whom do you communicate about 

your network at the organization?
  Do others notice any of the effects you’ve 

drawn from your network?
  Are there any (dis)advantages for your 

team or department resulting from your 
relationships to other employees?

Was würden Sie sagen, welches ‚Kapital‘ 
bringen Sie selbst in Ihr Netzwerk ein?
Ich weiß, diese Frage ist nicht sehr beliebt, 
aber keine Sorge, das ist hier ja kein 
Bewerbungsgespräch.
  Wofür kommen andere typischerweise zu 

Ihnen?
  Worauf werden Sie von anderen 

angesprochen?
  Was könnten Sie noch (mehr) 

einbringen?

What would you say, what kind of ‘capital’ do 
you bring into your network yourself?
I know this is not a very popular question. But 
don’t worry, we are not in a job interview.
  Is there anything that others typically 

approach you for?
  What are you usually asked to do by 

 others?
  What do you think you could bring in 

(more)?

Exit

Von meiner Seite hätten Sie es überstanden. 
Haben Sie denn noch Fragen an mich?
(Aber Sie hatten ja auch noch eine Frage, die 
wir vorhin zurückgestellt hatten.)

Alright, this would be all from my side.
Do you have any questions for me?
(But there was a question you had earlier that 
we said we would get back to.)

Dann beende ich die Aufnahme und bedanke 
mich ganz herzlich für Ihre Zeit.

Then let me turn off the recording and thank 
you again for taking the time to talk to me.
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App 3.2 | Semi-structured interview guide at T2

German original English translation

Introduction 

Ich freue mich sehr, dass Sie sich noch einmal 
Zeit für meine Fragen nehmen. Es wird keine 
großen Überraschungen für Sie geben, das 
meiste kennen Sie schon vom letzten Jahr. 

Zum Beispiel das mit der Audio-Aufnahme. Ist 
es für Sie in Ordnung, wenn ich die Aufnahme 
starte?

I really appreciate you coming back a second 
time to answer my questions. Most of them 
will be familiar to your from our first round, so 
there won’t be any big surprises.

I’ve brought my recording device again, as well. 
Is it alright with you if I start the recording 
now?

Open part before completing the network inventory

Inzwischen ist einige Zeit vergangen, seit wir 
uns das letzte Mal gesprochen haben. 

Können Sie mir in Ihren eigenen Worten 
beschreiben, wie Ihr Netzwerk im 
Unternehmen inzwischen aussieht?
  Was hat sich verändert?
  Was ist gleich geblieben?
  Was fällt Ihnen auf, wenn Sie die 

Entwicklung über die Zeit hinweg 
betrachten?

  Haben Sie eine Struktur oder ein Bild 
vor Augen, mit dem Sie Ihr Netzwerk 
beschreiben könnten?

 > Was bedeutet das für Sie?
 > Können Sie das noch näher beschreiben?
 > Fällt Ihnen dazu ein Beispiel ein?

Quite some time has passed since our first 
interview.

Could you describe to me in your own words 
how your network at the organization looks 
like, by now?
  What has changed?
  What has remained the same?
  Is there anything that stands out to you 

when you think of how your network has 
developed over time?

  Does a particular image or structure 
come to mind when you think of 
describing your network?

 > What does that mean to you?
 >  Can you describe this to me in more 

detail?
 > Can you give me an example for this?

Gibt es Kontakte in Ihrem Netzwerk die Sie 
persönlich als ‚wertvoll‘ empfinden?
  Welchen Nutzen ziehen Sie aus den 

Beziehungen zu anderen Mitarbeitern/
innen im Unternehmen?

  Welche Kontakte betrachten Sie als 
besonders hilfreich?

  Welche Kontakte betrachten Sie als 
besonders interessant?

  Investieren Sie in bestimmte 
Beziehungen?/ in Ihr Netzwerk?

 > Inwiefern?
 > Wie äußert sich das?
 > Können Sie mir dafür ein Beispiel geben?

Are there contacts in your network that you 
personally consider as ‘valuable’?
  What kind of value do you draw from your 

relationships to other employees at your 
organization?

  Are there contacts that you consider 
particularly helpful?

  Are there contacts that you consider 
particularly interesting?

  Do you invest in particular relationships?/ 
in your network?

 > How so?
 > How does this show?
 > Can you think of an example?
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Open part after completing the network inventory

Gibt es eine Art von Kontakten, die Ihnen 
persönlich in Ihrem Netzwerk noch fehlen?

Are there any kinds of contacts that you 
would say you are still missing in your 
network?

Gibt es Kontakte, von denen Sie gerne mehr 
in Ihrem Netzwerk hätten?
  Warum würden Sie sich (mehr von) 

solche(n) Kontakte(n) wünschen?
  Kennen Sie eine solche Person in Ihrem 

Unternehmen?

Are there any kinds of network contacts that 
you would like to have more of?
  Why do you wish you had (more of) these 

kinds of contacts in your network?
  Do you know any persons like that at your 

organization?

Gibt es Gelegenheiten, bei denen Ihr 
Netzwerk für andere im Unternehmen 
sichtbar wird?

Do others at the organization ever become 
aware of your personal network?

Wie äußern sich Andere zu Ihrem Netzwerk 
im Unternehmen?

What do others say about your network at the 
organization, if the topic comes up?

Was würden Sie sagen bringen Sie selbst in 
Ihr Netzwerk ein?

What would you say that you bring into your 
network, yourself?

Wofür wenden sich Ihre Kontakte 
typischerweise an Sie?

Is there anything that others typically 
approach you for?

Exit

Haben Sie selbst noch denn noch Fragen an 
mich?
(Aber Sie hatten ja noch eine Frage, die wir 
vorhin zurückgestellt hatten.)

Are there any questions that you would like 
to ask me?
(But there was a question you had earlier that 
we said we would get back to.)

Dann beende ich die Aufnahme und bedan-
ke mich ganz herzlich, dass Sie sich die Zeit 
genommen haben, Ihre Erfahrungen mit mir zu 
dokumentieren.

Then let me turn off the recording and thank 
you again for taking the time to document your 
experience with me.
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App 3.3 | Semi-structured interview guide at T3

German original English translation

Introduction 

Vielen Dank, dass Sie sich auch für diese dritte 
Runde noch einmal Zeit für mich nehmen. Es 
erwartet sie eigentlich nichts, dass Sie nicht 
schon kennen. 
Ist es für Sie in Ordnung, wenn ich die 
Aufnahme starte?

Thank you so much for sitting down with me a 
third time. My questions will be quite familiar 
to you by now, nothing much has changed.

If it is okay with you, I will start the recording 
now?

Open part before completing the network inventory

Sie stehen inzwischen kurz vor dem Ende Ihres 
dualen Studiums.

Wie sehen aktuell Ihre Pläne für die 
nächsten Schritte aus?
  Was beeinflusst Sie bei dieser 

Entscheidung/der Abwägung?
  Welche Rolle spielen die Personen aus 

Ihrem Umfeld im Unternehmen bei 
diesen Entscheidungen/Plänen?

 > Fällt Ihnen das Abwägen leicht/schwer?
 > Welche Optionen sehen Sie?
 > Was genau ziehen Sie dabei in Betracht?

You’ve almost reached the end of your dual 
study program. 

What are your current plans with regard to 
the next steps?
  What are you taking into account as you 

contemplate/ in making this decision?
  Are any of your contacts at the 

organization playing a role for you as you 
make these plans/ decisions?

 > Does that make your choice easier/harder?
 > Which options are you considering?
 > What are you taking into consideration?

Wenn Sie an Ihr aktuelles Netzwerk im 
Unternehmen denken, wie würden Sie es in 
Ihren eigenen Worten beschreiben?
  Was hat sich verändert?
  Was ist gleich geblieben?
  Was fällt Ihnen auf, wenn Sie die 

Entwicklung über die Zeit hinweg 
betrachten?

  Haben Sie eine Struktur oder ein Bild 
vor Augen, mit denen Sie Ihr Netzwerk 
beschreiben könnten?

 > Was bedeutet das für Sie?
 > Können Sie das noch näher beschreiben?

Could you describe to me in your own words 
how your network at the organization looks 
like, by now?
  What has changed?
  What has remained the same?
  Is there anything that stands out to you 

when you think of how your network has 
developed over time?

  Does a particular image or structure 
come to mind when you think of 
describing your network?

 > What does that mean to you?
 > Can you describe this to me in more detail?

Gibt es Kontakte in Ihrem Netzwerk die Sie 
persönlich als ‚wertvoll‘ empfinden?
  Können Sie mir diesen Kontakt genauer 

beschreiben?
  Welche Kontakte betrachten Sie als 

besonders hilfreich?
  Welche Kontakte betrachten Sie als 

besonders interessant?
  Investieren Sie in bestimmte 

Beziehungen/ in Ihr Netzwerk?
 > Inwiefern? Wie äußert sich das?
 > Können Sie mir dafür ein Beispiel geben?

Are there contacts in your network that you 
personally consider as ‘valuable’?
  Can you describe this contact to me?

  Are there any contacts that you consider 
particularly helpful?

  Are there any contacts that you consider 
particularly interesting?

  Do you invest in particular relationships?/ 
in your network?

 > How so? How does this show?
 > Can you think of an example?
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Open part after completing the network inventory

Wenn Sie Ihr Netzwerk so vor sich sehen, 
gibt es etwas, dass Ihnen auffällt?
  Erkennen Sie ein Muster?
  Fallen Ihnen Schwerpunkte auf?
  Gibt es ‚Superstars‘ in Ihrem Netzwerk?
  Besteht ein (Un-)Gleichgewicht?

When you look at your network like this, is 
there anything that stands out to you?
  Do you see any patterns?
  Do you see a particular focus?
  Are there any ‘network superstars‘ among 

your contacts?
  Do you see any balance or imbalance?

Gibt es eine Art von Kontakten, die Ihnen 
persönlich in Ihrem Netzwerk noch fehlen?

Are there any kinds of contacts that you 
would say you are still missing in your 
network?

Gibt es Kontakte, von denen Sie gerne mehr 
in Ihrem Netzwerk hätten?
  Warum würden Sie sich (mehr von) 

solche(n) Kontakte(n) wünschen?
  Kennen Sie eine solche Person in Ihrem 

Unternehmen?

Are there any kinds of network contacts that 
you would like to have more of?
  Why do you wish you had (more of) these 

contacts in your network?
  Do you know any persons like that at your 

organization?

Gibt es Gelegenheiten, bei denen Ihr 
Netzwerk für andere im Unternehmen 
sichtbar oder wahrgenommen wird?

Do others at the organization ever become 
aware of your personal network?

Wie äußern sich Andere zu Ihrem Netzwerk 
im Unternehmen?

What do others say about your network at the 
organization, if the topic comes up?

Was würden Sie sagen bringen Sie selbst in 
Ihr Netzwerk ein?

What would you say that you bring into your 
network, yourself?

Wofür wenden sich Ihre Kontakte 
typischerweise an Sie?

Is there anything that others typically 
approach you for?

Exit

Haben Sie selbst noch denn noch Fragen an 
mich?
(Aber Sie hatten ja noch eine Frage, die wir 
vorhin zurückgestellt hatten.)

Are there any questions that you would like 
to ask me?
(But there was a question you had earlier that 
we said we would get back to.)

Dann beende ich die Aufnahme und bedan-
ke mich ganz herzlich, dass Sie sich die Zeit 
genommen haben, Ihre Erfahrungen mit mir zu 
dokumentieren.

Then let me turn off the recording and thank 
you again for taking the time to document your 
experience with me.
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App 3.4 | Standardized network inventory (T1/2/3)

German original English translation

Introduction 

Ich würde heute gerne mit Ihnen eine 
sogenannte Netzwerkerhebung durchführen. 

Die Idee dabei ist, dass es nicht ‚das eine 
perfekte Netzwerk‘ gibt, das man haben sollte, 
sondern dass Netzwerke ganz unterschiedlich 
und für verschiedene Personen auf verschiedene 
Weise wertvoll sein können. Gerade das ist es, 
was mich für meine Forschung interessiert.

Wir machen das in zwei Schritten: Erst 
sammeln wir zusammen die Personen in Ihrem 
Netzwerk und dann betrachten wir einige 
Eigenschaften dieser Personen.

What I would like to do with you today is to 
document your personal network within the 
organization.

The basic idea in my field of research is that 
there is not ‘the one and only’ perfect network. 
Instead, networks can be very different and 
valuable in very different ways for different 
people.

So what we will do is first to collect a list of 
names of your contacts at the organization 
and then we will talk about some of their 
characteristics. 

Als erstes habe ich eine Art Kopfrechnen-
Aufgabe für Sie: 
Wie viele Mitarbeiter/innen in Ihrem 
Unternehmen, würden Sie sagen, kennen 
Sie inzwischen beim Namen oder würden 
Sie bei einer zufälligen Begegnung erkennen 
und zuordnen können?

Es geht hier nur um eine bestmögliche 
Schätzung. Sie müssen die nachher nicht alle 
für mich aufzählen können.

Machen Sie sich gerne Notizen oder eine 
Strichliste. 

Vielleicht hilft es Ihnen auch, gedanklich die 
Gänge oder Büros auf der Arbeit ‚abzulaufen‘ 
oder sich einen typischen Arbeitstag vor Augen 
zu führen.

To start with, I’d like to ask you to do a little 
math for me:
What would you say, how many employees 
at your company do you know by name or 
would you be able to recognize in a chance 
encounter?

Don’t worry about getting the number exactly 
right, this is just about your best guess. You 
won’t have to name them all.

Feel free to take notes to tally up. 

It may also help to take an imaginary walk 
through your office building or run through a 
typical work day in your mind.
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Step I: Name Generators

Wir erstellen jetzt zunächst eine Liste mit 
Kontakten, die wir im Folgenden genauer 
betrachten werden.
Bitte nennen Sie mir zu den folgenden 
Fragen jeweils die Namen der Mitarbeiter 
oder Mitarbeiterinnen, die Ihnen dazu 
einfallen.

Alright, we will now collect a list of names to 
identify the contacts that we will look at more 
closely later on.
Please name any employees who come to 
your mind with regard to the following 
questions.

Sie können gerne den Vor- und/oder 
Nachnamen, Initialen oder Spitznamen 
verwenden. Wichtig ist nur, dass Sie selbst die 
Person erkennen und zuordnen können. Für 
meine Auswertung wird die Liste natürlich 
anonymisiert.
•  Falls Ihnen bei späteren Fragen noch 

weitere Personen einfallen, können wir 
diese jederzeit ergänzen.

•  Jeder Kontakt wird nur einmal in der 
Liste erfasst, aber wir notieren es, wenn 
Sie eine Person auch für andere Fragen 
nennen würden.

•  Nehmen Sie sich gerne Zeit zum 
Überlegen. Es kann helfen, die 
verschiedenen Bereiche und Büros 
oder eine gewöhnliche Arbeitswoche 
durchzugehen.

•  Der Umfang der Liste ist völlig willkürlich, 
es gibt keinerlei Vorgabe, wie viele 
Kontakte Sie nennen ‚müssten‘ oder 
‚sollten‘.

•  Wenn Ihnen zu einer Frage keine Person 
einfällt, müssen Sie natürlich auch 
niemanden eintragen. Dann gehen wir 
einfach zur nächsten Frage weiter.

You can use their first names, last names, 
nicknames, initials… whatever works, as long 
as you know whom the names you use refer 
to. For my analysis, they will be given aliases 
for anonymity, anyway.

•  If you remember someone later on, that’s 
no problem. We can always add more 
contacts to the list, even if we’ve moved on 
to other questions.

•  Each person will only be listed once, but 
do name a person again so we can note it 
down if they also come to mind for other 
questions.

•  Do take your time to think of contacts for 
each question. It can help to visualize 
your floor plan at the office or a typical 
work day.

•  The length of the list is completely 
arbitrary. There is no minimum or ‘right’ 
number of contacts that you ‘should be’ 
listing.

•  If you can’t think of anyone who fits a 
particular question, we’ll just move on to 
the next one.

A Bitte nennen Sie mir die Namen der 
Mitarbeiter/innen, die im Unternehmen 
offiziell als Ansprechpartner für Sie 
verantwortlich sind (sowohl allgemein als 
auch jeweils in der Abteilung/im Team).

Please name any employees at the 
organization who are officially responsible 
for you as supervisors or advisors (both, in 
general and within your respective teams/ 
departments).

B Gibt es noch andere Mitarbeiter/innen, die 
zwar nicht offiziell Ihre Ansprechpartner 
sind, diese Rolle aber durchaus für Sie 
erfüllen?

Are there any other employees who are not 
officially assigned to you as supervisor or 
advisor, but have fulfilled this role for you, 
informally?

C ** Gibt es Mitarbeiter/innen, die Sie 
während vorheriger Praxisphasen kennen 
gelernt haben und mit denen Sie noch in 
Kontakt stehen?

**Are there any employees you’ve met 
during earlier assignments with whom you 
are still in contact now?

D Wen würden Sie um eine Empfehlung oder 
‚ein gutes Wort‘ für Sie bitten, wenn Sie 
sich auf eine Stelle bewerben?

Whom would ask for a recommendation or 
to put in ‘a good word’ for you, if you were 
to apply for a new position?
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E Mit welchen Mitarbeitern/innen haben 
Sie in der letzten Zeit direkt zusammen 
gearbeitet, zum Beispiel im Projektteam 
oder in der Abteilung?

Please name the employees with whom 
you have recently collaborated directly, 
for instance as colleagues within your 
immediate team or department.

F Zu welchen Mitarbeitern/innen 
aus anderen Teams, Abteilungen 
oder Bereichen konnten Sie leicht 
Kontakt aufnehmen, zum Beispiel für 
Informationen oder Spezialwissen?

Are there any employees from other teams 
or departments that you could easily 
contact, for instance if you needed specific 
information or input?

G An wen würden Sie sich wenden, wenn 
Sie möglichst schnell ein technisches 
Problem lösen müssten?

Whom would you turn to if you had to 
quickly solve a technical problem on the 
job?

H An wen würden Sie sich wenden, wenn Sie 
persönliche Ratschläge suchen oder über 
eventuelle Probleme sprechen möchten?

Whom would you turn to if you were 
looking for personal advice or wanted to 
talk about potential problems on the job?

I Mit wem machen Sie am liebsten Pause, 
zum Beispiel fürs Mittagsessen oder einen 
Kaffee?

With whom do you prefer to spend your 
lunch or coffee breaks?

J Welches ist die Person (oder sind 
die Personen) mit der höchsten 
Hierarchiestufe in Ihrem Unternehmen, 
mit der Sie bisher Kontakt hatten 
(zumindest ein ‚Shake-Hands‘ zum 
Vorstellen)? 

Who is the person (or are the persons) with 
the highest position in the organizational 
hierarchy with whom you have had contact 
so far (that is, at least a shake-hands with 
introductions)?

K **Mit welchen Mitarbeitern/innen von 
anderen Standorten in Deutschland hatten 
Sie Kontakt?

**Are there any colleagues from other 
offices in Germany with whom you have 
been in contact?

L **Mit welchen Mitarbeitern/innen von 
anderen Standorten im Ausland hatten Sie 
Kontakt?

**Are there any colleagues from other 
offices in other countries with whom you 
have been in contact?

M Gibt es noch andere duale Studierende, 
Praktikanten, Trainees oder Azubis im 
Unternehmen, mit denen Sie Kontakt 
hatten?

Please name any other students, interns, 
trainees, or apprentices at the organization 
with whom you have been in contact.

N Gibt es vielleicht noch Mitarbeiter/innen, 
zu denen Ihr Kontakt bisher nur im Keim 
besteht, aber für Sie interessant werden 
könnte?

Are there any employees to whom your 
contact is still very fresh or fleeting, but 
might become interesting in the future?

O ** Welche Mitarbeiter/innen wenden sich 
häufig(er) für Unterstützung an Sie?

**Are there any employees who often turn 
to you for support?

P Bitte schauen Sie die Liste noch einmal in 
Ruhe durch, ob noch jemand fehlt. 
Welche Mitarbeiter/innen würden Sie 
gerne noch mit aufnehmen?

Please look over the list and see if there is 
anyone missing. 
Is there anyone else who you think should 
be included on the list?

Q ***Mit welchen Mitarbeitern/innen 
haben Sie über Ihre Pläne für nach dem 
Studienabschluss gesprochen?

***With whom at the organization have 
you discussed your plans for the next steps 
after completing your studies?
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Step II: Name Interpreters

Vielen Dank für das Erstellen der 
Namensliste. Ich stelle Ihnen jetzt zu den 
genannten Personen noch eine Reihe von 
Fragen. 
Bitte geben Sie die Antwortoption oder 
deren Nummer an, die für Sie jeweils am 
besten auf die genannte Person zutrifft.

Thank you for putting that list of names 
together. I will now ask you a couple of 
questions about the people you’ve listed. 

Please let me know which of the categories 
you consider the best fit as an answer for 
each of them.

•  Wenn Sie keine der vorgegebenen 
Möglichkeiten auswählen können oder 
möchten, können Sie eine Frage auch 
immer mit „das kann ich nicht sagen“ 
oder „das weiß ich nicht“ beantworten.

•  Falls Ihnen bei den Fragen noch Personen 
einfallen sollten, die wir noch nicht 
erfasst hatten, ergänzen wir diese einfach 
noch am Ende der Liste.

•  If none of the options is a good fit or you 
don’t know what to answer, you can 
always let me know and we just use “I 
don’t know” or “I can’t tell” as a response. 

•  If you remember someone we forgot to 
put on the list as we go through these 
questions, just let me know. We can just 
add them as we go.

1 Ist diese persönlich männlich oder 
weiblich?

Is this person male or female?

2 Ist diese Person jünger oder älter als Sie?
1) Diese Person ist jünger als ich.
2) Diese Person ist ungefähr so alt wie ich.
3) Diese Person ist 3-5 Jahre älter als ich.
4) Diese Person ist 6-10 Jahre älter als ich.
5) Diese Person ist 11-20 Jahr älter als ich.
6) Diese Person ist über 20 Jahre älter.
7)  Das weiß ich nicht./ Das kann ich nicht 

sagen.

Is this person younger or older than you?
1) This person is younger than me.
2) This person is about my age.
3) This person is about 3-5 years older.
4) This person is about 6-10 years older.
5) This person is about 11-20 years older.
6) This person is more than 20 years older.
7) I don’t know./ I can’t tell.

3 In welchem Bereich Ihres Unternehmens 
ist diese Person (hauptsächlich) tätig?

In which team or department at your 
organization does this person work 
(primarily)?

4 Welche Position hat diese Person 
in der Organisationsstruktur Ihres 
Unternehmens?

What is the position of this person within 
the organizational structure?

5 **Seit wann besteht Ihr Kontakt zu dieser 
Person?
0) Schon seit vor Beginn meines Studiums.
1) Seit der ersten Praxisphase.
2) Seit der zweiten Praxisphase.
3) Seit der dritten Praxisphase.
4) Seit der vierten Praxisphase.
5) Seit der fünften Praxisphase.
6) Erst seit Kurzem.
7) Das kann ich nicht sagen.

**Since when have you been in contact 
with this person?
0) Since before I began my studies.
1) Since my first semester assignment.
2) Since my second semester assignment.
3) Since my third semester assignment.
4) Since my fourth semester assignment.
5) Since my fifth semester assignment.
6) We met very recently.
7) I don’t know./ I can’t tell.
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6 Bitte geben Sie an, wie häufig Sie mit der 
jeweiligen Person Kontakt hatten.
1)  Mit dieser Person hatte ich fast keinen 

oder sehr selten Kontakt.
2)  Mit dieser Person hatte ich ab und zu, 

mit längeren Abständen Kontakt. 
3)  Mit dieser Person habe ich regelmäßig, 

mit kurzen Abständen Kontakt.
4)  Mit dieser Person hatte ich phasenweise 

(zum Beispiel während einem Projekt) 
sehr häufig, aber sonst seltener Kontakt.

5)  Mit dieser Person habe ich beinahe 
täglich Kontakt.

6)  Mit dieser Person habe ich täglich oder 
mehrmals täglich Kontakt.

7)  Das kann ich nicht sagen.

How frequent has your contact been with 
this person?
1)  We have barely or rarely been in contact.
2)  We have been in contact sporadically, 

with longer breaks in between.
3)  We have been in contact regularly, with 

shorter breaks in between.
4)  Our contact was very frequent at times 

(e.g. during a project), but otherwise 
rather sporadic. 

5)  We have been in contact almost daily.
6)  We have been in contact daily or several 

times a day.
7)  I don’t know./ I can’t tell.

7 Wie intensiv war Ihr Kontakt zu dieser 
Person auf beruflicher Ebene auf einer 
Skala von
(1) sehr flüchtig < bis < (5) sehr intensiv

How intense was your contact with this 
person on a professional level, given a 
scale from
(1) very fleeting < to < (5) very intense

8 Wie intensiv war Ihr Kontakt zu dieser 
Person auf persönlicher Ebene auf einer 
Skala von
(1) sehr flüchtig < bis < (5) sehr intensiv

How intense was your contact with this 
person on a personal level, given a scale 
from
(1) very fleeting < to < (5) very intense
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Step III: Resource Generators

Für die folgenden Fragen würde ich Sie 
bitten anzugeben, ob die jeweilige Aussage 
auf die genannten Personen zutrifft oder 
nicht.

For the last part, I would ask you to 
indicate whether the following statements 
apply to a person or not.

•  Wenn eine Aussage für eine der genannten 
Person ganz besonders zutrifft, können 
wir das auch entsprechend markieren.

•  Wenn eine Aussage für keine der 
genannten Personen zutrifft, müssen wir 
auch niemanden markieren.

•  If a statement applies to any of them in 
particular, we can mark that respectively.

•  If a statement applies to none of the 
persons listed, we just move on to the next 
one.

**Denken Sie dabei bitte jeweils 
rückblickend an Ihre letzte Praxisphase.

**For your answers, think of the latest 3 
months you’ve spent at the organization.

Prompts related to task-performance support

a Von dieser Person habe ich fachlich etwas 
gelernt.

This person has taught me a lot about their 
knowledge or skills on the job.

b Diese Person hat mir Gelegenheit gegeben, 
um mich weiterzuentwickeln und/oder 
Erfahrungen zu sammeln.

This person has provided me with 
opportunities to grow and/or gather 
experience.

c Diese Person hat mich mitgenommen 
zu Terminen mit Kollegen, Kunden oder 
Partnern.

This person has taken me along to 
meetings with colleagues, customers, or 
partners.

d Diese Person hat mir Feedback zu meinen 
Leistungen (Stärken oder Schwächen) 
gegeben.
[Umfasst formelles und informelles, positives 
oder negatives/konstruktives Feedback.]

This person has given me feedback on my 
performance (strengths or weaknesses).
[Including: formal and informal, positive and 
negative/constructive feedback.]

e Diese Person hat mir wichtige (Hinter-) 
Gründe für die Vorgänge und Prozesse in 
unserem Unternehmen erklärt.

This person has provided me with 
important background information to 
understand why things are done a certain 
way at our organization.

f Diese Person ist für mich ein Vorbild 
dafür, wie man unser Unternehmen nach 
außen hin (gegenüber Dritten) vertritt.

This person is a role model for me when 
it comes to representing our organization 
towards (external) others.

g Diese Person hat mich bei meinen 
Aufgaben unterstützt, wenn es einmal 
schwierig oder hektisch wurde.

This person has helped me with my tasks 
when things got hectic or difficult.

Prompts related to initial career promotion

h Diese Person hat mich seinen/ihren 
Kontakten im Unternehmen vorgestellt.

This person has introduced me to his/her 
contacts at the organization.

i Diese Person hat mir Ratschläge oder 
Hinweise für meine Karriere gegeben.

This person has given me tips or advice for 
my career.

j Diese Person ist für mich ein Vorbild für 
die Zusammenarbeit mit Kollegen.

This person is a role model for me 
when it comes to working together with 
colleagues.

k Diese Person ist für mich ein Karriere-
Vorbild.

This person is a career role model for me.
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l Diese Person hat mir Gelegenheit 
gegeben, innerhalb oder außerhalb 
meiner Abteilung mit Leistung sichtbar zu 
werden.

This person has made sure that my 
performance becomes visible inside or 
beyond my team and that I get credit for it.

m Diese Person hat Entscheidungen 
getroffen oder Einfluss auf 
Entscheidungen genommen, die meine 
Karriere im Unternehmen betreffen.

This person has taken decisions or has 
taken influence on decisions which 
concern my career at the organization.

Prompts related to socio-emotional integration

n Von dieser Person fühle ich mich geschätzt 
und anerkannt.

This person has made me feel accepted 
and appreciated.

o Bei dieser Person konnte ich Luft ablassen, 
wenn ich mal frustriert war.

This is a person I could turn to when I 
needed to vent frustration.

p Mit dieser Person unterhalte ich mich 
auch über persönliche Themen (zum 
Beispiel Familie, Freizeit, Interessen).

With this person, I’ve also talked about 
personal matters or interests (such as my 
family or hobbies).

q Mit dieser Person bin ich auch privat 
befreundet (d.h. wir unternehmen zum 
Beispiel auch etwas gemeinsam in unserer 
Freizeit).

This is a person I also consider a personal 
friend (that is, we have a friendship 
connecting us beyond work).

r Diese Person gibt mir Energie oder 
motiviert mich bei der Arbeit.

This person has been a source of energy or 
motivation for me at work.

s Mit dieser Person hatte ich Spaß bei der 
Arbeit.

This is a person with whom I have had fun 
at work.
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Appendix 4 |  Literature reviewed for the 
metaphorical inventory

The list of publications in Table 4.1 (App.) documents the corpus of research 

literature analyzed for the integrative conceptual review in Chapter 2. It does not 

represent or replace the complete bibliography of references for this thesis. Bolded 

names are counted among the authors of seminal works in social network research 

as curated by Holzer and Stegbauer (2019). Author names in italics represent central 

references for the definition of social capital as applied in this thesis.

Table 4.1 (App.) |  Publications included in the corpus for the literature review 

discussed in Chapter 2

Author(s) Year Title Publication details

1 Adler & Kwon 2002 Social capital: Prospects for a new 
concept.

Academy of Management 
Review, 27(1), 17-40

2 Andriessen & 
Gubbins

2009 Metaphor analysis as an approach 
for exploring theoretical concepts: 
The case of social capital.

Organization Studies, 
30(80), 846-863

3 Bankston III & 
Zhou

2002 Social capital as process: The 
meaning and problems of a 
theoretical metaphor.

Sociological Inquiry, 
72(2), 285-317

4 Baron & Hannan 1994 The impact of economics on 
contemporary sociology.

Journal of Economic 
Literature, 32(3), 1111-
1146

5 Bilhuber Galli & 
Müller-Stewens

2012 How to build social capital with 
leadership development.

The Leadership 
Quarterly, 23, 176-201

6 Bjørnskov & 
Sønderskov

2013 Is social capital a good concept? Social Indicators 
Research, 114(3), 1255-
1242

7 Bonanno 2018 Capital as the lens that Bourdieu 
Pierres through. Public relations, 
social theory, and rhetoric.

Public Relations Review, 
44(3), 358-392

8 Bourdieu 1983 Ökonomisches Kapital, 
kulturelles Kapital, soziales 
Kapital.

In Soziale Ungleichheiten 
(edited volume)

9 Bozionelos 2008 Intra-organizational network 
resources – How they relate to 
career success and organizational 
commitment.

Personnel Review, 37(3), 
249-263

10 Burt 1997 The contingent value of social 
capital.

Administrative Science 
Quarterly, 42, 339-365

11 Coleman 1988 Social capital and the creation of 
human capital.

American Journal of 
Sociology, 94, 95-120

12 Cross et al. 2001 Knowing what we know: 
Supporting knowledge creation 
and sharing in social networks.

Organizational 
Dynamics, 31(2), 100-
120.
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13 De Graaf & Flap 1988 ‘With a little help from my 
friends.’ Social resources as an 
explanation of conceptual status 
and income […].

Social Forces, 67(2), 
452-472

14 Dean & 
Kretschmer

2007 Can ideas be capital? Factors of 
production in the post-industrial 
economy. A review and critique.

Academy of Management 
Review, 32(2), 573-594

15 Devadason 2011 Metaphor, social capital and 
sociological imaginaries.

Sociological Review, 
59(3), 633-654

16 Fagerlind et al. 2013 Experience of work-related flow: 
Does high decision latitude 
enhance benefits gained from job 
resources?

Journal of Vocational 
Behavior, 83, 161-170

17 Ferri et al. 2009 The measurement of social capital 
in the entrepreneurial context.

Journal of Enterprising 
Communities, 3(2), 
138-151

18 Flap & Boxmann 2000 Getting started: The influence of 
social capital on the start of the 
occupational career.

In Social Capital: Theory 
and Research (edited 
volume)

19 Fugate et al. 2004 Employability: A psycho-social 
construct, its dimensions, and 
applications.

Journal of Vocational 
Behavior, 65, 14-38

20 Gargiulo & 
Bernassi

2000 Trapped in your own net? Network 
cohesion, structural holes, and 
the adaption of social capital.

Organization Science, 
11(2), 183-196

21 Glaeser et al. 2002 An economic approach to social 
capital.

The Economic Journal, 
112, F437-F458

22 Granovetter 1973 The strength of weak ties. American Journal of 
Sociology, 78(6), 1360-
1380

23 Granovetter 1983 The strength of weak ties: A 
network theory revisited.

Sociological Theory, 1, 
201-233

24 Gulati et al. 2011 How do networks matter? 
The performance effects of 
interorganizational networks.

Research in 
Organizational Behavior, 
31, 207-224

25 Hu & Randel 2014 Knowledge sharing in teams: 
Social capital, extrinsic incentives, 
and team innovation.

Group & Organization 
Management, 39(2), 
213-243

26 Ibarra 1993 Personal networks of women and 
minorities in management: A 
conceptual framework.

Academy of Management 
Review, 18(1), 56-87

27 Iseke 2007 Sozialkapitalbildung in 
Organisationen.

Monograph

28 Kemp 2016 “Trapped” by metaphors of 
organizations: Thinking and 
seeing women’s equality and 
inequality.

Human Relations, 69(4), 
975-1000

29 Knorringa & van 
Staveren

2007 Beyond social capital: A critical 
approach.

Review of Social 
Economy, 65(1), 1-9

30 Kumra & 
Vinnicombe

2010 Impressing for success: A 
gendered analysis of a key social 
capital accumulation strategy.

Gender, Work and 
Organization, 17(5), 
521-546

31 Leana & van 
Buren

1999 Organizational social capital and 
employment practices.

Academy of Management 
Review, 24(3), 538-555
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32 Lin 2001 Social capital: A theory of social 
structure and action.

Monograph

33 Maak 2007 Responsible leadership, 
stakeholder engagement, and the 
emergence of social capital.

Journal of Business 
Ethics, 74(4), 329-343

34 McClain 2016 A pathway forwards for the social 
capital metaphor.

Review of Social 
Economy, 74(2), 109-128

35 McDonald 2011 What’s in the ‘old boys’ network? 
Accessing social capital in 
gendered and racialized networks.

Social Networks, 33(4), 
317-330

36 Metz & Tharenou 2001 Women’s career advancement 
– The relative contribution of 
human and social capital.

Group & Organization 
Management, 26(3), 
312-342

37 Nahapiet & 
Ghoshal

1998 Social capital, intellectual capital, 
and the organizational advantage.

Academy of Management 
Review, 23(2), 242-266

38 Nugent & 
Abolafia

2006 The creation of trust through 
interaction and exchange: 
The role of consideration in 
organizations.

Group & Organization 
Management, 31(6), 
628-650

39 Oh et al. 2004 Group social capital and group 
effectiveness: The role of informal 
socializing ties.

Academy of Management 
Journal, 47(6), 875-889

40 Parise 2007 Knowledge management and 
human resource development: 
An application in social network 
analysis.

Advances in Developing 
Human Resources, 9(36), 
359-383

41 Payne et al. 2011 Multilevel challenges and 
opportunities in social capital 
research.

Journal of Management, 
37(2), 491-520

42 Portes 1998 Social capital: Its origins and 
applications in modern sociology.

Annual Review of 
Sociology, 24(1), 1-24

43 Randel & Ranft 2007 Motivations to maintain 
social ties with coworkers: The 
moderating role of turnover 
intentions on information 
exchange..

Group & Organization 
Management, 32(2), 
208-232

44 Riemer 2005 Sozialkapital und Kooperation. 
[…]

Monograph

45 Ripperger 2003 Ökonomik des Vertrauens. Monograph

46 Roberts 2004 What’s ‘social’ about ‘social 
capital’?

British Journal of Politics 
and International 
Relations, 6, 471-493

47 Robison et al. 2002 Is social capital really capital? Review of Social 
Economy, 60 (1), 1-21

48 Schuller & Field 1998 Social capital, human capital, and 
the learning society.

International Journal 
of Lifelong Education, 
17(4), 226-235

49 Small & Sukhu 2016 Because they were there: Access, 
deliberation, and the mobilization 
of networks for support.

Social Networks, 47, 
73-84

50 Small 2009 Unanticipated gains: Origins of 
network inequality in everyday 
life.

Monograph
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51 Smith 2010 Enhancing employability: Human, 
cultural, and social capital in an 
era of turbulent unpredictability.

Human Relations, 63(2), 
279-300

52 Stea & Pedersen 2017 Not all brokers are alike: Creative 
implications of brokering 
networks in different work 
functions.

Human Relations, 70(6), 
668-693

53 Storberg-Walker 2007 Borrowing from others: 
Appropriating social capital 
theories for ‘doing’ HRD.

Advances in Developing 
Human Resources, 9, 
312-340

54 Storberg 2002 The evolution of capital theory: A 
critique of theory of social capital 
and implications for HRD.

Human Resource 
Development Review, 
1(4), 468-499

55 Tempest 2004 Careering alone: Careers and 
social capital in the financial 
services and television industries.

Human Relations, 
57(12), 1523-1545

56 Tymon & Stumpf 2003 Social capital and the success of 
knowledge workers.

Career Development 
International, 8(1), 12-20

57 Wald 2011 Sozialkapital als theoretische 
Fundierung relationaler 
Forschungsansätze.

Zeitschrift für 
Betriebswirtschaft, 81, 
99-126

58 Waldstrøm & 
Svendsen

2008 On the capitalization and 
cultivation of social capital: 
Towards a neo-capital general 
science?

The Journal of Socio-
Economics, 37(4), 1495-
1514

59 Wang & Noe 2010 Knowledge sharing: A review and 
directions for future research.

Human Resource 
Management Review, 20, 
115-131

60 Willem & 
Scarbrough

2006 Social capital and political 
bias in knowledge sharing: An 
exploratory study.

Human Relations, 
59(10), 1343-1370
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Appendix 5 |  Analytical questions for the 
Qualitative Structural Analysis

App 5.1 Analysis of network visualizations

Example questions applied during the case-by-case analysis:
Initial/overall impression

• What about the network profile strikes me at first sight? 

• What is this network showing/telling me about ego?

• What kind of socialization experience would I expect that ego has had and why?

Tie- and structure-focused questions

• How are alters distributed across the different categories of ties?

•  How are alters distributed across the different frequencies and intensities of contact?

•  Are there any alters in particular or ambiguous network positions? What makes 

them different?

• Are there groupings or gaps which stand out in the network profile?

Social capital and resource-focused questions

•  Can I see patterns in the types of social capital mobilized from different types of 

ties?

•  Can I see patterns regarding the types of social capital and the intensity/frequency 

of contact?

•  Can I see patterns regarding the types of social capital mobilized and the gender 

of alters?

•  Are there any alters who did not provide (certain types of) social capital at all who 

could have been expected to?

•  Are there any alters who provided (certain types of) social capital who might not 

have been expected to?

•  How does the social capital mobilization relate to the network's overall size?

Example questions applied during the across-case analysis:
• What distinguishes this network from others? 

• What about this network compares to others?

Example questions when developing and iterating initial readings:
•  What strikes me that I might understand better looking at what ego shared in the 

interview?

•  What about the network profile resonates with my propositions? What challenges 

them?
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App 5.2 | Analysis of interview transcripts

Example questions applied during the case-by-case analysis:
Overall impression

•  What is this ego trying to tell me about his/her network? 

•  What seems important to ego?

Questions focused on cognition

•  How does ego refer to him/herself and alters?

 What does this tell me about groups/distance/identity/etc.?

•  Which aspects of his/her network does ego address (explicitly/implicitly)?

•  Which aspects of relationships does ego address (explicitly/implicitly)?

•  How does ego organize relationships?

•  What is not addressed about the network and ego's relationships? 

•  How open or hesitant was ego about documenting the network?

 What does that tell me about his/her perceptions of relationships?

•  What are ego's own interpretations of the network's structure?

Questions focused on narratives

•  What are the individual understandings/meanings of relationships that I can 

reconstruct from ego’s narratives?

•  What are the narratives with which ego describes his/her socialization experience?

•  What are the narratives with which ego describes mobilizing resources from his/

her network?

Example questions applied during the across-case analysis:
•  How do ego’s narrative(s) compare to those of other newcomers?

•  How do narratives differ between newcomers?

Initial readings and iteration:
•  What of the above is visible in the network profile?

•  Which explanations can I find for what I see/have not seen in the network profile? 

•  What is not visible in the network profile? 

•  What strikes me about the interview that I might understand better by looking 

into the network profile?
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English Summary

This PhD thesis is a study in personal network analysis, drawing on social 

capital as its theoretical lens to understand how young professionals experience 

organizational socialization as newcomers entering their first employments. Its 

overall objective is to capture, understand, and track developments in the value that 

organizational newcomers derive from intra-organizational network resources.

To attain this objective, the PhD thesis combines the review of extant research 

literatures with a three-wave panel study, setting out to reconstruct the perceptions 

of newcomers

• as a particular group of focal actors (‘egos’) 

• in ‘bounded’ social networks developing at the workplace

• who need to simultaneously build up and mobilize relationships (‘ties’) 

• to other organizational actors (‘alter’) 

• for access to resources and support to overcome uncertainty

• in their transition from outsider to insider status.

Defining social capital as the aggregate value derived when network resources are 

mobilized to supplement or enhance a focal actor's own repository, the central 

question posed here is whether there is indeed a metaphorical form of ‘capital’ 

created on the interpersonal level, or rather a ‘crutch’ provided for newcomers to 

lean on during socialization. The thesis breaks this inquiry down into seven research 

questions, as they are listed in Figure S1 and linked to the three focus points of its 

objective.

Chapter 1 situates the PhD thesis within the scholarly fields to which its research 

interest pertains, providing definitions of central concepts in social capital 

theory, organizational socialization, and social network analysis. It introduces 

the panel group under investigation and indicates choices regarding methods 

and data management – referring to their detailed documentation provided in the 

Appendices. 

The introduction further maps out the overall structure of the thesis, elaborating 

on its research questions and how they are addressed in five studies that have been 

developed as stand-alone publications or conference submissions. These studies are 

accumulated in the ensuing chapters of the thesis. Each of them addresses specific 

knowledge gaps and contributes to the over research objective as summarized below 

and visualized in Figure S2  (see pages 298-299).
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Figure S 1 | The seven research questions linked to the objective of the PhD thesis

Given the inherently figurative way in which we frame social networks and their 

value for individuals as well as organizations, it is worth exploring how the ‘capital’ 

metaphor in use can also be better put to use for conceptual development. Chapter 2 

reports on an integrative literature review towards this end. Drawing on Conceptual 

Metaphor Theory, the review analyzes why there is an ongoing debate among 

scholars around the merits and limitations of social capital as a metaphor, to distill 

its (potential) contributions for developing theory. Findings are shown to clarify 

the source of critical challenges for empirical research into the value of network 

resources. As such, they inform the design of data collection instruments applied for 

the panel study on newcomer socialization from a social network perspective that is 

explored in the following chapters.

What has been the explicatory and generative 

impact of the social ‘capital’ metaphor on 

theory building?

What are the metaphor’s specific limitations 

when it comes to the operationalization of 

social capital for empirical research?

How are the socialization experiences of 

organizational newcomers affected by 

qualitative differences in social capital?

Which kinds of ties to which kinds of alters 

make which kinds of network resources 

available to newcomers during socialization?

How does the lack of a tie history between 

actors affect the mobilization of social capital 

for newcomers?

How do newcomers perceive the asymmetry of 

actor status and reciprocity characterizing 

nascent ties to affect their personal network 

development during socialization?

Is an increase in social capital mobilization over 

time predicted by changes in the composition 

or in the size of newcomer networks?

Research questions regarding the value of personal network resources for 

organizational newcomers and how its development can be ...

... tracked

... captured

... understood
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A lack of conceptual integration is considered one of the challenges making it difficult 

to translate what we know about personal network configurations and the resources 

they are apt to channel into application for organizational research and practices. 

Chapter 3 thus draws connections from social capital theory to central concepts of 

organizational socialization and social network analysis. Underlying assumptions 

in each field are explicated to allow for their integration in a typological framework 

which is then validated and inductively refined through the qualitative analysis 

of nine case studies sampled from the panel. The resulting typology of newcomer 

network configurations grounded in informant-centered propositions guides the 

operationalization, classification, and analytical strategies applied in subsequent 

chapters. 

We still know little about how the quality of network ties affect their development 

and mobilization. Further insights regarding tie formation are required if we are to 

better understand the emergence of personal networks and social capital. Therefore, 

Chapters 4 and 5 report on a cross-sectional study conducted on the first wave of 

panel data by means of Qualitative Structural Analysis. Through its triangulation 

of narrative and standardized data, this study offers insights on particular tie-level 

characteristics that influence the initial formation and mobilization of newcomer 

networks. Specifically, Chapter 4 focuses on the lack of a tie history between egos 

and alters that characterizes the nascent ties under investigation, while Chapter 5  

addresses their perceived (a)symmetry regarding actor status and reciprocity. 

Findings from both are combined to develop a conceptual model of social capital 

mobilization during early newcomer socialization.

Further insights on network development are widely called for in extant research. 

While they pose particular challenges on methods and analysis, there is much to be 

learnt about how the size and composition of personal networks change over time, 

given the evolving needs and objectives of focal actors and their context. Chapter 6 

contributes insights from a longitudinal analysis across the panel study’s three waves 

of measurement. It probes for connections between different forms of personal 

network development and changes in the newcomers’ mobilization of social capital 

over time. Findings from the descriptive and inferential analyses show that ‘network 

churn’ is beneficial for newcomers as focal actors and more important than changes 

in network size. A higher share of alter replacement is found to increase their social 

capital mobilization. Based on the dynamics identified at the network level, the 

study indicates an agenda for ensuing research.

Gathering all results together, Chapter 7 distills answers to the research questions 

posed at the outset of the PhD thesis and draws conclusions that reach across 

its individual chapters. An overarching discussion expounds the theoretical and 

practical relevance of each study and how they complement one another. Returning 
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to the overall research design, its boundary conditions and limitations are critically 

reflected to discuss the transferability of findings and delineate a roadmap 

for further exploration. Insights derived are summarized and translated into 

recommendations for newcomers as well as organizational socialization measures, 

discussing impulses to be provided and barriers to be removed so as to foster 

newcomer socialization from a social network perspective.

In a nutshell, this PhD thesis contributes to a better understanding of how 

intra-organizational networks are formed, developed, and mobilized. It studies 

the emergence of focal actor social capital around life-course transitions by 

investigating newcomer socialization. With a combination of approaches from the 

node-, tie-, and network-level, the thesis provides answers to the question “capital 

or crutch?”, showing how the newcomers’ socialization experiences depend on the 

quality of their personal networks and the resources that can(not) be derived from 

their nodes and ties.
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In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe jonge professionals organisatorische 

socialisatie ervaren als ‘nieuwkomers’ in hun eerste baan. Het onderzoek 

analyseert daartoe de persoonlijke netwerken van die nieuwkomers. Het gebruikt 

het sociaal kapitaal begrip als theoretische invalshoek om te begrijpen hoe zij een 

persoonlijk netwerk binnen de organisatie opbouwen en tegelijkertijd hulpbronnen 

zoals informatie en ondersteuning mobiliseren. Centraal in het proefschrift 

staat de waarde die nieuwkomers hechten aan deze hulpbronnen tijdens hun 

socialisatieproces. Het beoogt inzicht te verschaffen in wat die waarde betekent en 

inhoudt, hoe zij gemeten kan worden, en hoe deze zich over de tijd ontwikkelt.

Om dit doel te bereiken, wordt in het proefschrift bestaande onderzoeksliteratuur 

geanalyseerd en gekoppeld aan de bevindingen van een panelonderzoek met drie 

meetmomenten. Het onderzoeksdesign is gericht op het reconstrueren van de 

percepties van nieuwkomers

• als een specifieke groep focale actoren binnen persoonlijke netwerken (‘ego's’)

• die relaties (‘ties’) met andere actoren (‘alters’) eerst moeten opbouwen 

• terwijl ze al aangewezen zijn op het mobiliseren van hulpbronnen (‘resources’)

• geconfronteerd met de onzekerheden tijdens het socialisatieproces

• in hun transitie van outsider naar insider.

Sociaal kapitaal wordt in dit kader gedefinieerd als de geaggregeerde waarde die 

ontstaat wanneer hulpbronnen uit een persoonlijk netwerk worden gemobiliseerd 

om de eigen middelen van nieuwkomers te vormen, te vergroten of aan te vullen. De 

centrale vraag die aan de orde wordt gesteld is of er daadwerkelijk een metaforische 

vorm van ‘kapitaal’ tussen personen wordt gecreëerd of dat de netwerken voor 

nieuwkomers meer een houvast of ‘kruk’ vormen die hen gedurende de socialisatie 

als het ware ondersteunt. In het proefschrift wordt dit vraagstuk uitgesplitst in 

een reeks van zeven onderzoeksvragen, die in Figuur S1 worden beschreven en 

gekoppeld aan de drie aandachtspunten van de doelstelling.

In Hoofdstuk 1 van het proefschrift wordt de onderzoeksthematiek gepositioneerd 

binnen de relevante wetenschapsgebieden. Er worden eerst definities uitgewerkt 

van centrale concepten uit theorieën over sociaal kapitaal, socialisatieprocessen 

in organisaties en sociale netwerkanalyse. Daarna volgt een introductie van de 

onderzochte panelgroep en een onderbouwing van de gebruikte onderzoeksmethoden 

(met aanvullende documentatie in de Bijlagen). De inleiding schetst verder de algehele 

structuur van het proefschrift, gebaseerd op de reeks onderzoeksvragen die hiernaast 

zijn weergegeven. Deze worden beantwoord in vijf onderzoeken die in de volgende 

hoofdstukken van het proefschrift worden gepresenteerd. Een verslag van elk van deze 

vijf onderzoeken is ook in aparte tijdschriftartikelen en congrespapers gepubliceerd. 
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Elk onderzoek is gericht op het opvullen van een specifieke kennisleemte en draagt bij 

aan de algemene onderzoeksdoelstelling, zoals hier samengevat en gevisualiseerd in 

Figuur S2 (zie pagina 298-299).

 

Figuur S 1 | De zeven onderzoeksvragen van het proefschrift uitgebeeld

Het gebruik van beeldspraak is een krachtig hulpmiddel bij de duiding van abstracte 

wetenschappelijke concepten, zoals de waarde van persoonlijke netwerken. Het 

is daarom een voor de hand liggende vraag of en hoe de ‘kapitaal’-metafoor kan 

helpen bij de conceptuele ontwikkeling van het onderzoeksthema. Hoofdstuk 2 

beschrijft een hiertoe uitgevoerde literatuurstudie. Van de sociaal kapitaalmetafoor, 

onderwerp van voortdurende discussie onder wetenschappers, worden de voor- 

en nadelen geanalyseerd. Aan de hand van de theorie over conceptuele metaforen 

Wat is de verklarende en generatieve invloed 

van de metafoor van het sociale "kapitaal" op de 

theorievorming?

Wat zijn beperkingen van de metafoor met 

betrekking tot de operationalisering van sociaal 

kapitaal voor empirisch onderzoek?

Hoe worden de socialisatie-ervaringen van 

nieuwkomers beïnvloed door kwalitatieve 

verschillen in sociaal kapitaal?

Welke soorten relaties met welke soorten alters 

binnen de organisatie maken welke 

hulpbronnen beschikbaar voor nieuwkomers?

Hoe beïnvloedt het ontbreken van een 

relatieverleden tussen actoren de mobilisatie 

van sociaal kapitaal voor nieuwkomers?

Hoe beïnvloeden de asymmetrie in  

wederkerigheid en status tussen actoren die 

kenmerkend zijn voor relaties in opbouw de 

persoonlijke netwerkontwikkeling van 

nieuwkomers tijdens hun socialisatieproces?

Wat is het effect van verandering in de 

samenstelling of de omvang van de netwerken 

van nieuwkomers op de mobilisatie van sociaal 

kapitaal over tijd?

Welke waarde hechten nieuwkomers aan hulpbronnen uit hun persoonlijke 

netwerk en hoe wordt deze waarde tijdens het socialisatieproces ...

... ontwikkeld 

... grijpbaar

... meetbaar 
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verkennen we hoe het sociaal kapitaalbegrip opgevat als metafoor (potentieel) bij 

kan dragen aan theorieontwikkeling. De uitkomsten van deze analyse laten zien 

welke belangrijke uitdagingen er zijn voor empirisch onderzoek naar de waarde 

van hulpbronnen in persoonlijke netwerken. Ze vormen tevens de basis voor het 

ontwerp van de instrumenten voor gegevensverzameling die zijn gebruikt in het 

panelonderzoek naar de socialisatie van nieuwkomers. Dit onderzoek wordt in de 

volgende hoofdstukken beschreven.

Theorieën in sociaal kapitaal, organisatorische socialisatie en sociale netwerkanalyse 

gebruiken elk hun eigen begrippenkaders die niet zonder meer op elkaar aansluiten. 

Ten behoeve van conceptuele integratie verbindt dit onderzoek inzichten uit de drie 

theoretische benaderingen over onderzoek naar persoonlijke netwerkconfiguraties 

en hun belang voor nieuwkomers. Hoofdstuk 3 legt daartoe verbanden tussen 

centrale concepten en verkent de onderliggende aannames als basis voor de ont-

wikkeling van een netwerktypologie. Deze typologie wordt vervolgens gevalideerd 

en langs inductieve weg verder verfijnd. Hiertoe zijn kwalitatieve analyses uitgevoerd 

van negen cases uit het panelonderzoek. Dit leidt tot een aantal proposities over het 

mogelijk ‘kapitaal’ van verschillende netwerkconfiguraties voor nieuwkomers. Die 

aangescherpte typologie vormt vervolgens de basis voor methodische keuzes inzake 

operationalisering, categorisering en analyse die het instrumentarium vormen voor 

de volgende hoofdstukken.

Er is nog weinig bekend over de invloed van de kwaliteit van netwerkrelaties op het 

ontwikkelen en mobiliseren van hulpbronnen. Om het ontstaan van persoonlijke 

netwerken en sociaal kapitaal beter te begrijpen, is aanvullend inzicht nodig over het 

vormen van netwerkrelaties (‘tie formation’). Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 beschrijven daartoe een 

cross-sectioneel onderzoek dat is uitgevoerd met behulp van kwalitatieve structurele 

analyse van de panelgegevens uit de eerste meetronde. Door triangulatie van 

narratieve en gestandaardiseerde netwerkgegevens biedt dit inzicht in kenmerken 

van relaties die nog in opbouw zijn en verkent hoe deze van invloed zijn op de 

wijze waarop de netwerken van nieuwkomers worden gevormd en gemobiliseerd. 

Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich hierbij specifiek op het aanvankelijk ontbreken van een 

relatieverleden tussen ego’s en alters, terwijl Hoofdstuk 5 ingaat op de (a)symmetrie 

in status tussen de actoren en verwachtingen van wederkerigheid (‘reciprocity’). 

De bevindingen van deze twee delen van het onderzoek vormen de basis voor een 

conceptueel model over de mobilisatie van sociaal kapitaal door nieuwkomers in 

hun eerste fasen van socialisatie. 

Er is grote behoefte aan meer onderzoek en inzicht in netwerkontwikkeling, een 

onderwerp dat specifieke methodologische en analytische uitdagingen met 

zich meebrengt. Het vereist dat de omvang en samenstelling van persoonlijke 

netwerken over de tijd heen in kaart wordt gebracht, bij veranderende behoeften 
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en doelstellingen van actoren onder verschillende omstandigheden. Hoofdstuk 6  

verschaft hierin inzicht via een longitudinale analyse die is gebaseerd op de 

drie meetrondes in het panelonderzoek. In dit hoofdstuk worden de verbanden 

onderzocht tussen verschillende vormen waarin de persoonlijke netwerken van 

nieuwkomers zich kunnen ontwikkelen en veranderingen in het mobiliseren van 

hun sociaal kapitaal. De uitkomsten van de analyses laten zien dat veranderingen 

in netwerksamenstelling gunstig zijn voor nieuwkomers als focale actoren en een 

belangrijkere rol spelen dan de verandering in de omvang van het netwerk. Ze 

geven aan dat de mobilisering van sociaal kapitaal voor ego’s toeneemt naarmate 

er een groter aandeel alters in hun netwerken wordt vervangen. De gevonden 

ontwikkelingsdynamiek op netwerkniveau biedt aanknopingspunten voor vervolg-

onderzoek.

Hoofdstuk 7 voegt de resultaten samen om antwoord te geven op de onderzoeks-

vragen en overkoepelende conclusies te trekken die de theoretische en praktische 

relevantie van het onderzoek onderstrepen. Ook wordt er kritisch gekeken naar de 

randvoorwaarden en beperkingen van het algehele onderzoeksdesign en de bredere 

toepasbaarheid van de bevindingen bediscussieerd. Het hoofdstuk presenteert 

een routekaart voor nader onderzoek, vat de inzichten samen en vertaalt die naar 

aanbevelingen voor nieuwkomers en organisaties die maatregelen willen treffen om 

de socialisatie van nieuwkomers te verbeteren, door zowel stimulerende acties als 

het opheffen van belemmeringen.

Kort samengevat draagt dit proefschrift bij aan een beter inzicht in de vorming, 

ontwikkeling en mobilisatie van intra-organisatorische netwerken. Het richt zich 

op de socialisatie van nieuwkomers tijdens een van de belangrijkste transities in 

hun levensloop. Dit biedt de mogelijkheid om het ontstaan van sociaal kapitaal bij 

focale actoren in een voorheen onbekende omgeving te bestuderen. Een combinatie 

van benaderingen op ‘node’-, ‘tie’- en ‘netwerk’-niveau biedt antwoord op de vraag 

wat hulpbronnen aan nieuwkomers bieden: een vorm van sociaal ‘kapitaal’ dan 

wel ‘krukken’ ter ondersteuning. Het onderzoek laat zien hoe de ervaringen van 

nieuwkomers tijdens hun socialisatieproces afhankelijk zijn van de kwaliteit van 

waarde die zij (niet) uit hun persoonlijke netwerken kunnen genereren.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation untersucht den Einstieg junger Berufstätiger in ihr erstes 

Arbeitsverhältnis mit Blick auf die (zu) entwickelnde Einbettung in ihrem neuen 

Umfeld. Aus Perspektive der Sozialkapitaltheorie stehen dabei die Ressourcen 

im Mittelpunkt, welche Neueinsteiger durch den Aufbau eines persönlichen 

Netzwerkes am Arbeitsplatz mobilisieren können. Die übergreifende Zielsetzung der 

Dissertation sind Erkenntnisse dazu, wie sich der Wert solcher Netzwerkressourcen 

für Neueinsteiger während ihrer Sozialisation verstehen, erfassen und in seiner 

Entwicklung nachvollziehen lässt. 

Dazu wird die Auswertung und Integration vorhandener Forschungsliteratur 

kombiniert mit einer Panelstudie über drei Erhebungswellen. Zentraler  

Gegenstand des Forschungsdesigns ist die Rekonstruktion der Wahrnehmungen 

von Neueinsteigern

• als eine spezifische Gruppe fokaler Akteure (‘Egos’) 

• in persönlichen (‘ego-zentrierten’) Netzwerken innerhalb von Organisationen

• die Beziehungen (‘Ties’) zu anderen Akteuren (‘Alter’) noch aufbauen müssen

• konfrontiert mit den Unsicherheiten während ihrer Sozialisation aber zugleich

• angewiesen auf das Mobilisieren von Ressourcen zur Unterstützung sind

• während sie sich als neue Mitglieder in einer Organisation integrieren.

Soziales Kapital wird in diesem Kontext als der Gesamtwert definiert, welcher 

beim Kombinieren, Erweitern oder Katalysieren der aus einem persönlichen 

Netzwerk mobilisierten Ressourcen mit denen der fokalen Akteure selbst entsteht. 

Leitfrage der Dissertation ist dabei, ob im Rahmen der Sozialisation tatsächlich ein 

Mehrwert im metaphorischen Sinne von sozialem ‘Kapital’ geschaffen wird, oder 

Netzwerke eher eine ‘Krücke’ bieten, auf die sich Neueinsteiger stützen können.  

Abbildung S1 stellt die sieben aus dieser Fragestellung abgeleiteten Forschungs-

fragen für die Dissertation zusammen und in Bezug zur Zielsetzung.

Kapitel 1 verortet das übergreifende Forschungsinteresse innerhalb der wissen-

schaftlichen Themenbereiche, auf die es sich bezieht. Dazu werden zentrale 

Konzepte aus der Sozialkapitaltheorie, der organisatorischen Sozialisation und 

der sozialen Netzwerkanalyse definiert. Das Einleitungskapitel erläutert zudem 

die rechts aufgelisteten Forschungsfragen und den Aufbau der Dissertation, 

stellt die untersuchte Panelgruppe vor und begründet erste Aspekte zur Wahl der 

Methoden und beim Vorgehen zum Datenmanagement (mit Verweis auf deren 

Dokumentation in den Anhängen). In den folgenden Kapiteln werden fünf Studien 

zusammentragen, die als eigenständige Publikationen für Fachzeitschriften 

und Konferenzpräsentationen entwickelt wurden. Diese liefern durch das 

Adressieren spezifischer Wissenslücken jeweils einen Beitrag zum übergreifenden 
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Forschungsziel – wie in Abbildung S2 (siehe Seiten 298-299) skizziert und im 

Folgenden zusammengefasst.

S 1 | Die sieben Forschungsfragen mit Bezug zur Zielsetzung der Dissertation

Angesichts der sinnbildlichen Konzepte, mit denen soziale Netzwerke und ihr Wert 

für Individuen und Organisationen sprachlich greifbar gemacht werden, empfiehlt 

es sich zu untersuchen, inwiefern die ‘Kapital’-Metapher auch zur konzeptionellen 

Theorieentwicklung beitragen kann. Kapitel 2 berichtet über eine Auswertung von 

Forschungsliteratur zu diesem Zweck. Ausgehend von der Theorie konzeptioneller 

Metaphern wird analysiert, warum unter Wissenschaftlern eine anhaltende 

Debatte über die Vorzüge und Schwächen der Sozialkapital-Metapher herrscht. 

Welchen explikativen und generativen Beitrag 

bietet die Metapher des sozialen “Kapitals” zur 

Theorieentwicklung?

Worin liegen Grenzen der Metapher im 

Hinblick auf die Operationalisierung von 

Sozialkapital zur empirischen Forschung?

Welchen Einfluss haben Unterschiede in der 

Qualität sozialer Netzwerke auf die 

Sozialisationserfahrungen von Neueinsteigern?

Welche Arten von Beziehungen zu welchen 

Arten von Kontakten bieten Neueinsteigern 

während der Sozialisation Zugang zu welchen 

Arten von Netzwerkressourcen?

Welchen Einfluss hat das Fehlen einer 

Beziehungshistorie zwischen Ego und Alter auf 

das Mobilisieren von Sozialkapital für 

Neueinsteiger?

Welchen Einfluss hat die anfängliche 

Asymmetrie der Beziehungen zu Insidern bzgl. 

Akteur-Status und Reziprozität auf das 

Mobilisieren von Sozialkapital?

Lässt sich eine Zunahme im Sozialkapital von 

Neueinsteigern durch Veränderung in der 

Zusammensetzung oder in der Größe ihrer 

persönlichen Netzwerke vorhersagen?

Welchen Wert bieten Ressourcen aus persönlichen Netzwerken für Neuein-

steiger und wie lässt sich seine Entwicklung im Rahmen ihrer Sozialisation ...

... nachvoll-

ziehen 

 ... verstehen 

... erfassen 
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Die (potenziellen) Beiträge der ‘Kapital’-Metapher zur Theorieentwicklung und 

deren Grenzen werden systematisiert. Diese Auswertung verdeutlicht, worin 

kritische Herausforderungen für die empirische Forschung zum Wert von 

Netzwerkressourcen begründet liegen. Die Ergebnisse werden zur Grundlage der 

Entwicklung der Datenerhebungsinstrumente, welche im Rahmen der Panelstudie 

zur Sozialisation von Neueinsteigern aus Perspektive der sozialen Netzwerkanalyse 

eingesetzt wurden, die in den folgenden Kapiteln ausgewertet wird.

Ein Mangel an konzeptioneller Integration gilt als einer der Gründe dafür, dass sich 

wissenschaftliche Erkenntnisse zur Konfiguration persönlicher Netzwerke und 

der aus ihnen mobilisierten Ressourcen nur schwer zur Anwendung im Rahmen 

der Organisationsforschung und -praxis umsetzen lassen. In Kapitel 3 werden 

daher Verbindungen zwischen der Sozialkapitaltheorie und zentralen Konzepten 

in der organisatorischen Sozialisation sowie in der sozialen Netzwerkanalyse 

herausgestellt. Die in den jeweiligen Forschungsbereichen zugrunde gelegten 

Annahmen werden expliziert um ihre Zusammenhänge im Rahmen einer 

integrativen Typologie abzubilden. Diese wird im Folgenden durch die qualitative 

Analyse von neun Fallstudien aus dem Panel validiert und induktiv um in den 

Daten grundierte Propositionen ergänzt. Die so weiterentwickelte Typologie von 

Netzwerkkonfigurationen für Neueinsteiger ist bestimmend für Strategien zur 

Operationalisierung, Klassifizierung und Datenanalyse in den folgenden Kapiteln.

Es ist noch wenig bekannt darüber, wie die Qualität von Netzwerkbeziehungen 

deren Entstehung, Entwicklung und Mobilisierung für Ressourcen beeinflusst. Um 

den Aufbau von persönlichen Netzwerken und sozialem Kapital besser zu verstehen, 

sind weitere Erkenntnisse im Bereich der ‘Tie’-Formation erforderlich. Kapitel 4 

und 5 berichten daher in zwei Teilen über eine Querschnittsstudie, bei der anhand 

einer Qualitativen Strukturellen Analyse die Paneldaten der ersten Erhebungswelle 

ausgewertet wurden. Durch das Triangulieren von narrativen und standardisierten 

Daten bietet diese Studie Einblicke in bestimmte Merkmale von sich noch im Aufbau 

befindlichen Beziehungen, welche die anfängliche Entwicklung und Mobilisierung 

von Netzwerken für Neueinsteiger beeinflussen. Dabei liegt der Fokus in Kapitel 4 auf 

dem vorläufigen Fehlen einer Beziehungshistorie zwischen Ego und Alter, während 

sich Kapitel 5 auf die wahrgenommene (A)Symmetrie in Bezug auf Akteur-Status 

und Reziprozität konzentriert. Die Ergebnisse beider Studienteile werden in einem 

konzeptionellen Modell kombiniert, um die Entwicklung und Mobilisierung von 

Sozialkapital durch Neueinsteiger während der frühen Phasen ihrer Sozialisation zu 

erklären.
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Der Ruf nach weiteren Erkenntnissen zur Entwicklung von persönlichen Netzwerken 

über den Zeit- und Lebensverlauf hinweg ist in der Fachliteratur weit verbreitet, 

jedoch stellt die Erhebung und Analyse der entsprechenden Daten Forscher vor 

besondere Herausforderungen. Im Kontext der Sozialisation bieten Veränderungen 

in der Größe und Zusammensetzung der persönlichen Netzwerke von 

Neueinsteigern wertvolle Einblicke zur Entwicklung ihrer Ziele und Bedürfnisse. 

Kapitel 6 bietet entsprechende Erkenntnisse aus einer Verlaufsanalyse über 

die drei Messpunkte der Panelstudie hinweg. Diese prüft auf Zusammenhänge 

zwischen verschiedenen Formen der Entwicklung persönlicher Netzwerke und 

Veränderungen in der Mobilisierung von sozialem Kapital durch die Neueinsteiger 

über den erweiterten Verlauf ihrer Sozialisation. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass fokale 

Akteure mit der Zeit umso mehr Sozialkapital mobilisieren, je stärker sich die Alter-

Zusammensetzung in ihrem Netzwerk ändert. Veränderungen in der Größe der 

Netzwerke spielen dagegen eine geringere Rolle. Diese identifizierte Dynamik auf 

der Netzwerkebene deutet auf mögliche Folgestudien hin, um auf der Akteurs- und 

Beziehungsebene nach Erklärungen zu forschen.

Kapitel 7 fasst abschließend die Ergebnisse der vorhergehenden Studien 

zusammen und gibt Antworten auf die zu Beginn der Dissertation formulierten 

Forschungsfragen. Es werden Schlussfolgerungen über die einzelnen Studien 

hinweg gezogen und ihre theoretische und praktische Relevanz in einer 

übergreifenden Diskussion erläutert. Im Rückblick auf das Forschungsdesign 

insgesamt werden dessen Vorannahmen und Grenzen kritisch reflektiert, um 

die Übertragbarkeit der Ergebnisse zu diskutieren und Ansatzpunkte für die 

weitere Forschung herauszuarbeiten. Die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse werden 

in ihren Zusammenhang gestellt, um Implikationen für Neueinsteiger sowie 

die Sozialisationsmaßnahmen in Organisationen abzuleiten. Dabei wird 

begründet, welche Impulse und der Abbau welcher Barrieren empfohlen werden, 

um die Sozialisation von Neueinsteigern aus Sicht der Netzwerkanalyse und 

Sozialkapitaltheorie zu unterstützten.

Insgesamt trägt diese Dissertation zu einem besseren Verständnis dafür bei, 

wie persönliche Netzwerke in Organisationen entstehen, sich entwickeln 

und mobilisiert werden. Die zusammengetragenen Studien untersuchen die 

Sozialisation von jungen Berufstätigen bei ihrem Einstieg ins Arbeitsleben. Als 

einer der zentralen Übergange zwischen Lebensphasen bietet dies Gelegenheit für 

aufschlussreiche Einblicke zum Entstehen von sozialem Kapital in persönlichen 

Netzwerken, welche sich noch im Aufbau befinden. Mit Ansätzen auf der Knoten-, 

Beziehungs- und Netzwerkebene liefert die Dissertation Antworten auf ihre Leitfrage 

"Kapital oder Krücke?" und zeigt, wie die Erfahrungen der Neueinsteiger von der 

Qualität ihrer persönlichen Netzwerke und der Ressourcen abhängen, welche sie 

während der Sozialisation (nicht) mobilisieren können.
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You

Analysis
Now look over your personal network and the resources that contacts have provided:

• What strikes you as interesting? 

• Can you see any patterns or (im)balance?

• Does anything seem to be missing or overrepresented?

• Are there any contacts who stand out? What makes them different?

DIY Personal Network Analysis

Name generator questions
If a contact comes to mind for these questions, add a node with the person’s initials 

in the white circle, placing it nearer to or further away from you to show its closeness.

• Who is officially responsible for you as lead(s) or advisor(s)?

• Is there anyone who has fulfilled these roles for you informally?

• Whom would ask to put in ‘a good word’ for you when applying for a new role?

• With whom have you been collaborating directly, in your team or on a project?

• Who do you reach out to for specific input or processes?

• With whom have you stayed in contact after past projects or assignments?

• Whom would you turn to if you were looking for personal advice on the job?

• With whom do you prefer to spend your lunch or coffee breaks?

• Who are your highest contacts in the organizational hierarchy?

• Are there any fleeting contacts who might become interesting in the future?

• Is there anyone else who you think should be included?

Document your personal network at the workplace and the 
resources provided by contacts to visualize your social capital:

Network resource generator
Grab a green, blue, and orange pen as you go through each of the statements below, 

marking any node to which they apply.

Green – Task-performance support

• This person has taught me a lot about their knowledge or skills.

• This person has given me feedback on the job.

• This person has explained to me how things are done and why.

• This person has helped me with my tasks when things got hectic or difficult.

Blue – Initial career promotion

• This person has introduced me to their contacts at the organization.

• This person has given me tips or advice for my career.

• This person has made my performance visible and made sure I get credit for it.

• This person has taken (influence on) decisions regarding my career.

Orange – Socio-emotional integration

• This person has made me feel accepted and appreciated.

• This is a person I could turn to when I needed to vent frustration.

• This person has been a source of energy or motivation for me at work.

• This is a person with whom I have had fun at work.

E.G.





There is a value ascribed to personal networks, referred to as social capital, that is 
widely accepted as intuitive, if not obvious. Its conceptualization and measurement, 
however, poses considerable challenges for researchers. In fact, the value of social 
capital often seems most notable in its absence. Within organizations, the bene�ts 
to be derived from a web of connections – providing actors with information and 
support, sources of motivation, inspiration, or creativity, and shortcuts for ‘getting 
things done’– tend to be felt the most clearly by those who still lack access. This PhD 
thesis studies such organizational newcomers to reconstruct how they develop and 
mobilize a personal network upon starting out on a job. Its objective is to increase 
our understanding of the emergence of intra-organizational social capital, asking 
whether it indeed provides a ‘capital’ value or rather a ‘crutch’ for newcomers during 
socialization. To do so, the �ve studies comprised in this thesis investigate node and 
tie-level qualities as well as network-level developments to show how newcomer 
experiences depend on the resources that they can(not) derive from their personal 
networks.
Sabine R. Bakker completed this study on social capital in personal networks as 

external PhD candidate at the Institute for Management Research at Radboud 
University Nijmegen (the Netherlands), supervised by Prof. Dr. Paul Hendriks and Dr. 
Hubert Korzilius. Parts of this doctoral thesis have been published as peer-reviewed 
journal articles in the �eld of Social Network Analysis and presented at EUSN as well 
as Sunbelt conferences.

Newcomers to this PhD thesis 

are advised to ...

•  ... not attempt to read it all in 

    one sitting;

•  ... select (the order of) chapters  

    based on their own interests;

• ... mobilize the resources 

    provided below.

I will defend my research under 

lockdown restrictions on 

June 9, 2021, at 4:30pm

in the Akademiezaal at 

Radboud University Nijmegen

and elsewhere, if challenged, 

after we’ve all been vaccinated.

Highlight

Mark your favourite part and ask 

me to tell you more about it!

We need to talk...

Let me know if there is a part 

that you have ideas, questions, 

or concerns about.

You missed one!

If you find a taipo typo, you can 

keep it. Just don’t tell me.

To be continued…

Mark how far you’ve read to 

come back and find out what 

happens after that cliffhanger.

DIY confetti!

Cut this part into pieces to throw 

at me after the defense. 

Reading crutch
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